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ABSTRACT
It is not surprising that, in view of the conceptual and theoretical nature of
chemistry, there are many ideas in chemistry that pupils find difficult. A review
of the work in this area shows an extensive body of literature in which pupils'
misunderstandings of key ideas in chemistry in the 12 - 15 age range are
documented. However, much of this research does not give any assistance in
terms of the development of teaching strategies or implementation of
intervention packages. In fact, it appears from the literature that comparatively
little research has been carried out into how student teachers teach ideas in
those areas of chemistry where misunderstandings arise.

This study investigated how student teachers draw on the guidance they are
given in their training course about dealing with pupils' misunderstandingsin
chemistry. The project is a case study of practice in one institution and is also
characterised by aspects of an action research project. A baseline study was
carried out to establish a benchmark of current practice among student
teachers. This was followed by the development and implementationof an
Intervention Package to assist a second group of student teachers in teaching
these difficult ideas. Data were gathered by means of classroom observation,
questionnaires,interviews and analysis of lesson plans.
A theoretical framework was developed to assist in the analysis of the baseline
data and the post-intervention data. Models of educational evaluation were
for
develop
to
a
strategy
assessing the effectiveness of the Intervention
used
Package. The results of this assessment indicate that the Intervention Package
was successful in a number of areas, e. g. increasing the awareness of the
student teachers of the problems involved in teaching difficult ideas,
encouraging the student teachers to use particular types of resources in their
teaching, helping them to develop new teaching strategies and encouraging
them to foster a greater climate of understanding in the classroom. The attitude
of the student teachers towards the material covered in the Intervention
Package was found to be very positive since they viewed this material as a
practical strategy to help their teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry.
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CHAPTER1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 The background

and origins of the research question

This research study emerged out of an attempt to improve aspects of the training
The
in
Ireland.
in
teachers
teacher-training
for
a university
course
science
course
by
the
formulated
as
an
outcome
perceived
was
of
a
need
research question
researcher in his transition from teaching science for 23 years in a secondary
lecturer
level.
in
his
to
as
science
education
at
university
appointment
school
There is growing concern in Ireland at the fall-off in the number of pupils taking
Regan
(Department
15
1998
beyond
Education
the
Science,
;
age
of
of
science
and
is
Whilst
Childs,
2003).
science
not a compulsory subject in the secondary
and
98%
in
Ireland,
about
of pupils in the 12 - 15 age group take
school system
science for the Junior Certificate examination in the third year of their second-level
the
by
is
This
examination
set
called
a
national
a
government
agency
education.
State Examinations Commission. After the completion of the Junior Certificate
Certificate
for
Leaving
their
examination.
study
seven
subjects
must
pupils
course,
Of these seven subjects, four are compulsory; Irish language, English,
Mathematics and a modern language. Unfortunately, the number of pupils who opt
to take science subjects has been steadily declining and, of the 50 000
for
biology,
000
23
Certificate
opt
Junior
take
science, only
approximately who
to
In
for
carried
out
for
research
7000
9000 opt
chemistry.
opt
physics and
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determine the reasons for this decline, one of the most common reasons cited by
pupils was that science was a "difficult" subject (Department of Education and
Science, 1998 p, 60). It is not surprising that, in view of the conceptual and
theoretical nature of various aspects of science, many pupils find difficulty with
understanding many areas of science.

Some research evidence (discussed in Chapter 2) indicates that a contributory
factor to the persistence of misunderstandings is the way in which such ideas are

taught. Scienceteachersmay not alwaysteach in ways that challengeor
acknowledge misunderstandings. Therefore, pupils' grounding in some of the key
ideas that underpin science may be poor and contribute to the idea that science is
"difficult". In fact, persistent misunderstandings may act as significant impasses to
the development of accurate understanding of science ideas. Thus,
acknowledgement and resolution of these ideas will contribute positively to pupils'
learning at all stages.

In terms of chemistry, there is an extensive body of literature documenting pupils'
in
discussed
Research
level.
ideas
key
at secondary
misunderstandings of
Chapter 2 suggests that these misunderstandings are widespread among pupils
the
the
However,
of
extent
and
to
nature
given
and are quite resistant change.
into
how
dearth
is
there
of
research
a
great
literature on these misunderstandings,
these
misunderstandings
in
where
ideas
those
science
teach
of
areas
teachers

adse.
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A great deal of the research into pupils' misunderstandingsof ideas in science
relies on a constructivist approach based on theories about how children learn
rather than how teachers teach. Much of the research appears to be characterised
by detailed work documenting misunderstandingsin specific areas with relatively
little follow up in terms of development of teaching strategies or intervention
packages for implementationin schools.

The circumstances described above point to a desirability of carrying out research
into how student teachers teach difficult ideas in chemistry. This study therefore
addresses the following research question: How do student teachers draw on
the guidance they are given in their training course about dealing with
pupils' misunderstandings

in chemistry?

It is hoped that the research carried out into how student teachers teach difficult
ideas in chemistry will assist in the development of strategies to try to
overcome
pupils' misunderstandings of key ideas in science.

1.2 Initial teacher training in Ireland

In Ireland, after completing their undergraduate degree, student teachers must
obtain the qualification of the Higher Diploma in Education (H.Dip.Ed) in order to be
recognised as qualified to teach in second-level schools. This is a one-year course,
entry to which is highly competitive. In general, only graduates with a first or
second class honours degree are offered places on the H.Dip.Ed course. The
course is a full time one in which the student teachers spend their mornings in local
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schools and their afternoons at the university. The student teachers must
undertake teaching practice in schools within a thirty-mile radius of the university.
Each student teacher is supervised at least five times during the academic year by
his/her own supervisor and by a visiting supervisor. The two supervisors decide on
a teaching practice grade to be awarded to the student teacher at the end of the
academic year. A sample of the student teachers is also visited by an external
examiner.
Students who wish to qualify as science teachers undertake the "science
methodology" component of the course. (All students study core subjects like the
psychology of education, sociology of education, history of education and
philosophy of education. ) As part of the science methodology component of the
course, student teachers attend lectures, tutorials, practical sessions, microteaching workshops and ICT in science teaching
sessions. The science
methodology course is assessed by means of a project carried out by the students.
The overall grade awarded is based on their teaching
practice grade, their project
mark and the marks obtained in three written examination papers.
All of the student teachers who participated in this study are Higher Diploma in
Education students undertaking the science methodology component of the
course.
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1.3 What is in each chapter?

Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature with regard to the difficulties that
pupils encounter in their study of science. It discusses the reasons why pupils in
features
describes
key
ideas
in
difficult
find
science
and
schools
some
secondary
of research into pupils' misunderstandingsof selected ideas in chemistry that
for
difficulties.
It
discusses
implications
the
to
also
with
pupils
appear present
teaching and learning that arise out of research into pupils' misunderstandingsand
examines the key features of research into how beginning teachers teach difficult
ideas in science.

Chapter 3 describes the mechanism by which a theoretical framework was
developed to assist in the analysis of the data collected. The development of the
theoretical framework by surveying the literature for other related theoretical
frameworks is outlined. The usefulness of this framework in terms of the provision
factors
detailed
relating to the way student teachers teach,
various
of
of a
map
particularly in relation to their teaching of difficult ideas, is discussed. Finally, the
potential application of the framework map as a useful frame of reference for
identifying changes in practice (if any) as a result of the Intervention Package is
summarised and discussed.

Chapter 4 outlines the nature of the research methodology employed in this studyý,,
and describes the various research tools used to gather data: classroom
lesson
interviews,
and
plan analysis.
questionnaires
semi-structured
observation,
18

Details are also given of the methodology used to analyse the data collected as
well as the steps taken to ensure the reliability and validity of the data collection
tools and the data analysis.

Chapter 5 considers the strategy to assess the extent to which the Intervention
Package has been successful in achieving its aims. Some key research projects in
the area of curriculum innovation are first examined in order to produce a model to
examine the extent to which the aims of the Intervention Project have been
achieved. The findings from these research projects are then used to establish the
model within which the evidence gathered in this study may be analysed and
discussed.

Chapter 6 reports and discusses the analysis of the data gathered in the baseline
study. Details are given of the method by which the items arising from the baseline
data are mapped on to the various categories developed in the theoretical
framework. Based on the results of this analysis, a detailed picture of the teaching
in
teachers
the baseline study is outlined.
by
ideas
the
difficult
student
of

Chapter 7 discusses the assessment of the Intervention Package using three
themes synthesised from various models for educational evaluation. The postintervention data are analysed by means of the same framework used to analyse
the baseline data and the results discussed in terms of the extent to which the aims
and outcomes of the Intervention Package have been achieved. The picture that
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emerges of the teaching of difficult ideas by the student teachers in the postintervention study is then discussed.

Chapter 8 summarises the main findings of the study by considering those areas
where the Intervention Package appears to have had significant impact. It also
examines those areas where the Intervention Package appears to have had little
impact and discusses some possible reasons for this. In'addition, some of the
limitations of the study are identified and discussed. Finally, the significanceof this
knowledge
is
how
the
to
in
terms
study
adds
current
of
reviewed
research project
and discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
As most science teachers are aware, the study of science is a struggle for
many pupils. The learning outcomes that follow from the teacher's instruction
can often be very disappointing in terms of how much the pupils are able to
remember, how well the pupils understand the material and how much of the
material they are able to apply in their everyday lives. Why do pupils
encounter such difficulty in learning science?

Most of the work that has been done this area was carried out relatively
recently - mainly in the 1980s and 1990s. The science education literature of
these two decades contains numerous studies of the difficulties that secondlevel pupils have in coming to terms with various scientific phenomena
(Driver et al., 1994; Schofield et al., 1989). These studies clearly show that
pupils' conceptions are often inconsistent with the scientific concepts that
they are expected to learn (Driver, 1989; Gilbert, Osborne and Fensham,
1982). A survey of the literature shows that these concepts are referred to
using terms like alternative frameworks, misconceptions, alternative
conceptions and misunderstandings (Driver and Easley, 1978; Driver et al.,
1994; Erduran, 2003; Gilbert and Swift, 1985; Johnstone, 2000; Novak, 1988;
Taber, 2003). In this study we will use the term misunderstanding when we
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refer to any concept that differs from the commonly accepted scientific
meaning of the term.

Research has also shown that these misunderstandingsinfluence
subsequent learning and can be highly resistant to change (Novak, 1988;
Nussbaum and Novick, 1982; Barker, 1994). Thus, these misunderstandings
have major implications for both practitioners and researchers in the area of
science education. Particular attention must be paid to the method used to
teach certain concepts in science - especially those concepts that are known
to cause difficulties for pupils. Thus, the main purposes of this chapter may
be summarised as follows:
"

To discuss the reasons why pupils in secondary schools find some ideas
in science difficult - particularly in the area of chemistry.

"

To describe key features of research into pupils' misunderstandingsof
selected ideas in chemistry that appear to present pupils with difficulties.

"

To discuss the implications for teaching and learning that arise out of
research into pupils' misunderstandings.

"

To discuss the key features of research into how student teachers teach
difficult ideas in science.

"

To discuss how the above areas of research have determined the shape
of this research study and the methodology adopted.

2.2 What is learning science all about? Why do problems often arise?

The literature on children's learning is very extensive. The main aim of most
of this research is to try to construct a model of the process of learning so
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that this model may be used by those involved in curriculum development
and also used by practising teachers in developing more effective teaching
approaches. It is not appropriate to this work to give a detailed critique of the
huge volume of written material in the area of how children learn. However, it
is necessary to give a brief overview of the major contributions to our
knowledge in this area - particularly with regard to those whose theories
have been used in an attempt to comprehend children's understandingof
specific ideas and concepts in science.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s there was considerable interest in Piaget's
Inhelder,
1974). The model proposed that
(Piaget
learning
and
model of
children passed through four main stages of psychological development.The
first two stages can be identified in children up to about the age of seven.
These first two stages are called sensory-motor and pre-conceptual.
However, at around the age of seven, children begin to show that they are
capable of concrete operational thought. This is developed in relation to
ball
felt
For
be
that
or
or
seen
easily
visualised.
example,
when
a
can
objects
into
into
ball,
back
then
is
Plasticene
a
new
shape
and
rolled
a
moulded
of
the child may realise that the amount and weight of Plasticene remains
unchanged through the cycle. Important characteristics of concrete
operations are that they can cope with only a limited number of variables and
that they allow the child to describe situations but not to explain them. The
fourth stage in Piaget's model is called formal operational thinking. Formal
operational thinking is associated with the use of hypothetical models for the
purpose of explaining things. It is characteristic of situations involving several
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variables and also of the use of the mathematical notions of ratio and
proportion. In this stage the child is able to handle abstract ideas and, when
carrying out scientific investigations, appreciate that many factors may be
influencing a situation. The child would understand that to investigate one of
these factors, the others must be held constant.

The significance of Piaget's work for science teachers is that it would appear
that some form of learning cannot be achieved until children reach the formal
thinking stage. Piaget's experimental work led him to believe that formal
thinking can take place in 12-year old children (Scaife, 2000). However,
subsequent research (Shayer et al. 1976, Lawson and Renner, 1978)
indicates that most children develop formal thinking much later than this and
some do not develop it at all. Piaget's model was used to try to explain why
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that familiarity with the idea of Piaget's stages of cognitive development gives
teacher a better insight into devising approaches to developing science
curricula. Shayer and his co-workers were major advocates of Piaget's model
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through to expected conclusions. This work has lead on to the development
of interesting research in the area of cognitive acceleration (Adey, 1989;
Adey et al., 1995; Moran and Vaughan, 2000; Simon, 2002) where
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intervention materials have been designed to promote cognitive
development.

Learning science involves coming to terms with and being able to use the
various concepts of the scientific community. In reaching this understanding,
the pupil is involved in trying to make sense of the scientific view of the world
against a background of the pupil's own existing ways of thinking about
everyday phenomena.The perspective on learning that draws attention to
the active role of the learner and examines the interplay between the pupil's
own knowledge and the material being taught, is referred to as a
(Driver
Oldham,
learning
1986). This view of
and
of
view
constructivist
learning has its origins in the work of the "personal construct theory" of the
American psychologist George Kelly (Kelly, 1971). From his work as a school
psychologist, Kelly gained an insight into the process of learning and
proposed his famous "personal construct theory". Personal constructs are the
dimensions that we use to conceptualise aspects of our day-to-day world.

Kelly proposed a view of people actively engaged in making sense of and
extending their experience of the world through these personal constructs.
Cohen et al (2000) summarise the importance of Kelly's personal construct
theory as follows:
u Education, in Kelly's view, is necessarily experimental. Its
ultimate goal is individual fulfilment and the maximising of
individual potential. In emphasising the need of each individual
to question and to explore, construct theory implies a view of
education that capitalises upon the children's natural
learning
It
in
to
activities.
spontaneous
motivation engage
follows that the teacher's task is to facilitate children's ongoing
exploration of the world rather than impose adult perspectives
upon them"
(Cohen et al, 2000 p. 337)
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Working in the context of the school science curriculum, Driver and Bell
(1985) identified a set of key points that they referred to as a constructivist

view of learning. The key points that they identified were:
Learning outcomes depend not only on the learning environment but also

*

on the prior knowledge, attitudes and goals of the learner.
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Constructing links with prior knowledge is an active process involving the
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Meaning once constructed can be accepted or rejected. The construction
of meaning does not always lead to belief.

Learning is not passive. Individuals are purposive beings who set their
own goals and control their own learning.
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Pupils frequently bring similar ideas about natural phenomena to the
by
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classroom.

There has been considerable debate on the extent to which constructivist
instruction.
of
model
learning theory has become associated with a particular
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A number of writers have proposed instructional strategies based on
constructivist principles (Driver and Oldham, 1986; Hewson and Hewson,
1988; Nussbaum and Novick, 1982; Osborne and Freyberg, 1985). Some
common elements emerge from these proposed instructional strategies:
"

Provide opportunities for pupils to make their ideas explicit.

"

Encourage the restructuring of pupils' conceptions through a range of
strategies such as discussion, exchanging ideas, demonstration or
experience with conflict situations.

"

Allow pupils the opportunity to apply these new conceptions to experience
their fruitfulness.

Some researchers in this area (White and Gunstone, 1989) emphasise the
importance of pupils being encouraged to reflect on their understandings and
to take greater responsibility for their own learning. They argue that unless
pupils employ these strategies, it is unlikely that cognitive restructuring will
occur.

However, from a survey of the literature in the area of the use of
constructivist learning theory in science teaching, it is clear that several
authors question the appropriateness of linking any particular teaching
approach to constructivist learning theory. Matthews (1994) argues that
many so-called constructivist teaching techniques are not unique to
constructivism and he criticises the extrapolation of constructivist learning
theory to curriculum and pedagogical issues. He argues that the basic tenet
of constructivism (i.e. that pupils have prior ideas of their own and that these
ideas may obstruct the learning of new ideas) is not a new idea and most
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teachers are aware of this. He also argues that the claim of advocates of
constructivismthat knowledge is constructed by the learner is misleading and
based on a false view of scientific knowledge. He points out that most
science learning involves being told by someone who already understands
the scientific view and it is misleading to imply that pupils can construct
scientific knowledge for themselves since learning involves induction into an
agreed way of thinking about natural phenomena. Similar arguments are also
made by Solomon (1994) and Ogborn (1997).

Millar (1989) has questioned the linking of constructivism with a particular
model of instruction. He points out the difference between claiming
constructivism as a model of learning and constructivism as a model for the
design of teaching strategies. The fact that learning can be thought of as the
assisted construction of more powerful explanatory ideas does not lead
logically to any conclusions about how learners can be encouraged to do this
mental construction or reconstruction. It does not follow from a constructivist
view of learning that teaching has to be planned in a particular way in order
to be effective. He points out that constructivism has an important role to play
in mapping the general features of pathways that individuals follow in order to
achieve more productive understandings. This may help to better inform the
process of curriculum selection, sequencing and pacing. Millar also proposes
that rather than attempting to identify a constructivist-based model of
instruction, it may be more productive to focus on increasing the active
involvement of pupils, as this is a requirement for reconstruction to take
place. Garnett et. al (1995) support the view of Millar and agree that science
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teaching is not about developing personal theories about phenomena but
about coming to share, at some level, in the consensually held theories of
science.

Another criticism of constructivism concerns its lack of a theoretical
framework. While it documents what children do and do not understand, it
does not tell us why some ideas are difficult and others easier. This has
resulted in some researchers in this area to go back to the Piagetian
emphasis on domain-general thinking skills (Kuhn et al., 1988) and other
researchers towards an emphasis on metacognition (the value of reflection
by the learner on the actual process of learning) as a means of enhancing
that learning (White and Gunstone, 1989).

An interesting example that may be used to show the conflict between
is
description
the
talking
about
phenomena
and
scientific
everyday ways of
that of atmospheric pressure (Leach and Scott, 2000). The action of drinking
language
"sucking".
described
in
is
liquid
through
everyday
as
a straw
a
Children learn this concept from a very early age. However, difficulties arise
when this concept is encountered in science lessons. The teacher is faced
with the challenge of introducing pupils to the scientific way of interpreting
and explaining this phenomenon in terms of atmospheric pressure.
Establishing a shared understanding between the pupil's everyday
knowledge and the more formalised scientific knowledge is a source of great
potential difficulty. Some of the sources of this difficulty are summarised in
Table 2.1
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Everyday knowledge
1. Commonsense ways of talking
and thinking

Scientific knowledge
1. More formalised ways of talking
and thinking.

2. Developed and reinforced by
growing up in a culture

2. Developed and validated by
scientific communities.

3. Learned and reinforced
subconsciously through everyday
communication

3. Learned through explicit teaching.

Table 2.1 Some characteristics
knowledge

of everyday knowledge and scientific

Thus, learning science involves the pupil in developing ways of thinking
about phenomena about which we already talk in familiar ways. Not only
does science offer a different way of thinking about and explaining these
phenomena, but also the scientific view can appear to be counter-productive
and challenging the common-sense ideas about these phenomena. Wolpert
(1992) refers to this conflict as the "uncommonsenseof science" and Leach
and Scott (1995) discuss the problem in terms of a "learning demand". The
learning demand can be thought of as a description of the differences
between everyday and scientific ways of thinking about the world and the
challenges that pupils face in coming to an understanding of scientific
accounts of phenomena. This learning demand can be caused by various
kinds of differences e.g. differences in the conceptual tools used, differences
that relate to basic assumptions about the world (ontological assumptions)
and differences that relate to the nature of the knowledge being used
(epistemologicalassumptions). Thus, in the case of the air pressure
explanation for drinking through a straw the learning demand involves:
*

Using the concept of air pressure rather than the usucking"description
(conceptual demand).
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Accepting that air is a substantial material that can exert large pressures
(ontological demand).
Appreciating that the concept of air pressure is a general one and can be
used to explain a whole range of different phenomena (epistemological

demand)

Therefore, learning the scientific explanation involves the pupil in making
major changes to his or her assumptions about the nature of the world.
Posner et al. (1982) suggest that the pupil can often understand the
explanation (i.e. the concept of air pressure is intelligible) but it does not
is
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not
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make sense
-"surely
the lemonade up through the straw").

The concept of learning demand provides a good starting point for identifying
the nature of difficulties that the learner is likely to experience in coming to
accept the scientific point of view.

In summary we can say that:
introduced
talking
involves
being
to
the
Learning
and
ways
of
science
9
thinking used in the scientific community and these are based on
particular scientific concepts and modes of explaining.
*

Pupils already have everyday ways of thinking about the phenomena.
Detailed accounts of some of these phenomena are given in section 2.3.
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Pupils' own alternative conceptions are continually reinforced in their
everyday lives and this can act as a barrier to science learning.
Science teaching provides the conceptual tools for thinking about science.
2.3 Pupils' misunderstandings

of ideas in chemistry

In research carried out on aspects of secondary school pupils' understanding
of elementary ideas in chemistry (Briggs and Holding, 1986), an attempt was

made to document the different kinds of ideas that 15 year-old secondary
school pupils have about some fundamental chemical concepts. In addition,
the researchers tried to analyse the extent to which pupils used taught ideas

in a meaningful way and concentrated their research on four specific areas:
"element",
"mixture"
do
the
terms
to
What
and
attribute
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meanings
e
"compound"?
diagrammatic
do
to
What
attribute
commonly
used
pupils
meanings
e
representationof elements, compounds and mixtures?
*

What experimental observations do pupils regard as evidence for
chemical change?

*

What conceptions do pupils have about the relative masses of reacting
substances?

The analysis of the responses of the pupils gave an insight into the ways in
which pupils conceptualise various phenomena, the extent to which accepted
ideas
in
ideas
the
pupils' responses.
alternative
school science
are used and
It was clear from a study of pupils' conceptual knowledge of chemistry that
many pupils do not understand some of the fundamental ideas that form the
basis of chemistry. From a study of the results of this report, it is clear that
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pupils, when engaging in chemical reasoning, must constantly shift between
macroscopic and microscopic representational systems employing each at
an appropriate time. The macroscopic system in which matter has bulk
properties is in stark contrast to the microscopic system in which matter is
regarded as being composed of moving atoms, molecules and ions. Because
pupils use their prior knowledge to construct new understanding, pupils will
first construct new understanding in the system in which they are already
most comfortable, i.e. the macroscopic system.

On the macroscopic level, Osborne and Cosgrove (1983) in a study involving
43 children on the changes of state of water found that 50% of their sample
of 17-year old chemistry pupils thought that the bubbles of boiling water were
basic
in
this
Further
showed
a
problem among
area
research
made of air.
pupils in understandingthe basic concepts of evaporation and condensation
(Tytler, 2000). Similarly, when Shepherd and Renner (1982) examined pupils'
found
that
level,
the
they
the
matter
on
microscopic
of
states
perceptions of
in
had
their
high
the
sample
a sound understandingof
pupils
school
none of
the particulate nature of gases, liquids and solids, and that only 43% had a
partial understanding.

Driver et al. (1994) present a perspective on science learning as a process of
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knowledge
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scientific
reveal
scientific
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not
knowledge is discursive in nature. They show very clearly that learners of
science have everyday representations of the phenomena that science
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explains and argue that although learning science involves social
interactions, individuals have to make personal sense of newly introduced
ways of viewing the world. They conclude that the relationship between views
of learning and pedagogy is problematic and that no simple rules for
pedagogical practice emerge from a constructivist view of learning.

In research carried out into how a context-based approach influences the
understanding of key chemical ideas of pupils aged 16+ (Ramsden, 1997), it
was found that under 25% of the pupils understood the following key ideas:

*

Conservation of mass when precipitation reactions occur.

Conservation
of mass as a means of predicting reacting quantities.
9
*

The Periodic Table as a means of predicting properties of compounds.

*

The Periodic Table as a means of predicting formulas.

As an example of a misunderstanding in the conservation of mass, pupils
considered that since a precipitate was a solid, it weighed more than a liquid:
"A solid is formed and because particles in a solid are more
closer together, it is more dense and so it is heavier."
"A solid is formed which has a greater density than a liquid.
So it will weigh a little more."
"A precipitate is formed, which must weigh more than the
liquids"
(Ramsden, 1997 p. 707)
Thus, despite the context-based approach, difficult ideas in chemistry are still
difficult!
Some of the main misunderstandingsin chemistry that have been identified
in the literature and that are relevant to this research project will now be
discussed.
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2.3.1 Misunderstandings

on the particulate nature of matter

The lack of understanding of the particulate nature of matter has already
been referred to in section 2.3. Among the earliest researchers in this field
were Novick and Nussbaum (1978 ) who investigated the extent that 13 - 14
year old pupils who had learned about the particulate nature of matter had
understood the basic aspects of the model related to gases. Using the
interview method accompanied by presentation of concrete phenomena, they
were able to ascertain that while some 70% of the pupils held the idea that a
gas is composed of particles, a far smaller percentage accepted the idea of

empty space between gas particles or viewed gas particles as being in
constant motion. They found that the aspects of the particle model least
assimilated by pupils were those most in conflict with their sensory
perception of matter. These aspects are: empty space (vacuum concept),
motion of particles and interaction between particles. They also found that a
conflict between the continuous and particle pictures resulted in a distorted
understandingof the particle model. For example, they found that many
pupils could not conceive of "empty space" in ordinary matter, including
gases. The pupils therefore reverted to a continuous interpretation and
believed that the "empty" space was filled with more particles, dust, air, etc.
They found that 30% of the pupils initially failed to correctly describe the
expansion of a gas in an enclosed space and two thirds of these pupils
persisted in their misunderstanding even when shown the correct picture.
The researchers interpreted their findings to mean that aspects of the particle
model that are most in conflict with immediate perception, present the
greatest difficulty in understand.ing for the pupils.
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These results were in keeping with the work of other researchers (Brook et
al., 1984) who proposed that pupils in secondary education hold the view that
matter is continuous (not made up from discrete particles) and accept the
particle model (atoms molecules) in very limited contexts.

In further research, Novick and Nussbaum (1981) investigated whether
pupil's ideas changed as they were exposed to additional information about
the particulate nature of matter in higher grades. They looked at the following
specific aspects of the particulate nature of matter:
e Gas particles are uniformly distributed in a closed system
Gas
in
particles
are
constant motion
9
e Heating and cooling causes changes in particle motion.
Liquefaction
is
viewed as a change in particle density.
9
o There is empty space between the particles in a gas.

They used a large sample over a wide age range (ages 11 - 17) using a
paper and pencil instrument to try to penetrate the understanding of the
pupils. They developed a test called TAP (Test About Particles in a gas). The
test consisted of nine items, each involving a phenomenon, a simple
experiment or a situation. Pupils were asked to (a) complete a drawing, (b)
write an explanation or (c) choose among a number of given explanations or
drawings. The researchers found that over 60% of the subjects beyond the
junior level of high school did not picture empty space in a gaseous medium.
This indicates that there is a persistent and widespread preconception of
matter as essentially a continuous medium.
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Novick and Nussbaum (1981) also found that pupils did not apply the idea of
particle motion to arrive at a uniform distribution when an operation is
performed on the gas. Close to 30% of the junior high school sample and
10% of the senior high school sample retained this misunderstanding.
From similar cross-age comparisons, they found that cognitive difficulties
raised by certain aspects of the particle theory are not overcome by older
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(Johnson, 2002; Krnel et al., 2003) showed the existence of a general
problem among pupils in developing an understanding of the concept of
matter.
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2.3.2 Misunderstanding

on atomic structure, atoms and molecules

Research was carried out by Harrison and Treagust (1996) into pupils'
understandingof atoms and molecules. They examined the reasoning behind
certain views of atoms and molecules held by pupils and investigated how
pupils' mental models may assist or hamper further instruction in chemistry.
The study also explored the variety of pupil models of atomic structure.
Harrison and Treagust (1996) make the point that atomic theory depends
more than any other topic in chemistry on a variety of models to explain
particulate behaviour. Many pupils however, find the range of models used to
represent specific concepts both challenging and confusing. This problem is
particularly severe for young pupils and for those pupils whose abstract
reasoning is weak.

In a study of 48 pupils in the 13 - 15 year age group, it was found that
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cloud. It appeared that many pupils did not interpret metaphors and
analogies by teachers in the intended manner. Rather, they transferred
attributes from the teacher's analogy to the target (atoms and molecules) in a
literal and undifferentiated sense.
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In one of the tests carried out by Harrison and Treagust (1996), pupils were
shown a sheet containing six ways of representing some of the ways that
atoms have been described. Pupils were asked to indicate, in order of
preference, the diagrams that best fitted his or her mental model of an atom.
The most popular model was the orbits model which was the first preference
of 46% of the pupils. This diagram probably best represents the popular
conception of an atom as used on television and in the print media. In
addition, this model showed the subatomic particles as separate entities and
clearly showed the electron paths as complete circles and ellipses. On the
other hand, the model involving the electron cloud was chosen as first
preference by only 17% of the pupils despite the fact that teachers had
emphasised this model and almost 60% of those interviewed had heard of
electron clouds.

Harrison and Treagust (1996) also found that language that is common to
both biology and chemistry (e.g. nucleus and shells) was a major source of
the
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nucleus of
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confused
some
example,
some
pupils.
confusion
the atom with the nucleus of a cell and believed the nucleus to be the control
centre of the atom. The biological influence was also evident when
discussing shells, as some pupils saw shells as acting as a form of protection
and, when asked for examples, listed items like sea shells, snail shells, clam
in
the
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"electron
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In
terms
conjure
cloud"
appeared
shells, etc. addition,
minds of pupils, quite different models from those intended by the teacher.
Some pupils had an image of the electron cloud as being like a cloud in the
sky and the electrons were like the droplets of water in the cloud. On
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discussing this with the pupils, the researchers found that these pupils saw
the cloud as a separate entity, containing the electrons.

2.3.3 Misunderstandings on dissolving and solubility
Longden (1991) carried out research into children's interpretation of
dissolving. Children of two different age groups (11 - 12 and 13 - 14) were
tested in their understanding of what happens when a crystalline substance
is added to water. Each pupil was given two sheets of paper. The first sheet
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between the percentage of first year pupils (40%) and third year pupils (42%)
in their understanding of the everyday notion of dissolving. In contrast, there
was a marked improvement in understanding of the particle theory of
dissolving between the lower age group (49%) and the higher age group
(62%). The particle theory had been taught to the older age group but not
specifically in the context of dissolving.

Another interesting finding of the research was the fact that a significant
percentage of third year pupils (8%) represented the particulate dissolving
picture in terms of red and blue dots stuck together. The authors suggest that
this may be as a result of the pupils believing that a compound was being
formed. Thus, the knowledge they had acquired about compound formation
is helping to reinforce their misunderstanding of the process of dissolving! A
similar finding was made by Ebenezer and Erickson (1996) who found that
some pupils had the notion that when sugar was added to water some type
of chemical reaction or chemical combination was taking place to produce
Issugar-water" in which the product is different from its constituents in physical
appearance and also in taste.

In discussing the poor performance of pupils in explaining the everyday
notion of dissolving, the authors point to the difficulty that pupils have of
recognising some everyday instances of dissolving. For example, even the
simple example of a solid dissolving in a liquid to give a perfect mixture may
become problematic if taken beyond the point of saturation. Compare, for
example, a half spoonful of sugar stirred into a cup of tea with three
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spoonfuls stirred into a cup of tea. In the latter instance there is dissolving
with a residue. A child who has tea with only a little sugar may develop a
different idea of dissolving from one who has a large amount. Although
teachers might hope that pupils would always be looking for a clear solution
implying perfect intermingling at the particle level, a child's observation of
many everyday examples may not be consistent with this. For example,
from
is
far
but
drink
dissolve
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hot
the
a clear
resultant
water
coffee granules

solution!

Another problem leading to misunderstanding in the area of dissolving is the
use in daily speech of metaphors like "dissolving into thin air"and "dissolving
into tears". It was discovered by Longden (1991) that significant numbers of
pupils (first year = 13%, third year = 22%) showed the red crystal as simply
disappearing completely to leave a blue solution. They attribute this in part to
the use in daily speech of metaphors like the above which colour our
thinking. The use of these metaphors may confuse the pupil whose own
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dissolving
unclear.
sense
scientific
of
understanding

Ebenezer and Gaskell (1995) also pointed to the problems created by the
fact that solution chemistry has borrowed and uses many everyday words.
For example, words such as particle and solution are used in everyday
in
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is a discrepancy between language in the domain of everyday knowledge
(Claxton 1983; Solomon 1983) with which pupils are familiar and the
language in the domain of chemical knowledge which teachers are using in
the classroom.

One of the conclusions drawn from this research is that science teaching
would be more successful if teachers addressed the conflict between the use
of terms like dissolving in everyday speech and their use in science lessons.
Thus, it is necessary for the teacher to be aware of the match and mismatch
between the everyday knowledge and the school knowledge which pupils
hold in order to determine the best strategy for helping pupils to overcome
their misunderstandings.

Prieto et al (1989) found that a very high percentage (80%) of pupils in their
in
(stirring,
to
and,
some cases
mixing
sample referred outside action
heating) when being asked about the meaning of the term dissolve. The
necessity of stirring for a substance to become dissolved was emphasised by
many pupils who used phrases like "Stirring makes the substance distribute
itself through the water", "Stirring divides the solute" or "Stirring makes it
dissolve better". This misunderstandingwas also documented by Llorens
(1987) who found that pupils in the 14 - 16 year age group believed that
stirring was one of the accepted meanings of the process of dissolving.
Similarly, Stavridou and Solomonidou (1989) reported that for certain pupils
in the 11 - 14 age group, dissolving is seen as a result of human action on
the system.
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In research carried out by Cosgrove and Osborne (1981), they described an
interpretation by 12 - 15 year old pupils of the role of hot water during
dissolving. A common misunderstanding among the pupils was that it was
the heat that caused the sugar to dissolve. Blanco and Prieto (1997)
investigated how pupils in the 12 - 18 year age group viewed the effects of
two external factors, stirring and increase in temperature, on the process of
dissolving of a solid in a liquid. They also analysed the problem of the
interaction between the ideas taught in school and those that have their
origins in everyday experience. In keeping with other research findings, they
found that a significant number of pupils believed that stirring and/or an
increase in temperature were essential pre-requisitesfor the process of
dissolving.

A further misunderstandingwas highlighted by various research studies
between
distinguish
the
did
frequently
that
not
which reported
pupils
processes of melting and dissolving (Cogrove and Osborne, 1981; Renstrom,
1988; Ross and Law, 2003). These authors pointed out that this distinction is
problematic because microscopicallythe initial stages of melting and
dissolving are similar. Similarly, Ebenezer and Erickson (1996) reported that
their research showed that pupils had the notion that the solute (sugar or
salt) when added to water melts and becomes a liquid. Thus, their inclination
was to focus on the seen and not on the unseen, i.e. the visible
characteristics guide their reasoning (Driver, 1985; Paik et al., 2004; Piaget
and Inhelder, 1974). For example, since the mixing of sugar and water yields
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sugar solution which appears to be in a liquid state, several of the pupils
proposed the idea that solid sugar is converted into liquid sugar. This
conversion was compared to the process of melting. Pupils were being
influenced by their experience of seeing substances such as wax and ice
melting in the presence of heat. They likened this to the hot water providing
the heat to "melt" the sugar. Similarly, pupils described what happened when
a sweet is sucked in terms of the sweet melting in the mouth. These findings
are consistent with the study of Cosgrave and Osborne (1981) who found
that over 25% of pupils used the word "melt" and "dissolve" synonymously.

Similar findings were reported by Ebenezer and Gaskell (1995) who showed
that while some new conceptions and insights were gained by pupils from the
instruction received, pupils also retained many of their initial conceptions
such as the use of melting as a metaphor for dissolving. The data presented
by these two authors suggest that rather than simply replacing the initial
ideas and language, that new ideas and language are being gradually added
to the pupils' repertoire as they learn to distinguish appropriate contexts.

From a study of the literature on this topic it is clear that school chemistry
tries to teach pupils that a liquid solution should always be clear, that a
solution implies a perfect mixture at the particle level, and that outside
actions only influence the speed of the process of dissolving or the extent to
which it takes place (solubility). In order to progress in this way, it is essential
for pupils to know and to use a model of matter which includes the ideas of
movement and interaction among particles. Without such a model, pupils lack
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any explanatory mechanism of why, for example, some materials dissolve
and others do not (Haidar and Abraham, 1991). Nevertheless, one might
anticipate pupils difficulty in assimilating a model that did not establish itself
among chemists until the second part of the last century (Nicol, 1883), one
which replaced other models and theory that had enjoyed acceptance for a
long time. Some authors (Blanco and Prieto, 1997) indicate that pupils do not
reason spontaneously in terms of particles even when asked directly using
such terms. Neither do they refer to interactions between substances.

2.3.4 Misunderstandings

on chemical formulas and equations

In addition to the misunderstandingson the macroscopic and microscopic
levels discussed previously, it has also been found that there are
considerable misunderstandingsin the area of the symbols that chemists use
to represent atoms and molecules. Eylon, Ben-Zvi and Silverstein (1982)
found that when given a chemical formula for a relatively simple molecule,
35% of the high school chemistry pupils in their sample were unable to
represent it correctly using circles to represent atoms.

Yarroch (1985) interviewed a group of 17 year old pupils in the USA who had
been successful in balancing chemical equations. He found that success in
this exercise did not necessarily mean that pupils had a sound, conceptual
understandingof what an equation represents. About half the pupils who
were successful in balancing equations were unable to draw a correct
diagrammatic representation of the equation at a particulate or molecular
level. Yarroch concluded that these pupils regarded coefficients and
subscripts as numbers distinguished primarily by their location in the
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equation rather than in terms of their chemical significance. For example,
when pupils were asked to draw diagrammatic representations of equations
(e.g. N2+ 31-12
4 2NI-13),they would commonly represent 31-12
as H6and
2NH3as N21-16.
This showed a lack of understanding of the different use of
subscripts in formulas and coefficients in chemical equations. This is
consistent with Johnstone's view (1991) that attention to the submicroscopic
level is often inadequate. More recent research in this area (Boujaoude and
Barakat, 2000; Fensham and Lui, 2001) have reinforced the findings of
Yarroch (1985).

Difficulties that pupils have with using the Periodic Table to predict the
formulas of simple compounds were documented by Ramsden (1997). From
the research findings, it was obvious that a considerable amount of
guesswork was involved, with one pupil even saying that her teacher "tells us
to have a guess if you don't know". The fostering of this type of speculation
has been advocated by other researchers (Reynolds and Brosnan, 2000).

2.3.5 Misunderstandings on acids and bases
In research carried out to study high school pupils' understanding of acids,
bases and pH (Nakhleh and Krajcik, 1994), it was found that pupils had
various misunderstandingsin this area. The analysis of understandingwas
carried out with the assistance of concept maps. Among the
misunderstandingrelating to acids and bases that were documented with the
aid of these concept maps were:
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o The meaning of the term strong as applied to acids and bases. More
hydrogen gas is displaced from a strong acid than a weak acid. This
problem is also documented by Oversby (2000).
*

The tendency to make acids and bases "opposite" to each other, i.e. if
acids are harmful, bases are harmless; if acids have a bitter taste, bases
would be expected to have a sweet taste; the formulas of acids contain
hydrogen but the formulas of bases have no hydrogen.
Confusion about the pH concept. pH is a measure of acidity but not
basicity.
Acids and bases when added together forma mixture rather than
chemically react to form a salt and water.
Misunderstandingof the role of an indicator in an acid-base titration e.g.
"Acids destroy bases by causing phenolphthaleinto change colour".

It was found that the pupils who carried out the experimental work with the
aid of computer technology acquired a more detailed and a more integrated
understandingthan those pupils who carried out the laboratory work in the
more traditional manner. Pupils using the computer technology were
provided with the highest level of information. They could read the pH value
after each addition of base and also observe the on-screen graph of pH vs
the volume of base added as the titration progressed. Similar findings were
reported by Linn, Layman and Nachmias (1987) who found that the pupils'
level of understandingwas increased by the fact that the computer
functioned as an auxiliary memory device by maintaining the visual display
as a constant reference for the pupil.'In addition, Linn, Songer, Lewis and
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Stern (1993) also asserted that "real-time data collection frees pupils to think
about their experiments". They argued that the opportunity to reflect on the
dynamic, changing data displayed on the screen contributes substantially to
pupils' construction of knowledge about the experiment and leads to greater
understanding.

2.3.6 Misunderstandings about chemical reactions
Research carried out into misunderstandingsthat pupils have with regard to
chemical changes (Andersson, 1986; Cavallo et al., 2003; Johnson, 2000;
Solsona et al., 2003) found that pupils used various ways to explain to the
science teacher what a chemical reaction is. These may be summarised as

follows:
1. "It is just like that". These pupils can offer no explanation for what has
occurred. For example, when pupils are asked why a copper roof turns
green, pupils in this category would not be concerned about what the
green substance is and why it is formed. They just consider it as
something that happens to copper.
2. Displacement.This means that the new substance has simply been
displaced from another position, e.g. water droplets on a table that have
come from a wet sponge. For example, when explaining the tarnishing of
copper water pipes, many examples of the displacement concept were
apparent in the replies of pupils.
"Hot water makes steam, which forms a coating on the pipe."
"Some substance has penetrated the hot pipe".
"There is so much lime in the water that it must be noticeable on
the pipes".
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"Heat attracts dirt".
3. Modification.This means that what appears to be a new substance is the
same substance as before, although in a changed form. For example,
when alcohol is observed burning, pupils explained their observation by
saying that the alcohol changed into alcohol vapour (Pfundt 1982,
Meheut et al. 1983).
4. Transmutation.This means that a given substance is transformed into a
new one, e.g. iron into carbon. It was found by Andersson and Renstrom
(1981) that pupils who observed steel wool burning, explained the
formation of a back substance in terms of the steel wool turning into
carbon.
5. Chemical interaction. This means that the original substances cease to
exist and new substances are formed. When questioned about the
tarnishing of the copper water pipe about 15% of pupils understood what
was happening and gave replies like:
"Copper and oxygen have reacted"
"It is oxidation. Air = oxygen reacts with copper, copper oxide
is formed, and that is the dark coating"
"Oxygen reacts with copper and forms copper oxide".
In addition to the above, it has also been found that pupils have considerable
difficulty understandingthe relationship between chemical reactions,
chemical equations and the conservation of matter (Ozmen and Ayas, 2003).
Andersson and Renstrom (1983) point to the limitations of written questions
and answers when testing pupils' understanding of this topic. For example,
when 2800 pupils in the age group 12 - 15 were questioned on the reasons
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why a hot copper water pipe was more tarnished than the equivalent cold
water pipe, they found that the answer "rust is formed" was commonly given.
The authors refer to the ambiguity of the meaning of this term and point to
the need for further questioning in an interview situation to test the pupils'
understandingof the chemical reaction occurring.

Research has also been carried out into other areas of chemistry in which
pupils experience difficulty, e.g. qualitative analysis (Tan et al., 2003),
charges/chemical bonding (Coll and Treagust, 2003; Taber, 2002a; Tan and
Treagust, 1999), isotopes and allotropes (Jurgen-Schmidt, 2003), molecular
structures (Ferk et al., 2003), scientific models (Treagust et al., 2002), the
mole concept (Furio et al., 2000), chemical nomenclature (Jurgen-Schmidt,
2000). Since these topics are not encountered to any significant detail in the
Junior Certificate science course in Ireland, they will not be discussed further.

In the context of this research project, a difficult idea is taken as having the
following characteristics: one where misunderstandings have been
investigated and documented, where the misunderstandings relate to the
ideas that pupils themselves bring to lessons (based on their everyday
experience), where the ideas differ from the scientifically accepted
explanation, and where they are resistant to change and commonly retained
by the pupils despite teaching.

2.4 Implications for Teaching and Learning
The difficulties documented in the preceding sections have implications for
teachers' subject knowledge, for teachers' pedagogic content knowledge and
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for the design of curriculum materials. In this section an attempt is made to
draw together the main issues emerging from the studies reported in the
previous section using a number of categories similar to those used by Driver
in research carried out into children's ideas of science (Driver et al., 1986).

(i) Teaching Methodology
In a study investigating misunderstandings among pupils in the 12 - 18 year
old age group, Mas et al (1987) postulated that these misunderstandings
were associated with "the inefficiency of the way in which the sciences, and
chemistry in particular, are usually taught; as if the pupil were a tabula rasa
where information can be written. Consequently, it is not surprising that
pupils' pre-existent conceptual framework remains unchanged, even after
having seen the same material several times". Andersson (1986) suggests
that it is easier for pupils to change from spontaneous everyday conceptions
to those accepted by the scientifically-trainedcommunity if the pupil becomes
However,
Posner
limitations.
his/her
their
et al
and
own concepts
aware of
(1982) point out that the conditions for conceptual change must be
considered by the teacher and that making the pupils aware of their
conceptions and their limitations is a preparation for conceptual change. In
many cases, pupils put forward their own explanation of chemical
be
hypotheses
to
These
as
regarded
observations.
explanations are
discussed and tested. The above authors stress that if the atmosphere in the
classroom is of a kind in which the pupils can express themselves without
worrying too much about making mistakes, their hypotheses can be expected
to illustrate their conceptions. They should then become aware of the
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limitations of their own concepts and inclined to exchange them for the
teacher's alternatives.

The teacher should recognise that the majority of the pupils' answers may
contain ideas that are both sensible and capable of development. It can be of
great psychological significance if the teacher can point out that an idea put
forward by a pupil, although it does not lead to anything just then, is
productive in other connections. In this way, the pupils will not lose their
inclination to join in fresh discussions.

(H) Reinforcement of misunderstandings by textbooks
There appears to be considerable problems caused by the representation of
certain key scientific ideas in textbooks. Harrison and Treagust (1996)
studied the problems caused for pupils by representations used in textbooks.
For example, they found that the majority of pupils in their sample had
misunderstandingabout the relative size of an atom's nucleus and electron
cloud. The researchers represented the nucleus as being 5 cm in diameter
and asked the pupils to indicate the position of the electron cloud. Only one
pupil in the sample of 42 pupils provided a realistic estimate by saying that
the electrons would start "several kilometres away" and would extend " to
about three times that distance". This clearly indicates that the majority of
pupils have an image of an atom that does not take into account spatial
dimensions. These findings are not surprising and are consistent with
textbook models that do not show the proper scale or fail to emphasise the
relative scales.
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Andersson (1986) points out that textbooks use different models of the atom
e.g. Bohr atom, hard sphere model, etc. and these can give rise to
misunderstandingsof atoms among pupils. Similarly, Novick and Nussbaum
(1981) suggested that writers should explicitly take into account the relative
difficulties of various aspects of the particle model as identified by their own
TAP (Test About Particles in a gas) model. They also suggested that
instruments similar to TAP should be used by teachers for both diagnostic
and evaluative purposes as these instruments probe the quality of
understanding of a model in its various aspects and do not deal merely with
information.

One of the main contributing factors to the misunderstandings regarding the
particulate nature of matter among pupils may be due to the representations
found in school textbooks (Andersson, 1992). Indeed it has been found that
pupils' representationsof the structure of matter are along the same lines as
the way this topic is pictured by school (Kokkotas and Machos, 1998). School
texts frequently represent matter as continuous and static and represent
molecules as small particles that keep their macro properties such as hard,
soft, etc.

(iii) Use of analogies when teaching science
The need for care when using analogies to avoid the transference of
unshared attributes to the topic being taught has been highlighted by a
number of researchers in this field (Harrison and Treagust. 1993; Harrison
and Treagust, 1996; Glynn et al., 1991; Duit 1991). Harrison and Treagust
(1996) highlighted the dilemma faced by the science teacher. They pointed
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out the stark contrast between the work of the theoretical scientist and the
work of the science teacher. Scientists can disseminate many of their new

ideas and discoveries through pathways that often involve complex
mathematics. However, the science teacher, who is the second last link in
the education chain, often has to employ imperfect models and analogies
that many theoreticians would deplore. Research has shown that many
modern science textbooks contain numerous analogies and models that are
questionable (Thiele and Treagust, 1994a; Thiele and Treagust 1994b). The
introducing
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when
since
of
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case
acute
problem particularly
non-observableentities like atoms and molecules to pupils, teachers and
textbook writers are constrained to use analogies and models as well as
introducing concepts like chemical formulas and chemical equations.
Although these models are often easily represented on paper, pupils need
time to develop the visualisation skills required to interpret these diagrams.

It appears from the literature that pupil understanding breaks down when
the
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is a familiar one and that teachers explain that each diagram is only an
analogical model and that models contain valid features along with many
invalid features. If pupils develop an understanding of the role, status and
limitations of scientific models, it is likely that they will be less inclined to see
the variety of models used in textbooks and in the classroom as "reality". In
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fact, research has shown that when pupils appreciate the strengths and
limitations of analogies and models, their understanding is enhanced (Gilbert,
1993; Treagust et al., 1996).

Harrison and Treagust (1996) recommend that some science instruction time
should be devoted to the development of pupil modelling skills particularly
when pupils are taught about non-observable phenomena like light,
This
structure,
etc.
genetics,
atomic
membranes,
electricity, semi-permeable
recommendation is in agreement with other research in the area by
Grosslight et. al (1991) and supports their findings. Harrison and Treagust
(1996) also recommend that teachers need to discuss with pupils their
conceptions of scientific models, metaphors and analogies. Listening to
pupils can enhance science teaching if teachers take the time to carefully
consider the mental models that pupils either bring to instruction or construct
during the process of instruction.

(iv) Language in science
Johnstone (1992) points out that everyday science and language are related
to pupils' ideas and withstand formal teaching methods. In addition,
Ebenezer and Gaskell (1995) suggest that it is important for the teacher to
distinguish between the everyday context in which words like particle and
solution are used and their use in the scientific field. This is important so that
pupils come to appreciate them and recognise when it is appropriate to
operate in each. The language of school chemistry takes time to develop
a.nd, as Linder (1993) argues, should not necessarily be seen to replace
everyday knowledge. The goal of school chemistry is to enhance "pupils'
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capabilities to distinguish between conceptualisation in a manner appropriate
to some specific context" (Linder, 1993, p. 298). Even within the school
chemistry context, however, pupils must learn to appreciate conceptions
appropriate to different chemical contexts. The chemistry classroom, then, is
a context in which the emphasis for pupils is on learning to appreciate
contexts where everyday conceptions of chemical phenomenon are
appropriate and contexts where conceptions from the community of chemists
are more appropriate. A person who says that "the chocolate is melting in my
for
his or
is
meaning
sufficient
mouth", at a social event, probably conveying
her purposes at the time.

Within the domain of school chemistry, pupils must also learn to distinguish
between related conceptions appropriate to different contexts. The chemistry
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a place
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to
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contexts.

Harrison and Treagust (1996) point out that teachers need to be vigilant in
differentiating between terms used in different contexts. They recommend
that teachers should explicitly define the intended meaning of terms in the
For
being
in
terms
these
used.
example, the majority of
are
context which
pupils in their study who were confused between the concept of a nucleus in
chemistry and in biology, were being taught by a specialist biology teacher
who did not specify the meaning of the term nucleus in a chemistry context.
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Furthermore, it has been argued (Black and Lucas, 1993) that pupils should
it
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language
to
necessary
a
why
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understand

a subject such as chemistry. Hopefully, they should then begin to understand
how such a specialised language can eventually provide them with a
mechanismfor viewing their everyday world, as well as the world contained
in the chemistry classroom.

Furthermore,teachers should be aware (Mercer, 1992) that the language
and visual representationsthat they use, as well as those in instructional
materials like textbooks, multimedia materials and so forth, are open to
multiple interpretations by their pupils.

M PuPilsown

understanding of scientific phenomena
The problem of the conflict between the pupils' own understanding of
scientific ideas and the understanding held by the scientific community is
very well documented in the literature. Ebenezer and Erickson (1996) point
out that in school, pupils are often expected to abandon their perceptuallysensible models in favour of the more abstract models developed by
scientists. For example, 6 particle model often contradicts one's sensory
perceptions of matter and this contributes to many of the instructional
difficulties (Novick and Nussbaum, 1978; Nussbaum, 1985).

Ebenezer and Erickson (1996) argue that an understanding of the typical
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teaching, both as points of origin for lesson planning and for the development
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change the pupils' everyday talk in their science classes?". If so, how
successful will teachers be? In a similar fashion, Solomon (1983)

distinguishes between the symbolic and life-world domains of knowledge and
documents the difficulties that pupils have in relating to the two. Although
it
be
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language
be
may
readily
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use
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desirable
dissociate
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to
them
to
realistic
nor
expect
neither
the language of everyday experience which is so much part of their lives
when they come into a science classroom. Pupils should, however, be made
aware of the differences in the meanings based upon their everyday talk and
the meanings embedded in the chemist's language. For example, Andersson
(1986) points out that when the teacher states that water consists of

hydrogen and oxygen or that water is built up of hydrogen and oxygen, the
pupils lacking adequate knowledge of atoms and molecules, are likely to
interpret the teachers statement as indicating that water consists of a mixture
of hydrogen gas and oxygen gas.

In attempting to summarise the problem, Nakhleh and Samarapungavan
(1999) in discussing elementary school children's beliefs about matter, point
out that teaching "must focus on helping children make the ontological
transition from thinking about matter purely in terms of macroscopic
properties which are intrinsic and self explanatory to thinking about matter as
being composed of microscopic particles with properties and ways of
behaving which are different from the macroscopic, observable properties
in
these
turn
but
macroscopic properties
explain
can
which
and phenomena,

and phenomena".
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In conclusion, it is well to remember that theoretical advances and the
accompanying conceptual change has been historically difficult for scientists
and therefore is bound to be difficult for pupils as well (Chi et al 1994).
Johnstone (1984) explains the problem in terms of activities like laboratory
work leading to misunderstandings by overloading the "working memory" of
the pupils who become so overwhelmed with the task in hand that they have
no memory space left with which to think conceptually. In order to avoid this
problem, Nakleh and Krajcik (1994) stress the need to understand pupils'
thoughts during a laboratory activity, so that experiments may be designed
that allow pupils time to reflect on how the principles learned in the classroom
are related to phenomena observed in the laboratory. In addition, they point
out the need for considerable amount of research to be done on effective

methods of using computer technology in teaching. They emphasise the
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the teaching and learning situation.
"However, we believe that this tendency to form inappropriate
understandingplaces a serious obligation on teachers to
ensure that their instruction provides opportunities for
students to reflect on, defend, and integrate the
understandingsthat they gain from interaction with these
technologies in the laboratory and from studying concepts
and principles in the classroom"
(Nakleh and Krajcik, 1994 p. 1095)

The authors proceed to suggest that careful analysis of the laboratory tasks,
teacher-mediated instruction and class discussion are needed to counteract
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the formation of misunderstandings.They recommend extensive discussions
prior to the laboratory session to:
"

Focus the pupils' attention on what important clues to observe as the
experiment progresses.

"

State the objectives of the experiment

"

Encourage the pupils to recall what they know about the topic and how
that knowledge applies to the laboratory activity.

After the completion of the experiment, they recommend the need for
discussions to:
"

Uncover and confront any misunderstandingsthat may arise during the
course of the experiment.

"

Remind the pupils of the purpose of the experiment.

"

Encouragethem to relate what they found in the laboratory activity to the
chemical principle discussed in the classroom and presented in the
textbook.

When discussing laboratory work, Nakleh (1992) suggests that it should be a
primary means of "building a bridge" to overcome misunderstandings
between the macroscopic representation system of chemistry and the
microscopic system. Pupils experience chemistry in the macroscopic system,
but must interpret their work in the microscopic system. A similar finding was
few
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some treated the atomic world as an extrapolation of the macroscopicworld.
They believed that what applies in the macroscopic world, also applies in the
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for
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atomic world.
burn up. The pupils do not seem to understand that the concept of the atoms
is part of the model invented in order to explain and predict what takes place
in the macroscopicworld. The problem arises because pupils' prior
knowledge is in the macroscopic system and comes from instruction and
experience and hence pupils have difficulty understandingthe microscopic
system in chemistry. Therefore, connections between the macroscopic and
microscopic modes of thinking must be encouraged by the teacher at all
times. Teacher mediated instructions for laboratory work are essential
because laboratory activity apparently does not automatically help pupils to
form ideas about the microscopic model of science

Blanco and Prieto (1997) suggest that it becomes necessary from the very
early years of pupils' science education to prevent some misconceptions
regarding the process of dissolving by adapting the following strategies:
*

Demonstration by experiment that some familiar substances such as
sugar and salt dissolve in water if left for an adequate length of time while
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Mas et al (1987) suggest that an important implication for teaching is to
overcome the notion among pupils that gases are substances -without
weight" and hence to devise strategies to make the conceptual change
necessary for a fundamental understanding of phenomena involving gases
(Hewson 1981).

In research carried out to compare the effects of learning on context-based
approaches to science teaching with more traditional approaches (Ramsden
1997), it was found that there was little difference in the level of
understanding regardless of which approach was adopted. The contextbased approach, with "drip feeding" of ideas, appears to be as effective as a
more traditional approach in developing understanding. However, it was
found that there were some key areas of chemistry which are poorly grasped
whatever the approach.
"The marks obtained on the questionnaire suggest that the
understanding of key chemical ideas of pupils of age 16+ is
independent of the approach adopted, i.e. pupils following a
context-based or drip-feed approach are likely to develop the
same level of understanding of ideas as pupils following courses
with a more conventional approach to concept development.
Where ideas were generally poorly understood, pupils appear to
share the same difficulties irrespective of the course they had
followed".
(Ramsden, 1997 p. 705)

It may be that some of these ideas, such as using the Periodic Table to
predict formulas, are difficulty concepts and present too great a challenge to
in
for
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Other
conservation
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concepts,
most pupils.
chemical reactions, or what happens when a chemical reaction takes place,
appear simpler to grasp. The author suggests that it is likely that a more
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explicit treatment of these basic ideas, with explanations being reinforced as
further examples are met, would enhance understanding. In addition, it is

worth noting that a context-based approach is more successful in terms of
stimulating pupils' interest in science and providing them with what they
perceive to be a worthwhile experience in their science lessons. From the
comments made by pupils who had been taught using the Salters approach,
it was clear that the pupils had developed a greater appreciation of how
science contributes to their lives and to the lives of others around the world,
and this helped them to acquire a better understanding of the environment.

2.4.1 Evaluation of effectiveness of teaching approaches
addressing specific learning demands.

based on

Although there is a large amount of research evidence regarding pupils'
misunderstandings,only a small number of experimental studies have been
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching approaches based on
addressing specific learning demands (Leach and Scott, 2002). One of these
involves teaching about gravity and inertia (Brown and Clement, 1991). For
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learning demand, using what Brown and Clement term "bridging analogies".
These analogies are designed to encourage pupils to draw an analogy
between an idea which is obvious to them and one which is difficult to accept.
In this case, the researchers suggest placing a heavy object upon a pupil's
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upturned hand. Pupils readily accepted that their hand exerted an upward
force on the object as they felt the weight of the object on their hand and they
needed to exert an upward force to balance the downward gravitational force.
Then, the same object was placed on a long ruler, supported at each end but
not in the middle. As the pupils can see the ruler bend under the weight of
the object, pupils were persuaded that that ruler was exerting an upward
force on the object due to the presence of the springiness of the ruler. Finally,
the pupils were asked to make a logical leap from the hand and ruler
examples to the original situation of the object on a table. The idea of the
upward force being exerted by the table on the mug was then introduced.
A follow-up evaluation of this teaching strategy was

carried out with a test

group and a control group of pupils. The test group showed marked
improvement in written tests and the long term retention

of the test group was

significantly higher than the control group.

Leach and Scott (2000) point out that a common criticism of teaching
approaches based upon an analysis of learning demands is that they are
unfeasible due to the fact that they tend to be very time consuming. However,
in a study of upper high school pupils learning about electricity in physics,
Viennot and Rainson (1999) present very strong evidence that such teaching
sequences can be designed in such a way that they take no more time than
conventional approaches and result in consistent improvements in pupil
learning compared with traditional approaches. In this study, the same
teacher taught control classes, using a conventional teaching sequence and
experimental classes using the designed teaching sequence. This
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addressed, to some extent, the problem of comparing an enthusiastic
teachers use of experimental teaching approaches with a less enthusiastic
teacher's use of conventional methods. In addition, the pupils in the control
classes in the study would have been expected to have performed better
than those in experimental classes, given their previous higher academic
performance. The teaching approach used over four years, showed that
mean pupil test scores in the experimental classes were typically in the order
of 20 per cent better than those for pupils in the control classes. This
suggests that improvement in pupil learning was due to the teaching
approach used rather than the effect of the teacher.

Other smaller-scale studies have been conducted (Johnston and Driver,
1990; Mirzalar-Kabapinar,1999; Mirzalar-Kabapinaret al., 2004) which tend
I
to show significant but fairly small improvement in pupils' learning as a result
of following teaching interventions designed to address specific learning
demands.

In summary, there is some evidence to suggest that teaching approaches,
based on an analysis of learning demands, are more effective at promoting
learning than are conventional approaches. As discussed earlier, further
research on the effectiveness of teaching approaches based on the analysis
of learning demands, similar to those carried out by Adey and Shayer (1993)
in the context of teaching for cognitive acceleration, would be valuable in
determining the effectiveness of such approaches.
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From the above discussion, it is clear that difficult ideas for pupils pose

for
in
both
teachers
terms
of
subject knowledge and
problems
particular
i.
how
knowledge,
to teach these ideas. As the main
e.
content
pedagogic

focus of this thesis is on how student teachers teach selected difficult ideas,
we now consider how teachers' thinking about their own teaching can be
accessed.

2.5 Misunderstandings

among student teachers

A survey of the relevant literature shows that little research has been carried
out in the area of misunderstandings among student teachers of science.
However, it is reasonable to assume that if pupils have difficulty with
understanding certain key ideas in science, then student teachers also have
difficulty understanding some of these topics.

Novick and Nussbaum (1978)
recommend that student teachers should, as
part of their teacher training course, be taught the techniques of interviewing
pupils to establish an understanding of pupils' ideas about scientific
phenomena. In addition, as part of their research on prospective elementary
teachers views of the particulate nature of matter, Gabel et al. (1987) found

that the following misunderstandings commonly occurred among these
student teachers:
from
liquid
they
to
The
of
atoms
as
changed
gases rather
enlargement
e
than becoming farther apart.
levels
liquids
lines
to
letting
than
the
top
The
show
of
of
rather
of
addition
e
the particles indicate the surface boundaries.
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a Representing gases in an orderly rather than a disorderly fashion.
*

Showing particles in intact groups rather than in smaller groups after a
molecule has decomposed.

Similar problems were identified by Kokkotas et al. (1998) who investigated
student teachers' understanding of the particulate nature of matter. Their
results showed that prospective teachers shared a number of
misunderstandingswith pupils. They point out that teachers lacking scientific
knowledge about the particulate nature of matter could reinforce pupils'
misconceptions or reject their pupils' efforts. In addition, such teachers
lacked a theoretical framework within which they could analyse pupils'
difficulties and search for teaching strategies to overcome these
misunderstandings.

Lenton and Turner (1999) found that subject knowledge was a particular
problem among science student teachers due to their specialisation in a
narrow area of science. By assessing the subject knowledge of these student
teachers in certain concepts in biology at the beginning and end of their
teacher training course, little improvement was found in this subject
knowledge at the end of the course. They recommend subject knowledge
audits and independent study in an effort to tackle the problem.

A research study carried out to investigate the ability of final year student
teachers to relate their theoretical learning of redox concepts to everyday life
(Soudani et al., 2000) found that the student teachers had very significant
Similar
in
this
area.
problems are reported in a research study
problems
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(Pozo, 2001) into the ideas held by student teachers about the composition
of matter. Likewise, Goodwin (2003) found a worrying lack of understanding
among student teachers of the concepts of evaporation and boiling and Kikas
(2004) reports that student teachers had basic problems explaining chemical
reactions.

The general problem of misunderstandingsamong student teachers has
been discussed by Ireson and Twidle (2004) who recommend the
enhancement of the subject knowledge of student teachers during and prior
to their formal training period.

2.6 Student teachers' planning and teaching of lessons on difficult
ideas in science

Since pupils have difficulty understanding certain key ideas in science, it is
true to say that student teachers also have difficulty in teaching these ideas.
However, there is very little research reported in the literature about how
student teachers plan and teach lessons on difficult ideas in science. One of
the few pieces of research (Fischler, 1999) was carried out to investigatethe
impact of teaching experiences on conceptions of teaching and learning by
student teachers of physics. The focus of this research was on identifying the
teachers' conceptions prior to, and after, the teaching phase of a teaching
unit. The researcher was guided by a number of assertions in his approach to
carrying out the research:
teaching
During
teachers
towards
practice,
some
student
changed
a
9
teacher-centred approach to teaching based on the principle that a wellis
topic
the main task of the
presentation
methodical
of
a
arranged
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teacher. For these student teachers, their existing conceptions about
teaching and learning are either suppressed during the time of the
teaching practice or are replaced by the conceptions developed whilst
teaching.
Some
have
teachers
teacher-centred conceptions of teaching and
student
e
learning which are reinforced during teaching practice.

A total of 36 student teachers were interviewed and observed during the
project. The project involved three stages:
1. Prior to the teaching practice, the conceptions of the student teachers
about teaching and learning were identified.
2. During the teaching phase, two lessons per student teacher were video
recorded in the presence of the mentor of the student teacher and the
supervisor.
3. Immediately after the completion of the teaching, the student teachers

were questioned in order to identify their conceptions and address these
in relation to the student teachers "instructional behaviour' (Fischler,

1999).
Having carried out structured interviews with these student teachers, Fischler
(1999) used repertory grids as a means of accessing information about the
thought processes of these teachers, i.e. the factors that inform decisions
they make about their teaching. He looked on repertory grids as models of
how we represent and make sense of our experiences (our personal
developed
from
first
Fischler
some
repertory
grids
principles
constructs).
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for
(Cohen
grid
construction.
of
standard
procedures
et al.,
a
variation
using
2000). Using a mixture of conversations and interviews with student teachers
about video clips or written descriptions of problem situations, Fischler
generated a list of "teaching principles". These teaching principles formed the
elements of the grid. The ten principles that formed the elements of the grid
are shown in Table 2.2.
1. My teaching
2. Good teaching
3. Ideal teaching
4. Concrete presentations (including experiments)
5. Formulation of central results
6. Everyday orientation of presentations
7. Taking seriously students' everyday lives
8. Laboratorywork
9. Written summary of important findings
10. Friendly classroom climate
Table 2.2 The teaching principles

of Fischler's

repertory grid.

These elements were written on cards and the student teachers were asked
to select any three cards at random. The student teachers were then asked
to state one way in which one of the elements differed from the other two. For
example, they might select 1,2 and 10 above and could possibly say that
his/her teaching differs from good teaching and a friendly classroom climate
because the pupils in the class were not very positive towards science. This
be
identified,
bi-polar
to
e. g. a positive/negative
construct
a
response allowed
then
the
The
to
until
of
card
selection
was
repeated
process
science.
attitude
differences
bipolar
identify
to
the
teacher
no
more
generate
could
student
by
then
the
The
was
generated
grid
mapping
elements
repertory
constructs.
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(the teaching principles) against the constructs (effect on students). The grid
was completed by asking the student teachers to rate each element against
each construct on a seven-point scale. The grids were completed before and
after the teaching placements of the student teachers and the ratings were
compared.

The generation of repertory grids by Fischler did not follow standard repertory
grid procedures as the latter procedure involves eliciting the "teaching
principles" directly from the student teachers. However, Fischler used his
own list of teaching principles and it is very difficult to understand from the
research paper how he interpreted the repertory grids. It appears that
Fischler's views of teaching have influenced his interpretation of his work as
some of the elements are based on what he thinks is important rather than
what the student teachers think is important.
Among his conclusionswere:
*

Effective teacher performance is influenced by lesson content,
methodology (i.e. the approach to teaching the content) and learning
goals.

is
between
There
teachers
what
a
gap
plan to happen in a lesson, and
e
what actually does happen, and this gap is greatest for student teachers.
Because
of the above gap, research into how teachers teach should
e
involve talking to teachers, observing them in action and trying to access
their thought processes.
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Although repertory grids may be a useful psychologicaltool for gathering
data on personal constructs, there is considerable debate over how the grids
should be completed (Bannister and Mair 1968, Cohen and Manion 1997;
Cohen et al. 2000). Cohen et al (2000) summarise the problem well:
"Fransella and Bannister (11977)point to a number of
difficulties in the development and use of grid technique, the
most important of which is, perhaps, the widening gulf
between technical advances in grid forms and analyses and
the theoretical basis from which these are derived. There is,
it seems, a rapidly expanding grid industry. Small wonder,
then, as Fransella and Bannist-er wryly observe, that studies
such as a one-off analysis of the attitudes of a group of
people to asparagus, which bears little or no relation to
personal construct theory, are on the increase. "
(Cohen et al, 2000 p. 345)

Thus, the increasing sophistication of ways in which the grids might be
completed has had the effect of generating quantitative data, which is at odds
with the information such grids were originally intended to collect.

2.7 Researching Teaching
One of the most detailed research projects carried out to explore the
professional knowledge and thought that teachers use in their day-to-day
classroom teaching was that of Brown and McIntyre (1993). The professional
knowledge of teachers is not generally made explicit by teachers and
teachers are not always conscious of using this knowledge. Brown and
McIntyre (1993) refer to this as the professional craft knowledge of
teachers. They define professional craft knowledge as follows:
that part of their professional knowledge which teachers
acquire primarily through their practical experience in the
classroom rather than their formal training, which guides their dayto-day actions in classrooms, which is for the most part not
articulated in words and which is brought to bear spontaneously,
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routinely and sometimes unconsciouslyon.their teaching."
(Brown and Mclntyre,1993 p. 17)
The research work involved studying teachers at work and attempting to
understand how teachers themselves make sense of the knowledge and
thought that they use in their everyday classroom practice. Brown and
McIntyre outlined three important reasons for studying teachers' professional
craft knowledge:
1. The importance in teacher education of enabling student teachers to gain
access to such knowledge and of enabling experienced teachers to share

this knowledgewith one another.
2. The importance for curricular innovation of understanding the practical
knowledge on which teachers depend and which they may be unwilling to
abandon.
3. The importance for teacher appraisal of knowing how teachers
themselves conceptualise and evaluate their teaching, so that any system
of appraisal can take full account of this.

One of the problems of identifying "good teaching" is the question of who is to
decide what counts as good teaching and on what basis is that decision
made. There are many categories of people who make judgements on
teaching and teachers:
*

Teacher educators in third level institutions who decide whether student
teachers are fit to becoming practising teachers.

Members
inspectorate
the
of
who report on what they observe in
e

classrooms
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School
principals who recommendteachers for promotion or write
9
references for teachers who transfer to other schools.
*

Teachers themselves often evaluate their own teaching and may

comment about the capabilities of their colleagues.
9

Parents discuss among themselves the relative teaching abilities of
different teachers.

9 Educational researcherswho assess the teaching skills of teachers
according to some theoretical model.
9 Pupils continually assess their teachers according to various criteria.

There is obviously quite a variation among the above groups in the extent of
their first-hand knowledge about what goes on in the classroom. In the final
analysis, it is only the teachers themselves and their pupils who have this
comprehensivefirst-hand knowledge.

There are different criteria used by different groups in order to make their
judgements about teachers. Among these criteria are:
e

How well teachers carry out their responsibilities that have direct impact

on the rest of the school e.g. co-operation with colleagues and school
management, completion of administrative duties, organisational
competence, etc.
keep
Is
to
the
teacher
able
sufficient control of the class so that other
e
teachers are not disturbed?
*

Has he or she managed to complete the course in the time allowed?

do
How
the
the
teacher perform in examinations?
pupils
of
9
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*

Does the teacher have the type of personality suited to teaching?

While many of the above points are often used to judge the quality of
teaching and teachers, they do not help us in our efforts to understand
teaching. Therefore, Brown and McIntyre did not select "good teachers" for
their research study using pre-defined criteria like the above. Their decision
as to what was to count as good teaching depended on judgements made by
teachers themselves and their pupils. The main criteria used by the
researchers in selecting teachers for the study were based on asking pupils
in the 12 13 year age group to describe the strengths of some of their
teachers. They then looked for consensus among pupils both in their
nominations of a particular teacher and about the strengths that were
identified for that teacher. These strengths were identified by means of the
following four questions:
1. "Please tell us something about the three teachers whose
teaching you thought was best. Probably there were different
things you liked about each of these teachers. Please say
her
thought
in
his
teaching
that
did
teacher
you
or
each
what
was good.
2. What do your teachers do well? Tell us which teacher you
does
he
it
is
that
talking
well.
or
she
and
what
about
are
3. What do you think makes a good teacher? Which of your
teachers do these things? In each case, tell us what he or
she does.
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4. Please tell us about anything you think that any of your
teachers do especially well. For each teacher say what it is
that he or she does well when teaching."
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 25).
From the responses received, the researchers identified sixteen teachers to
participate in the study. Each of these teachers was given a summary of the
statements made about him or her by the pupils. This provided positive
reinforcementfor the teachers as teachers seldom have the opportunity to
read such encouraging feedback about their own performances.

The teachers agreed to teach a unit of work (two

hours
teaching)
six
of
-

while being directly observed by the researcher and being recorded on audiotape. At the end of each lesson the teachers were asked to discuss with the
researchersthose aspects of their teaching that particularly pleased them.
These accounts by the teachers provided the core of the research data and
gave them a means of identifying the criteria that teachers use to evaluate
their own "good teaching", and of understanding how teachers view their
classroom practice.

A similar study was carried out with pupils in the 14 - 15 age group in
Australia (Batten, 1990) using the model developed by Brown and McIntyre
(1993). The interviews of the teachers were relatively unstructured. The
teachers were encouraged to reflect on and talk about the positive aspects of
the lesson, i.e. the application of their craft knowledge in the classroom. It
basis
discussion
the
for
important
that
the
the
of
about the
study
as
was seen
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teacher's craft knowledge should be established by the teachers themselves

In
imposed
by
the
other words, the researchers had to
researcher.
not
and
avoid circumstanceswhich would encourage the teachers to fit responses to
the questions into frameworks offered by the researchers. McNamara (1980)
refers to this as the "Outsiders Arrogance" and Spradley (1979) gave the
same advice:
"Before you impose your theories on the people you study, find
out how these people define the world"
(Spradley, 1979 p.11)
The researchers recognised that the teachers' comments did not convey the
complete craft knowledge repertoire of the teacher, but rather a "slice" of it.
From these "slices" it was planned to construct a pedagogical profile for each
teacher. While this pedagogical profile would reflect only a part of the
teacher's craft knowledge, and might not even represent fully all the things a
teacher was thinking and doing in those particular lessons, it was felt that it
would give some indication of how and why the teachers operated as they
did in the classroom.

How valid is the research strategy used by Brown and McIntyre? In
attempting to answer this question, a number of factors led the researchers
to believe that they had successfully gained access to the professional craft
knowledge of the teachers:
1. There was great consistency in the teachers' accounts of their teaching,
i.e. what they said when commenting on tape-recorded extracts from units
was not significantly different in form or substance from what they had
said after particular lessons.
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2. When teachers were presented at later stages with the researchers'
accounts of the interviews, they enthusiasticallyendorsed these as valid
representationsof the thinking underlying their teaching.
3. Virtually everything that all the teachers said on all occasions could be
represented in terms of the models that the researchers abstracted.
The confidence of the researchers is well stated as follows:
"Our confidence is based mainly, however, on the belief that
conditions were created in which the teachers were both able and
willing to recall the thinking which underlay their actions. Because
of our strong emphasis on what had been successful in their
teaching, they had no reason to be defensive and instead gave
every appearance of trying hard to articulate their perceptions of
their successes and what had been involved in their achievement.
Because the researcher had always observed the particular
events under discussion, there was both an opportunity to
concentrate on these particular occasions and an obligation to
give accounts consonant with what had happened on these
occasions; and this the teachers consistently did. Because the
researcher did not introduce any ideas which might be used in
describing or explaining what had happened, the teachers were
entirely dependent on their individual ways of construing the
events of the observed lessons. Because the main interviews were
conducted very soon after the observed lessons,,it was probable
that the teachers would be able to recall their thinking during the
lessons, and they themselves claimed to be able to do so".
(Brown and Mclntyre,1993 p. 108-109)
Thus, there is good reason to be confident that the research designed by
Brown and McIntyre gives a valid description of teachers' articulation of their
professional craft knowledge. Hence, in this research study the research
techniques of Brown and McIntyre are favoured over those that use repertory
grids as data collection tools.

2.8 Summary
There is a large volume of evidence in the literature that documents
misunderstandingsin key science ideas among pupils. One of the main
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barriers to learning science appears to be the fact that pupils have everyday
ways of thinking about these phenomena. The pupils' own ideas are
continually reinforced in their everyday lives and this can act as a barrier to
learning. The essential problem is summarised very well by Harrison and
Treagust (1996):
"Indeed, it is well recognised that students are adept at
tolerating the teacher's concept for the duration of the
instruction while conserving their personal conception".
(Harrison and Treagust, 1996 p. 529).
In addition to the pupils' own understanding of scientific phenomena,
additional problems are caused by factors like teaching methodology,
representations in textbooks, use of analogies and the language of science.
Although there is a large amount of research evidence regarding pupils'
misunderstandingsin science, only a small number of experimental studies
have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching approaches
based on addressing specific learning demands. However, the small amount
of evidence that exists does suggest that teaching approaches based on an
analysis of learning demands are more effective at promoting learning than
are conventional approaches.

There is even less research evidence on how student teachers plan and
teach lessons on difficult ideas in science. There are difficulties in interpreting
the work of Fischler in this area involving the user of repertory grids due to
issues related to repertory grids themselves and the methodology of the
research. The research techniques used by Brown and McIntyre appear to
be far more satisfactory. The methodology to be adopted in this research
project is described in detail in Chapter 4. Before discussing this
80

methodology,we first consider the research question and the theoretical
framework for data analysis used in this study.
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CHAPTER 3
THE RESEARCH QUESTION. DEVELOPING THE THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK FOR DATA ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction
This chapter begins with a brief review of the background to the research question
and then continues with a description of the mechanism by which a theoretical
framework was developed to assist in the analysis of the data collected. The
reason for developing this framework is to provide a detailed map of various factors
relating to the way student teachers teach, particularly in relation to their teaching
of difficult ideas. The framework map serves as a useful frame of reference for
identifying changes in practice as a result of the Intervention Package, i.e. the data
can be mapped against this framework in order to help identify those aspects of the
Intervention Package that lead to positive outcomes in terms of the classroom
practice of the student teachers. The development of the theoretical framework
was carried out by firstly surveying the literature for other related theoretical
frameworks. Common features were then extracted from these related theoretical
frameworks to assist in the development of the framework for analysing both the
baseline data and the post-intervention data. Thus, it is hoped that the framework
developed will assist in evaluating the effects (if any) of the Intervention Package.
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3.2 The research question

As already discussed in chapters 1 and 2, there is an extensive body of literature
documenting pupils' misunderstandingsof key ideas in chemistry at secondary
level. It is clear from the research literature in this area that these
misunderstandingsare widespread among pupils and are quite resistant to
change. It is also clear from a study of the research literature in this area that there
is a great dearth of research into how teachers teach ideas in those areas of
science where these misunderstandingsarise.

In Chapter 2 we learned that some research evidence indicates that a contributory
factor to the persistence of misunderstandings is the way in which such ideas are
taught. Science teachers may not always teach in ways that challenge or
acknowledge misunderstandings.Therefore, pupils' grounding in some of the key
ideas that underpin science may be poor and contribute to the idea that science is
"difficult".

It is clear from a study of the research literature in this area that a great deal of the
research into pupils' misunderstandings of ideas in science relies on a
constructivist approach based on theories about how children learn rather than
how teachers teach. In addition, much of the research appears to adopt a "once
off"approach working on misunderstandings in specific areas with specific age
groups of pupils with little follow-up in terms of development of teaching strategies
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or intervention packages for implementation in schools. As described in chapter 1,
the following research question is being studied:
How do student teachers draw on the guidance they are given in their
training course about dealing with pupils' misunderstandings in chemistry?
The research question puts the emphasis on the teaching strategies employed by
student teachers in their teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry. Details of the
methodology employed to answer the research question are given in Chapter 4. In
broad terms, the methodology involves the analysis of current practice by student
teachers when teaching difficult ideas in chemistry, the development of an
Intervention Package to assist student teachers in their approach to teaching these
difficult ideas in chemistry and the development of a theoretical framework to assist
in the analysis of the data collected. The development of this theoretical framework
will now be discussed.
3.3 Framework for analysing the data
A survey of the literature was carried out to identify frameworks that have been
used when discussing factors that influence decisions made in science lessons. A
total of seven frameworks was selected on the basis of their prominence in the
literature (as exemplified by their frequency of citation by other researchers) and
also on the basis of their applicability to this study (i.e. the frameworks emerged
from research areas broadly similar to the research carried out in this study).
These frameworks are summarised in Table 3.1.
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In the following sections, a brief description of each framework is given, followed by
The
is
to
the
framework
how
indication
the
study.
present
relevant
particular
of
an

frameworks are presented in chronological order.
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3.3.1 Framework developed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus
As already discussed, there are various theories of expertise which describe and
explain differences between teachers. One commonly accepted view is that
teachers learn to teach by experience and one of the most influential models for
the development of expertise is that of Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986). In this
framework they identify a number of levels of skill development as the professional
moves from being a "novice" through to "advanced beginner', "competent",
"proficient" and "expert". The main features of this model are summarised in Table
3.2, page 91 (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986). The Dreyfus and Dreyfus model
recognises that "perception and understanding are based on our capacity for
picking up not rules but flexible styles of behaviour' (1986, p. 5) within a given
situation.

Dreyfus emphasise the development of intuition or "know-how" in the above model,
i.e. "the understanding that effortlessly occurs upon seeing similarities with
previous experiences". (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986 p.28). They describe some
examples to illustrate their concept of intuition:
"Intuition or know-how, as we understand it, is neither wild guessing
nor supernatural inspirations, but the sort of ability we all use all the
time as we go about our everyday tasks..... The proficient chess player
can recognise a very large repertoire of types of positions. Grasping
almost immediately, and without conscious effort, the sense of a
position, he sets about calculating a move that best achieves his
intuitive plan".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 29)
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Level I Novice
" Rigid adherence to taught rules or plans
Little
situational perception
"
No
judgement
discretionary
"
Level 2 Advanced Beginner
" Guidelines for action based on attributes or aspects (aspects are global
characteristics of situations recognisable only after some prior experience)
Situational
limited
perception
still
"
importance
All
treated
and
equal
attributes
and
aspects
are
separately
given
"

Level 3 Competent
Coping
with crowdedness
"
longer
Now
least
in
term
terms
goals
sees
actions
at
partially
of
"
deliberate
Conscious
planning
"
" Standardised and routinised procedures.
Level 4 Proficient
" See situations holistically rather than in terms of aspects
is
important
in
See
most
what
a situation
"
Perceives
deviations
from
the normal pattern
"
" Decision-makingless laboured
Uses
for
to
the
situation
according
whose
varies
maxims
guidance,
meaning
"
Level 5 Expert
No longer relies on rules, guidelines or maxims
Intuitive grasp of situations based on deep tacit understanding
Analytic approaches used only in novel situation or when problems occur
Vision of what is possible

Table 3.2 Summary of Dreyfus' Model of Skills Acquisition (Eraut 1994, p.
124)

Despite its emphasis on perception, understanding and intuition, the model does
appear to have a logical progression that is based upon learning from experience.
In another paper (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1977) the authors describe the transition
that may occur towards becoming an expert performer as follows:
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"The performer is no longer aware of features and rules, and
his/her performance becomes fluid and flexible and highly
proficient. The chess player develops a feel for the game; the
language learner becomes more fluent; the pilot stops feeling he
he/she is flying the plane and simply feels the he/she is flying."
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1977 p. 12)

The five steps from novice to expert developed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus are
relevant to this study in that the framework provides a series of benchmarks to help
analyse the progress of student teachers in the classroom. In addition, the
framework may be used to help understand the views of the student teachers
themselves about their science teaching, how they teach particular topics, their
personal reflections, etc. The framework developed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus is one
of the frameworks most often cited by other researchers as it has wide applicability,
not only in the field of education, but in many other areas as well.

3.3.2 Framework developed by Wilson, Shulman and Richert

Wilson et al. (1987) carried out research which involved following a group of
beginning teachers through their professional training and into their first year of
teaching, to examine how their subject matter knowledge was translated into
classroom practice. As part of their research they proposed two frameworks for
data analysis. Firstly, they proposed that teachers draw upon many types of
knowledge when they are making decisions about the content of their courses.
These types of knowledge are summarised in Figure 3.1 (Wilson et al. 1987
,
p.113).
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Knowledge of
curriculum
Knowledge of
subject matter

Knowledge of
learners

Pedagogical
content
knowledge

Knowledge of
educational
aims

Knowledge of
other content

General
pedagogical
knowledge

Figure 3.1 Components of the professional knowledge base of teaching.
This first model is described by Wilson et al. (1987 p.118) as "a logical model of
the components of the professional knowledge base for teaching" and is described
by the authors as follows:
'We are developing this model from the perspective that teachers
require a body of professional knowledge that encompasses both
pedagogy and subject matter. General pedagogical knowledge
includes knowledge of theories and principles of teaching and
learning, knowledge of learners, and knowledge of principles of
teaching and learning, knowledge of learners and knowledge of
principles and techniques of classroom behaviour and management.
Subject matter knowledge includes both the substantive and
syntactic structures of the discipline. The substantive structures
include the ideas, facts, and concepts of the field, as well as the
relationships among those ideas, facts and concepts. The syntactic
structures involve knowledge of the ways in which the discipline
creates and evaluates new knowledge"
(Wilson et al., 1987 p. 118)
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Thus, in their everyday teaching, teachers use their content knowledge (i.e. their
understandingof the facts or concepts within a domain) as well as their grasp of
the structures of the subject matter. Teachers also use general pedagogic
knowledge, i.e. knowledge of pedagogical principles and techniques that is not
bound by topic or subject matter. Teachers also have knowledge of learners,
including knowledge of pupil characteristics and cognition as well as knowledgeof
motivational and developmental aspects of how pupils learn. Finally, teachers
frequently draw upon their curricular knowledge, i.e. their understandingof the
programmes and materials designed for the teaching of particular topics and
subjects at a given level. The authors do not attempt to show how these types of
knowledge are inter-related. They admit that "how these kinds of knowledge relate
to one another remains a mystery to us..... they are just boxes floating on a page"
(Wilson et al., 1987 p. 118).

The second model that they drew up portrayed the process of pedagogical
reasoning and action through six common aspects of teaching: comprehension,
transformation, instruction, evaluation, reflection and new comprehension, Figure
3.2. An outline of this model is given in section 3.2.5 when discussing the work of
Peterson and Treagust (1995).
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Figure 3.2 Diagram representing a model of pedagogical reasoning (Wilson
et al., 1987 p. 119)
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Since the framework developed by Wilson et al. (1987) was developed using
beginningteachers, it is highly relevant to the project under discussion. The
reference to "knowledge of subject matter' is almost identical to that found in the
frameworks developed by Borko et al. (section 3.3.3) and Peterson and Treagust
(section 3.3.5). In addition, both sets of researchers also use the identical term
69
pedagogical content knowledge" when describing their respective frameworks.
The concept of pedagogical content knowledge was introduced by Shulman (1986)
and will be described in more detail in section 3.4.

3.3.3 Framework developed by Borko, Bellamy and Saunders
This conceptual framework (Borko et al., 1992) considered teaching as a complex,
cognitive skill. The research project examined the thinking and actions of some
expert and novice science teachers. The researchers used this conceptual
framework that characterises teaching as a complex cognitive skill - determined in
part by the nature of a teacher's knowledge system - to explain patterns in the
teachers' planning, teaching and post lesson reflections. In devising a framework
for interpreting differences between expert and novice teachers, they considered
that teaching as a complex cognitive skill was characterised by three central
concepts: schemata, pedagogical reasoning and pedagogical content
knowledge.
Schemata are the abstract knowledge structures that summarise information
about particular cases in teaching and the relationships among them
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(Anderson, 1984). People store knowledge about objects and events in their
experiences in schemata or knowledge structures representing these
experiences.
Pedagogical reasoning is the "process of transforming subject matter
knowledge forms into forms that are pedagogically powerful and yet adaptive to
the variations in ability and background presented by the pupils" (Shulman,
1987b). According to Borko et al. pedagogical reasoning includes the
identification and selection of strategies for representing key ideas in a lesson
and the adaptation of these strategies to the characteristics of learners. This
form of thinking is unique to the profession of teaching and is relatively
undeveloped in student teachers (Feiman-Nemser and Buchman, 1986,1987).

Pedagogical content knowledge is described by Borko et al. (1992) as
"knowledge of subject matter for teaching..... This domain of subject knowledge
consists of an understanding of how to represent specific subject matter topics and
issues in ways that are appropriate to the diverse abilities and interests of learners"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 50). Borko et al. (1992) argue that developing knowledge
structures and learning pedagogical reasoning skills are major components of
learning to teach and support their argument with reference to research in this area
(Feiman-Nemserand Buchmann, 1986,1987; Wilson et al., 1987).
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The framework of teaching as a complex cognitive skill was also used by Borko
and Livingston (1989) in an investigation of the thinking and actions of expert and
student teachers of mathematics. The researchersanalysed the planning, teaching
and post-lesson reflections of two groups of teachers using this conceptual
framework of teaching as a complex cognitive skill. They found that, when
less
teachers
time-consuming
to
the
and
showed more
student
compared experts,
to
be
to
they
responsive
encountered problems when attempts
efficient planning,
pupils led them away from scripted lesson plans, and they reported more varied,
less selective post-lesson reflections. The researchers accountbd for these
differences by the assumptions that the cognitive schemata of the student
teachers, particularlytheir schemata for pedagogical content knowledge, are less
elaborate, less interconnected and less easily accessible than those of experts and
that their pedagogical reasoning skills are less well-developed.
When analysing the results of their research in terms of the conceptual framework
the
interpreted
the
Borko
teaching
expert
of
planning
al.
et
as a cognitive skill,
of
teachers in terms of a process of combining information from existing schemata to
fit the particulars of a given lesson. They argued that, since experts have welldeveloped and easily accessible schemata for such aspects of teaching as
content, pupils and instructional activities, they are able to plan quickly and
the
they
desired
pull
Also,
the
only
they
need
activities,
select
efficiently.
once
that
the
They
files.
from
noted
also
their
extensive activity
appropriate materials
benefits of well-developed knowledge systems were evident in the expert teachers'
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introductions to laboratory activities as well. These teachers drew upon their
pedagogical content knowledge (which includes knowledge of pupils and content)
to anticipate difficulties the pupils were likely to encounter and to devise
introductory explanations and demonstrations to minimise the difficulties.

The researchers noted that the success of the experts' explanations and
demonstrations seemed to depend upon their ability to assess pupil understanding
and to quickly provide examples when pupils were uncertain or confused. This
ability of the teacher to be responsive to pupils when providing explanations and
demonstrationswas interpreted within the conceptual framework in terms of the
teachers having an extensive network of interconnected, easily accessible
during
from
these
information
being
to
actual
schemata
schemata and
able select
teaching and learning interactions based on specific classroom events. The
following quotation is taken from an interview with one of the expert science
teachers:
"I'll see their confusion and I'll realise I need another way to say the
same thing, or make it visible to them, so they can see it happen"
(Borko and Livingston,1989, p. 61)
Quotations like the above were used as evidence for the correct interpretationof
the conceptual framework by the researchers.

The researchers comment that the student teachers, in contrast to the expert
teachers, often have to develop or at least modify and elaborate their schemata as
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they plan. In addition, the schemata for pedagogical content knowledge of the
student teachers was particularly limited. The researchers found that while the
expert teachers' knowledge structure included "stores of powerful explanations,
demonstrations and examples for representing subject matter to students" (Borko
et al., 1992 p. 67), the student teachers had to develop these representations as
part of the planning process for each lesson. Borko,et al argue that since the
pedagogical reasoning skills of the student teachers are less well-developed than
those of the expert teachers, planning is often a very time-consuming activity for
them and once they have planned the content of their lessons, they must then
prepare the materials to carry out the plan.

The researchers explained the difficulties that the student teachers encounter
when they do not make or follow detailed lesson plans in terms of the limitations in
the knowledge systems of these student teachers. In contrast to the expert
teachers, student teachers do not have as many "appropriate schemata for
instructional strategies to draw upon in a given classroom situation" (Borko et al.,
1992). In addition, student teachers do not have sufficiently well-developed
schemata for pedagogical content knowledge to enable the construction of
explanations on the spot. Since their schemata for content knowledge are not
by
the
to
they
asked
easily accessible,
questions
answer
are sometimes unable
by
is
The
teaching
underlined
skill
pupils.
value of viewing
as a complex cognitive
Russell and Munby (1992) when commenting on the above research project.
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"The contrast between beginning and experienced teachers is particularly
effective in illustrating the value of a cognitive skill perspective, as the
experienced teachers revealed more appropriate and more developed
schemata for interpreting and thus responding to the events of teaching.
These schemata help to explain the experts' greater ability to interpret and
respond to students' signals about how well they were understanding their
lessons".
(Russell and Munby, 1992 p. 5)
The framework developed by Borko et al. (1992) is of relevance to the present
research study in that it emphasises the part played by cognitive reasoning skills
and schemata in learning to teach. This framework takes into account the views of
student teachers on how to plan and teach particular science topics and points out
the limited store of teaching strategies possessed by student teachers. In addition,
by emphasising the concept of pedagogical content knowledge, it focuses on an
area recognised by student teachers as important, i.e. knowledge of subject matter
for teaching and "the ways of representing the subject that makes it
in
it
that
is
framework
(Shulman,
The
1987).
to
also
useful
comprehensible others"
is used to compare the planning, teaching and degree of reflection possessed by
experienced teachers and student teachers.

3.3.4 Framework developed by Brown and McIntyre
An outline of the research work carried out by Brown and McIntyre has already
been given in section 2.7. The theoretical framework developed by Brown and
McIntyre to assist in the analysis of the data collected from the sixteen teachers in
their study is now considered. The researchers (Brown and McIntyre, 1993) built
up this theoretical framework around four areas:
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1. Normal desirable state of pupil activity. Brown and McIntyre found that one
of the most common features of the various teachers' accounts of their teaching
was that the teachers almost always talked about what their pupils were doing.
The teachers placed great emphasis on what the researchers call a "Normal
Desirable State of Pupil Activity" (NDS) in the classroom. This term refers to
what the teachers saw as the normal and desirable patterns of classroom
activity - lessons were seen as satisfactory so long as pupils continued to act in
those ways which were seen by the teacher as routinely desirable.

For the secondary school teachers involved in the research project, the NDS
fell into two categories: (i) those that characterised activities where the teacher
was interacting with the whole class and (ii) those where pupils were working
independentlyon tasks of various kinds. The teachers were efficient at
dovetailing the whole class teaching and independent working of each of the
groups. Brown and McIntyre commented on the fact that "whatever way the
teacher manages things, there appears to be 'rules' which develop over time
and characterise the pattern of classroom activity." (Brown and McIntyre, 1993
p. 60).

2. Progress. A second set of goals identified by the researchers from the
teachers' accounts of their teaching was simply called "Progress". All of the
teachers evaluated their lessons not only in terms of maintaining particular
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Normal Desirable States but also in relation to promoting specific kinds of
Progress, The researchers identified three broad categories for these Progress
goals: (a) Progress in terms of the development of pupils' knowledge,
understanding, skills, confidence or other attributes, (b) Progress in the sense
of generating a product, a performance, artefact or completed exercise, (c)
Progress in terms of accomplishing a sequence of planned activities or getting
through a course.
The concept of Progress introduced a development aspect in contrast with the
steady situation of Normal Desirable State. When speaking about Progress
goals, teachers emphasised pupils' cognitive learning, acquisition of concepts,
picking up ideas and developing skills. There were also numerous examples of
pupils' affective growth (e.g. confidence) among teachers priorities and of
concern for such things as pupils becoming capable of thinking through
problems for themselves and applying their theoretical knowledge to practice.A
common type of goal was getting some kind of task, exercise or worksheet
completed.

3. Teachers' Actions. Although when asked about their teaching, the teachers
invariably responded by talking about their pupils and ultimately the teachers
talked about what they themselves did in the classroom. Brown and McIntyre
"Teachers'
they
this
third
their
called
which
used
generalisable concept
as
Actions". The researchers found that when teachers spoke about their own
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actions, they always appeared to evaluate them in terms of the extent to which
they were effective in maintaining particular Normal Desirable States or
promoting specific kinds of progress.
The above three inter-related generalisable concepts were used by Brown and
McIntyre to build a theoretical framework that reflected how.the teachers construed
their teaching. This theoretical framework is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

One or more
NDS

One or more
typesof
Progress

of pupilactivity

TomaintainNDS

TopromoteProgress

Teachers'
Actions

Figure 3.3 The three Inter-related generallsable concepts used by Brown and
McIntyre in developing a framework to describe how teachers evaluated their
own teaching (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 64).
In the above discussion, no mention has been made of the demands, pressures
and influences that are important factors in the process of teaching. To take these
into account, Brown and McIntyre included a fourth generalisable concept which
they referred to as the "Conditions" which impinge on the teaching.
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4. Conditions which influence teaching. Brown and McIntyre found that the
teachers were very conscious of the circumstances in which they were working
and of the impact of those circumstances on their teaching. In interviews with
the teachers, it was found that the Conditions had a profound effect on the
standards which the teacher felt they could apply in maintaining their preferred
Normal Desirable State or promoting Progress. In some cases standards were
lowered and in other cases standards were enhanced.
The four conditions are surnmarised in Figure 3.4.

One or mrs
NDS
oFpupil odvity

One or more
ýIpesof
rrogress

Influence&
standardsof
NDS
Tomaintain
NDS

Influences
slondardsof.
Progress
Conditions
impingingon leaching
(time,material,
pupils,teachers,content)

To mainfi3in
Progress

InRuences
Teachere
Adions
Teachers'Adions

Figure 3.4 The framework developed by Brown and McIntyre showing the
four generalisable and inter-related concepts which teachers use in
evaluating their own teaching (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 70).
The teachers' descriptions of the Conditions impinging on their teaching fell into
five categories: pupils, time, content, material and teachers themselves.
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(a) Pupil Conditions. Brown and McIntyre identified two types of Pupil Conditions.
The first arose from the behaviours or characteristics which pupils displayed on
a particular occasion, e.g. bored, noisy, "high", excited, subdued, fidgety, etc.
These behaviours tended to reduce the standards of NDS or Progress which
the teachers expected to maintain or to cause the teacher to change direction
and try to establish a new NDS or Progress goal. Occasionally teachers
mentioned that pupils performed better, grasped ideas, worked more quickly or
generally managed their tasks more effectively than had been anticipated. In
these circumstances,the standards expected of the NDS or Progress were
raised. The second type of Pupil Conditions described by Brown and McIntyre
refer to more enduring characteristics of pupils, e.g. ability, aftention-seeking,
attentiveness, gender, maturity, attitudes, shyness, etc. Some teachers placed
more emphasis on these "permanent" characteristics of their pupils whilst other
teachers placed emphasis on attending to pupils' behaviour on the day.

(b) Time conditions. Teachers involved in Brown and McIntyre's research
identified time as being an important influence on their teaching. The standard
of NDS or Progress which could be established during the first lesson of the
day could not be accomplished in a lesson given towards the end of the day. In
following
break
having
immediately
the
or
addition,
mid-morning
after
a class
lessons with a particular colleague affected their chances of being able to
maintain their preferred NDS or to promote Progress.
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(c) Content conditions. The content being covered in a lesson was seen as a
Condition which influenced the nature and standards of NDS and Progress
being made. For example, active learning with pupils cutting out shapes of
triangles on cardboard could be used in a lesson on geometry whilst other
areas of mathematics involved pupils taking on a more passive role.
(d) Material conditions. The actual resources available to teachers imposed major
Conditions on their teaching. For example, teachers with large class sizes had
problems squeezing extra desks into the room, resulting in overcrowding being
a disruptive influence on the class. Likewise, excessive numbers in the
laboratory was a constraining factor on the Progress made.

(e) Teacher conditions. The teachers in the research project referred to the fact
that they themselves frequently had an effect on the standards of the Normal
Desirable States and Progress. In most cases the effect was a detrimental one,
e.g. pace too slow, forgetting the time, being tired and exhausted, failing to
provide adequate guidance, etc.

The work of Brown and McIntyre presents a very powerful framework that is
directly applicable to the present research study. The Normal Desirable State
(NDS) presents a particularly striking view of teaching in terms of the type of
classroom climate viewed as satisfactory by the teacher. The attainment of this
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type of classroom climate is also seen by student teachers as one of the key goals
to be attained in their early days of teaching (Fischler, 1999; Bianchini et al., 2003).
In addition, the concept of Progress developed by Brown and McIntyre enables us
to examine data from the student teachers in terms of how they evaluate the
success or otherwise of their lessons. Finally, the concept of Conditions discussed
by Brown and McIntyre has implications for this study in that it allows us to
investigate how the local conditions affected the teaching of the student teachers
and the decisions they made in science lessons.

3.3.5 Framework developed by Peterson and Treagust
This research project (Peterson and Treagust, 1995) focussed on the development
of the pedagogical reasoning ability of pre-service teachers in an attempt to
improve their ability to teach primary science. The researchers reasoned that
teachers not only need to develop a knowledge base for teaching science, but also
need to use their understanding of science content, curriculum and the learner,
when making decisions regarding their classroom teaching. This decision making
process has been described as "pedagogical reasoning" by Shulman (1987b).
Peterson and Treagust recommend that pedagogical reasoning be given a higher
priority in teacher education programmes and that these programmes should
encourage pre-service teachers to develop their reasoning ability and apply this to
teaching situations. The six stages in Shulman's model, shown in Figure 3.5 page
109, were used by Peterson and Treagust.
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In this study, the pedagogical reasoning ability of second year pre-service teachers
was established at the beginning of, and during, a science education unit designed
to encouragethe development of all six stages of the pedagogical reasoning
process.
1. Comprehension. Teacher understanding of the ideas to be taught and the
educational purposes of the topic/subject

2. Transformation. Comprehended ideas are transformed by the teacher for
use in a particular classroom setting. This includes critical interpretation of
text materials, identifying ways of representing ideas, selecting appropriate
teaching methods, adapting and tailoring ideas to the particular class group.
3. Instruction. The act of teaching. This includes organising and managing the
class and students, presenting clear explanations, interacting with students,
questioning and evaluating.
4. Evaluation. This includes both the evaluation of student learning and the
teacher's own teaching performance, materials employed, etc.
.
5. Reflection. The review of the events and accomplishments that occurred
during the lesson.
6. New Comprehension. New understanding of subjects, learners, purposes
and pedagogy through the process of teaching.
Figure 3.5. Six stages of a model of pedagogical reasoning (Wilson et al.,
1987)
The model used by Peterson and Treagust was also influenced by the work of
Reynolds (1992) who, from a synthesis of the literature in this area, among other
abilities proposed that beginning teachers should enter the first year of teaching
with the following having been developed:
Knowledge of the subject matter they will teach.
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* Knowledgeof strategies, techniques and tools for creating and sustaining a
learning community, and the skills and abilities to employ these strategies,
techniques and tools.
*

Knowledgeof pedagogy appropriate for the content area they will teach.

* The disposition to reflect on their own actions and pupils' responses in order to
improve their teaching and the strategies and tools for doing so.

Reynolds (1992) also pointed out that by the end of their training, beginning
teachers should be able to:
*

Plan lessons that enable pupils to relate new learning to prior understanding
and experience.

*

Develop rapport and personal interaction with pupils.

*

Establish and maintain rules and routines that are fair and appropriate to pupils.

* Arrange the physical and social conditions in the classroom in ways that are
conducive to learning and that fit the academic task.
Represent
and present subject matter in ways that enable pupils to relate new
9
learning to prior understanding and that help pupils develop metacognitive
strategies.
*

Assess pupil learning using a variety of measurement tools and adapt
instruction according to the results.

*

Reflect on their own actions and pupils' responses in order to improve their
teaching.
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The framework proposed by Peterson and Treagust is of direct relevance to our
study and has many similarities to some of the other frameworks discussed. The
first stage of Peterson and Treagust's framework (Comprehension) is very similar
to the description of pedagogical content knowledge found in the Borko et al.
framework (1992). Also, the second stage (Transformation) is almost identical to
the description of teaching strategies and "routines" found in the frameworks of
Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986), Brown and McIntyre (1993) and Eraut (1996). The
third stage (instruction) has many points in common with the "schemata" found in
the framework of Borko et al (11992)and that of "principles related to nature of
presentation"described by Fischler (1999). The fourth and fifth stages (Evaluation
and Reflection) are very similar to the concept of the "teacher as a reflective
practitioner"discussed in Eraut's framework (1996). The sixth stage (New
Comprehension)is very close to the "Progress" component of the framework
proposed by Brown and McIntyre.

3.3.6 Framework developed by Eraut
Teachers' professional knowledge has been defined (Eraut, 1996) as "the
knowledge possessed by professionals which enables them to perform
professionaltasks, roles and duties with quality". Eraut argues that the domains of
teachers' professional knowledge can be mapped along two dimensions as shown
in Figure 3.6.

III

Context of use
Subject
Matter
Knowledge

Area of knowledqe
Education
Situated
Knowledge
Knowledge

Societal
Knowledge

Classroom
Knowledqe
Classroom-rel ated
knowledqe
Management
Knowledge
Other Professional
Roles

Figure 3.6. The domains of teachers' professional knowledge (Eraut, 1996 p.
25).
The vertical dimension describes the different contexts in which knowledge is used,
i.e. classroom knowledge, classroom-reIated knowledge, management knowledge
and other professional roles. The horizontal dimension indicates the different kinds
of knowledge, i.e. subject matter knowledge, education knowledge, situational
knowledge and societal knowledge. Teachers' ability to understand and interpret
events in their classroom requires situation'al knowledge which itself will be
based upon experience in similar situations. Societal knowledge relates to the
responsibilityof teachers to "look beyond the specific to the more general purposes
of education".This kind of knowledge is vital in order to relate what the pupil is
learning to the broader context which gives it meaning.

Eraut (1995) also points out in his framework the need for the teacher to have a
repertoire of teaching approaches and activities from which to make an appropriate

selection:
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".. the choice from this repertoire can only be appropriate if there
is a good understanding of the students' needs and an
adequate conceptual isation of the decision-making process for example of matching learning activities to students'
capabilities.... Time for professional thinking is limited when
routine duties are very demanding. "
(Eraut, 1995 p. 229)

Eraut points out that there are at least four kinds of process knowledge that play a
critical part in the work of the classroom teacher:
1. Process for acquiring information, especially information about students.
These range from deliberate searches to the almost intuitive "reading of an
emergency situation."
2. Routinised actions and skilled behaviour. Much classroom teaching falls into
this category, intuitive yet following discernible patters and still under some
overall cognitive control.
3. Deliberate processes such as planning, decision-making and problem
solving. These involve analysing the context, devising options, thinking about
them and eventually choosing a course of action.
4. Meta-processes such as assessing, evaluating and controlling. These
processes involve teachers assessing the impact of their actions and evaluating
their personal practice. The processes also involve the teachers making use of
this information to modify or rethink their decisions and work patterns.

Eraut's framework also includes reference to the moral dimension of teaching and
the need for personal reflection (Eraut, 1995). He argues that "it is the moral and
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professionalaccountability of teachers which should provide the main motivation
for their continuing professional development and suggests that being a
professionalpractitioner implies:
1. A moral commitment to serve the interests of students by
reflecting on their well-being and their progress and deciding
how best it can be fostered or promoted.
2. A professional obligation to review periodically the nature and
effectiveness of one's practice in order to improve the quality of
ones's management, pedagogy and decision making.
3. A professional obligation to continue to develop one's own
practical knowledge both by personal reflection and through
interaction with others.
(Eraut, 1995, p. 232).

The concept of the teacher as a reflective practitioner is discussed at some length
by the author (Eraut, 1995) who points out that teachers continue to learn by
reflecting on their own experience and assessing the effects of their behaviour and
their decisions.

Eraut's framework (1995,1996) is relevant to this study as it has a number of

similarities to those of Brown and McIntyre (1993) and Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1996)
in its emphasis on repertoire of actions and intuitive behaviour. As well as these
components, Eraut emphasises the need for processes like planning, decision
making, problem solving and reflection - these processes are of direct relevance to
the procedures carried out by student teachers as part of their training. Eraut's
model of teaching is summarised in Figure 3.7
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CODIFIED
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Know-how
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Figure 3.7 Model of teaching proposed by Eraut (Eraut, 1996 p. 26)

3.3.7 Framework developed by Fischler
In chapter 2, an outline of research carried out by Fischler (Fischler, 1999) was
given. In this research, he carried out structured interviews with beginning teachers
and tried to access information about the thought processes of these teachers, i.e.
the factors that inform decisions they made about their teaching. In order to assist
with the analysis of the data that he collected, Fischler drew up a framework
consisting of five categories to which he assigned various "principles" as follows:
1. Content-related principles. The student teachers regarded the selection of
content which has applications in everyday life as a means of giving pupils an
understandingof the various applications of physics. In this way, the pupils
would be more interested in understanding the physics behind these
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applications. Examples given of this principle were relating the physics in the
classroomto applications in the outside world, taking examples of topics from
everyday life, showing the relevance of physics to our lives, etc.

2., Principles related to presentation of material. The student teachers felt that
for successful learning to occur, it was necessary to have clear presentations
which could be understood by the pupils. If possible, each presentation should
be accompanied by a demonstration experiment. Examples given of this
principle were using the correct physics terminology during presentations,
illustrating topics that pupils have difficulty in understanding, etc.

3. Principles aimed at stimulating pupils. The student teachers tried to create
opportunities in the classroom for pupils to be stimulated and actively
participate in the lesson. Examples given of this principle were demonstrating
exciting experiments to motivate the pupils, involving pupils in problem solving,
etc.

4. Action-oriented principles. The student teachers felt that if the pupils were
working independently on their own, then this increased their motivation to
learn. Examples given of this principle were allowing pupils to carry out
experimentsthat they have planned themselves, giving pupils the opportunity to
handle physics equipment, etc.
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5. Principles referring to classroom climate. The student teachers strongly felt
that a positive classroom climate contributed to successful teaching and learning.
They felt that the teacher's behaviour in the classroom has a crucial role in creating
this positive classroom climate. Examples given of this principle were being fair
and just in dealing with the pupils, dealing with pupils in an informal way, creating a
friendly climate in the classroom, etc.

The framework developed by Fischler is of direct relevance to the study under
discussion in this thesis as the five "principles" in the framework reflect the views of
the student teachers involved in his study. In addition, there is some overla.p with
parts of other frameworks discussed, e.g. "principles relating to classroom climate"
as discussed by Fischler (1999) bears a close similarity to the Normal Desirable
State described by Brown and McIntyre (1993). Similarly, the "principles related to
presentation of material" (Fischler, 1999) bear close resemblance to the
"schemata" described by Borko et al (1992). The emphasis emerging from
Fischler's framework is very close to the material presented in many teacher
training courses, i.e. importance of clear presentation, variety in teaching, use of
everyday example, keeping the pupils interested, use of practical work, etc.

3.4 Developing the categories for analysis of data
There is clearly a great richness of reflection in the theoretical frameworks
discussed in section 3.3. It is also clear that there is considerable overlap in what
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the different authors and researchers describe when they discuss the various
factors that influence the decisions that teachers make in the classroom. For
example, the "repertoire of routines" discussed by Brown and McIntyre (1993) is
similar to the "schemata" proposed by Borko et al. (1992) and is also similar to the
Urepertoire of teaching approaches" discussed by Eraut (1996); the "pedagogical
"professional
the
(1987)
Wilson
knowledge"
closely
resembles
of
et al.
content
"situational"
(1993);
the
McIntyre
by
Brown
knowledge"
discussed
and
craft
knowledgedescribed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) is similar to the "conditions"
discussed by Brown and McIntyre (1993) and to the usituationalknowledge"
discussed by Eraut (1996); the "reflection-in-action"and "knowing in action" model
the
the
McIntyre
by
Brown
of
of
reflection
model
closely resembles
proposed
and
to
In
(1996).
by
Eraut
this
described
we
attempt
section
professional practitioner
draw together the different forms of terminology into common features to describe
these factors as simply as possibly.

From a study of the various theoretical frameworks, seven common themes
the
influence
factors
that
help
the
from
frameworks
to
the
emerged
understand
decisions that teachers make in the classroom. These seven common features are
surnmarisedin Table 3.3. and discussed in detail in the following sections.
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The emergence of these seven common features from the various theoretical
frameworks may be explained as follows:
1. View of science
All of the frameworks included dimensions which could be characterised as relating
to the view of science held by teachers. This view of science encompasses aspects
such as a set of facts to be mastered in various stages, as subject matter to be
formally taught to pupils, as subject matter in which understanding must be fostered
in pupils, as a method of enquiry, etc. For example, in the theoretical framework
developed by Brown and McIntyre (1993), the teachers involved in the study clearly
viewed the subject they were teaching in terms of subject matter to be covered by
various means, e.g. completing exercises, activities, worksheets, etc. for "the
development of pupils' knowledge, understanding, skills, confidence or other
attributes" (Brown and McIntyre, 1993, p. 61). There is a clear picture drawn of the
expert teachers getting through a great deal of material:
6' went over the work of the previous week, introduced new
....
activities, used his tone of voice to accentuate key points, had a
quick turnover of activities, circulated the pupil groups to keep them
at the activities.."
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 99).
The emphasis on subject matter by the teachers is also made clear by Brown and
McIntyre (1993) when they describe how one of the "progress goals" described by
teachers had "emphasis on pupils' cognitive learning, acquisition of concepts,
picking up ideas and developing skills". (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 62).

Eraut (1996) expresses a similar view of science. In his discussion about knowledge,
He divides it into a number of categories - one of which is "subject matter
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knowledge" (Eraut,1996 p. 25). He defines "subject matter knowledge" as that "found
in school syllabuses and formally taught to pupils" (Eraut, 1995 p. 234). He sums up
his view of teacher education in terms of an emphasis on subject matter and on
pedagogy and questions the balance that should be given to both of these:
"Teacher education has traditionally distinguished between
courses designed to enhance the subject matter knowledge and
education knowledge of intending teachers, but the aims and
content of these courses have been much disputed...... How
much attention should be given to teaching subject-matter and
how much to subject pedagogy, comprising not just teaching
methods but the transformation of subject matter into forms which
"
interest?
their
to
capture
are comprehensible pupils and
(Eraut, 1996 p. 3)
Wilson et al. (1987) express a view of science in which they emphasise the
need for the teacher to have a specialised understanding of the subject
matter that they teach:
"In studying novice teachers, it is clear to us that teachers need
they
the
matter
are
than
subject
of
more
a personal understanding
expected to teach. They must also possess a specialised
to
them
that
the
permits
one
understanding of
subject matter,
foster understanding in most of their students".
(Wilson et al., 1987 p.104)
At a later stage in their article, Wilson et al. (1987) re-emphasise the importance of
is
the
"one
the
that
of
education
they
goals
of
subject matter when
state
(Wilson
knowledge"
1987
development
et
al.,
matter
communication and
of subject
P. 107).

There is very clear evidence in the work of Borko et al. (1992) that the authors view
science (and all other subjects) in terms of a body of subject matter. When
discussing the differences between the expert teachers and the novice teachers,
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they refer to the fact that the expert teachers had "stores of powerful explanations,
demonstrations and examples for representing subject matter to students" (Borko et
al., 1992 p. 67). Their interpretation of pedagogical content knowledge appears to
be narrower than that put forward originally by Shulman and focuses specifically on
subject matter:
"Pedagogical content knowledge or knowledge of subject matter
for teaching, is also specific to the teaching profession. This
domain of knowledge consists of an understanding of how to
represent specific subject matter topics and issues in ways that
are appropriate to the diverse abilities and interests of learners".
(Borko et al. 1992, p. 50)
Peterson and Treagust's model (1995) based on "pedagogical reasoning ability" also
emphasises the importance of subject knowledge. They clearly state that the first
ability which beginning teachers should have developed is "knowledge of the subject
matter they will teach" (Peter and Treagust, 1995, p. 292). Throughout their article,
the view of science that is portrayed is that of a body of knowledge. In fact, analysis
of the interviews with the student teachers was divided into two categories, one of
which was "science content knowledge":
"They [the student teachers] considered that an understanding of
science content knowledge was necessary to ensure that primary
students obtained the correct scientific information........ The
ability to answer primary students' questions during a lesson was
considered important as these pre-service teachers believed they
should provide the correct science content information to
students".
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 295)
Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) view science in a very clinical manner. When discussing
their view that teachers learn to teach by experience, they view the material to be
mastered simply in terms of a set of facts:
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"In general, a competent performer with a goal in mind sees a situation
as a set of facts. The importance of the facts may depend on the
presence of other facts. He has learned that when a situation has a
particular constellation of these elements, a certain conclusion should be
drawn, decision made or expectation investigated".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 28)
Fischler's model (1999) also views science in terms of subject knowledge, and
emphasises the need for "physics knowledge" (p.185) among pupils so that they are
"knowledgeable about the basic concepts of physics and they are able to solve
physics problems" (p.185). However, it is also clear that Fischler views science as a
method of enquiry in that he suggests that pupils should be allowed to "carry out
experiments they have planned themselves" (p. 184).
2. View of learning
The dominant view of learning that emerges from a study of the various theoretical
frameworks is one that involves an understanding of subject matter. For example,
Borko et al. (1992) clearly view learning in terms of understanding of subject matter.
They quote extensively from the "expert" teachers and focus on the understanding
gained by pupils:
I think we got the point across. I feel good that they
understood forces"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 61).
"I'll see their confusion and I'll realise I need another way to
"
it
them...
to
the
thing,
or make visible
say
same
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 67)
Although the research of Wilson et al. (1987) places more emphasis on the study of
teaching rather than learning, their view of learning is also referred to in terms of the
pupils coming to terms with understanding of subject knowledge:
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"Teachers must find ways to communicate knowledge to others. In a
sense, they must have two types of subject matter knowledge:
knowledge of the subject field, both writ large and in it particulars, and
knowledge of how to help their students come to understand the field"
(Wilson et al., 1987 p. 105).
At a later stage, Wilson et al. (1987) also emphasise the role of the teacher in the
fostering of understanding of subject matter:
"Teachers must have a knowledge of the subject matter that
includes a personal understandingof the content as well as
knowledge of ways to communicate that understanding, to foster
the development of subject matter knowledge in the minds of
students" (p. 110).
In the model developed by Peterson and Treagust (1995), the view of learning is
also interpreted in terms of the pupils' understanding of the subject matter. This is
discussed in the 'Transformation" stage of their model where they examine the data
gathered from the student teachers. The authors describe how the student teachers
were concerned about the teaching sequence, the science content, the curriculum
knowledge, the explanations they would use for the activities, etc. in this
Transformation stage:
"I also learned that you need to sequence ideas that you are going to
teach. You need to plan the right demonstrations to go with your
explanations and you need to have other explanations ready other than
the scientific explanations. It is important that you choose the right
information for the learner to learn"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 300)
It is clear from the description of the Peterson and Treagust model (1996) that this
view of learning incorporates the constructivist approach to learning:
"A review of their journals indicated that 19 of the 21 class
members recognised the importance of having some
understanding of the prior knowledge of their peers in deciding on
a starting point for their teaching"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 301)
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Fischler (1999) presents a view of learning in which more control is given to the
pupils. One of the categories that Fischler used in his data analysis was "action
oriented principles". He discusses this in terms of a view of learning in which control
and choice is offered to pupils: "Student-teachersthink that if students [pupils] have
a propensity to act on their own, then they are motivated to learn" (Fischler, 1999 p.
184). As an example of this, he states that pupils should be allowed to carry out
experiments they have planned themselves.

Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) present a more simplistic view of learning in terms of
following a set of rules that help one to progress from one stage to the next in the
model of skills acquisition:
"The beginning students wants to do a good job, but lacking any
coherent sense of the overall task he judges his performance mainly
by how well he follows learned rules
Like the training wheels on a
.......
child's first bicycle, these first rules allow the accumulation of
experience, but soon they must be put aside to proceed"
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 22).
As outlined earlier in this chapter, Brown and McIntyre (1993) discuss a view of
learning in terms of the Normal Desirable State of Pupil Activity (NDS). They
describe how the teachers were happy that the pupils were engaged in purposeful
learning when the NDS was achieved. Brown and McIntyre (1993) divided this into
two categories: (i) activities where the teacher was interacting with the whole class
and (ii) activities where the pupils were working independently on tasks of various
kinds. The view of learning that takes places in a laboratory practical class is
described by Brown and McIntyre as follows:
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"One of them [the expert teachers] described her NDS in terms of
pupils settling down quickly into the laboratory routine, knowing
where and when to seek help from the teacher and technician, and
getting on with 'working independently using the worksheets, doing
everything so much on their own'. Her goal was that they would be
interested, working hard at their own pace and making their own
discoveries: 'They're all doing it in their own time
you
can
see
.......
each one coming to something in the worksheets and discovering
something new'.
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 55).
In addition, Brown and McIntyre (1993) also discuss learning in terms of
understanding of subject matter when they describe the emphasis placed by the
teachers in the classroom in terms of "pupils' cognitive learning, acquisition of
concepts, picking up ideas and developing skills (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 62).

Eraut (1995) takes a rather unique view of the learning process in that he points out
that the "pupils exercise a degree of consumer control" and that "the relationship with
pupils comes closest to the ideal of expert professionals determining the needs of
their clients" (Eraut, 1995 p. 228). He acknowledges the important place of
understanding of subject matter by the pupils and emphasises the importance of
teachers ensuring that they succeed in "matching learning activities to students'
capabilities" (Eraut, 1995 p. 229).
3. View of teaching
The dominant view of teaching that emerges from a study of the framework
encompasses aspects like the use of repertoires of routines and the importance of
representing subject matter in such ways as to make it comprehensible to others.
For example, Brown and McIntyre (1993) describe the teaching of the experienced
and expert teachers in terms of "routines" that teachers bring into play spontaneously
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in their everyday classroom teaching. These routines have been developed through
experience in the classroom. In their theoretical framework, Brown and McIntyre
(1993) define a routine as follows:
"A Routine is a standardised pattern of action which a teacher
undertakes, recognising that certain conditions are impinging on
his or her teaching, in order to maintain particular desired states
of pupil activity or to promote specific kinds of progress"
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 83).
Brown and McIntyre (1993) then proceed to describe how the experienced and
expert teachers arrive at the class with clear goals to ensure that the Normal
Desirable State be established and that Progress be made by the pupils. These
teachers then make "rapid initial judgements" (p. 83) about the Conditions that exist
and take into account knowledge they have about the curriculum, the pupils and
themselves. Brown and McIntyre (1993) then describe how the teachers "quickly
select from their repertoire of actions those which their experience tells them are
best suited to achieve their goals in the given Conditions" (p. 83).

In a similar way, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) place great emphasis on the concept of
repertoire of routines and learning from experience. They view teaching in terms of
instruction being used to help the novice acquire new skills.
"Elements of the situation to be treated as relevant are so clearly and
objectively defined for the novice that they can be recognised without
reference to the overall situation in which they occur. .....The novice
nurse is taught how to read blood pressure, measure bodily outputs, and
compute fluid retention, and is given rules for determining what to do
when these measurements reach certain values".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 21-22)
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In addition, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) place great emphasis on the fact that
"experts" in level 5 of their model of skills acquisition have an intuitive grasp of
situations. They describe the proficient chess player as having the ability to
recognise "a very large repertoire of types of positions" (p. 29). They refer to this type
of intuition as "the sort of ability we all use all the time as we go about our everyday
tasks" (p. 29).
"Similarly, the expert business manager, surgeon, nurse, lawyer or
teacher is totally engaged in skillful performance. When things are
proceeding normally, experts don't solve problems and don't make
decisions; they do what normally works".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 30 -31).

The view of teaching put forward by Eraut has many similarities with the Dreyfus and
Dreyfus model and the Brown and McIntyre model. Eraut (1995) emphasises that the
"teacher must have a repertoire of teaching approaches and activities from which to
make an appropriate selection. Similarly, the choice from this repertoire can only be
appropriate if there is a good understanding of the students' needs and an adequate
conceptualisationof the decision-making process - for example, of matching
learning activities to students' capabilities". (Eraut, 1995 p. 229). The latter point
bears great similarity to Shulman's concept of pedagogical content knowledge (ways
of representing the subject to make it comprehensible to others) put forward by
Wilson et al. (1987).

The overlap between Eraut's views (1994) and those of Dreyfus and Dreyfus are
obvious when Eraut describes the competent teacher in the model developed by
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Dreyfus and Dreyfus as having developed ustandardisedand routinised procedures"
(Eraut, 1994, p 124) to deal with any problems that arise in the classroom:
"Professionals who work under severe time pressure are forced to
routinise most of what they do because there is too little time for
deliberation. Those who cope well may even come to regard
deliberation as a waste of time..... When teachers are in the
classroom they are mainly engaged in what I call "hot action" with
very little time to stop and think. Much of what they do is
necessarily routinised, the words come out with little thought or
effort. But they also have to make hundreds of rapid decisions in
response to Unanticipatedevents and a rapidly changing situation
(Jackson 1971). Such decisions are best described as intuitive but
they are not without some small degree of thought. The analogy
which comes to mind is that of riding a bicycle in heavy traffic. Little
though goes into the activity of riding which is virtually automatic,
but the mind is fully engaged in monitoring the traffic and
responding rapidly whenever it appears to be necessary"
(Eraut, 1996 p. 18).

Eraut expands on his view of teaching (Eraut, 1995, P. 230) when he states that "at
least four kinds of process knowledge play a critical part in the work of a classroom
teacher". He describes these kinds of process knowledge as follows:
1. Process for acquiring information, especially information about students.
These range from deliberate searches to the almost intuitive "reading of an
emergent situation".
2. Routinised action and skilled behaviour. Much classroom teaching falls into
this category, intuitive yet following discernible patterns and still under some
overall cognitive control.
3. Deliberative processes such as planning, decision -maki ng, and problemsolving. These involve analysing the context, devising options, mulling over
them, and eventually choosing a course of action.
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4. Meta-processes

such as assessing, evaluating, and controlling.

These

processes concern, first, how teachers assess the impact of their actions and
evaluate their personal practice; then, second, how they make use of this
information to modify or rethink their decisions and work patterns.

An alternative view to the "repertoire of routines" view discussed above is the view of
teaching put forward by Wilson et al. (1987). This view of teaching may be
summarised in one phrase: pedagogical content knowledge. They describe this as
a new type of subject matter knowledge that is enriched and enhanced by other
types of knowledge- knowledge of the learner, knowledge of the curriculum,
knowledge of the context, knowledge of pedagogy. This term was first introduced
into the literature in 1986 by Shulman who defined it as a form of content knowledge
that:
"embodies the aspects of content most germane to its teachability.
Within the category of pedagogical content knowledge I include, for the
most regularly taught topics in one's subject area, the most useful forms
of representation of those ideas, the most powerful analogies,
illustrations, examples, explanations and demonstrations- in a word,
the ways of representing and formulating the subject that makes it
comprehensible to others. Since there are no single most powerful
forms of representation,the teacher must have at hand a veritable
armamentarium of alternative forms of representation, some of which
derive from research whereas others originate in the wisdom of
practice."
(Shulman, 1986 p. 9)

A similar view of teaching is held by Borko et al. (1992) who clearly state their view
of teaching in terms of a "complex cognitive skill". Whilst this view encompasses the
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pedagogical content knowledge model developed by Shulman (1986), it also
includes schemata and pedagogical reasoning:
"Schemata, pedagogical reasoning and pedagogical content
knowledge - three concepts central to the characterisation of
teaching as a complex, cognitive skill - provide a framework for
interpreting differences between expert and novice teachers".
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 50)
Their view of teaching is more complicated than many of the other models discussed
in this study and appears to be an attempt to build on and extend the work of Wilson
et al. (1987).

A similar view of teaching to that of Borko was put forward by Peterson and Treagust
(1995). Their view of teaching (1995) is based on the concept of "pedagogical
reasoning ability. This is based on Shulman's (1987) six-stage model and is defined
by Peterson and Treagust as follows:
"An alternative approach for improving the ability of preservice teachers
to teach primary science is to focus on the development of their
pedagogical reasoning ability. Teachers not only need to develop a
knowledge base for teaching science, but also need to use their
understanding of science content, curriculum and the learner when
making decisions regarding their classroom teaching"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 291)
Peterson and Treagust (1995) believe that pedagogical reasoning should be given a
higher priority in teacher education programmes and that these programmes should
encourage preservice teachers to develop their reasoning ability and to apply this to
teaching situations. They emphasise that "this process is important so that teachers
will learn to use their knowledge effectively in making decisions on particular actions
they will take when teaching" (p. 292). They quote Reynolds (1992) to support this
statement when he stated that beginning teachers in their first year of teaching
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should have developed "knowledge of strategies, techniques and tools for creating
and sustaining a learning community, and the skills and abilities to employ these
strategies, techniques and tools" (p. 292)

Fischler (1999) puts forward a view of teaching that emphasises what takes place in
the classroom during the lesson. He refers to the selection of teaching content that
has applications in everyday life as "content-related principles". This view of teaching
by the student teachers involved them taking examples of topics from everyday life
and showing the relevance of science in our lives. Fischler also refers to "principles
related to nature of presentation" (Fischler, 1999 p. 184) and describes the view of
teaching held by the student teachers in terms of the need to have clear
presentations which could be understood by the pupils - "a methodically wellhis
the
From
178).
1999
(Fischler,
of
analysis
arranged presentation of the topics"
p.
data, Fischler devised a category called "principles referring to classroom climate" in
which he emphasised that the "student teachers are convinced that a positive
learning
teaching
and
and
to
classroom climate contributes successful processes of
that the teacher's behaviour is crucial in creating this climate" (p. 184)
4. View of science teaching. View of how to teach particular science topics.
The view of science teaching that emerges from the various frameworks
encompasses the concept of professional craft knowledge as its cornerstone. The
concept of professional craft knowledge is explored in detail in Brown and McIntyre's
study (1993). This study was a cross-curricular one and did not deal specifically with
science teaching. Brown and McIntyre found this to be an advantage in that there
was a relative lack of emphasis in the experienced teachers' accounts on the
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particular subject topics they were teaching. This gave the researchers the
opportunity to concentrate on "a framework within which professional craft

knowledge was explored" (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 110). In discussing this
professional craft knowledge, they refer to Shulman's (1986) concept of pedagogical
content knowledge in terms of the teachers' attempts to facilitate learning related to
specific topics and to their own research findings:
"Teachers routinely achieve a great deal which they so take for granted
as not even to notice; and the craft knowledge implicit in these more
taken-for-granted achievements may also be rather different in
kind
these 16 teachers revealed to us, in a wide variety of lessons,
......
in
knowledge
which some strongly pervasive patterns
professional craft
were apparent".
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 110)
They discuss this professional craft knowledge in terms of the overall theoretical
framework developed and admit that the "professional craft knowledge which
teachers have revealed to us is highly complex, providing no simple generalisations
about how to do anything well in teaching" (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 113).

Eraut (1995) goes to considerable lengths to explain his view of science teaching.
This view of science teaching emphasises "the need to enhance teachers'
knowledge of subject matter

if the complex nature of the task is concealed by
even
...

the use of terms like updating". (Eraut, 1995 p. 235). Eraut also emphasises the
need to use everyday examples, practical work and discussions in teaching science:
"in science, for example, there is considerable divergence between
book knowledge (as tested by typical examination questions) and a
working knowledge that allows people to explore and understand realworld phenomena as they encounter them. When science education is
successful, both forms of knowledge are acquired, but not necessarily
in the same way. Formal teaching develops only book knowledge,
while working knowledge is developed through an informal process of
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socialisation into the discipline through practical work and discussions.
This requires a working scientific context of a kind that is only
developed by imaginative teachers with adequate facilities; and these
teachers can benefit from so-called updating courses if given the scope
and encouragementto develop their ideas. But teachers with a low
knowledge base and little working knowledge of the subject will find it
difficult to digest and use new subject matter presented in a traditional
way".
(Eraut, 1995 p. 235 - 236)

The development of professional craft knowledge plays an important role also in the
research of Wilson et al. (1987). Some of the student teachers that they tracked
through their professional training were science teachers. Although they found that
some of their primary concerns were focussed on survival and classroom
"forced
teachers
to examine
found
these
that
they
were
student
management,
also
their personal understanding of content" (Wilson et al., 1987 p. 112) and were
challenged to present this subject matter in a way that could be understood by
pupils:

"They generate representationsof the subject matter that will facilitate
the development of understanding in their students. These
representations or transformations of subject matter take many forms metaphors, analogies, illustrations, examples, in-class activities and
homework assignments"
(Wilson et al., 1987 p. 112).

A similar study by Borko et al. (1992) involved some expert and novice science
teachers in their study. The view of science teaching discussed in their theoretical
framework is one in which science is related to pupils' everyday experiences. One of
the expert teachers is quoted as saying:
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I always try to think of some way that what we are studying is related to
their lives and how it's fun too. And so I usually try to introduce things
so that they can see that there's some meaning in their lives."
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 55)
In addition to this view of science teaching, Borko et al. (1992) describe one of the
expert teachers in the group in terms of his efficiency with demonstration
experiments in the classroom:
"To be able to teach flexibly, he kept handy a variety of 'props'
including a spring scale, fulcrum, meter sticks and weights. In all
cases the flexibility and responsiveness of the expert's teaching
seemed to depend upon quick access to an extensive, welldeveloped system of knowledge"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 68)

The concept of professional craft knowledge (or lack of it!) is also discussed by
Peterson and Treagust (1995) in which they report on the view of science teaching
held by the student teachers in terms of "knowledge of science content and their
ability to explain science concepts" (Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 297). They
discuss how many of the student teachers found it difficult to explain scientific ideas:
"Explaining the ideas was difficult and so was encouraging a clear
understanding of the concept. Further clarification was needed
than what I was able to provide"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 303).
Some of the student teachers attributed their inability to explain ideas because of
their lack of understanding of the science content knowledge:
'When I went over the notes I understood what I was going to teach,
but I found it a lot more difficult to explain to others. In my mind it
seemed clear, but when I verbalised it, I could tell myself that it
wasn't all that clear. The more I tried to clarify points, the more
difficult it became".
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 303).
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Fischler (1999) does not refer to professional craft knowledge directly but the
problems encountered by the student teachers clearly show that they had problems
in this area. For example, student teachers reported on the difficulty they had in
getting the pupils interested in the lesson. They emphasised the need for the pupils
to be actively involved in the lesson bdt were unsure of the best ways to achieve this.
They emphasised the importance of practical work in what Fischer terms "principles

aimed to activate pupils" (Fischier, 1999 p. 184).

Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) make no distinction between mastering the skills
necessary to become a proficient teacher and mastering the skills necessary to fly a
plane, play a game of chess, etc.
"The expert driver becomes one with his car and he experiences himself
simply as driving. Rather than as driving a car..... Airplane pilots report
that as beginners they felt that they were flying their planes but as
experienced pilots they simply experience flying itself. Chess
in
lose
a
game,
can
entirely the awareness
engrossed
grandmasters,
that they are manipulating pieces on a board and see themselves rather
as involved participants in a world of opportunities, threats, weaknesses,
hopes and fears"
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986, p. 30)
Thus, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) view teaching simply in terms of skill acquisition
and make no reference to the concept of professional craft knowledge being an
integral part of the teaching profession.
The theme of encompassingthe method of teaching particular science topics
emerged from almost all of the theoretical frameworks studied. This theme is best
encapsulated in the framework described by Borko et al. (1992). When discussing
the teaching of specific topics by the novice teachers involved in their study, they
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details
devoted
the
to
time
lack
the
of a particular
explaining
were critical of
of
lessons
for
Their
on
specific
observed
one novice teacher
comments
concept.
emphasise this point strongly:
"He relied heavily on the text during class sessions and did not
how
to
know
to
explain concepts to others. In fact,
seem
fieldnotes for the entire observation cycle do not contain a single
example of explanation of a concept, although there were several
occasions on which such an explanation would have been
appropriate"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 65).

In addition, Borko et al. (11992)were critical of specific classes observed in which the
novice teacher did not spend enough time interacting with the whole class:
"Steve spent very little time interacting with the whole class. For more
than 40 per cent of class time, students worked independentlyat their
desks and Steve walked around the room, stopping to talk with
individual students. Typically, many students were off task during these
activities. .... During the process he provided only procedural comments
and no conceptual explanation".
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 65 - 66)
When discussing the various classroom observations of the novice teachers, Borko
et al. (1992) frame their explanations for what they observed in terms of the fact that
the novice teachers do not have well-developed schemata to help them teach these
particular lessons:
"Many of the characteristics of experts' and novices' teaching can be
understood using the conceptual framework of teaching as a cognitive
skill. That is, if novices' cognitive schemata are less elaborate,
interconnected and accessible than experts', we can account for
several of the differences in their planning, teaching and post-lesson
reflections. Experts' planning can be interpreted as a process of
combining information from existing schemata to fit the particulars of a
given lesson. Because experts have well developed and easily
accessible schemata for such aspects of teaching as content, students
and instructional activities, they are able to plan quickly and efficiently.
Further, once they select the desired activities, they need only pull the
appropriate materials from their extensive activity files"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 66)
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Similarly, when discussing the teaching of specific topics, Wilson et al. (1987) refer

to the work of Shulman (1986) who advocated the adoption of a constructivist
approach to teaching in his discussion of pedagogical content knowledge:
"Pedagogical content knowledge also includes an understanding of
what makes the learning of specific topics easy or difficult: the
conceptions and preconceptionsthat students [pupils] of different ages
and backgrounds bring with them to the learning of those most
frequently taught topics and lessons. If those preconceptions are
misconceptions,which they so often are, teachers need knowledge of
the strategies most likely to be fruitful in reorganising the understanding
of learners, because these learners are unlikely to appear before them
as blank slates".
(Shulman, 1986 p. 9- 10).

When studying lessons taught by student teachers, Peterson and Treagust (1995)
classified the science lessons given by the student teachers into two broad
categories: "discovery approach" and "theory first approach". In the discovery
approach, the pupil explored the activity first and then followed with a discussion of
the science idea:
"I moved onto the activities pretty much before the explanation....do
the activity, things like mass, volume, elasticity - the properties of air before we came to the explanation, go through "What do you think
happened?". And if they don't know, then I will explain, well this is what
happened...."
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 302)

They also found student teachers using a "theory first" approach, i.e. they provided
some information on the concept, and then reinforced the science ideas through a
practical activity and further discussion. Peterson and Treagust (1995) point out that
the teaching strategy was not the most important thing in the process. They viewed
the important factor as being "how the strategy was reviewed in the subsequent
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stages of the pedagogical reasoning process" (Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 302),
i.e. they put more emphasis on the Evaluation, Reflection and New Comprehension
stage of the model they followed.

Fischler (1999), when discussing the teaching of particular science topics, points out
the need to allow pupils to carry out their own investigations and handle apparatus he describes this approach to science teaching as "action oriented principles"

(Fischler 1999, p. 184). He points out that when teaching certain topics, it is
necessary to allow pupils to carry out experiments they themselves have planned
and to give them "time to fully conduct their activities", i.e. pupils should be allowed
extra time when being taught certain topics in science.

In the theoretical framework developed by Brown and McIntyre (1993), a more
general view was taken of the teaching of particular science topics. They introduced
the concept of Progress and found that it was generalisable across all sixteen expert
teachers in their study. One of the categories into which they divided progress was
that of "progress through the work" (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 61). They explain
that the teachers' goals were concerned with progression through the material or
activities which they had planned for the lesson. Teachers used various strategies
and resources to ensure that these goals were met, e.g. using everyday examples,
explaining concepts, using practical activities, making out worksheets and various
other activities to ensure the Normal Desirable State of pupil activity was maintained.
For example, one of the science teachers in the sample spoke to the researchers
about the need for a class on independent learning prepared by him to be carried out
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in a calm working atmosphere. He spoke of the importance of a quiet steady delivery
on his part:
"I had to have a very, very calming influence.....coupled with my
voice .... It seemed to make things quieter and I think they seemed to
respond in a similar way.... I imagine if I'd been shouting at them it
would have kept.... a more intense atmosphere than it was".
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 65).
Eraut, when discussing the teaching of particular topics, emphasises the need to
bring about "the transformation for subject matter into forms which are
comprehensibleto pupils and capture their interest". (Eraut 1996 p. 3).

The model proposed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) for the development of
expertise was a general one and applicable to all professions. Therefore, Dreyfus
and Dreyfus (1986) did not express any views on how to teach particular science
topics.
5. Subject knowledge
The theme of subject knowledge occupies a key role in all of the theoretical
frameworks discussed. It is rooted in the model of Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) who
place considerable emphasis on subject knowledge in their description of moving
from novice to expert. They describe how a group of student nurses were taught a
"hierarchical procedure of decision-making"when carrying out clinical examinations
in an effort to ensure that each nurse becomes "a competent performer with a goal in
mind [and] sees a situation as a set of facts" (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 24).
Their own view of the importance of subject knowledge is summarised in their
statement that "in general, a competent performer with a goal in mind sees a
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situation as a set of facts". In other words, a level of competence cannot be reached
without the acquisition of factual knowledge.

Subject knowledge is also at the heart of the theoretical framework developed by
Wilson et al. (1987). As discussed in section 3.3, "knowledge of subject matter" is
one of the cornerstones of their framework (Figure 3.1). There are numerous

references in their framework to the importance role that subject matter plays in
teaching:
"Teachers draw upon many types of knowledge when they are making
decisions... Teachers use their content knowledge - their
domainfacts
the
or
concepts
within
a
as well as their
of
understanding
grasp of the structures of the subject matter.... Teachers must have
knowledge of the substantive structures - the ways in which the
fundamental principles of a discipline are organised."
(Wilson et al, 1987 p. 113)
They also state that "the transformation of subject matter knowledge is at the heart of
teaching in secondary schools" (Wilson et al, 1987 p.117) and, when speaking about
the progress being made by the student teachers, refer to the fact that they "are
constantly acquiring new knowledge that contributes to the transformation of
content". (Wilson et al., 1987 p.118).

Subject knowledge plays a central role in the theoretical framework proposed by
Borko et al. (1992). As already discussed, they represent pedagogical content
knowledge in terms of "an understanding of how to represent specific subject matter
topics" (Borko et al, 1992 p. 50) and pointed out the weakness found in some
student teachers who had difficulty knowing how much subject matter to cover in

class:
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"I'm very weak in knowing how much kids can handle.... 1mean as far
as the amount of content... how much detail to go into things, am I
going way over their heads.... "
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 63).
A number of other references to the importance of subject knowledge in the
framework proposed by Borko et al. (1992) have already been discussed.

As outlined previously, one of the key areas of Brown and McIntyre's theoretical
framework (1993) was the concept of Progress. Within this area of Progress, one of

the categories was "the development of pupils' knowledge, understanding, skills,
confidence or other attributes" (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 61). Brown and
McIntyre found that the expert teachers placed great emphasis in these areas in their
teaching - particularly an "emphasis on pupils' cognitive learning, acquisition of
concepts, picking up ideas and developing skills". As an example of this type of
emphasis, they quote one of the mathematics teachers as saying:
'Well, they've done quite a good period's work and now they at least
know about this new number system and can transfer between one and
the other-Most of them had grasped the concept of the binary
system... It was only after a transformation between the binary and
decimal and the way we go about it".
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 62)
In the theoretical framework devised by Peterson and Treagust (1995), they view
subject knowledge as being an integral part of their framework. On several
occasions, the importance of subject knowledge is emphasised by them:
"Beginning teachers should have developed knowledge of the subject
matter they will teach"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 292).
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"They considered that an understanding of science content knowledge
was necessary to ensure that primary school students obtained the
correct scientific information"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 295).

"Concept maps drawn at the beginning and on the completion of the
unit, in addition to comments made in the journal, were used to
ascertain preservice teachers' science content knowledge"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 297).

When discussing his own theoretical framework, Eraut sees subject matter
knowledge and education knowledge as the two cornerstones of teacher
education (Eraut, 1996 p. 3) and questions the amount of attention that should be
devoted to each one.

As mentioned above, Fischler in his theoretical framework emphasised the learning
of the subject knowledge and referred to this as "content related principles"
(Fischler, 1999 p. 184) as well as the ability to solve problems. He used "physics
knowledge" as one of the headings in his construction of repertory grids that were
used to analyse the responses of the student teachers. Pupils were also expected to
use this knowledge to solve physics problems.
6. Local conditions

The theme of local conditions and its effect on teaching is one of the most dominant
themes that emerges from a study of the various theoretical frameworks. Of all the
theoretical frameworks studied, the most detailed analysis of the effect of conditions
on teaching is outlined by Brown and McIntyre (1993). They found that this concept
was generalisable across all the teachers and was a crucial element in the teachers'
accounts of their teaching. They found that these conditions lead to a variation in the
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teachers' actions taken on any occasion to achieve their goals. Brown and McIntyre
found that the teachers' descriptions of the conditions impinging on their teaching fell

into five categories: pupils, time, content, material environment and teachers
themselves (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 70). An outline of each of these conditions
has already been given in section 3.3.1. As an example of how one of these
from
McIntyre
Brown
impinged
(time)
the
teaching,
an
and
quote
on
conditions
interview carried out with a science teacher who described the impact of the school
timetable on his teaching:
"Today they didn't need to be calmed down..... because they come in at
the beginning of the day..... They come in at the end on Wednesday and
I find with a lot of classes this does make a big difference. The last two
home,
done
lot
to
things,
they
they've
tired,
they're
want
go
a
of
periods
"
do
have
different
they
in
the
attitudes.
morning
whereas
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 74)
Local conditions are also discussed by Borko et al. (1992) in their definition of
pedagogical reasoning. They emphasise the importance of taking into account both
the ability and individual characteristics of the pupils:
"Pedagogical reasoning is the process of transforming subject matter
knowledge into forms that are pedagogically powerful and yet adaptive
to the variations in ability and background presented by the students.
Pedagogical reasoning includes the identification and selection of
key
ideas
in
lesson
for
a
and the adaption of
representing
strategies
these strategies to the characteristics of learners"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 50).
In addition, when interpreting the differences between the expert teachers and the
novice teachers, Borko et al. (1992) point out that the expert teachers were able to
use their repertoire of schemata to take account of local conditions encountered:
"The benefits of well-developed knowledge systems were evident in the
expert teachers' introductions to laboratory activities as well. These
teachers drew upon their pedagogical content knowledge, which
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includes knowledge of students and content, to anticipate difficulties the
students were likely to encounter and to devise introductory
explanations and demonstrations to minimise the difficulties"
(Borko et al, 1992 p. 66)
Also, when analysing data with the aid of the theoretical framework developed,
Borko et al. (1992) refer to the different ways in which the experts and novices dealt
with problems encountered at the classroom level. Once again, they use the concept
of schemata to explain the differences:

"Difficulties that novices encounter when they do not make or follow
detailed lesson plans can be understood as the result of limitations in
their knowledge systems. In comparison to experts, novices do not
have as many potentially appropriate schemata for instructional
strategies to draw upon in a given classroom situation. Nor do they
have sufficiently well-developed schemata for pedagogical content
knowledge to enable the construction of explanations or examples on
the spot."
(Borko et al, 1992 p. 67).
Eraut (1996) discusses the concept of local conditions at some length but does not
use the term "local conditions" in his writing. Instead, he refers to a form of
knowledge called "situational knowledge" which he states is child specific and
situation specific. He describes this type of knowledge as follows:
"Their reading of this stream of situation relies on situational knowledge
which is child specific and situation specific. This knowledge may be
affected by more general understandings and schemata developed by
previous experience in similar situations, but remains situationally
specific in many important aspects. Because every child is unique and
no two classes are the same, the teachers more general knowledge
has to be reinterpretedto suit each situation."
(Eraut 1996 p. 4).
In another paper (Eraut, 1995) he emphasises the importance of teachers reaching a
certain level of competence to enable them to cope with the conditions faced in the
classroom as a result of the variation among pupils:
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"Since in most classes there is significant variation among students, this
implies that the teacher must be able to organise different activities
simultaneously. Research suggests that a substantial minority of
teachers cannot do all these things; and even those teachers who have
Nevertheless, the
this competence do not always make use of it.
.....
differentiation
and
provision
appropriate
concepts of repertoire,
according to students' needs are fundamental to professional practice;
and I believe it is possible to expect the majority of current teachers and
level
future
this
teachers
to
of competence".
reach
our
all
(Eraut, 1995 p. 229).

The term "situational knowledge"was used some years earlier by Dreyfus and
Dreyfus (1986) when discussing the transition from novice to advanced beginner. In
their paper Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) refer to "the need for the advanced beginner
to acquire situational knowledge", i.e. the ability to apply the rules learned in the
to
They
to
the
free
to
("context
acquire
need
situations.
refer
real
rules")
novice stage
"practical experience in concrete situations" (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 22) and
beginner
driver
the
the
the
to
the
engine
using
sound
of
advanced
refer
example of
("situational") as well as rules about the speed of a car ("context-free")to decide on
when to change gears.
The concept of local conditions is also discussed by Wilson et al. (1987). In this
paper they give many examples of how their model of pedagogical content
knowledge can be applied to deal with particular situations within the classroom.
They include a "Transformation"stage (Figure 3.2 page 95) in the development of
their model of pedagogical reasoning. They describe this Transformation stage as
consisting of four sub-processes: critical interpretation, representation, adaptation
and tailoring. The adaptation and tailoring stages are used when devising teaching
strategies for the specific local conditions encountered in the classroom. The authors
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give numerous examples of how the student teachers in their study used various
analogies, activities and assignments that suited the circumstances encountered in
the classroom:
"Alan wanted to find a meaningful way to introduce Caesar to his
students. After considering several alternative approaches to the play,
he decided that an appropriate goal for teaching Shakespeare in this
context was to emphasise the theme of moral conflict. However,
because his students had little understanding of the nature of moral
difficulties
teaching that
having
Alan
some
anticipated
conflict,
theme The next day in class, Alan introduced Julius Caesar as the
....
Captain Kirk of the Roman Empire. He transformed his understanding
issues
deals
literature
the
that
the
of moral
with
of
of
play, as a piece
conflict, into an activity that would allow his students to experience the
involved
in
that
intellectual
are
moral conflict".
struggles
emotional and
(Wilson et al., 1987 p. 111 - 112).
In the model developed by Peterson and Treagust (1995), the authors refer to local
importance
teachers
the
fact
the
that
in
the
terms
of
student
recognised
of
condition
having some understanding of the prior knowledge of the pupils when deciding on a
starting point for their teaching:
'What the person already knew about the topic was very important
information. It allowed us to view what [her emphasis] the person knew,
how much they knew and it also allowed us to determine in which
in
learners
if
the
misinformed
and
which area we didn't
were
areas, any,
have to go into great detail because they already had some prior
knowledge".
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 301).

Finally, Fischler (1999) in his study highlights the problems caused by the local
conditions. He reports that the student teachers who participated in his research felt
constrained in what they were able to achieve due to restrictions put on them by their
mentors and also by the syllabus. One of the problems that this caused was the fact
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that "the goal of demonstrating to the students the connection between physics and
everyday life was not achieved" (p. 186).
7. Personal reflection and other feedback
Whilst the concept of personal reflection appears in all of the theoretical frameworks

discussed, different authors place different emphasis on this area of their theoretical
frameworks. For example, Peterson and Treagust (1995) place considerable
emphasis on reflection in their model and list reflection as one of the four
characteristics that beginning teachers should have developed:
"... among other abilities, beginning teachers should have
developed....(4) the disposition to reflect on their own actions and
students' responses in order to improve their teaching and the
strategies and tools for doing so".
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 292).
Peterson and Treagust (1995) used reflections as one of the key methods for
gathering data. From studying these reflections, they concluded that "the preservice
teachers believed their knowledge of curriculum materials was weak and still needed
to be developed". They quote from one of the student teachers: "I would like to look
at resources.... I don't think many people know of all the recent scientific [curriculum]
resources" (Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 296). Some of the reflections of the
student teachers provide a good insight into the problems encountered by them. For
example, the authors say that the majority of the student teachers "were concerned
with their knowledge of science content and their ability to explain science concepts":
"I'm hopeless at planning. How to start. Where we're having a
sequence of lessons, I don't know where to start. And that's what
messes me right up. Because I have all of these ideas and I think
where are they going to go. I know last year when I had planned one
lesson, and when I wrote it out, I realised that it should have been the
other way round"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 297)
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Also, Peter and Treagust (1995) found that the student teachers reflected on a

variety of issues in relation to their own teaching and planning of lessons. The
comments that were made by the student teachers focussed on the need to improve

their "personal understanding of the science content, being better prepared when
teaching, having more activities and student discussions during lessons, improving
their explanations of ideas and establishing ways of evaluations what the learner has
understood through the lesson" (Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 303)

In a similar way, Brown and McIntyre (1993) make considerable use of the personal
fact,
framework.
In
the
theoretical
drawing
their
teachers
up
of
when
reflection

theoretical framework summarises "the concepts which teachers use in evaluating
their own teaching" (Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 70). However, whilst
(i.
"thinking
"reflection-in-action"
the
about what one
e.
of
acknowledging
usefulness
is doing while one is engaged in doing it"), they do question the helpfulness of it in
relation to classroom teaching:
"However, it is not yet clear how helpful a concept 'reflection in action'
will be in relation to classroom teaching, and in particular whether the
distinction between 'reflection-in-action' and 'knowing-in-action' is
helpful in this context. In this respect, Schon's ideas can usefully be
contrasted with another increasingly influential theoretical account of
(1986)
Dreyfus
Dreyfus
in
that
thinking
of
and
general,
professional
whose model of a five-stage progression from novice to expert has
been used, perhaps most tellingly by Benner (1984) in relation to
nursing. In the Dreyfus-Benner model too, the expert practitioner does
not characteristicallydepend on analytic thinking; but here, no
distinction similar to that between 'knowing-in-action' and 'reflection-inaction' is found to be necessary".
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 7)
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In keeping with this view of teaching, the model developed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus
(1986) does not place great emphasis on personal reflection their model places
more emphasis on skills acquisition. Their description of an expert is a good
introduction to their views on personal reflection:

"An expert generally knows what to do based on mature and practised
understanding. ....We usually don't make conscious deliberative
decisions when we walk, talk, drive or carry on most social activities. An
expert's skill has become so much a part of him that he need be no more
aware of it than he is of his own body"
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 30)
They also point out that fluid performance goes hand in hand with expertise and they

give numerous examples from the medical profession and from sport where actions
occur automatically and naturally.
"Excellent chess players can play at the rate of five to ten seconds a
move and even faster without serious degradation in performance. At
that speed they must depend almost entirely on intuition and hardly at all
on analysis and comparing alternatives".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 33)
The only time that Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) admit to some form of reflection being
necessary is when problems occur. However, they point out that this involves making

use of one's own intuition:
'While most expert performance is ongoing and non-reflective,when
time permits and outcomes are crucial, an expert will deliberate before
acting. But as we shall show shortly, this deliberation does not require
calculative problem solving, but rather involves critically reflecting on
one's intuitions".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 32)
Wilson et al. (1987) place greater emphasis on reflection and expand the concept of
pedagogical content knowledge to embrace a model of pedagogical reasoning
(Figure 3.2 page 95).
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"But pedagogical content knowledge is not simply a repertoire of
multiple representations of the subject matter. It is characterised by a
way of thinking that facilitates the generation of these transformations,
the development of pedagogical reasoning" (Wilson et al., 1987 p.115)
This pedagogical reasoning model incorporates reflection and new
comprehension as part of the model (Figure 3.2 page 95). The authors describe
reflection in terms of a process of learning from experience, i.e. "what a teacher does
when he or she looks back at the teaching and learning that has occurred and
reconstructs the events, the emotions and the accomplishments" (Wilson et al., 1987
p. 120). This gives rise to the new comprehension stage where the teacher has a
new understanding about the purpose of instruction and the subject matter of

instruction.
In a similarfashion,Borkoet al. (1992)used personalreflectionas part of their
conceptual framework and frequently refer to reflection when discussing and
analysing the data collected. In designing their theoretical framework they draw on
the work of Borko and Livingston (1989) who found that novice teachers showed
"less selective post-lesson reflections" than the expert teachers. They explain this by
saying that in the case of the novice teachers "their pedagogical reasoning skills are
less well developed" (Borko et al, 1992 p. 51). It is worth noting that Borko et al.
(1992) when gathering data place considerable emphasis on the post-lesson
reflections of the expert and novice teachers.
Eraut (1996) has a rather individual view of reflection and sees the concept of the
teacher as a reflective practitioner being woven into a set of assumptions about what
is involved in being a professional practitioner:
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"A teacher needs to have a repertoire of methods for teaching and promoting
learning.
Both selection from this repertoire and adaptation of methods within that
repertoire are necessary to best provide for particular pupils in particular

circumstances.
Both
decision-making
it
learned
the
this
through
repertoire
and
process
within
are
9
experience.
Teachers
continue to learn by reflecting on their experience and assessing the
*
effects of their behaviour and their decisions.
*

Both intuitive information gathering and routinised action can be brought under
critical control through this reflective process and modified accordingly.

*

Planning and pre-instructionaldecision making is largely deliberative in nature.
There is too little certainty for it to be a wholly logical process.

*

These processes are improved when small groups of teachers observe and
discuss one another's work".
(Eraut 1995 p. 231 - 232)

Finally, Fischler (1999) used personal reflection in his framework and reports that
only 25 per cent of the student teachers were happy with the progress that they had
made in the classroom. They realised that many of the goals that they had set for
themselves had not been achieved. The student teachers felt that "under better
conditions...... different students and better equipment.....these efforts would be
more effective". (Fischler, 1999 p. 189). Fischler makes it clear that the student
teachers realised their own shortcomings:
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"Student teachers to a large extent attribute failure to themselves. In
their opinion, increased experience would improve the possibilities
for the realisation of their intentions"
(Fischler, 1999 p. 188)
The area of personal reflection will be further discussed in the analysis of the
baseline data and post-intervention data in chapters 6 and 7, respectively.
3.5 Summary

This chapter has described the mechanism by which a theoretical framework
was developed to assist in the analysis of the data collected in this project. A
survey of the literature identified seven frameworks that were selected on the
basis of their prominence in the literature and on the basis of their applicability
to this study. Each of these frameworks has been discussed and the main
areas in each framework that are relevant to this research project have been
highlighted.

The framework used in this research has synthesised a number of existing models to
identify common themes relating to teachers' actions in the classroom. The
framework provides a detailed map of the factors that influence these actions. In this
research, the framework is specifically used in relation to the teaching of difficult
ideas in chemistry by student teachers. The framework provides the structure which
underpins the data analysis, i.e. the data gathered from classroom observations,
interviews, questionnaires and lesson plans were mapped on to the framework in
order to identify the outcomes of the Intervention Package.
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The reason for developing this new framework, rather than using one of the existing
framework, was that no one individual framework covered all of the dimensions that
were necessary to explore in the research. From a study of the various frameworks
identified in the literature, the features they contained could be grouped into seven
common themes to help understand and interpret the factors that influence the
decisions that teachers make in the classroom, i.e. view of science, view of learning,
view of teaching, view of science teaching and teaching of particular science topics,
subject knowledge, local conditions and personal reflection. These themes emerged
from research studies involving a number of models that were developed not only
from general studies of acquisition of expertise (Dreyfus and Dreyfus,1986) but also
from studying the work of highly experienced teachers (Brown and McIntyre, 1993)
and student teachers (Wilson et al., 1987; Borko et al., 1992; Peterson and Treagust,
1995). In addition, one of the models (Eraut, 1996) was developed from a study of
the general area of teacher expertise and, hence, is applicable to both student
teachers and experienced teachers. Whilst the common themes described in this
chapter formed the basis of the framework developed by this researcher to study the
actions of student science teachers, it would be appropriate to use the framework for
also studying the classroom actions of experienced science teachers, e.g. when
teaching difficult areas of science or areas where their craft knowledge is being
studied. In addition, the framework could easily be modified for use by both student
teachers and experienced teachers in other disciplines. In applying the framework to
other disciplines, it should be borne in mind that of the seven themes used in the
framework, only two (view of science and view of science teaching) are specific to
the teaching of science. These could be modified to deal with the teaching of other
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subjects, e.g. view of language, view of language teaching. The remaining five
themes (view of learning, view of teaching, subject knowledge, local conditions and
personal reflection and other feedback) could be directly applied to the teaching of
any subject area.

In addition, whilst the seven main themes of the framework were used to study and
interpret the variables that influenced the thoughts and actions of student teachers
teaching difficult ideas in chemistry, these themes could also be used to help
analyse the classroom dynamic in situations other than the teaching of difficult ideas,
e.g. the introduction of new teaching strategies like role play, discussions, discrepant
events and brainstorming to encourage the pupils to reflect on their own thinking.

Having discussed each framework, an attempt has been made to draw
together the different forms of terminology into common features to describe
the various factors that influence the decisions that teachers make in the
classroom. The seven common features that emerged from a study of the
frameworks are: view of science, view of learning, view of teaching, view
of science teaching and view of how to teach particular science topics,
subject knowledge, local conditions and Personal reflection and other
feedback.
These common features will be used in the analysis of the baseline data
(chapter 6) and the post-intervention data (chapter 7). Before considering the
details of this analysis, we first describe the research methodology employed
in this research study.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the overall research strategies employed in this study
and describes the various research techniques used to gather data: classroom
observation, semi-structured interviews, questionnaires and lesson plan
analysis. It includes details of the research tools developed and of the
data
the
to
collected, as well as the steps taken to
analyse
used
approach
both
data
the
the
validity
and
of
collection tools and the data
reliability
ensure
analysis.

As this research project is a case study of practice in one institution as well as
having aspects of an action research project, a brief overview of the research
strategies employed in the study is first given. This is then followed by a
discussion of the research techniques and data collection tools used in this
study. More specific details about each stage of the research project are then
focussed upon and discussed.

4.2 Overall research strategies
In terms of the main strategies used in educational research (case study, action
research, ethnography, experiment and survey), this research project may be
characterised mainly as a case study as it fulfils all the characteristics of a
typical case study:
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"A case study is a specific instance that is frequently designed to
illustrate a more general principle (Nisbet and Waft, 1984), it is'the
study of an instance in action' (Adelman et al., 1980). The single
instance is of a bounded system, for example a child, a clique, a
class, a school, a community. It provides a unique example of real
people in real situations, enabling readers to understand ideas
more clearly than simply by presenting them with abstract theories
or principles.
(Cohen et al, 2000 p. 181)

A more concise definition of case study has been formulated by Bogdan and
Biklen (1982) as follows:
"A case study is a detailed examination of one setting, or one
single subject, or one single depository of documents, or one
particular event"
(Bogdan and Biklen, 1982 p. 58)
Both definitions point to the importance of the detailed study of one particular
event in case study research. In addition, Cohen et al. (2000) point out that one
of the main advantages of case studies is that they "can establish cause and
effect - indeed one of their strengths is that they observe effects in real
contexts, recognising that context is a powerful determinant of both causes and
effects" (Cohen et al, 2000 p.181). The research project described in this thesis
has undertaken a detailed examination of the teaching of difficult ideas by a
group of student teachers in a particular third-level institution in Ireland. Data
have been collected from practising student teachers working in a "real context"
as described above and learning to come to terms with the demands of
teaching - and particularly the teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry. In
addition, this study fulfils all of the general characteristics of case study
research (Hitchcock and Hughes, 1995, p. 322) as summarised in Table 4.1. on
the following page.
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General characteristics of case study
research (Hitchcock and Hughes,
1995)
1. Concerned with a rich and vivid
description of events relevant to the
case.
2. Provides a chronological narrative of
events relevant to the case.
3. Blends a description of events with
the analysis of them.
4. Focuses on individual actors or
groups of actors and seeks to
understand their perceptions of events.
5. Highlights specific events that are
relevant to the case.
6. The researcher is integrally involved
in the case.
7. An attempt is made to portray the
richness of the case in writing up the
report.

Characteristics
study

as applied to this

1. The large amount of data gathered
gives a detailed picture of student
teachers teaching difficult ideas.
2. Chronological details of events is
in section 4.3.
_given
3. Details of events and analysis are
qiven in chapters 6,7 and 8.
4. Focus is on student teachers and
the study attempts to understand
their perspective of events using
various research techniques.
5. The theoretical framework
developed is used to analyse the
data and highlights the relevant
aspects.
6. The researcher is the lecturer on
the teacher-training course.
7. Blood, sweat and tears have gone
into the writing of this thesis!
II

Table 4.1 Comparison between the general characteristics of case study
research and characteristics as applied to this study.
Whilst case study research has many attractions, it is important to recognise
both the strengths and weaknesses of this research strategy. In general, case
depth
lends
itself
to
obtaining
a
great
of data being gathered,
study research
insightful
inferences
being
the
of
possibility
obtained. In addition,
with
along
case study research lends itself to multiple approaches to data collection. On
the other hand, case study research tends to be very situational and specific
and there may be a lack of generalisability of the findings.

Nisbeft and Waft (1984) surnmarise the strengths and weaknesses of case
study research as follows:
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Strengths
1. The results are more easily understood by a wide audience (including nonacademics) as they are frequently written in everyday, non-professional
language.
2. They are immediately intelligible; they speak for themselves.
3. They catch unique features that may otherwise be lost in larger scale data
(e.g. surveys); these unique features might hold the key to understanding
the situation.
4. They are strong on reality.
5. They provide insights into other similar situations and cases, thereby
assisting interpretation of other similar cases.
6. They can be undertaken by a single researcher without needing a full
research team.
7. They can embrace and build in unanticipated events and uncontrolled
variables.
Weaknesses
1. The results may not be generalisable except where other readers /
researchers see their application.
2. They are not easily open to cross checking. Hence they may be selective,
biased, personal and subjective.
3. They are prone to problems of observer bias, despite attempts made to
address reflexivity.

(Nisbeft and Watt, 1984)

In the study being discussed in this thesis, multiple sources of data were used
in order to enhance the reliability of the data and increase its trustworthiness.
(This is discussed in more detail in sections 4.4 - 4.7). In addition, the
presentation of detailed data from a number of sources enables the reader to
assess the relatability of the findings to their own situation.
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Specific strategies that were used by the researcher in the collection and
analysis of data in an attempt to overcome some of the general weaknesses in
case study research like selective use of data and observer bias and will be
discussed in sections 4.4 - 4.7.

It has already been mentioned that whilst this research project is a case study
of practice in one institution, it also has aspects of an action research project. A
simple definition of action research is that it is "a small-scale intervention in the
functioning of the real world and a close examination of the effects of such an
intervention" (Cohen et al., 2000 p. 226). A more comprehensive definition of
action research (Macintyre, 2000) may be stated as follows:
"Action research is an investigation, where, as a result of rigorous
self-appraisal of current practice, the researcher focuses on a
problem (or a topic or an issue which needs to be explained), and on
the basis of information (about the up-to-date state of the art, about
the people who will be involved and about the context), plans,
implements, then evaluates an action then draws conclusions on the
basis of the findings."
(Macintyre, 2000 p. 1).
Thus, this project has the main characteristics of an action research project:
*

It focuses on the problem of teaching difficult ideas in chemistry.
It plans and implements an Intervention Package to assist student teachers
in their teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry.

Intervention
It
the
Package.
the
effectiveness
of
evaluates
9
e It draws conclusions that are based on the findings.
As a method of carrying out research, action research has increased in
popularity over the past four decades. Since the researcher is involved in the
research process in action research, a lot of practitioner research takes the form
of action research. Action research is popular among teachers as it enables
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them to maintain their teaching commitments whilst at the same time carrying
out research in order to improve their practice. In addition, practising teachers

are seen to be good judges of the educational environment in which they work.
As with case study research discussed above, whilst there are advantages of
practitioners carrying out research into their own practice, there are also some
possible problems that may arise, Table 4.2 (Wellington, 2000).
Potential advantages
Prior knowledge and experience of
the setting/context (insider
knowledge)
Improved insight into the situation and
people involved.
Easier access

Better personal relationships, e. g.
with teachers, pupils.
Practitioner insight may help with the
design, ethics and reporting of the
research.
Familiarity.

Possible problems
Pre-conceptions, prejudices.

I

Not as "open minded" as an "outsider"
researcher.
Lack of time (if working inside the
organisations) and
distractions/constraints due to being
"known".
"Prophet in own country" difficulty
when reporting or feeding back.
Researcher's status in the
organisation, e. g. a school.
I Familiarity.

Table 4.2 Some potential advantages and problems associated with
practitioner research (Wellington, 2000).
The steps taken in this research project to overcome problem areas like preconceptions, lack of an "open-mind" and prejudices on the part of the
One
big
in
4.4
4.7.
discussed
advantage of action
sections
researcher are
theory
it
helps
bridge
between
is
to
the
that
and
educational
gap
research
practice as the practitioners are encouraged to produce theories based on
evidence drawn from their own experience in the classroom. This helps to
overcome the perceived persistent failure of educational research to improve
practice (Somekh,1995).
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The purpose of action research may be stated in terms of "to plan, implement,

review and evaluate an intervention designed to improve practice/solve a local
problem" (Cohen et al., 2000 p. 79). In short, the project carried out by this
researcher is in keeping with the general description of action research. It is
hoped that, in the light of the research findings, changes will be made to
improve the training of science teachers in the institution of the researcher.

4.3 Overview of research methodology
In designing the research methodology involved in this study, it was decided to
use a mixture of methods as recommended by Schatzman and Strauss (1973)
when referring to the "methodological pragmatism" of researchers.The concept
of using a multi-method approach in collecting related data is discussed by
many authors (Cohen et al., 2000; Wellington, 2000) under the heading of the
term triangulation.This is defined by Cohen et al. as "the use of two or more
in
human
behaviour"
the
data
study
of
some
aspect
of
collection
methods of
(Cohen et al., 2000 p. 112). A more detailed description of triangulation may be
stated as:
"cross-checkingthe existence of certain phenomena and the
veracity of individual accounts by gathering data from a number of
informants and a number of sources and subsequently comparing
full
to
and
account
with
another
one
produce
as
and contrasting
balanced a study as possible".
(Open University course E811,1988 p. 54)
In carrying out this research project, great care was taken to ensure that the
findings have validity, i.e. that the research tools are measuring or describing
what they are supposed to measure or describe. Thus, by using a number of
methods to study the same issue, it is hoped that the overall validity of the
research is enhanced. This point is stressed by some authors (Cohen et al.,
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2000 p. 112) who describe how the validity is improved if the data gathered
using one research instrument correlates with data gathered using other

Wellington
follows:
(2000)
is
defined
by
instruments.
Validity
as
research
"Validity: the extent or degree to which an inquiry, a method, test,
technique or instrument measures what it sets out or purports to
measure, e.g. an intelligence test, an interview, a questionnaire. No
instrument could ever be said to be valid with total certainty"
(Wellington, 2000 p. 201)
Most of the data gathered in this study is of a qualitative nature and, in terms of
this type of data, Anderson (1998) describes validity simply in terms of "the
(Anderson,
1998 p.
fact
in
true"
interpretations
to
the
are
extent which
stated
13).

An overview of the research methodology used in this study is shown in Figure
4.1. The timeframe within which the overall research project was carried out is
surnmarised in Appendix I page 424.

Note from Figure 4.1 and Appendix I that the research techniques used to
gather data were lesson observations, carrying out interviews, analysing
documents (lesson plans) and administering questionnaires. Details of each of
the data collection methods and associated tools as well as the data analysis
will now be discussed.
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I- igure 4.1 Flow chart summarisinq
and analysis

the methodoloov
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n-nm in dafa

4.4 Observation data
This section describes how the observation data were collected and analysed
and the steps taken to ensure the reliability and validity of both the data
collection tools and of the data analysis.

4.4.1 Collection of observation

data

Observation data were collected in this study in order to get immediate access
to what is happening in the classroom in terms of how the student teachers
be
direct
ideas
in
Also,
difficult
this
teaching
observation
may
chemistry.
were
more reliable than what the student teachers say in interviews, questionnaires
and lesson plans. The researcher was very influenced by the richness of
observation data obtained by Brown and McIntyre in their research on gaining
1993).
(Brown
McIntyre,
knowledge
teachers
to
the
of
expert
and
craft
access
On surveying some literature in the area of research methodology (Cohen et al.,
2000; Simpson and Tuson, 1995), it is clear that observation data affords the
In
be
by
data
that
to
methods.
could
not
accessed
other
access
researcher
data
data
have
to
the
enrich
and
supplement
potential
addition, observation
into
insight
the
Also,
by
gives
an
classroom
observation
gathered other means.
has
is
in
that
the
teacher
the
researcher
working
so
which
general environment
in
the
lesson
the
the
gives
observer
situ
and
of
a good understanding
has
taken place within a short
have
to
of
what
a
permanent
record
opportunity
formulated
be
Observations
to
time.
of the various
picture
allow
a
clear
of
period
interactions that take place in the classroom and, because so many unplanned
incidents often occur in classroom settings, this gives a certain freshness to the
data collected. A total of twelve student teachers were observed teaching
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difficult ideas in chemistry in the baseline phase of the study and sixteen
student teachers observed in the post-intervention phase.

In planning the research strategy, the researcher tried to ensure that the student
teachers would not consider the lessons observed for the purpose of research
in the same way that they considered the lessons observed by the official
supervisor for the purpose of evaluating their teaching practice. Therefore, in
both the baseline phase and the post-intervention phase only student teachers
not supervised by the researcher were asked to participate in the study. Since
the researcherwould not have any input into the end-of year teaching practice
grade awarded to these student teachers, it was hoped that this would increase
the reliability of the data collected, i.e. the degree of confidence in the data
could be increased in the expectation that the observation would give an
accurate reflection of normal classroom practice when teaching difficult ideas
rather than a "special" class prepared for the supervisor. Reliability is defined by
Wellington (2000) as follows:
"Reliability refers to the extent to which a test or technique
functions consistently and accurately by yielding the same results
at different times or when used by different researchers.
Research is said to be reliable if it can be repeated or replicated
by another researcher and/or at a different time".
(Wellington, 2000 p. 200)
Reliability is also described as "a synonym for consistency and replicability over
time, over instruments and over groups of respondents" (Cohen et al., 2000 p.
117). These authors also point out that for research to be reliable, it must
demonstrate that if it were carried out on a similar group of respondents in a
similar context, then similar results would be found.
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The student teachers were asked to make arrangements for the lesson to be

videotaped. This was done in most cases by one of the pupils in the class or in
some cases by a fellow student teacher in the school. In one case, the
videotaping was carried out by the teacher in charge of AV aids in the school.
With the advent of hand-held camcorders, the videotaping of the lesson was, in
general, carried out quite unobtrusively.

In order to make the lesson observation appear as informal as possible, the

day
lesson
did
the
the
on
of
observed
with any of the
not
arrive
researcher
normal documentation association with formal supervisions. In addition, to avoid
any possibility of influencing the teaching strategies of the student teacher, no
written notes were made by the researcher during the observed lesson. As
recommended in the literature, the overall aim of the researcher was to be "as
unobtrusive as possible so that observed behaviour is as close to normal as
Thus,
it
hoped
data
165).
that
the
the
(Bell,
2000
was
reliability
of
p.
possible"
collected was as high as possible.

4.4.2 Analysis of observation

data

Videotapes were collected after each lesson, labelled, catalogued and stored in
a metal cupboard for analysis when time permitted. In some cases the
videotapes were used in the interviews to ask the student teacher about certain
actions that he or she had taken in the lesson. (Since interviews were usually
carried out on the afternoon of the same day on which the lesson was given, in
most cases it was not necessary to play the videotape.) Due to demands of,
time, preliminary data analysis did not take place until some time after data
collection - typically in the Christmas, Easter and Summer "holidays".
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As recommended in the literature (Simpson and Tuson, 1995) analysis of the
observation data was carried out in a systematic manner. The same procedure,
described below, was followed to analyse each individual videotape:
1. An outline plan of the lesson was recorded on a standard form that

recorded the series of events taking place at various times throughout the
lesson (Appendix 11page 426). Examples of typical events recorded were
writing on board, talking to class, asking questions, pupil responses,
demonstrating experiments and pupil activities. All events were recorded to
aid subsequent "mapping" of observation data on to the theoretical
framework. The researcher wrote notes on various events in the third
column of the form. This involved stopping the tape continuously to allow
time for writing.
2. After step 1 had been completed for all videotapes, each tape was viewed
again (after some months) and a summary of the main teaching strategies
observed in the lesson was written out by the researcher. This was done as
an aide memoir for the researcher. An example of this type of summary is
shown in Appendix III page 427.
Having obtained a good overall "feeling" for the observation data, each
videotape was then viewed again and the various events in each lesson coded
and mapped against the factors in the theoretical framework. As suggested in
the literature (Hopkins, 1985 p. 95), a tally grid (based on the theoretical
framework) was made out for each lesson and evidence noted of the various
factors being examined in the lesson, e.g. links to everyday life, exploring
pupils' ideas and understanding, classroom climate, etc. All of the data from the
baseline lessons were then transferred on to a large electronic "wall chart" that
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also contained data from the other research instruments. (In size, this was
in
)
A4
Colour coding was
in
length
two
A4
ten
width.
pages
and
pages
about
used to separate the subsections within each main area. In summary form, this
chart served the purpose of a "tally sheet" commonly used for keeping track of
Once
Tuson,
1995
69).
the data were
(Simpson
p.,
and
observations
how
it
to
described
many
see
exactly
was
possible
above,
summarised as
how
frequently
Cartoons,
like
Concept
items
teachers
practical
used
student
frequency
the
of other classroom activities.
as
well
out
as
was
carried
work

The layout used for the wall chart is shown in Appendix IV page 428. This was
data.
the
for
the
observation
post-intervention
of
analysis
repeated

The main weakness outlined in the literature in analysing observation data
(Simpson and Tuson, 1995 p. 18) is that it is susceptible to observer bias. This
"deciding
the
by
Bell
discussed
is
on
observer
against
who
warns
problem also
the focus than allowing the focus to emerge" (Bell, 2000 p. 158). In this study,
the validity of the research instrument is strengthened by the fact that the areas
3
in
Chapter
discussed
framework
theoretical
the
focus
rather
emerged out of
of
than being imposed by the researcher.

In order to ensure the reliability of the data analysis, a sample of two of the
double
to
the
to
volunteered
researchers supervisor who
videotapes was given
to
baseline
In
the
a
the
given
were
videotapes
six
of
analysis. addition,
check
fellow colleague of the researcher to analyse this data independently of the
that
the
data
In
both
the
of
concurred
with
analysis
cases,
researcher.
researcher and only minor modifications needed to be made by the researcher.
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It was not felt necessary to pilot the forms and charts used to analyse the
observation data since the data were in videotape format and this enabled the
forms and charts to be changed easily if found unsuitable.

4.5 Interview data

This section describes how the interview data were collected and analysed and
the steps taken to ensure the reliability and validity of both *thedata collection
tools and of the data analysis.
4.5.1 Collection of interview data

Interviews were used in data collection in this study in order to try access areas
that other research techniques cannot access. The use of the research
technique of interviews was considered to be essential in this research study,
as there is ample evidence in the literature of the advantages of interviews. For
example, it has been reported (Bennett, 2003; Drever, 1995; Cohen et al.,
2000) that the process of interviewing can access areas that other techniques
cannot access fully and thus provide rich data and insights into the topic being
investigated.

In an attempt to answer the research question of this study, it was important for
the researcher to try to investigate and probe the thoughts, views, feelings,
perspectives and values of the student teachers in regard to the teaching of
difficult ideas in chemistry. Whilst some of these areas may be investigated by
by
the
lesson
completed
questionnaires
analysing
means of studying
plans and
student teachers, none of these techniques would allow the researcher to seek
for
the
it
In
possible
was
not
clarification or probe responses. addition,
researcher to predict the areas of interest worthy of discussion that would arise
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in the classroom observations - the research technique of interviews allowed
the researcher the flexibility to focus on these areas during the interviews.
Amongst the earliest definitions of the interview in educational research was
that it was a "conversation with a purpose" (Webb and Webb, 1932). This
approach looked on interviews as an informal exchange of views. At the other
data
be
looked
interviews
as
a
of
collecting
upon
simply
method
may
extreme,
by somebody who would not necessarily have a knowledge of the subject being
studied, e.g. the type of interview that people in a shopping centre or passing
through an airport give to a researcher asking a series of definite questions.
This latter type of interview would be very rare in educational research.
When using the interview as a research technique in this project, the researcher
formulate
the
knowledge
topic
to
the
his
background
of
research
utilised
further
to
interview
the
for
the
and
probes
as
prompts
as well
relevant questions
access the views of the student teacher.

In devising the style and structure of the interview, the researcher was
influenced by the function of the research interview as defined in the literature
(Wellington, 2000) as follows:
"The research interview's function is to give a person, or group of
people, a 'voice'. It should provide them with a 'platform', a
It
heard
their
to
and
eventually
read.
viewpoints
chance make
offers people, whether they be employers, teachers, young pupils
i.
known,
their
to
e.
perspectives
make
an
opportunity
or students,
to go public. In this sense an interview empowers people - the
interviewer should not play the leading role"
(Wellington, 2000 p. 72)
In order to ensure that the "leading role" was played by the student teachers
rather than by the researcher, it was necessary to consider the degree of
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structure of the interviews. In a structured interview, no deviation is made from
the wording or the order of a given set of questions. This interview is similar to a

"face-to-face questionnaire" (Parsons, 1984). In an unstructured interview,
there is no set list of questions or rigid order of questions - the interview varies
from one interviewee to the next (Richardson et al., 1965). This type of interview

from
interview
in
level
to
providing
a
of
consistency
one
creates problems
another and can cause difficulties when it comes to analysing data. The semistructured interview lies between these two extremes. This type of interview is
an attempt to overcome the inflexibility of the structured interview and the
problems of the unstructured interview. In a semi-structured interview, the
interviewer sets up a general structure by deciding in advance what area is to
be covered in the interview and what are the main questions to be asked. The
detailed structure of the interview is worked out as the interview progresses. In
general, the interviewee answers in his or her own words and the interviewer
responds using prompts and probes and follow-up questions to gain clarification
or expansion on the answers. The researcher was very impressed by the rich
data obtained by Brown and McIntyre (1993) in the semi-structured interviews
carried out with the teachers involved in their study and hoped to replicate their
success in this study.

The researcher began preparation for the semi-structured interviews by
formulating the set of key questions to be asked in the interviews. This is
commonly referred to as the interview schedule (Patton, 1990). The interview
schedule used in this research study consisted of a series of main questions
and some prompts and probes. The interview schedule was drawn up by
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studying guidelines and examining sample interview schedules in the literature
(Cohen et al., 2000; Drever, 1995; Scoft and Usher, 1999) as well as receiving
advice and guidance received from the researchers supervisor.

The interview schedule was piloted with three student teachers outside the
sample and some minor modifications made to the schedule. These minor
modifications involved slight alterations in wording to clarify some of the

questions. The interview schedule used with the baseline student teachers is
given in Appendix V page 429. Some additional questions about the use or lack
of use of aspects of the Intervention Package were added to this interview

schedule when interviewing the post-intervention student teachers. The
interview schedule used with the post-intervention students is reproducedas
Appendix VI on page 431.

The overall aim of the series of questions in the interview schedule was to
attempt to access the thoughts of the student teachers with regard to their
planning of the lesson, their actions in the classroom and their reflectionson the
lesson. The main areas covered in the interview schedule were:
*

Introductory questions dealing with topics like the aims and objectives of the
lesson, what the student teachers hoped the pupils would know about the
topic at the end of the lesson and the resources consulted by the student
teachers in preparing the lesson. These questions were included to try to
access areas like the view of science held by the student teachers and how
local conditions like assessment of the course affected the priorities of the
student teachers.
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Questions on the main body of the lesson dealing with teaching strategies
used by the student teachers, pupils' responses and the uses of teaching
resources. In the case of the post-intervention students, questions about the
use or lack of use of items from the Intervention Package were also
included. The questions on the main body of the lesson were included to try
to access areas like the student teachers' views of teaching, their views of
learning, their views of their own subject knowledge and their views of how
to teach particular topics in chemistry.
Questions of a retrospective nature e.g. the areas they thought were difficult
for the pupils to understand, what the student teachers thought was good
about the lesson and what changes they would make in the lesson when
repeating it. These questions were designed to initiate reflection by the
student teachers on the lesson and to gain access to their own personal
thoughts about the teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry.

The researcher found the interview schedule of enormous help to the
interviewing process. It gave a clear structure to the interview and ensured a
consistency of treatment across the range of interviews in both the baseline
interviews and the post-intervention interviews. In addition, it ensured that
dut
and that the interviewer did not "dry up" or go off
questions were not missed
at a tangent. Also, it helped to remind the student teacher being interviewd of
the formal nature of the discussion. Finally, it was of enormous help in analysing
the responses since it ensured that all the recorded responses were in the
same order on each audio tape. (This is discussed in more detail in the next
section.)
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As suggested in the literature (Drever, 1995, Cohen et al, 2000), when drawing
up the interview schedule, the more general questions were placed first, in
order to avoid any sequence where the discussion of the first question was
likely to influence later answers. In addition, care was taken to. avoid jargon and
to ensure that the questions made sense and were unambiguous. Although
some questions were closed (e.g. age range of class, ability range of class),
most questions were left open in order to probe the views, perspectives, *
experiences etc. of the student teachers. The advice given by one author
(Wellington 2000) was found helpful:
"The knack of developing a good interview schedule is to sequence it
with the easy, closed questions early on and the more difficult open
questions requiring a good deal of though and introspection towards
the end. Start simple and build up to a crescendo! "
(Wellington, 2000 p. 76 ý- 77).

It was found that the semi-structured interviews allowed flexibility in the
interviews and enabled the researcher to give as much encouragement as
possible to the student teachers to articulate their views. This was achieved by
using the main questions to structure the interview and using prompts and
probes to encourage further elaboration of points made by the interviewees.As
mentioned previously, research involving the use of semi-structured interviews
with experienced teachers is well documented in the literature (Batten, 1990;
Brown and Mclntyre,l 993). However, since this research was carried out with
student teachers, considerably more use was made of prompts and probes than
in the studies mentioned above. The reason for this is probably due to the fact
that student teachers lack the confidence and experience of teachers who have
spent many years in the classroom. The prompts were designed to try to
encourage them to talk and jog their memory but care was taken to avoid
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putting words into their mouths or to pressurise them into coming up with
something. The probes were directed at what they had already said in an
attempt to get them to clarify and explain some point that had been made, i.e.
for an answer to be developed. A probe is defined as "any stimulus which is not
a prompt, applied in order to obtain a response from an informant or a more
extensive or explicit expression of it" (Atkinson, 1968). The distinction between
probing and prompting may be explained (Parsons, 1984) as follows:
"Prompting the respondent is a dangerous technique for structured
interviews, and should be rigorously avoided. Probing, by contrast, is
not only permissible but it is doubtful if anything but the simplest
interviews could be completed without it. At first sight the distinction
between the two may seem marginal, even pedantic. In essence,
prompting indirectly leads the respondents: 'Do you mean that.... 7,
which may cause some bias in the reply; whilst probing is neutral:
T"
'Could you tell me more about
........
(Parsons, 1984 p. 89)
Clearly, probing can be very valuable in open-ended questions. In this research

study, care was taken to avoid directing the interviewees into certain responses
(Brenner et al., 1985) by keeping the probing questions open-ended rather than
closed and directive. In this way it was hoped to capture a true picture of the
practice of the student teachers, i.e. what some authors refer to as "the texture
of reality" (Stenhouse, 1979).

In short, the prompts and probes helped to remove ambiguity and helped to
clarify the responses of the student teachers. This interactive dimension
obviously has huge advantages over the non-interactive nature of a research
instrument like a questionnaire.
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All interviews were carried out in a room in the Department of Education of the
institution in which the research was carried out. A'small store room containing
a table (similar in size to a standard office desk) and some chairs was used in
order to avoid any interruptions from ringing telephones or callers to the office of
the researcher. This location was deemed more suitable than carrying out the
interviews in a school setting where interruptions would be difficult to avoid.
Interviews took place during the evening of the same day on which the class
was observed or, in a small number of cases, on the following day. There was
no difficulty in arranging interview times for the student teachers as -allof the
student teachers spend each afternoon in the university. The number of student
teachers interviewed was the same as the number of lessons observed (twelve
in baseline study and sixteen in the post-intervention study).

All interviews were recorded with the permission of the student teachers. An
external microphone attached to a tape-recorder was placed on a stand
between the interviewer and the interviewee who sat facing each other across a
table. It was found in the piloting phase that this arrangement worked well. The
from
interviewer
the
the
the
clearly,
could
work
up
voices
microphone picked
interview schedule without the interviewee seeing what was Writtenon the
schedule and the table allowed lesson plans, overhead transparencies,
television/video recorder, etc. to be placed on the table for the purposes of
discussion. The external microphone meant that the tape recorder could be
placed discreetly at the end of the table and was powered by mains electricity at
all times to avoid problems with batteries running low. Back-up copies were
made of all tapes.
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The interview schedule, typed up and held on a clip board, was used to read out
the questions and mark off the points covered - it played an essential part in
guiding the interview. As recommended in the literature (Drever, 1995) the
questions in the schedule were not revealed to the interviewees in order that the
interview would unfold naturally rather than having answers to questions being
prepared in advance by the interviewees. Also, no writing apart from ticking off
questions was carried out by the researcher lest this would influence the
interviewee.

All interviews were recorded on cassette tapes and a new tape was used for
each interview. Interviews were generally of 25 -30 minutes duration.
The advice given in the literature (Drever, 1995; Cohen et al., 2000) with regard
to conducting the interview was found most helpful and use was frequently
made of the following strategies:
Eye contact. Intermittent eye contact was maintained with the interviewee.
When asking a question, the interview schedule was consulted, eye contact
was established with the interviewee to establish that he or she understood
it. Eye contact was then broken to tick off a point on the interview schedule
or by nodding or by looking at any material displayed by the student teacher.
The frequent use of nodding and eye contact was found to be a useful ploy
in encouraging the student teacher to continue talking.
Timing of interruptions. In order to keep the interviews on course, it was
Usually,
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time.
from
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time
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had the effect of stopping the student teacher talking if the researcher had
not finished the question or if he or she had not understood the question or if
going off at a tangent. This non-verbal sign was also used to probe

something that the student teacher had just said. The gesture of the
interviewer sitting back in the chair and "handing over"to the student teacher
helped to encourage the student teacher to give an extended answer to a
questign.
Tone of voice and pace of speech. These were varied in order to give an

*

indication of the type of answer expected. The short factual questions at the
beginning of the interview were asked in a brisk fashion to try to indicate that
only brief answers were required. The more searching questions later on in
the schedule wereasked more slowly in order to indicate that some thought
was required in answering them and thatthe student teacher should take
time in giving a considered response.
*

Stock phrases. The use of stock phrases like "Fine" and "OK" helped to
These
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interview. In addition, where a student teacher wandered off an answer, the
verbal tactic of always blaming oneself was used, "I'm sorry, I did not make
myself clear.... ". This helped to re-state the question and focus the mind of
the student teacher on the area being discussed.

The main messages that the researcher received from the piloting phase was
the need to make more frequent use of prompts and probes to encourage
responses and to also to make more use of neutral phrases like "I see" and "I
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understand" rather than phrases like "good" and "well done". Some neutral
phrases were written into the interview schedule as a reminder to the
researcher.

In order to achieve as high a validity as possible, the researcher made a
conscious effort in the interviews to avoid leading questions or questions that
might be seen to support the "preconceived notions" of the researcher (Cohen
et al., 2000 p. 121). In addition, every effort was made by the researcher in the
interview to ensure that the student teacher understood the question being
asked and clarifying questions were built into the interview schedules. By using
neutral phrases and unbiased probing, the researcher tried to avoid expressing
his own agreement or disagýeementwith the views expressed by the student,
teacher.

It is hoped that the reliability of the research tool was enhanced by the fact that
the interview schedule was piloted and revised in the light of the piloting. In
addition, by keeping the interview questions brief and to the point it was hoped
that each student teacher understood the questions in the same way
(Silverman, 1993).

4.5.2 Analysis of interview data
In keeping with recommendations in the literature (Drever 1995, Cohen et al.,
2000), it was decided at the outset to carry out a full transcription of the taperecorded interviews. A full transcription has a number of advantages in that it
gives a clearer picture of the interview than a partial transcript and it avoids the
criticism of being biased and selective in transcribing only specific parts of the
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interviews. In addition, it enables exact quotations to be extracted and, if stored
in electronic format, it enables the data to be processed more easily in a
qualitative analysis package like Winmax (the package used by the researcher),
In addition, by reading the full transcripts a number of times, the researcher
found that it enabled him to become "immersed" in the data as recommended
by many authors (Drever, 1995; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Wellington, 2000).
Initially, copies of two audio tapes were sent to a professional typist for
transcription. However, initial results were unsatisfactory with terminology like
solute, solution and solvent causing problems for the typist. Therefore, in the
interest of accuracy, all transcriptions were carried out by the researcher
himself. Although this was a very time-consuming task for an amateur typist (a
half-hour interview taking several hours to transcribe), it did have the
advantages of the researcher gaining a very close familiarity with the data. This
the
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was of great assistance
In addition, it ensured that the transcription was performed as accurately as
possible - especially when it came to the use of technical words. The fact that
punctuation has no direct counterpart in speech, that many people have the
tendency to speak quite ungrammatically and leave sentences unfinished
Each
documentsn.
looked
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"working
that
the
transcripts
meant
many of
transcript was checked for accuracy by listening to each tape on two separate
occasions whilst reading the transcript. Any errors encountered were rectified
and each transcript stored in electronic form in two different locations (home
and office). A hard copy of each interview transcript was filed away and a
working copy used by the researcher.
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In view of the fact that a total of 28 interviews were carried out (12 baseline, 16
post intervention), a considerable amount of data were collected. The stages
suggested in the literature (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Cohen et al., 2000;
Wellington, 2000) for analysis of this data were followed and may be
summarised as follows:
1. Data Immersion. This involved listening to the tapes, reading and rereading the transcripts, making notes on the transcripts, highlighting certain
points, etc. This process enabled the researcher to become very familiar
with the data in an effort to "hear what the data has to say to you" (Rubin
and Rubin, 1995).
2. Reflecting on data. This stage involved "standing back" from the data and
trying to look at it with a clinical and analytical eye in order to assist with the
subsequent job of analysing the data for categories and themes that
emerge from it. This involved the researcher "sleeping on" the data,
discussing it with his supervisor, with his Thesis Advisory Group and with
some of his colleagues.
3. Data analysis. This involved reorganising, categorising and surnmarising
the text as required by the research question. The computer package
Winmax was an invaluable tool to use here as great use was made of this
software to select passages of text and code them into the appropriate
categories. The problems of analysing qualitative date may be summarised
as follows (Cohen et al., 2000):
"in qualitative data, the data analysis here is almost inevitably
interpretative, hence the data analysis is less a completely
accurate representation (as in the numerical, positivist tradition) but
more of a reflexive, reactive interaction between the researcher
and the decontextualised data that are already interpretations of a
social encounter. The great tension in data analysis is between
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maintaining a sense of the holism of the interview and the
tendency for analysis to atomise and fragment the data - to
separate them into constituent elements, thereby losing the
synergy of the whole, and in interviews often the whole is greater
than the sum of the parts".
(Cohen et al., 2000 p 282)
In order to overcome the above problems, many of the stages suggested in the
literature (Miles and Huberman 1994, Cohen et al., 2000) were used in the data
analysis and these may be surnmarised as follows:
data
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themes. Initially these were simply noted on the hard copies of the interview
transcripts.
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Identifying
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Coding the interview responses, i.e. "the translation of question responses
and respondent information to specific categories for the purpose of
analysis" (Kerlinger,1970). Coding essentially involves assigning a category
label to a piece of data. In this research study, the category labels were
based on the headings and sub-headings that emerged from the theoretical
framework. Coding involved systematically going through each individual
transcript, line by line, and coding each item of selected data to a particular
category (Drever, 1995). The computer software package Winmax was
found extremely useful in the coding process as the screen shows a
"running total" of how many lines of data have been assigned to each code.
Thus, even a cursory glance showed the strong themes around which the
student teachers had a lot to say as certain points began to be repeated.
*

Clustering, i.e. setting items into categories by grouping the codes into more
general clusters.
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Once the first round of coding of baseline data was completed, then by noting
the frequencies of codes, it was clear that certain patterns and themes began to
emerge and hence generalisations began to develop. In order to improve the
reliability of the coding process, coding of data from each interview was carried
out on two occasions by the researcher with an interval of about a month
between each coding procedure. The second independent coding showed up
some small amounts of data that had been missed out in the first round. It also
showed up two data items that had been wrongly coded. The full set of
transcripts and coded data were studied by a colleague to check for errors in
items.
data
to
the
of
assignment
made
coding and some minor changes

Analysis of the post-intervention interview data was carried out in the same way
as the analysis of the baseline data.

Whilst the work of transcribing the interview data was tedious and very timeconsuming, the storing and coding of the data in electronic format, greatly
facilitated the presentation of the material in written format as quotations made
by the student teachers could be directly transferred from Winmax to a wordprocessing document.

The outcome of the analysis of the baseline data is presented in Chapter 6. The
order of presentation of material follows the order in which each of the areas
tended to be covered in the models which formed the basis of the analysis
framework.
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Initially, the analysis of the post-intervention data was written up in exactly the
same format as the baseline data. This enabled direct comparisons to be made
between the two sets of data. However, in order to assess the effectiveness of
the Intervention Package, data were re-organised under the heading of three
themes that emerged from a study of various models of educational evaluation
The validity of the data analysis is increased by the fact that the categories
under which the data are analysed emerged from well known models in the
research literature rather than categories assigned by the researcher. Hence,
any bias on the part of the researcher is minimised.

The reliability of the data analysis is enhanced by the fact that the stages for
qualitative data analysis outlined in the literature were rigorously followed and
the coding process was carried out on two different occasions by the researcher
and checked on a third occasion by a colleague.

4.6 Questionnaire data
This section describes how the questionnaire data were collected and analysed
and the steps taken to ensure the reliability and validity of both the data
collection tools and of the data analysis.

4.6.1 Collection of questionnaire data
Questionnaires were used in data collection in this study in order to try to
access the views of the wider group of student teachers. Whilst the lesson
observations and interviews focussed on specific groups of student teachers, it
was also of interest to the researcher to gain the views of those student
teachers not involved in the survey. (A total of twelve student teachers in the
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baseline study and six student teachers in the post-intervention study were not
involved in the observation/interviewcomponent of the study.) The use of
questionnaires also had the advantage of anonymity for the student teachers
and, by using standardised questions, it was hoped that this would improve the
reliability of the data collected.

Written feedback was obtained from the wider group of student teachers.in the
form of either formal questionnaires or responses to activities incorporated into
the Intervention Package. A total of nine sets of written items were obtained.
Data collected via written feedback (items 1,5,6,7,8,9,11,15

and 16) as well
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"formal" questionnaires issued to the students are listed as items 1,15 and 16
in Table 4.3 These are reproduced in Appendix VII (item 1) page 433, Appendix
VIII (item 15) page 434 and Appendix IX (item 16) page 437. The first
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Examples of the type of "informal" feedback forms used during the
implementation of the Intervention Package are reproduced in Appendix X (item
5) page 438 and Appendix XI (item 8) page 438. The remaining "informal"
feedback items are discussed in the course of data analysis (Chapters 6 and 7).
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ITEM
1. Baseline questionnaire
(2000 - 2001 group)

DETAILS
Studentsasked to list out in order of importance what
,
they see as the characteristics
of effective teaching.

2. Baseline videotapes
(2000 - 2001 group)

Videotapes of 12 students teaching difficult ideas in
chemistry.

3. Baseline interviews
(2000 - 2001 group)

Interviews with 12 students whose classes were
videotaped.

4. Lesson plans baseline
(2000 - 2001)

Lesson plans used by 12 students whose classes were
videotaped and who were interviewed.

5. Session 1, activity 1
Intervention Package

Written feedback from students on results of diagnostic
tests they carried out with pupils before formal teaching
began.
Students response to cartoons: written comments
drawings of their image of what teaching and learning in
science is all about.
Students look at paired statements about teaching and
learning, and pick out the ones with which they agree.

6. Session 1, activity 2
Intervention Package
7

Session 1, activity 3
Intervention Package

8. Session 2, activity 1
Intervention Package

Students give written feedback on research paper from
journal on pupils' misunderstandings.

9. Session 2, activity 2
Intervention Package
10. Session 2, activity 3
Intervention Package

Written feedback from each group on key points that
emerged from group discussions on presentations re
research papers.
Students build up hierarchy of topics (in order of
difficulty) in Junior Certificate chemistry course.

11. Session 3, activity 1
Intervention Package

Each student uses written assignment to discuss
implications for teaching arising out of session 2.

12. "Post intervention"
videotapes
(2001 - 2002 group).

Videotapes of 16 students teaching difficult ideas in
chemistry after Intervention Package implemented.

13. "Post intervention"
interviews
(2001 - 2002 group).

Interviews with 16 students whose classes were
videotaped after Intervention Package implemented.

14. Lesson plans
(2001 - 2002 group)

Lesson plans used by 16 students whose classes were
videotaped and who were interviewed.

15. End-of-year
questionnaire.

Questionnaire issued to all 24 science methodology
H. Dip. Ed. students re feedback on Intervention Package

16. Final H. Dip. Ed.
questionnaire

Questionnaire to H. Dip. Ed. students re factors to bring
about effective learning in science.

Table 4.3 Summary of data collected during course of research project.
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All questionnaireswere typed by the researcher. In designing the
questionnaires,the guidelines outlined in the literature were followed as closely
as possible (Cohen et al., 2000; Munn and Drever, 1996; Wellington 2000).
Care was taken to ensure that the questions asked were relevant to the
objectives of the research study, that the questionnaire looked attractive and
that it could be completed in a reasonably short time. In addition, every effort
was made to ensure that the wording was clear and unambiguous so that the
respondents understood what was being asked.

In keeping with advice in the literature, the emphasis in designing
questionnaireswas placed on the gathering of qualitative data:
Though there is a large range of types of questionnaire, there is a
the
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more
sample,
size
of
simple rule of
have
to
the
may
questionnaire
structured, closed and numerical
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If
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may
questionnaire
more open and word-based
...............
less
is
then
qualitative,
required,
study
site-specific
case
a
be
may
open-ended
questionnaires
and
structured, word-based
more appropriate as they can capture the specificity of a particular
situation. "
(Cohen et al., 2000 p. 247 - 248).
The additional general advice given in the literature was also followed, e.g.
double
leading
items
like
questions, presuming questions,
questions,
avoiding
complex questions, irritating questions, double negatives, offensive questions,
sensitive issues and jargon.

When designing the questionnaire on the evaluation of the Intervention
Package (item 15), the researcher followed the advice given in the literature
(Wellington, 200a p. 104) regarding its structure, i.e. that where a questionnaire
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had to be broken down into different sections, the closed, matter-of-fact
questions were placed first and this was followed by the open-ended questions
that required the opinions and judgements of the respondents. As Wellington
(2000) predicted, this type of questionnaire did yield very good quality data..
The first draft of each questionnaire was discussed with the researchers
supervisor before being piloted with a group of nineteen MEd(Sc) students in
the researcher's university.

The following questions (Bell, 2000) were attached to the questionnaires and
completed by those involved in piloting:
1. How long did it take you to complete the questionnaire?
2. Were the instructions clear?
3. Were any of the questions unclear or ambiguous? If so, please indicate on
the questionnaire.
4. Did you object to answering any of the questions?
5. In your opinion, has anything major been ornitted?
6-. Was the layout of the questionnaire cleadattractive?
7. Any other comments? In so, please write these on the questionnaire.

None of the feedback received suggested that any major changes should be
made in the questionnaires. Some minor changes were made to the wording
and layout of some of the questions.

All questionnaires (except the final one) were issued to the student teachers in
the university so a 100% response rate was obtained in each case. The final
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questionnaire was posted to student teachers in September of the following
academic year. To maximise the response rate, a stamped-address envelope
was sent and a raffle ticket for a prize of El 00 was offered for all completed
questionnaires returned by the end of that month. Of the 22 questionnaires
issued, 21 were completed and returned by the due date, i.e. a response rate of
95.5%. (The prize was won by a young teacher in the "Kingdom" of Kerry!).
It was hoped that the validity of the questionnaires was improved by their
anonymity and it was hoped that this would lead the student teachers to
complete them honestly. In addition, since, the researcher made a conscious
effort to design the questionnaires in accordance with the advice given in the
literature, it is hoped that the student teacher understood the questions being
asked and hence completed them as accurately as possible.

It was also hoped that the reliability of the questionnaires was enhanced by the
fact that the questionnaireswere piloted and revised in the light of the piloting.
In addition, by designing the questionnaires in accordance with standard
procedures as outlined in the literature, it was hoped that each student teacher
understood the questions in the same way.

4.6.2 Analysis of questionnaire data
All qualitative data from the completed questionnaires were transcribed by the
researcher. The data were stored in electronic format and analysed using
exactly the same procedures as outlined in the analysis of the interview data.
Data analysis was greatly facilitated by the fact that the software package
Winmax was already set up with all the appropriate codes specific to this
research project. Thus, the validity and reliability of the analysis of the
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questionnaire qualitative data are the same as discussed for the analysis of the
interview qualitative data.

The quantitative data were analysed by the researcher using the spreadsheet
package Excel. This helped to ensure-that the number of items of data
transferred to the spreadsheet tallied with the number of items of data on the
hard copies of the completed questionnaires. The spreadsheet was used to
calculate percentages and generate graphical representations such as pie
charts and bar charts. The correct transfer of data and the graphs produced
were double-checked by a colleague working in the area of ICT. In view of the
relatively small sample size, this research study did not gather a great deal of
quantitative data. However, for ease of comparison, some percentage figures
will be quoted from time to time when comparing baseline data with postintervention data.

Since quantitative data are being analysed, there is a very high validity in using
a spreadsheet package like Excel for analysis. The fact that the data transfer
was double-checked by a colleague adds to the reliability of the data analysis.

4.7 Lesson Plan Data
This section describes how the lesson plan data were collected and analysed
and the steps taken to ensure the reliability and validity of the data analysis.

4.7.1 Collection of lesson plan data
Lesson plans were used as a data source in this research study because they
serve as documentary evidence of the planning that each student teacher put
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into the lesson on teaching difficult ideas in chemistry. Whilst the lesson
observation data showed what actually took place in the classroom, the lesson
plan data showed the activities that the student teachers intended to carry
during the lesson. In many cases, it was found there was disparity between the
intentions of the student teachers and the reality of what was observed. This is
discussed in more detail in chapter 7.

Each student teacher was asked to bring along to the interview a copy of the
lesson plan used in the teaching of the observed lesson. Each lesson plan was
photocopied and the original returned to the student teacher. These lesson
plans typically are 2-3

pages of notes that help to guide the student teacher

through the lesson..Each page contains two columns: the left-hand column
contains the heading "Content" and the right-hand column the heading
"Methodology".The lesson plans tend to be very content orientated with the
subject content listed in teaching order on the left-hand side and the methods
used by the student teacher to teach that topic listed on the right-hand side.
Each student teacher is expected to write a short reflection at the end of each
lesson plan. The lesson plans served as a useful point of reference when
discussing aspects of the lesson in the interview.

In addition to the lesson plan, items like overhead transparencies and flash
cards are usually included in the plastic pocket folder for each lesson plan. All
lesson plans are kept in a lever arch file that is inspected when formal
supervisions are made.
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4.7.2 Analysis of lesson plan data

Each individual lesson plan was analysed using the headings in the theoretical
framework. For example, under the heading Nature of presentation, evidence
was looked for in the lesson plan of details of items like audio visual aids listed
for use in the lesson; under the heading of Links to everyday life evidence was
looked for of the use of items/examples that the pupils would have met in their
daily lives; under the heading of Exploring ideas and understanding, evidence
was looked for of items mentioned like Concept Cartoons, diagnostic questions
and brainstorming. All information was entered on the electronic "wall chart"
described earlier in section 4.3.2 (Appendix IV page 428). By having the
summarised lesson plan data placed in the column next to the summarised
observation data, it was possible for the researcher to see for each student how
the strategies listed in the lesson plan compared with what was actually
observed when the lesson took place. This is discussed in more detail in
chapter 7.

To ensure the reliability of the correct transfer of data from the lesson plans to
the electronic format, the transfer was double- checked with the assistance of a
student helper.

The reflections in each lesson plan were analysed in the same way as the
qualitative data gathered in the interviews and questionnaires. Hence the
validity and reliability of the analysis should be very similar to that of the
analysis of interviews and questionnaires. The validity of the analysis is
enhanced by the fact that the headings used to analyse the lesson plan data
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have emerged from the theoretical framework rather than the researcher
imposing his own categories on the analysis. The reliability of the data analysis
is enhanced by the double-checking procedure that was used.

In general, the reflections did not give the same richness of data as was found
in the interviews. Many of the reflections on the lessons simply concentrated on
what the student teacher thought was good about the lesson and what changes
they would make the next time he or she taught it. The results of the analysis of
the reflections are discussed in chapter 7.
4.8 How the individual data sources contribute to the themes in the
analysis framework
In considering the research question How do student teachers draw on the
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before and after the implementation of the Intervention Package. Thus, it was
hoped that the analysis of the data gathered using the framework would help to
characterise the effects of the Intervention Package in terms of the extent to
which the student teachers embraced the guidance given during the
implementation of the Intervention Package.
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In analysing the data to build up a clear picture of the effects of the Intervention
Package, data from the four sources were mapped on to the themes that
emerged'from the theoretical framework. Table 4.4 shows the matrix used to
cross-tabulate data sources against the themes used to report baseline data in
chapter 6. The lesson observation data, interview data and lesson plan data
yielded information on the view of science held by the student teachers, e.g.
the emphasis placed by the student teachers on learning definitions and facts,
the emphasis on scientific terminology, the view of science as a method of
enquiry, the use of practical work and the placing of science in its historical or

socialcontext.

OBSERVATION INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE LESSON
PLAN
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
1. View of
science
2. View of
learning
3. View of
teaching.
4. View of
science
teaching
including
particular
topics
5. Subject
knowledge
6. Local
conditions
7.
Personal
reflection
Table 4.4 Summary showing how the four data sources related to the
framework used in the data analysis in Chapter 6 (baseline data)
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An insight into the view of learning possessed by the student teachers was
obtained from a study of the lesson observation data and interview data, e.g. if
the students held a "transmission" view of learning or a more "active" view of
learning. Also, the lesson observation data and interview data allowed the
researcher to see if control and choice were offered to the pupils over activities
or whether the lessons were driven by the teacher with instructions being rigidly
followed by the pupils.

Data obtained from the observations of lessons, interviews, questionnairesand
lesson plans yielded information on the view of teaching possessed by the
student teachers, e.g. the type of presentation used by the student teachers (AV
aids, resources, textbooks, teaching methods, models and analogies), the
classroom climate (enthusiasm of teacher, encouraging of pupil opinion,
discipline) and links to everyday life (use of everyday examples in teaching).

Insights into the view of science teaching and view of how to teach
particular science topics were obtained from a study of the lesson
observation data, the interview data, the questionnaire data and the lesson plan
data, e.g. efforts made to explore pupils' ideas and understanding and
strategies for teaching particular topics (everyday examples, practical activities,
recognition of pupil difficulties, content versus understanding, analogies).

The lesson observation data and the interview data provided good evidence for
the degree to which the subject knowledge of the student teachers posed a
problem for them in their teaching, e.g. the fact that the lack of subject
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knowledge among the student teachers introduced misunderstandingsinto
lessons, the reluctance of the student teachers to get involved in discussions
with the pupils and the inability of the student teachers to answer questions
from the pupils.

The interviews with the student teachers yielded data on the local conditions
that impinged on the classroom teaching, e.g. the degree of importance given
by the student teachers to the mode of assessment/examinationsystem, the
help that the student teachers received from other teachers and specific
problems associated with the pupils in the classroom.

Finally, the interviews, questionnaires and lesson plans of the student teachers
allowed the researcher to collate data on the personal reflections of the student
teachers themselves in areas like their appraisals of the lessons, their own
subject knowledge, their lack of confidence and the realisation of their own
shortcomings.
The matrix used to cross-tabulate data sources against the themes used to
report post-interventiondata in chapter 7 is shown in Table 4.5.
OBSERVATION
DATA

INTERVIEW
DATA

QUESTIONNAIRE
DATA

LESSON
PLAN
DATA

1. Awareness re
provision of
information and
resources
2. New teaching
strategies and
skills
3. Attitudinal
factors

Table 4.5 Summary showing how the four data sources related to the
framework used in the data analysis in Chapter 7 (post-interventiondata).
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The lesson observation data, interview data, the questionnaire data and lesson
plan data provided information on the awareness of the student teachers
regarding the provision of information and resources, e. g. diagnostic tests,

Concept Cartoons, research papers in the area of pupil misunderstandingsand
strategies relating to eliciting pupils' prior understanding.

Insights into the new teaching strategies and skills developed by the student
teachers were obtained from the lesson observation data, the interview data
and the questionnaire data, e.g. the extent of the shift from the emphasis on
"teacher talk" to other activities like discussions, role play, brainstorming
exercises, model building, practical work and use of analogies. In addition, the
interview data made it possible to probe areas like the level of reflection among
the student teachers of what is involved in teaching and learning science, the
ability of the student teachers to make suggestions for classroom practice to
help overcome misunderstandings,and the ability to transfer their knowledge
and skills on the teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry to the biology and
physics areas of the curriculum.

The interviews and the questionnaires were the main sources of data on the
attitudinall factors relating to the student teachers, e.g. their views of the
Intervention Package sessions, their views of science, their views on learning
and their own personal reflections on misunderstandings.

4.9 Methodology for developing Intervention Package
The development of the Intervention Package took place over a period of
several months between Easter of Year 2 and October of Year 3. It was
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implemented in November of Year 3 in three sessions of 1.5 hours duration
each.

The general concept of the Intervention Package was discussed on several
occasions by the researcher with his supervisor and with the member of his
Thesis Advisory Group. Arising out of these discussions, the aims listed in
Table 4.6 were formulated'.

To encourage student teachers to reflect on what is involved in learning and
teaching science.
*

To introduce some of the main views on learning in science
To introduce student teachers to some of the main research findings on
pupils' misunderstandingsin science.
To encourage student teachers to reflect on some misunderstandingsin
science that they have studied in the research literature.
To make students aware of the problem with misunderstandings in
chemistry.
To encourage the student teachers to reflect on the types of teaching
strategies that are of assistance in overcoming children's misunderstandings
of ideas in science.
To introduce the student teachers to the research literature findings that
inform us about the teaching strategies required to tackle the problem areas
of misunderstandingsin science - and chemistry in pa icular.

Table 4.6 Aims of Intervention Package

The material used in the production of the Intervention Package came from
various sources. The activities used in the package were drawn on those used
on the science initial teacher-training course of the University of York. The
diagnostic questions also came from the same source as well as from work
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done by Osborne and Froyberg (1096). The ma-te"s

on the constructMst view

of loaming were drawn from the standard works In this area (Driver ot al.. 1986.
1094.1097). The Concept Cartoons were drawn from the main publication on
Concept Cartoons (Naylor and Koo-gh.2000) and some of the worksheets were
taken from a Publication by the Royal Society of Chemistry (Taber. 2002).

Overall. tho thrust of the Intorvont;on Package was Influenced by the course
material that the researcher encountered as a student on the Masters in

ScloncoEducationcoursoat tho UnIvorsityof York.

To avoid tho necessity of writing up a detailed description of each of the three
sessions of the Intervention Package, a summary of those sessions Is given In
Appendix XII page 440 (session 1). Appendix XIII page 441 (session 2).
Appendix XIV (session 3) page 442.
In dosignino each of the sessions, care was taken to Include various activities
for the student teachers In order to try to reflect the OPProachthat the
researcher was hoping to encounter when lesson observations would take
Place. In addition. to avoid any problem with bias In the research. It was not
Pointed out to the student teachers that the three sessions on the teaching of
difficult Ideas constituted a form of Intervention In the ccxjrse.

Throodrafts Ofthe IntarvontionPackagewOrOproducedin the light of
commentsrecolvodfrom the resoarchOessupervisorand his ThesisAdvisory
Group.Full detailsof the Intorvontionpackageare given In AppendixXV page
445.
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No ma)or ethical Inues aroso in tho course of this study. All of the student
lessons were observed
toachors were voluntoom. nono of the achools In %--hiCh
have boon Idontifiod and tho names of all the student teachers have been
changed to preserve anonymity.

4.10 Summary
This chapter has doscf1bodthe mothoodotogyused to collect and analyse the
signiricant amount of daU required for this research projea The decisions
mado about choice of rosoarch tools and moulods of analysis have been
discussed In the light of the literature In this area. In add,'tion. the steps taken to
onsuf o the reliability and validity of both the dau collection tools and of the data
analysis have boon ouU,nod and discussed. Finally. an overview of the aims,
structure and content of the Intervention Package has boon given.
130foroconakforing the results of the analysis of data (Chapters 6 and 7). the
Strategyused to assess the effectiveness of the Intervention Package Is
di'3cu35odIn Chapter 5.

CHAPTER5
Stratogy for AssossIng tho Effoctivanoss of tho Intorvontlon Packago

5.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the strategy to assess the extent to which the
Intervention Package has boon successful In achieving its aims. Many involved
In oducational rosoarch trace curriculum evaluation as a distinct field of
oducational rosoarch back to Tyler (1949) who defined It as Othoprocess of
determining to what extent the educational objectives are realised by the
program of curriculum and Instructiono(Tylor, 1949). In order to produce a
model to examine the oxtont to which the aims of the Intervention Project have
boon Ochloved.a number of key research projects In the area of curriculum
Innovation are first examined. The findings from those research projects are
then used to establish the model within which the evidence gathered In this
study may be analysed and discussed.

In addition to tho baseline data analysis and post-intervention data analysis
reported In Chapters 5 and 0 respectively. data gathered from the student
leachors In the courso of tho presontation of the Intervention Package and In
and-cf-yoar quostionnalras will also be discussed In terms of the model used for
analysis.

5.2 Models for educational

evaluation

A study of the literature in the area of curriculum evaluation, shows that a
number of models have been developed to describe the effects of curriculum
implementation.The term more commonly used when referring to curriculum
evaluation in the literature of the USA is programme evaluation.

Two main models (Bennett, 2003) were felt to be of particular relevance to this
research as they focussed on empirically derived models to assess the effects
of curriculum intervention. These two models, the Concerns Based Adoption
Model and the Harland and Kinder Model gathered data from practising
teachers in the USA and the UK, respectively, on the effectiveness and impact
of INSET courses on their professional practices. Whilst these research
programmes gathered data from full-time practising teachers, the models are
nevertheless still felt to be relevant to student teachers since the factors that are
likely to influence the classroom practice of full-time teachers are also likely to
have a similar impact on student teachers. In addition, both models have in-built
flexibility, i.e. they can be applied to innovations of different types and scales
and tailored to fit varying needs.
5.2.1 Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM)

ý
The CBAM model was developed by The Research and Development Centre
for Teacher Education at the University of Texas at Austin, USA (Hall et al.,
1973). The model was the result of over a decade of intensive, school-based
research. The driving force for the development of the model was the concern
that many new programmes introduced into schools appeared to meet with little
in
(1973)
The
Hall
discarded.
work
of
et
al.
success and often were simply
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developing this model is described in detail in a book written for practising
teachers (Hord, 1987). In this book the CBAM model is described as follows:
"The Concerns-Based Adoption Model is an empirically-based
conceptual framework which outlines the development process that
individuals experience as they implement an innovation".
(Hord, 1987 p. 93)

From an analysis of the research data carried out in the above project, seven
fundamental assumptions about change and how it can best be facilitated were
formulated. These assumptions are the foundations on which the CBAM model
is built and may be summarised as follows:
1. Change is a process, not an event, i.e. instead of looking at change as
being a discrete, identifiable event it should be looked on as a process
occurring over a period of time.
2. Change is made by individuals first, i.e. rather than consider programmes
in broad, impersonal terms, the primary focus of actions taken to promote
change must be on individuals. It is only when a sufficient number of individuals
have genuinely embraced a change, can it be said that the programme has
been successful.
3. Change is a highly personal experience, i.e. individuals react differently to
change in accordancewith various personalised factors. Therefore, it is
important to take account of the differences rather than expecting teachers to
behave in a collective fashion.
4. Change entails multilevel developmental growth, i.e. during the process
of change there are identifiable stages of feeling and levels of skill with respect
to the innovation that individuals pass through as part of their experience of
change over time.
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5. Change is best understood in operational terms. Care must be taken to
avoid creating a gap between theoretician and practitioner when introducing
educational innovations. Innovation programmes conceived by developers in
abstract conceptual terms can appear alien to the concrete, practical concerns
of the classroom teacher. Change is best understood if presented or described
to teachers as it would appear when fully in use (operational terms). Thus,
teachers encountering a new programme will relate to it in terms of what it will
mean or do to their current classroom practice.
6. Change facilitation must suit individual needs, i.e. actions taken to
promote the implementationof changes are most likely to succeed if they are
geared to the needs of the individual users. This'approach to implementing
change can help to maximise the prospects for success while minimising the
problems the individuals may have with the innovation.
7. Change efforts should focus on individuals, not innovation. The
concrete items of an innovation package (books, charts, handouts,'etc.) do not
make change - only people can make change by altering their behaviour.
Therefore, preconceived ideas like the speed with which implementationcan be
achieved may have to be altered or set aside.

Arising out of the perspective framed by the above assumptions, the CBAM
programme has developed a model for implementing innovation and evaluating
the change. There are three main components within this model: (i) Stages of
Concern, (ii) Levels of Use and (iii) Innovation Configuration.
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(i) Stages of Concern
This stage is described as "the cornerstone of the whole CBAM model" (Hord,
1987 p. 97). Essentially, it is a technique for gathering information and for
formative evaluation of innovation. The "stages of concern" is a seven-level
description to identify teachers' concerns about an innovation at a given point in
ýime,Table 5.1.
Stages of concern
6. Refocusing
5. Collaboration

4. Consequence
3. Management
2. Personal
1. Informational
0. Awareness

Expressions of Concern
I have some ideas about something
that would work even better.
I am concerned about relating what I
am doing with what other instructors
are doing.
How is my use affecting students?
I seem to be spending all my time
aettinq material ready.
How will using it affect me?
I would like to know more about it.
I am not concerned about it (the
innovation).

Table 5.1 The stages of concern in the Concerns-Based Adoption Model
(Hord, 1987 p. 101).
The concerns of the teacher are zero when the innovation is not a part of their
lives, i.e. there is little or no awareness of the innovation. However, as soon as
the innovation becomes imminent, informational concerns (stage 1) arise.
Teachers begin to show in interest in learning more about the innovation and
ask questions like "What is it?". Teachers realise that the innovation will become
part of their professional lives and ask questions like "What does this innovation
mean for me?" and "How will using it affect me?". These are personal concerns
(stage 2) in response to new demands and expectations. As the teacher begins
using the innovation, they reach the stage of management concerns (stage 3).
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At this stage, they ask questions like "Where can I find the time to prepare new
materials?" and tackle problems associated with logistics, paperwork and
organisation. This stage can be very problematic and "there is no guarantee
that individuals using an innovation will ever progress beyond management
concerns" (Hord, 1987 p. 103)..

Teachers who pass on to stage 4, the consequence concerns stage, begin to
I
move away from self-focused concerns and direct more of their energy towards
their pupils. They ask questions like "is my use of this innovation helping my
pupils?", "If so, how is it helping my pupils?", "What adjustment could I make to
increase student benefit?". By stage 5, the collaboration concerns stage,
teachers express a desire to share ideas and work with other teachers involved
in the innovation. Thus, the teachers pool their energies and resources in an
The
improve
discover
to
help
to
to
outcomes.
pupil
attempt
ways
each other
final stage, called the refocusing concerns stage involves the teachers
do
I
"What
the
innovation
themselves
the
can
question
modifying
and asking
that will take my pupils even further?". Hord describes this creative approach
which stresses continual improvement as "the hallmark of the very best in
teaching" (Hord, 1987 p. 104).

(ii) Levels of Use
Althoughit is very likelythat teachers'feelingsabout an innovationwill influence
the effectof that innovation,in practicewhat is importantis what happensin the
classroom,i.e. the behaviourand skills demonstratedin relationto the
innovation.To answerthe question,"Howis the individualteacherusingthe
innovation?", the CBAMmodelhas developeda seriesof eight levelsof use, i.e.
basedon their behaviourwith respectto an innovation,peopleare saidto be at
one of the levelsof use indicatedin Table 5.2.
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VI

Level of Use
Renewal

V

Integration

IVB

Refinement

IVA

Routine

III

Mechanical Use

11
I

Preparation
Orientation

0

Non-use

Behavioural Indices of Level
The user is seeking more effective alternatives
to the established use of the innovation.
The user is making deliberate efforts to coordinate with others in using the innovation
The user is making changes to increase
outcomes.
The user is making few or no changes an'd has
an established pattern of use.
The user is making changes to organise better
use of the innovation
The individual is preparing to use the innovation.
The individual shows interest in innovation and
seeks information about the innovation.
No action is being taken with respect to the
innovation.

Table 5.2 The levels of use in the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (Hord,
1987 p. 111)

Level 0 or non-use level describes the situation where the new programme has
no place in the teacher's life and the person is taking no action with respect to it.
As soon as the teacher begins showing interest in the innovation and starts
looking for information about it, the person is described as being at Level 1,the
orientation level. The next level, Level 11,is called the preparation level and is
used to describe the stage when the teacher indicates an intention to use the
innovation and begins ordering the necessary materials.

Once Level 11is passed, the teacher changes from being a non-user to a user of
the innovation. At level 111,
mechanical use, the teacher begins experimenting
with the innovation and tries to make it work. At this stage the main
preoccupation is still with self and how the innovation can be made easier to
operate. After a certain period of learning about and using the innovation with
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adequate support, the person reaches level IVA or routine, i.e. the various
practical problems have been resolved and the teacher breathes a sigh of relief
as a level of stability settles into the adoption of the innovation.

Beyond level IVA, the teacher begins to try to find ways to help pupils use the
innovation more fruitfully, i.e. there is a change from the teacher making efforts
to come to terms with the innovation to the teacher trying to improve pupil
outcomes. This stage, Level IVB, is called refinement. If the teacher
collaborates with one or more other teachers on the programme, pooling their
ideas and resources to produce better results for their students (e.g. team
teaching), they are said to be at Level V, called integration.

Finally, some teachers may see limitations to the innovation and make some
major fundamental changes. These teachers are said to be at level VI, the
renewal stage and are very creative individuals who are always looking for
ways to make further improvements.
(iii) Innovation Configuration
Both the Stages of Concem component and the Level of Use components of
the CBAM model are concerned with the user of the innovation, i.e. the person
is the centre of attention and the innovation is rather peripheral. In the third
component of the model, the innovation itself is the focus of attention and the
teachers behaviour is seen mainly as a means of gauging what the innovation
is in the context of that person's use of it.
Hord introduces the concept of Innovation Configuration as follows:
"The fact is that no two teachers, whether within the same building
or across schools, use an innovation in precisely the same way.
Rather, different teachers will incorporate into their practice different
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portions of the new programme, used in conjunction, in most cases,
with some percentage of whatever they were doing before - which
will also show considerable variation. Thus, both the content and
extent of new programme use will vary tremendously, even amongindividuals within the same institution. As for researchers, change
'
facilitators and others
with a need to evaluate innovation use, this
means that not only the "how" but also the "what" of innovation use
must be taken into consideration. It simply is not possible to assume
that we know what an innovation looks like in practige in a given
classroom, however well versed we may be in its theoretical form
and appearance".
(Hord, 1987 p. 119)

Thus, Innovation Configuration involves a set of judgements about the
effectiveness of an innovation set in the context of what the innovation means in
practice. The Innovation Configuration checklist is drawn up by interviewingthe
key people involved in the innovation, i.e. the developers of the innovation and
those providing the training and support for the innovation. Those in the second
category are referred to as change facilitators and these may or may not be the
developers. Based on experience in developing the CBAM model (Hall and
Loucks, 1981) the following three questions were found to be the most useful in
the interviews:
is
What
innovation
hope
to
the
operational?
would
when
you
observe
9
e What would teachers and others be doing?
9 What are the critical components of the innovation?

A small number of the teachers involved in the innovation are also interviewed
to elicit their views on the innovation and their lessons observed to see what is
happening in practice. The Innovation Configuration checklist, based on the key
components of the innovation, is then further refined. The items on the checklist
are geared to giving a detailed description of behaviour in the classroom i.e.
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items relating to variables like structure of lesson, materials used by the
teacher, forms of assessment, etc.

The Innovation Configuration is described by Hord as "the sum total of all of an
individual's specific response to the various items on a check list" (Hord 1987,
p. 121). One of the advantages of the Innoyation Configuration is that it helps to
focus on the classroom practice and thus helps to build a picture of the progress
and status of an innovation.
What are the advantages of the CBAM model? Firstly, those involved with the
implementation of any innovation can readily identify with the various stages of
concern and levels of use as described in the model. Secondly, it is flexible,
i.e. it can be applied to innovations of different scales and tailored to fit varying
needs and expectations. Thirdly, by means of the stages of concern, levels of
use and innovation configuration checklists, it allows data to be gathered which
can inform both summative and formative evaluation.
5.2.2 Harland and Kinder Model
Similar to the CBAM model, the Harland and Kinder model (1997) emerged
from school-based research in the area of in-service training (INSET) and
continuing professional development (CPD) in the UK. The data on which their
model is based were gathered over a period of four years from a staff
development programme for the introduction of science into primary schools.
Harland and Kinder were influenced in their work by the existing models of inservice training developed by Fullan (1982,1991,2001) and Joyce and
Showers (1980).
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Fullan (2001, p. 39) believes that there are three dimensions involved in
implementinga new programme:
1. The possible use of new or revised materials, e.g. instructional resources
like curriculum materials.

2. The possible use of new teaching approaches, i.e. new teaching strategies

or activities.

3. The possible alteration of beliefs, e.g. assumptions and theories underlying
particular new policies or programmes.
He also suggests that four phases are involved in change: initiation,
implementation,continuation and outcome. These are summarised in Table 5.3
Phase
1. Initiation
2. Implementation
. 3. Continuation
4. Outcome

Meaning
The processes leading up to the decision to adopt a
new programme.
The first experience of using the new programme
The time when the programme is either integrated into
the system or discarded.
_The degree of improvement in teacher satisfaction,
I pupils' learning and attitudes, etc.

Table 5.3 The phases involved in change. (Fullan, 2001 p. 39)

Harland and Kinder were also influenced by Joyce and Showers (1980) who
developed a model that focussed on staff development as an important element
levels
four
They
there
that
of
of
categories
are
suggested
of successful change.
impact in in-service training:
1. Awareness. At this level we realise the importance of an area and begin to
focus on it. Joyce and Showers (1980 p. 380) give the example of inductive
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teaching and explain that the road to competence begins with awareness of
the nature of inductive teaching, its probable uses and how it fits into the

curriculum.
2. The acquisition of concepts or orgamsed knowledge. At this level
various concepts or subject knowledge'is acquired about the particular topic.
As an example, Joyce and Showers (1980, p. 380) give the example of
areas that are essential to inductive teaching, e.g. knowledge of inductive
processes, how learners at various levels of cognitive development respond
to inductive teaching, knowledge about concept formation, etc.
3. The learning of principles and skills. These are described by Joyce and
Showers (1980, p. 380) as the "tools for action". As an example, they talk
about learning the skills of inductive teaching, i.e. how to help students
collect data, organise it and build concepts and test them. The potential for
action exists at this level. The teacher is aware of the area, can think
effectively about it and possess the skills to act.
4. The ability to apply those principles and skills in the. classroom. The
final stage involves the transfer of the concepts, principles and skills to the
classroom. Teachers start using the teaching strategy they have learned and
combine the strategy with the others in their repertoire.
They argue that it is only after this fourth level has been reached that teachers
can expect an'Impact on the pupils.
In their more recent work, Joyce and Showers (1995) identified the following
key components as being necessary for effective in-service training:
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*

Describing new skills to teachers through talks, lectures, etc.

*

Demonstratingnew skills and techniques to teachers.

e Providing opportunities for teachers to develop and practice these skills and
techniques in simulated and real settings
*

Giving teachers feedback on performance.

Coaching
teachers on the job.
*ýkrisingfrom their research, Harland and Kinder proposed a typology of nine inservice training outcomes..This typology of outcomes and some explanatory
notes are surnmarisedin Table 5.4 (pages 216 - 217). They suggest that this
typology shows how existing models of in-service training such as those of
Fullan and Joyce and Showers could be enhanced.

Harland and Kinder (1997) contrast their model with Fullan's (1991) model of
has
Fullan's
discussed
Whilst
initiation (involving
change as
model
above.
acquisition and new materials) as the first phase, Harland and Kinder keep the
aspects of acquisition and new materials separate from each other. They
suggest that it is possible for teachers to acquire new materials but not use
them - changes in practice can be problematic if teachers do not have the
necessary resources to support the changes.
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TYPOLOGY OF IN SET OUTCOMES
1. Material and provisionary
(worksheets,
Physical
resources
0
handbooks, equipment, etc. )
outcomes.
indicates
Research
that these can
0
have a positive influence on
classroom practice.
impact
To
on practice,
ensure
0
other outcomes like motivation (6
below) and new knowledge and
skills (7 below) are required. '
2. Informational outcomes
background
briefed
Being
about
0
facts and news about curriculum
and management developments.
Includes
management and
0
implications for practice.
3. New awareness
from
Conceptual
previous
shift
0
assumptions about appropriate
content and delivery of curriculum.
"Science
is
like
Type
comment
of
0
formulae
and
chemical
not about
test-tubes but about children
investigating"
is
New
no
alone
awareness
0
guarantee of changed practice value congruence required.
far
individual
4. Value congruence outcomes
How
the
codes of
0
practice of the teachers coincide
with the INSET providers'
messages about good practice
influencing
the
in
factor
Crucial
0
extent of classroom
implementation.
to
difficult
establish.
outcome
0A
1991)
(Kinder
Research
al.,
et
0
clearly showed that where values
of those attending the INSET were
compatible with those of course
leaders, there was increased
likelihood of impact on classroom
I
practice.

Table 5.4 Typology of nine in-service training outcomes proposed by
Harland and Kinder (1997).
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5. Affective outcomes

0
0

0
6. Motivational

and attitudinal

outcomes

0

0
0
0

7. New knowledge

and skills

0

0

0

8. Institutional

outcomes

0

0

9. Impact on practice

0

0

Refer to teachers' initial response to
the in-service training.
Initial positive affective outcomes
(excitement and elation) could be
followed by negative affective
outcomes (feeling of demoralisation
by INSET experience) if they do not
gain the appropriate expertise in
areas like knowledge and skills to
support their teaching.
If teachers demoralised, innovation
unlikely to be successful
Enhanced enthusiasm and motivation
to implement the ideas received
during INSET experience.
Teacher inspired by observing
advisory teacher working.
These outcomes are important
precursors for impact on practice.
May be short lived if other outcomes
like provisionary or new knowledge
and skills are not present.
Deeper and more critical
understanding of curriculum
understanding and teaching
for
success of
essential
approaches innovation
Development of deeper levels of
understanding with regard to
curriculum content and pedagogy.
Teachers pointed to lack of
development in this area as a major
in
to
changes
significant
obstacle
their classroom practice.
in-service work can have collective
impact on groups of teachers and
their practice
Benefits of collaboration and mutual
support, consensus, etc. can
contribute to success of innovation.
Ultimate intention is to bring about
changes in practice - new strategies
and activities
Focus of this outcome is on teacher
behaviour rather than beliefs.

Table 5.4 (continued). Typology of nine in-service training outcomes
proposed by Harland and Kinder (1997).
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Harland and Kinder (1997) in their research project studied the teachers'
accounts of the impact of the INSET courses on their classroom practice and
compared this with their own classroom observations. This led them to conclude
that the presence of certain outcomes was more likely to achieve an impact on
classroom practice than others. Therefore, they proposed a hierarchy of INSET
outcomes as shown in Table 5.5.
rd

3 order
2ndorder
1" order'

INSET input
P visionary
Information
New Awareness
Motivation
Institutional
Affective
_
Value congruence.
Knowledge and skills
Impact on practice

Table 5.5 A hierarchy of in-service training outcomes (Harland and
Kinder, 1997)
Note from Table 5.5 that the evidence of Harland and Kinder's work suggests
that in-service experiences which focus on (or are perceived as offering) only
third order outcomes are least likely to impact on practice. In other words, inservice experiences that only raise awareness and provide materials and
information are unlikely to have an impact on practice unless some of the other
outcomes are already present. The second order outcomes (motivational,
affective and institutional) are important in contributing to success. However,
substantial impact on practice is consistently associated with the presence of
the first order outcomes: va'lue congruence and new knowledge and skills.
Harland and Kinder (1997) summarise the situation in a concise manner as

follows:
"Our tentative conclusion is that in order to maximise the chances
of CPIDleading to a change in classroom practice, all nine
.
outcomes (prioritised in the order suggested above) need to be
by
INSET
the
be
achieved
or
present as pre-existing conditions
activities".
(Harland and Kinder, 1997 p.77)
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In the next section, we will use the above models for educational evaluation to
help us assess the effectiveness of the Intervention Package

5.3 Strategy to assess the effectiveness

of the Intervention

Package

If one takes an overview of the various models for educational evaluation
discussed in this chapter, it is clear that there is considerable overlap between
them in terms of the foundations on which the model is built. This overlap is to

be expected since all four models discuss the area of evaluation in education.
The overlap may be more clearly seen when the four models are summarised in
the same table, Table 5.6.
CBAM
(Hord, 1987)
0. Awareness

1. Informational

2. Personal

Fullan
(1982,1991,
2001)
1. Use of new
or revised
materials
2. New
teaching
approaches
3. Alteration of
beliefs

3. Management

Joyce and Showers
(1980)

Harland and
Kinder (1997)

1. Awareness.

1. Material and
provisionary
outcomes
2. Informational
outcomes

2. The acquisition of
concepts or
organised
knowledge
3. The learning of
principles and skills
4. The ability to
apply those
principles and skills
in the classroom

3. New
awareness
4. Value
congruence
outcome
5. Affective
outcomes
6. Motivational
and attitudinal
outcomes
7. Knowledge
and skills
8. Institutional
I outcomes

4. Consequence
5. Collaboration

6. Refocusing

Table 5.6. Summary of models of educational evaluation showing overlap
between areas of awareness and provision of information and resources,
new teaching strategies and skills and attitudinal factors.
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If one examines Table 5.6 closely, it is possible to reduce the various categories
of levels of impact into three broad themes:
(i) Awareness and provision of information and resources
In the CBAM model (Hord, 1987), the first two stages of concern (awareness
and informational) describe how the teacher moves from zero awareness about
an innovation to the stage where he or she would like to know more about it.
This is very similar to the first level of impact of the Joyce and Showers (1980)
model (awareness)where the teacher realises the importance of a curriculum
area and begins to focus on it. It is also similar to the informational outcomes
(stage 2) of the Harland and Kinder (1997) model where teachers are briefed or
become aware about new developments relating to the curriculum. Allied to this
awareness, Harland and Kinder (1997) talk about the physical resources
(material and provisionary outcomes) that are generated in INSET activities,
first
is
to
the
This
handbooks,
similar
outcome
e.g. worksheets,
equipment, etc.
in
(use
Fullan's
materials)
or
revised
of
new
component of
model of change
in
their
he
the
use
with
materials
revised
which
associates
acquisition of new or
the classroom. Harland and Kinder disagree with this in that they make the
distinction between procurement of materials and the impact of these materials
on practice in the classroom. They point out (Harland and Kinder, 1997 p. 73)
that ensuring an impact on practice usually requires other outcomes listed in
their typology of outcomes like motivation (component 6) and new knowledge
and skills (component 7).

(il) New teaching strategies and skills
The area of acquisition of new teaching strategies and skills is a strong
component of all the models of educational evaluation under discussion. As
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already discussed, knowledge and skills is one of the components of the
Harland and Kinder model and is described by them in terms of the
development of deeper levels of understanding with regard to curriculum
content and pedagogy. The Joyce and Showers model places a heavy
emphasis on this general area with three"of the four components devoted to the
acquisition of concepts of organised knowledge (component 2), the learning of
principles and skills (component 3) and the ability to apply.those plinciples and
skills in the classroom (component 4).

These three areas are very similar to knowledge and skills (component 7) in the
Harland and Kinder model as Joyce and Showers (1980, p. 380) refer to
teachers having to master both the relevant concepts and knowledge and also
the necessary teaching skills for effective classroom practice. Harland and
Kinder also cover this area of classroom practice in component 9 of their model
entitled impact on practice which recognises that the ultimate intention of INSET
is to bring about changes in practice in the classroom. The area of classroom
practice is widened further by component 6 of the CBAM model. This
component involves the teacher looking beyond the innovation itself, in an
attempt to take the pupils even further. When discussing the area of teaching
strategies and skills, Fullan uses the more all-embracing term new teaching
approaches to describe this component of his model and simply explains the
term as "new teaching strategies or activities" (Fullan, 2001 p. 39).

The CBAM model is the only one of the models that focuses specifically on
management skills (component 3). It discusses this concept in the context of the
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ability of the teacher to handle the implementation of the innovation in terms of
time management, logistics, paperwork and general organisation (Hord, 1987 p.
102). The other models appear to assume that this is part of the overall
pedagogical skills of the teacher.
(iii) Attitudinall factors
Of the four models under discussion, the Harland and Kinder model is the one
that deals with the attitudinal area in the most detail. In stage 3 of the Harland
and Kinder model, they define new awareness in terms of "a perceptual or
conceptual shift from previous assumptions of what constitutes the appropriate
content and delivery of a particular curriculum area" (Harland and Kinder, 1997
p. 73). However, they point out that changed awareness is no guarantee of
changed practice. In order for changed practice to occur they argue that there
must be value congruence present. This concept is described by Harland and
Kinder in terms of "the personalised versions of curriculum and classroom
managementwhich inform a practitioner's teaching and how far these
'individuated codes of practice' come to coincide with the INSET providers'
messages about good practice" (Harland and Kinder, 1997 p. 73). Although
Fullan (1991,2001) does not use the term value congruence he does note that
sustaining shifts in value positions among teachers is a very difficult INSET
outcome to accomplish and admits that "structural changes are easier to bring
about than normative ones" (Fullan, 1991 p. xiii). Harland and Kinder (1997, p.
74) acknowledge that the concept of value congruence as an INSET outcome is
similar to Fullan's third component needed for implementing a new programme,
i.e. "the possible alteration of beliefs, e.g. pedagogical assumptions and
theories underlying particular new policies or programmes" (Fullan, 2001 p. 39).
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This third outcome clearly recognises that for change in practice to be achieved,
the teachers have to adopt a positive meaning and value of the changes being
proposed, i.e. they must be "on the same wavelength" or in close harmony with
the message of those providing the in-service training.

The model proposed by Harland and Kinder maintains a sharp focus on the
area of teacher attitudes in stages 5 and 6 of their model: affective outcomes
and motivational and attitudinal outcomes. In the affective outcomes area they
stress the importance of ensuring that the initial positive affective outcomes
(e.g. the feeling of excitement caused by the new approaches) are not shortlived due to a lack of knowledge and skills. Stage 6 of the Harland and Kinder
model, motivational and attitudinal outcomes, is a direct follow-on from the
previous stage and refers to the enhanced enthusiasm and motivation needed
to implement the ideas received during the INSET experience. Stages 5 and 6
of the Harland and Kinder model have a strong resonance with stages 2
(personao and 4 (consequences) of the CBAM model. These stages of the
CBAM model are concerned with the attitudes and beliefs of the teachers when
introduced to the innovation. The personal concerns take a dominant position
and, to quote Hord, "'What does this innovation mean tome' and 'How will
using it affect me?' are the almost inevitable expressions of this intense
The
100).
1987
(Hord,
demands
to
p.
and expectations"
personal response new
teachers also start thinking about the consequences of the use of the innovation
in the classroom in terms of its effects on their pupils (stage 4).
Interestingly, only two of the models discuss the importance of teachers having
an attitude of sharing and co-operation with their colleagues. Harland and
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Kinder's model describes this under the heading of institutional outcomes
(component8) and explain it in terms of teacher collaboration and mutual
support when engaging in curriculum innovation. The CBAM model discusses
this area using the terminology of collaboration concerns (component 5). It
explains this in terms of the desire of the teachers to share ideas and work with
other teachers using the same innovation. The collaboration phase in the CBAM
model (component 5) is described as follows:
"Collaboration means pooling of energies and resources in an
attempt mutually to discover ways to improve student outcomes. For
many people, this step, which might have seemed unduly
threatening when they were first introduced to the innovation, may
become increasingly appealing once they have achieved a basic
level of competence with it and thus feel strong or confident".
(Hord, 1987 p. 103).
In short, whilst Harland and Kinder's model discusses in some detail the overall
attitude and value congruence of teachers when introduced to an innovation,
aspects of the attitudinal responses are also covered by Fullan's model and the
CBAM model. Joyce and Showers (1980) make no reference to attitudinal
factors and value congruence in any of the stages of their model.
5.4 Relating the three themes to the Intervention Package
Having identified the three themes common to the models for educational
evaluation discussed, this next section considers how they relate to the
Intervention Package in terms of providing a context for assessing its
effectiveness.This has been achieved by looking at the aims, intended learning
outcomes and content of the Intervention Package and mapping these onto the
three themes. The aims of the Intervention Package are summarised in Table
5.7.
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Session 1
To encourage student teachers to reflect on what is involved in learning
and teaching science.
To introduce some of the main views on learning in science.
Session 2
to
teachers
the
introduce
To
some
of
student
main
research findings on
4o
in
pupils' misunderstandings science.
To encourage student teachers to reflect on some misunderstandings in
in
the
have
literature.
they
that
research
studied
science
To make students aware of the problem with misunderstandingsin
chemistry.
Session

To encourage the student teachers to reflect on the types of teaching
in
that
overcoming
assistance
of
children's
are
strategies
in
ideas
science.
of
misunderstandings
To introduce the student teachers to the research literature findings that
inform us about the teaching strategies required to tackle the problem
in
in
science
and
chemistry
misunderstandings
particular
areas of
Package
Intervention
the
The
aims of
Table 5.7
Intervention
Package
the
of
are summarised in Table
The intended outcomes
5.8
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Session1
At the end of this session the student teachers should:
e Be able to describe some of the aims of science teaching
*

Be able to describe some models of learning as they apply to science.

Be aware that constructivism is the dominant view of learning among
science educators today and appreciate that pupils' learning in science is
affected by their own ideas that they bring to science lessons.
*

Be able to describe key features of constructivism.

Session 2

At the end of this session the student teachers should:
Be aware of the fact that children have many misunderstandings in
science - and particularly in the area of chemistry.
Be
able to describe some of the misunderstandings children have.
e
Session 3

At the end of this session the student teachers should:
Be able to describe some of the learning difficulties associated with
misunderstandingsin chemistry
Be capable of making suggestions for classroom practice which help to
overcome these misunderstandings in chemistry.
Be capable of developing teaching strategies to help overcome children's
misunderstandingsof ideas in chemistry.
Be aware of the fact that the misunderstandings may still persist after the
lesson and know that further developmental work may be required.
Table 5.8 The intended outcomes of the Intervention

Package

Chapter 7 will consider the effectiveness of the Intervention Package in terms of
the three themes common to the educational evaluation models discussed in
the previous section. Clearly, some areas of the Intervention Package relate to
raising awareness, other parts relate to new teaching strategies and skills whilst
other components focus on aspects relating to attitudinal factors. Some of these
areas are summarised in Table 5.9.
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Session I

Aspects relating to
awareness and
provision of
information and
resources
Information on learning
and view of learning in
science, including the
constructivist view of
learning.

Aspects relating
to new teaching
strategies and
skills

Aspects
relating to
attitudinal
factors

Examples of
diagnostic tests.

Discussion on
cartoon
drawings
relating to
views of
science
teaching and
discussion of
results of
diagnostic tests
carried out prior
to Intervention
Package.
Session 2 Information on research
Outline of factors
Group
findings in relation to
common to areas of discussions
difficult ideas.
misunderstanding in and activities
literature and
relating to misimplications for
understandings
teaching.
Session 3 Materials prepared for
Study and
Realisation that
discussion of
classroom use to help
misovercome
generic teaching
understandings
misunderstandings and
strategies of
persist after
lesson and
preparation by students
assistance in
of own resources.
overcoming
positive attitude
misunderstandings.
re further
developmental
1work
_j
Table 5.9 Summary showing how some aspects of the Intervention
Package relate to three themes common to educational evaluation
models.

Aspects relating to awareness and provision of information and resources and
aspects relating to new teaching strategies and skills are reasonably easy to
identify in the Intervention Package. However, aspects relating to attitudinal
factors are less tangible. Some examples are given in Table 5.9 and it is hoped
to identify more in the detailed analysis of the post-intervention data in Chapter
7. Hopefully, the overall enthusiastic approach of the tutor to the Intervention
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package and the inclusion of a "constuctivist view of learning" during the
InterventionPackage was also of some assistance in creating a positive attitude
among the student teachers towards the programme.
The effectivenessof the Intervention Package in achieving it aims and
outcomes will be studied in more detail in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF BASELINE DATA

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 3, the theoretical framework for analysis of the
baseline data was developed by drawing on a number of other related
frameworks. The theoretical framework used in this study has been constructed
around the seven categories listed in Table 6.1. These categories arose from an
analysis of various other theoretical frameworks (discussed in Chapter 3) and
from preliminary attempts to categorise aspects of the data collected under
these categories.

This chapter reports and discusses the data gathered in the baseline study
under each of the headings listed in Table 6.1 on the following page, i.e. the
items arising from the data gathered are mapped on to the categories in the
theoretical framework. In order to achieve this, the data were first analysed in
detail for recurrent themes. For example, Figure 6.1 (page 231) shows the main
themes that arose from the question in the baseline questionnaire "Write down
in
learning
do
bring
think
teachers
to
to
science".
what you
need
about effective
The ten most popular themes are summarised graphically in Figure 6.2 (page
232).

The order of presentation of material follows the order in which these areas
tended to be covered in the models which formed the basis of the analysis
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framework. In practice, the majority of student teachers' comments lay in areas
3 and 4 of the framework. However, the data are presented and discussed in
accordancewith the original order of the seven sections.
Factor
1. View of science

As exemplified by
...
Body of principles
Method of enquiry
A practical subject
Important social institution (STS)

Location
Section 6.2.1
Section 6.2.2
Section 6.2.3
Section 6.2.4

2. View of learning.

Transmission versus active
learning
Control and choice offered to
pupils over activities

Section 6.3.1

3. View of
teaching.

Nature of presentation
Classroom climate
Links to everyday life

Section 6.4.1
Section 6.4.2
Section 6.4.3

4. View of science
teaching
View of how to
teach particular
science topics

Exploring pupils' ideas and
understanding.
Relevant strategies for teaching
particular topics or sub-topics
Approach to teaching a particular
topic
Subject specialisation.
in
teaching
of
confidence
-Sense
Ability to handle questions

Section 6.5.1

6. Local conditions

Assessment of course.
Backup help from school.
Type of pupils

Section 6.7.1
Section 6.7.2
Section 6.7.3

7. Personal
reflection and
other feedback.

Student teachers imperfect subject
knowledge and inexperience.

Section 6.8

5. Subject
knowledge

Section 6.3.3

Section 6.5.2
Section 6.5.3
Section 6.6

TABLE 6.1 Summary of factors that might influence decisions that student
teachers make about what to do in science lessons
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Figure 6.1: Chart surnmarising response of students to question: "Write down
what you think teachers need to do to bring about effective learning in science".
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6.2. View of science
The view of learning as exemplified by the student teachers will be discussed
under the categories that have emerged from the data: body of principles,
method of enquiry, a practical subject and an important social institution.

6.2.1 Body of principles
The majority of student teachers taught their classes with a great emphasis on
learning definitions and facts, i.e. they appeared to view science as a body of
principles. A study of the lesson plans prepared by the student teachers clearly
illustrates that the majority of the lesson plans (83.3%) placed a very high
emphasis on scientific content. When questioned about this in the interviews, it
was clear that covering scientific content was seen by most of the student
teachers as the main aim of the lesson. For example, when Fiona was teaching
the concept of dissolving to a group of twelve year-old pupils, it was observed
that she made frequent use of flash cards with terms written on them and
placed great emphasis on repeating the terminology. No attempt was made to
discuss the importance of solutions in our everyday lives or even to discuss
in
this
When
household
emphasis
questioned about
some common
solutions.
her teaching strategy, she was absolutely clear in her mind about her own aims
for the lesson:
"What strategy? - bar having the words there for them so that
they could see them when I was talking about them, that is
did
they
definition
having
the
not
so
up
written
number one - and
have to take them down cause it is all in the book and repeating
I
but
is
is
a
solvent
etc
water
and repeating, salt a solute,
..........
suppose the main thing was to get across the technical terms
between
the
know
difference
the
and
and
solution
solute, solvent
three of those. That was one of my key aims. "
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A similar observation was made when Fiona was teaching atomic structure to a
group of 14 year-old pupils. Most of the emphasis in the lesson was on getting
the pupils to learn how to write electron configurations and draw atomic
structures for each of the first twenty elements in the Periodic Table. No effort
was made to put this in the wider context of chemical reactivity or even to
explain the importance of understanding electron configurations. When
questioned about the direction of the emphasis in her lesson, Fiona clearly felt
that it was important to get across the scientific facts by going over and over the
material:
I think it was just a case of maybe sifting down and learning, it off
really, repetition, I kept going over and over it and reinforcing it,
and recapitulating. So I suppose so reinforcement might be the
best way."

Fischler (1999) reports similar findings in research carried out by him using a
group of student teachers. He found that the student teachers placed a heavy
emphasis on science as a body of principles and refers to this as "Content
related principles".
"Content related principles. Student-teachers regard the selection
of content, which is applicable in everyday life and therefore
interesting to students, as a means of giving students insights into
the various fields for.the application of physics and to make them
interested in understanding the physics basis of these
applications".
(Fischler 1999, p. 184)
.
Similar findings are reported by Koballa et al. (2000) into a study of the
views held by student teachers on the teaching of chemistry.
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6.2.2 Method of enquiry
The view of science as a method of enquiry was not mentioned by any of the
student teachers when asked in the questionnaire what they thought teachers
need to do to bring about effective learning in science. In addition, in the
baseline interview data no student teachers commented on the advantages of
an enquiry-led approach - in fact, analysis of the baseline observation shows
that only one student teacher in the sample used any form of enquiry in their
teaching. One of these was Cian who set up an apparatus to help pupils
deduce if an equation was balanced or could be balanced by the pupils. This
involved using snooker balls of various colours to represent different atoms.
These were placed on a large home-made balance and pupils asked to deduce
if the equation could be balanced by adding various balls to the balance. This
"predict-and-explain"approach worked well. When Cian was questioned about
the used of this type of enquiry approach it was clear that he felt quite positively
about it:
"The idea I was trying to reinforce with that was that equations must
balance so that the reactants and the products must total the same. I
had different coloured balls representing different atoms and I said
that if you put in one atom of nitrogen and three atoms of hydrogen,
different coloured balls for each, you must have the exact same on
the other side
they could see physical representation of what
.........
was happening and they could move it on then into the actual
balancing of it".
None of the other student teachers used any enquiry-based approach. A similar
finding is reported by Borko et al. (1992) who described lessons observed by
student teachers as consisting of the student teachers providing "only
procedural comments and no conceptual explanation". (Borko et al., 1992 p. 66)
and did not probe the pupils'thinking along the lines of an enquiry-led
approach.
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6.2.3 A practical subject
In the baseline questionnaire data the majority of student teachers (75% ) listed
practical work as one of the factors needed to bring about effective learning in
science. However, analysis of the baseline observation data shows that only
about half (58%) of student teachers used any form of practical work in their
teaching - the majority of which was teacher demonstration and very little of
which appeared to attempt to develop pupils' thinking. For example, Aishling,

teaching the concept of solution concentration to a group of 12-13 year old
pupils, used concentrated orange squash and a jug of water to make up
solutions of various concentrations.When questioned about this, she
emphasised the link between practical work in science and our everyday lives:
TK In the course of the lesson you did some interesting
demonstrations using concentrated and diluted orange squash. Why
did you use that?
MS I used that because it was something that they would be familiar
with, I thought it's even written on the bottle, "dilute to taste" or
"concentrated orange drink", I suppose to make it more relevant to
their everyday lives really."
Jessica gave a class on the particulate nature of matter to a group of 12-13 year
old pupils and used a lot of teacher demonstrations in her very well-prepared
lesson. When questioned about some of the practical demonstrations, she
spoke in an animated fashion about some of the experiments:
"Diffusion -I thought that might be a bit dodgy so I got spraying
litmus
I
Then
the
top
the
the
paper as
got
can
at
of
room.
with
air
well and I put it inside a tube just to show that the hydrochloric acid
And
from
blue
to
it
litmus
it
diffused
turned
the
red.
paper
when
then I did the same with the ammonia - that turned from red to blue
then I did the white cloud test. They liked the litmus paper and they
didn't see it before as well."
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The lack of pupil practical work in the lessons of these student teachers is in
contrast to the findings of Fischler (1999) who found a great willingness among
the student teachers in his sample to allow pupils to carry out practical work. He
gives two reasons for the high level of practical work in his sample:
"Two reasons account for the intention to give students [pupils] the
chance to do laboratory work. Firstly, student-teachers
remembered doing experiments on their own as a most attractive
part of science lessons from their school days. Secondly, the
introduction of Piagetian theory (in method classes) and the
influence of concrete-operational actions on learning fell on fertile
ground"
(Fischler, 1999 p. 190)
In the case of student-teachers in Ireland, the non-existence of laboratory
technicians and the lack of a formal system of mentoring could be responsible
for lower amounts of pupil practical work being carried out and hence a lowering
of esteem for the place of practical work in science education.

6.2.4 Important social Institution
A minority of student teachers (16.6%) in the baseline questionnaire mentioned
the importance of science as a social institution, i.e. referred to putting science
in its social or historical context, emphasise benefits of science to mankind, etc.
This low percentage was also reflected in the baseline observation data and the
lesson plan data. Clearly, the student teachers do not see this area as being an
important factor in bringing about effective learning in science.
Ciara, when preparing a lesson on the particulate nature of matter for a class of
12-13 year old girls, used a historical approach in her notes:
"
"
"

"throughout ages people wondered what matter was made up of
Ancient Greeks
John Dalton."
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At a later stage, when introducing the term "element", she referred to Robert
Boyle and later on referred to Mendeleev when referring to the Periodic Table of
the Elements. However, Ciara was the exception in the class. Apart from a brief
reference to Michael Faraday by Fiona when teaching electrochemistryto a
class of 13-14 year old girls, attempts to put science in its social context were
non-existent.

Similar findings are reported by Fischler (1999) who explains the observation in
terms of the student teachers own subject knowledge. The student teachers in
his study were confident in teaching the physics but lack of confidence
prevented them from widening the lesson content to incorporate social issues:
"However, studept-teachers themselves selected topics which were
oriented towards the scientific body of knowledge because these
topics gave them a certain self-confidence during teaching which
they would not have had with everyday and technical [technological]
topics which they did not encounter in teacher education."
(Fischler, 1999 p. 189)
6.3 View of Learning
The view of learning as exemplified by the student teachers will be discussed
under the categories that have emerged from the data: Transmissionversus
active learning and Control and choice offered to pupils over activities.

6.3.1 Transmission versus active learning
In the analysis of the baseline questionnaire data, a majority of student teachers
(92%) stated that pupil participation in class was an important element in
t
teaching and learning. However, an analysis of the baseline observation data
shoWedthat only half of the student teachers adopted strategies that promoted
some form of active learning, i.e. situations other than where the pupils were
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simply sifting passively listening to the teacher. Frequently, this active learning
simply involved some form of questioning on material already covered in the
lesson - only about half (58%) of the lessons observed used practical work. In
the baseline interviews, slightly more that half of the student teachers (58.3%)
indicated that pupil involvement was an issue in the teaching of their classes.

In the baseline questionnaire data, student teachers were unanimous that
maintaining pupil interest was an important aspect of teaching and learning.
Evidence from observation of lessons revealed that pupils seemed to be
motivated in about half (58%) of classes. The motivation was identified from
pupils questioning but mostly from the level of interest shown in the lesson and
their responsbs to the teachers questions.

Similar findings are reported by Borko et al. (1992) who found that the ideas of
student teachers with regard to learning were not clear or well developed:
"A number of the patterns in the thinking and actions of the novice
teachers contrasted with patterns in the experts' teaching. For
example, in no case did a student teacher reveal clear, welldeveloped beliefs about teaching and learning during the course of
the data collection."
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 62)
6.3.2 Control and choice offered to pupils over activities
All classes observed were of Junior Certificate Level standard (12 - 15 year old
age group). This course is a very well prescribed one and there was no
evidence of the student teachers deviating from any of the activities outlined in
the standard textbooks. The clear evidence from the baseline lesson plan data
was that in the case of the majority of student teachers (83%), the emphasis
was on delivering content. In the case of half of the baseline lessons observed,
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pupils were involved to some extent in the lesson. This contrasts with the
statements of the student teachers in the baseline questionnaire data where a
large majority (92%) of the student teachers felt that pupil participation was
necessary to bring about effective learning in science. In the baseline
observation data, the involvement of pupils took the form of assisting with a
demonstration experiment, doing some practical activity, using worksheets, etc.
However, in no case was a choice offered to pupils over the activities - in all
cases, the work was prescribed by the teacher and the instructions rigidly
followed by the pupils.

A similar finding was made in research carried out by Fischler (1999) on the
impact of teaching experience on student teachers' conceptions of teaching and
learning science. For example, he found that many of the activities devised by
the student teachers for the pupils were "dominated by the activity-flow
orientation", i.e. the student teachers concentrated on a continuous flow of
activities with "the prevailing intention to keep the lesson moving". He concluded
that these activities were not very effective in inducing pupil learning and
describes the work of the student teachers as umereactivity". He also found that
there was not sufficient interaction between the student teachers and the pupils
as the student teachers were too focussed on "getting through" their lesson
plan.
"It is understandablethat the teaching plans became the deciding
factor in the educational phase, routines to lighten the instructional
load have still not been developed. The consequence in this
orientation are that a large amount of the teacher's attention is
drawn away from the students. Students' statements are, in part,
not noticed because a response to these statements would
endanger the realisation of the intended teaching plan."
(Fischler, 1999 p. 182)
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Fischler (11999)also reports that in the interviews conducted with the student
teachers, they "remembered the physics lessons from their own school days
that were either dominated by an active teacher or alternatively involved a great
length of time as passive students" (p. 185). He also makes the point that,
because the student teachers were restricted by the instructions received from
their mentors and by the content of the syllabus, the student teachers did not
achieve "the goal of demonstrating to the students the connection between
physics and everyday life" and the pupils had difficulty in articulating their own
ideas about the topic being taught.
"The time-consuming and detailed planning necessary for
experimental presentations and problem solving tasks led to
teaching situations in which student teachers disliked deviating
from the planned order of activities. Therefore, it is clearly difficult
for students [pupils] to bring in their conceptions and to influence
the sequence of teaching within such tightly organised lessons. In
such teacher-centred teaching, then, feedback to students is most
likely missing"
(Fischler,1999 p. 189)

6.4 View of Teaching
The view of teaching exemplified by the student teachers will be discussed
under the categories that have emerged from the data: nature of presentation,
classroom climate, links to everyday life.
6.4.1 Nature of presentation
(a) Audio-visual aids. In a previous research study dealing with the impact of
teaching experience on student teachers' conceptions of teaching and learning
science (Fischler, 1999), one of the "principles" that arose out of the data
analysis dealt with the nature of presentation of the lesson. This aspect of
teaching is also very prominent in the research under discussion here and it
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clearly is an important factor in influencing the decisions that student teachers
make in the classroom.

When the student teachers were asked in the baseline questionnaire to write
down what they thought teachers need to do to bring about effective learning in
science, half of them mentioned the need to use audio visual aids in the
presentation of the lesson.
"Presentation has to keep them interested and busy, (active). When
they are passive, they are more inattentive and easily distracted" Pat and Michael
"Increased use of visual aids, in order to abstain from over
talking/monologue" - Eamonn and Oisin
"Visual aids - flash cards, charts models making the learning process
fun" - Ellen and Claire
When the student teachers were observed teaching lessons on difficult ideas in
chemistry, ten of the twelve students used some form of audio visual aid in their
teaching. (The most common form of audio visual aids used were the overhead
projector, charts and flashcards.) Two of the student teachers used models in
their teaching. The emphasis on audio visual aids by the majority of students
observed was also obvious in the lesson plans written by these students. These
lesson plans typically contained three or four overhead transparencies and/or
some flash cards and posters.

When the student teachers were questioned in the interviews about how they
planned for the difficulties that pupils might encounter in the lesson, they all
referred directly or indirectly to the aids they prepared for the lesson. For
example,
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Ciara spoke enthusiastically about the home-made audio visual aids and props
she had collected when teaching atomic structure to a class of 14 year old
pupils:
I had a poster with one big example on it and I said we'd refer to
that one all the time and I had the flashcards to highlight and help
them focus on the new words and I hoped that the two of those
would gel together and make it fall into place. ...... I was delighted
with all the props I had collected to bring in. I thought that was good
and they were real-life examples and I think atoms are a very
difficult thing to explain and to pin down and I was trying to show
how useful they were which was a hard thing to do. I thought that
was good".
Jessica was happy that the plasticine models she brought into the class, helped
to explain the process of boiling in terms of the particulate nature of matter.
"Maybe as well the arrangement of the particles, that could be hard
enough as well so I brought in the visual examples of the plastic
model plasticine and things like that, how they're arranged and
when you're heating them, they move apart and I was trying to bring
in that in the classroom that they're stuck together, they're sifting
down and then they get up, they're moving around and they're more
like a gas, things like that."
When Tara was questioned about why she started the class on
Electrochemistrywith various definitions written on flash cards, she was quite
positive about the advantages that flash cards have over the traditional use of
the blackboard.
"I find that when writing on the blackboard it works well for me but at
other times you can put things everywhere. I used flash cards so
that it was neat and concise and they can read it. It keeps the
amount of written material to a minimum."
Ciaran when talking about a class he gave on acids and bases, stressed the
importance of using overhead transparencies that were attractive to pupils.
........... I tried to make the overhead transparencies as clear as
possible, not make the language too complicated and to include
"
in
the
transparencies.
some pictures
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Molly explained that the use of atomic and molecular models helped to explain
the particulate nature of matter to her class of twelve year old pupils.
"I think if you've got as much visual content as possible instead of
just saying, "This is the way it is and deal with it", I had the
polystyrene model for the solids, liquids and gases and they could
see the whole idea of the space between the particles and stuff'.
It is clear that the student teachers in this study placed great emphasis on the
use of audio visual aids when teaching difficult ideas in science. This is in
keeping with the model of professional development proposed by Dreyfus and
Dreyfus (1986). In their five stages of skill acquisition, they describe the first
stage as the novice stage where people at the beginning of their career will
rigidly follow instructions and adhere to certain procedures without having a
deep understanding of the wider context or reflecting on the effectiveness of
their actions:
"The beginning student wants to do a good job, but lacking any
coherent sense of the overall task he judges his performance
mainly by how well he follows learned rules. After he acquires
more than just a few rules, the exercise of his skill requires so
much concentration that his capacity to talk or listen to advice is
severely limited".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 22)
There is no doubt that the use of audio visual aids was considered an important
teaching "prop" by most of the student teachers in the baseline study. The
evidence gathered in the questionnaire data, in the observations data, in the
semi-structured interview data and also in the lesson plan data all suggests that
the student teachers believe that well prepared audio visual aids would
overcome the problems encountered by the pupils when dealing with difficult
ideas in chemistry. Hence, there is a consistently high use of audio visual aids
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(83%) in the lesson observation data and the data obtained from a study of the
lesson plans of the student teachers.

(b) Resources and textbook reliance
Analysis of the data gathered clearly shows that there was a great reliance by
the student teachers on the use of the textbook in the classroom and that the
material covered rarely strayed outside of what was covered in the textbook. All
student teachers revealed in the semi-structured interview that they greatly
relied on the textbook when preparing and delivering the lesson. When asked
about the resources the student teachers used when preparing lessons, there
was unanimous agreement among them: the textbook was the single resource
that guided all lessons!

Clara spoke enthusiastically about the class she prepared on atomic structure.
"DK Firstly, when you were preparing that class, what
resources did you consult?
SOD Textbooks, loads of textbooks.
DK Did you find that you got plenty of ideas from the
textbooks?
SOD I did, I suppose, they were all saying pretty much the
same thing. I suppose I got all those examples of the elements
from the different textbooks, I just picked out all the examples
that the different textbooks gave."
Ciaran stuck almost exclusively to the textbook when teaching acids and bases
to a first year science class.
"DK When you were preparing that class what reference sources
did you consult to help you put together your lesson plan notes?
GQ The textbook that I was using, I also used some of my own
background knowledge."
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Molly referred to the fact that as well as using textbooks when preparing the
lesson, she also made use of the internet for ideas and resources for her class
on the particulate nature of matter:
"I suppose various textbooks from the normal textbooks that
are available for secondary schools anyway. I used the internet
to get different ideas and stuff, there's a few good different
internet sites that have various things like lesson plans."
Aishling was one of only two student teachers who mentioned that she
consulted the syllabus to guide her in the preparation of a lesson on dissolving
which she taught to a class of twelve-year-old pupils.
"The main thing I looked up really was a few different textbooks
I referred back to the syllabus
that covered the topic
..........
firstly about what they were meant to know about solutions and
I just worked from there really what they needed to know about
them and just to try and fit as much of it as I could into the 40
minute class."
The situation is very similar to that described by Dreyfus and Dreyfus
(1986) when discussing the first step in moving from novice to expert. In
this stage they paint a picture of a novice in terms of a person who
follows a set of rules and does not stray outside this narrow perspective.
"Elements of the situation to be treated as relevant are so clearly
and objectively defined for the novice that they can be recognised
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follows learned rules. After he acquires more than just a few
rules, the exercise of his skill requires so much concentration that
his capacity to talk or listen to advice is severely limited."
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus,1986 p. 21 - 22)
Eraut (1994) when referring to the first stage described by Dryefus and
Dreyfus (1986) summarises it in terms of the novice having a "rigid
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adheranceto taught rules or plans" and having "no discretionary
judgement" (p. 124). Fischler (1999) also found that the student teachers
showed little discretionaryjudgement and stuck so closely to the lesson
plans when teaching that "the teaching plans become the deciding
factors in the educational phase" (p. 182)

(c) Vary teaching methods
In the baseline questionnaire, half of the student teachers indicated that varying
the teaching methods was an important factor in bringing about effective
learning in science:
"Devise a mixture of theory with practical work, to keep up
interest." - Micheal and Pat
"Pupils undertake more practical work. Demonstrations by
the teacher to effectively demonstrate a definition not just
simply theory. More use of charts and Videos. Get students
to relate back on what they saw. Active student participation
i.e. mini role-plays." -Jessica and Bridget
"Have variety in teaching styles, e.g. show video, slides,
blackboard, worksheets;etc". - Karen and Ciara.
In the analysis of the baseline classroom observation data, it is clear that eleven
out of twelve student teachers used more than one teaching method during the
lesson. The more common teaching strategies included explaining theory, with
items like practical work, teacher demonstration, questioning, and worksheets
also interspersed into didactic type classes. The worksheets consisted mainly of
the "fill in" type questions in which the pupils wrote in the answers to short
questions. Typically, the answers involved filling in the appropriate words,
phrases or definitions. Thus, the variety of teaching methods was quite limited
with the vast amount of time spent explaining theory (estimated at around 90%
from analysis of classroom videos). Since the student teachers tended to follow
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their lesson plans very closely, these strategies are also reflected in the
analysis of the content of the lesson plans.

Fischler (1999) found that a similar pattern emerged from analysis of his data
and refers to it in terms of "principles related to nature of presentation"
(p. 184). He found that 75% of the student teachers spoke about their failed
attempts to motivate pupils by using such limited teaching techniques. He
_

quotes one of his student teachers talking about the difficulties encountered in
teaching problem solving to the pupils:
"Presenting a problem to the students [pupils] was not successful
because they are not willing to think about physics problems".
(Fischler, 1999 p. 187)
Fischler attributes this to the "narrow limits" (p.187) of the teaching strategies
adopted by the student teachers.
(d) Simulations and models
Observation of teaching practice revealed that simulations were used by only
two student teachers (16.6%) in their lessons. This was also reflected in the
lesson plans.

The only type of simulation used was role-play. For example, Ciara used this
when explaining about the structure of atoms with pupils acting out parts as
protons, neutrons and electrons:
TK What did you feel was good about the lesson, Ciara?
SOD I thought that the little demonstration at the beginning with the
three girls, running around.
DK A sort of role play.
SOD Yes, it got them moving a little bit. I liked that
...........
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Definitely the activity. As I said the activity at the beginning was good
but more of that.
DK More role play?
SOD More role play or even more of them figuring things out in the
worksheet."
Jessica also used simulations when explaining to a group of 12-year-old pupils
what happens (in terms of the particulate nature of matter) when ice melts.
"And then getting them to do a role model as well for them to act
as a solid, they stuck together and then I got them to separate
apart a bit. And then another girl that was interested in hockey
and sports, I got her to act it out as well so I thought that was
useful, to involve them all."
Similar findings are reported by Borko et al (1992) when they compared the
classroom practice of novice teachers and expert teachers. There was a distinct
lack of variety of classroom activities in the lessons on the novice teachers:
"All the novices engaged in planning that was much more
detailed and time-consuming than the experts' planning. None
incorporated into lessons the variety of activity types utilised by
the experts"
(Borko, et al., 1992 p. 62)
Only one student in this study used a home-made model when teaching
a difficult topic. Cian used a home made balance in the teaching of
balancing chemical reactions. He was questioned about this in the
interview.
"DK You had an interesting piece of apparatus which was a
sort of an elementary type of balance. You had a piece of stick
and a basket on either side into which you could put various items.
PC If I was doing it again I would come in a few days beforehand
and make sure that the thing balances perfectly.
DK Why did you use that piece of apparatus, what gave you
that idea?
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PC I actually saw a diagram in the book. When people see things
in the book it actually pushes their understanding to an extent
but I thought if I could actually show them in real life something
balancing, what's on one side has to be equal to what's on the
other side. I said to myself that it would push their understanding
further again as they would actually see that it's happening. "
The use of models and analogies in devising effective scientific explanationsfor
the classroom is discussed by Treagust and Harrison (1999). In this paper they
stress the importance of science teachers knowing how to effectively use
analogies and models in the classroom. This is because pupils do not have a
command of the correct scientific terms and have limited science experiences to
call upon. The problem of student teachers making poor use of simulations and
models in the classroom when discussing scientific concepts has been well
documented by a number of authors (Taber and Watts, 1996; Treagust,
Harrison and Venville, 1998). Treagust and Harrison (1999) argue that only
expert teachers "use imaginative and expressive devices to make sense of
abstract, difficult and non-observable science concepts.... in so doing, providing
explanations that accommodate the explainer, the audience, the content and
the context". (p. 34).

(e) Analogy
In the baseline questionnaire, the use of analogy in teaching was not indicated
by any student as being important. However, the classroom observation data
I
shows that in practice one sixth of student teachers used analogies to assist
with their teaching. It is clear from the baseline interview data that the student
teachers who used analogies in their teaching were quite enthusiastic about the
important role that analogies play in teaching. Fiona spoke in a very animated
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way about her idea of using the formation of a soccer team to explain Plectronic
configurationto a class of 15 year old pupils.
"Because the formation or electronic configuration that has 2,8,8, or
whatever and I said if there is any way that I could explain it in
terms of an everyday situation. And then soccer came into my mind
where you would hear on television where the manager tonight is
going for a 4,4,2 formation or whatever. I know that most of them
are into premier leagues teams like Man United and all these - and
those who wouldn't would know it from GAA or basketball. You
would always have your backs, mid fields and forwards so I though
that might be the best way to explain it and put it in everyday setting
because they tend to learn better from an everyday situation cause
they are a mixed ability class."
Although the above explanations and analogies may appear perfectly
acceptable, Harrison and Treagust (1999) caution that "an explanation's viability
is determined by its context". They give an example of a Year 8 class
discussing kinetic theory being told that "air molecules are like tiny elastic balls
that continually move around in a random fashion and bounce off each other
in terms of tiny elastic
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container".
explanation
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balls may be acceptable for Year 8, this explanation would be classified as
incorrect when the structure of atoms and molecules is covered in a Year 11
chemistry class. In other words, the topic, the context and the age of the pupils
must be taken into account and the viability of the explanation depends on
whether the concept is central or peripheral to the topic. In Year 11 chemistry,
describing molecules as "tiny elastic balls" could be tolerated as a supporting
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(0 Terminology
Evidence from the semi-structured interviews indicated that terminology was a

problem area in the teaching of the topic. In fact, two thirds of student teachers
interviewed indicated that terminology in science was a difficult area.
"DK So, having taught the lesson, what would you say were
the main problem areas encountered by the students?
AC Well, I think the terminology is a big problem, the main one.
I think they understand some things dissolve and other
things don't dissolve. I think they can understand that all
right. But, I think that with a lot of the topics we would be
studying, terminology would be a big problem for them.
I don't know in some cases is it absolutely necessary,
and in other cases, not absolutely necessary for them.
I know when we were doing the seven characteristics of
life we have terrible trouble with terms like excretion,
respiration, - those long big words are off-putting for them."
"MS: I knew they'd find the whole idea of trying to introduce
the words to them, the solute and the solvent and the solution,
I figured that that would be the most difficult part.

When asked about what the student teachers thought would be the
difficult part of the lesson, all of the student teachers referred to the
problems posed by the terminology when explaining various concepts to
the pupils. Observation of student teachers during their teaching revealed
that student teachers spent a lot of time concentrating on definitions and
terminology. Aishling gave a detailed explanation of the problems she
encountered teaching the concept of dissolving to a class of twelve year
old pupils:
"I knew they'd find the whole idea of trying to introduce the
I
the
the
the
to
them,
and
solution,
solvent
solute
and
words
Isuppose
figured that that would be the most difficult part
. .......
firstly from a simple point of view the words are very alike, I can
see how you'd get mixed up with them if you weren't very clear
about them in your own mind and I suppose for them it's putting
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fancy words on things they already know, they'd say that's the
thing you dissolve instead of saying the solute, so maybe that's
why............. They might know in their head, and think well
that's the thing you use to dissolve but they still can't...., I don't
know is it a thing of memory or a problem with associating the
correct name with it. Even after what we did in class, it still had
not sunk in."
In teaching electrochemistryto a group of 15 year old girls, Tara commented
that she thought the terminology was a big problem and felt she should have
tried to solve this problem before going on to the more difficult concept of the
mobility of ions.
"DK. So do you think the terminology is a big problem?
AB Yes, I should have introduced the terms earlier, but I did not.
I left out the definitions and the movement of ions caused
problems, they did not know what I meant by ions. I just said that
they conducted electricity and left it at that."
Definitionswere always presented to the class as a fait accompli. There was
little effort by the teacher to build up the definition from the pupils' own
observations and thoughts

6.4.2 Classroom climate
In the research study carried out by Brown and McIntyre (1993) one of the
characteristicswhich teachers and pupils associated with good teaching was
the creation of a relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere in the classroom and a
sense of order in the classroom. One of the main areas around which their
theoretical framework was constructed was the normal and desirable patterns of
classroom activity. This "Normal Desirable State of Pupil Activity" fell into two
categories: in one category the teacher is interacting*with the whole class; in the
second category the pupils are working independently on various tasks.
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Fischler (1999) in developing his framework to analyse the actions of the
student teachers in his study, also emphasises the importance of classroom
climate and uses the term "principles referring to classroom climate" to describe
the atmosphere "in which students (pupils) are willing to express and discuss

their ideas" (p. 173). He points out that teacher behaviour in the classroom has
a crucial role in the creation of this positive classroom climate especially in
terms of fairness in dealing with pupils, informality, creation of a friendly and

informalclimate:
"Student teachers are convinced that a positive classroom climate
contributes to successful processes of teaching and learning and that
the teacher's behaviour is crucial in creating this climate. Examples:
creating a friendly classroom climate, dealing with students in an
informal way, being fair and just in dealing with students".
(Fischler, 1999 p.184)
In the present research study, the aspect of classroom climate was also given a
high rating by the student teachers. When student teacher were asked in the
baseline questionnaire to write down what they needed to do in order to bring
about effective learning, the following were the main areas highlighted to create
a good classroom atmosphere:
(a) Teacher enthusiasm
Teacher enthusiasm was cited by one third of student teachers as being
important. Typical comments were:
"Show enthusiasm yourself and this will motivate students."
Ciara
and
-Karen
The enthusiasm of the student teachers was very obvious from the lesson
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from
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spoke about their lessons in the baseline interviews.
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"Also, when I was demonstrating things, I think I'd also be better
asking for volunteers -I think it is a better approach and gets them
more enthusiastic about it" - Aishling
"I've done two great lessons where I've explained it and they they've
done a solubility test and that's the secret to that class" - Ciara.
(b) Encourage Pupil Opinion

Encouragementof pupil opinion was cited by six out of twelve student teachers
as playing an important part in bringing about effective learning.
"Encourage students to put forward their opinions on a topic before
you tell them about it."- Leah, Maria and Bryan.
"Create fun where possible. Encourage student's views."
Jessica
and
-Bridget
Although this aspect of teaching was rated highly by half of the student
teachers, in practice over 80% of the lessons observed showed little attempt to
encourage pupil opinion. A similar finding was reported by Borko et al. (1992)
when reporting on the classroom practice of the novice teachers in the study.
"Steve spent very little time interacting with the whole class. For more
than 40 per cent of class time, students worked independently at their
desks
When Steve did work with the class as a whole, he typically
......
had students work problems independently and then asked one
student to explain what he or she had done. Usually only the student
explaining the problem and a very few others attended to the
discussion
it was almost like a private conversation between the
......
student and the teacher"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 65).
(c) Strict but fair discipline.
In the baseline questionnaire strict but fair discipline was cited by 25% of
student teachers as being important for classroom climate. Typical comments

were:
"Get them to respect you and listen to you so you don't have to
keep repeating yourself - Ellen and Claire.
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"Treating students with respect and also listening to them....
Strict but fair discipline (being consistent)" -Tina and Ciaran.
In general, the classroom observation data clearly shows that the classroom
atmosphere was well organised and pupils well behaved and attentive. A
common strategy used by the student teachers to assist in the managementof
the pupils was the use of worksheets. Oisin taught in a large school in a
disadvantaged area and worked hard at classroom management when teaching
atomic structure to a group of 14 year old pupils
I felt that with the worksheet they are all going to be doing
questions whereas if I go around and ask just one young fellow,
the others in the class might not be listening but with the
worksheet in front of them, they would have to write it down and
think about it for themselves."
Although Tara was not happy with the worksheet she had prepared, she felt that
the worksheet prevented the pupils being distracted and helped them to learn
the terminology.
"I was not happy with the worksheet. I thought it was fairly boring,
but I didn't want them to be fidgeting with their books, I just wanted
to hand them out something quick to see if they had understood the
terminology and the difference between solutes and

solvents...........
Ciaran realised that the practical class on the extraction of indicator from red
cabbage was a bit chaotic with too much pupil movement around the laboratory
in an attempt to get the items of apparatus and chemicals together and set up
the experiment.
"I probably would begin to train the students to set up the apparatus
if it's simple enough or not too dangerous. And building a kind of
routine to the classroom in future so that I say, 'Right folks the
apparatus is here, I want you to collect one of these apiece, bring
them down and set them up as per the diagram in the notes I gave
you or on the projector and basically over a period of time get them
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into the idea that they're the people who do the work, not myself or
the technician or whatever."
It is worth mentioning that although discipline is usually one of the major
problems encountered by students teachers, no discipline problems were noted
in any of the lessons observed. In fact, Molly was the only one to mention a
discipline problem in a lesson on the expansion of gases given to a class of
twelve year pupils. It would be unusual to find discipline problems in the 12 - 13
year old age group in schools in Ireland.
"There was only one thing that happened in the lesson that I should
have nipped in the bud. There were a few fellows playing with the
empty bottles and trying to warm them up while I was still talking. I
corrected them but I should have just swiped the bottles there and
then."
In the analysis of the interview data, a minority (33%) of the student teachers
commented on their concern for maintenance of discipline during the lesson. In
addition, in the reflections that student teachers are required to write on each
lesson, the comments show a general satisfaction with the classroom climate.
In the majority (90%) of the lessons observed, no discipline problems were
encountered by the student teacher.

6.4.3 Links to everyday life
When student teachers were asked in the baseline questionnaire to write down
what they though teachers need to do in order to bring about effective learning
in science, the majority of them (83%) felt that giving everyday examples was
important.
"Relating science to everyday life to generate more interest"
Judith
and
-Stephanie,
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"Relating science to real life, where the pupils can
associate with it" - Eamonn and Oisin
"Relate topic to everyday life. (Why they are learning the topic.)"
Ciara
and
-Karen
"Introduce topic by general conversation about everyday events
that arise and are similar to the topic." -Lisa and Cian
In an analysis of the classroom observation data, two thirds of student teachers
used everyday applications during their teaching and this was mirrored in the
lesson plan data.

In the follow up interview data, these student teachers were questioned about
the use of everyday examples. All of the student teachers who used everyday
examples in their teaching felt that their use was an important element in the
lesson.
I used that because it was something that they would be familiar
with, I thought it's even written on the bottle, 'dilute to taste' or
Iconcentrated orange drink', I suppose to make it more relevant to
their everyday lives really" - Aishling
.

"I tried to look for everyday examples and I went to the Resource
Centre then first and got a few books out - Osbornes, I found that
book good, science encyclopaedia and these two books and I took
two of them. Then I used your own textbook, [Title of book 1] and
then [Title of book 2] and [Title of book 3] as well. I took a few
coloured pictures from books and I enlarged them" -Jessica
'The main thing I tried to do was to bring in the different teaching
aids such as the iron and sulfur for the mixture and then for the
solute and solvent and solution I just brought in everyday things
such as tea and coffee and salt. We had these cards on the board
and we put the different things under the different headings.'
Aishling.
A similar observation was made by Fischler (1999) who found that the
student teachers in his study placed a high priority on the use of everyday
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examples in their teaching. In his data analysis (p. 184) he summarised
this area under the heading of "content related principles" which he
explained in terms of the student teachers using everyday examples to
give the pupils a greater insight and understanding of physics:

"Student-teachers regard the selection of content, which is
applicable in everyday life and therefore interesting to
students, as a means of giving students insights into the
various fields for the application of physics and to make them
interested in understanding the physics basis of these
applications".
(Fischler, 1999 p.184)
6.5 View of Science Teaching. View of how to teach particular science

topics
The view of science teaching shown by the student teachers will be discussed
under the categories that have arisen from the theoretical frameworks
discussed in Chapter 3.
6.5.1 Exploring Pupils' Ideas and Understanding
Observation of the lessons conducted by student teachers indicates that there
is considerable emphasis on the teacher talking and pupils listening. In addition
there is poor questioning of pupils to ascertain their level of understandingof
the topic. Any questioning that takes place emphasises the recall of previouslylearned material. Analysis of the baseline classroom observation data indicates
that the student teachers did not tend to ask open-ended questions that would
encourage more discussion with pupils, but rather asked closed questions with
short, factual answers. Questioning tended to be used to revise material already
covered by the teacher and there was little provision for questioning to
encourage pupils' ideas and understandings or discussing pupils' ideas (only
one student teacher was observed doing this). Analysis of the baseline
interview data and baseline lesson plan data showed that only one student
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teacher mentioned the fact that she tried to find out the prior knowledge of her
pupils about the topic being taught.
SIDI asked the kids had they heard of the word "atom", ever before I did
that topic, so at least then I knew where they were coming from as well
and then just filled out a little questionnaire. I got this idea from the
chemistry teacher in the school.
Analysis of the baseline lesson plans shows that the above student teacher was
the only one to incorporate any discussion of prior knowledge into her planning
of the lesson.
Similar findings were reported by Fischler (1999) who found that the student
teachers in his study felt restricted by the "scientific orientation of the syllabus"
and were unable to go beyond the content of the syllabus to explore pupils'
ideas and understanding:
"However, student-teachers themselves selected topics which
were oriented towards the scientific body of knowledge because
these topics gave them a certain self-confidence during teaching
which they would not have had with everyday and technical
[technological]topics which they did not encounter in teacher
education"
(Fischler, 1999 p. 189)
A similar point is made by Borko et al (1992) when discussing the fact that the
student teachers in their research study concentrated almost exclusively on the
scientific content of the lessons and neglected to explore pupils' ideas and
understanding or to encourage the pupils to make their ideas explicit.
"Despite her lack of experience and knowledge, Shari was
determined to conduct smoothly running class sessions. To do so,
she planned extensively. For the frog dissection unit, the
preparation of procedural guidelines, activity sheets, overhead
transparencies and quizzes comprised a large portion of her
planning time and effort."
(Borko et al, 1992 p. 63).
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Borko et al. (1992) also point out how one student teacher "thought through
details of procedures and classroom management strategies" (p. 63) and
became engrossed with classroom management to the detriment of a more
holistic view of science teaching:
"For cleanup, I'm going to discuss that at the beginning of the
class. We're going to stop earlier than I did yesterdAy, because I
think that I was rushed at the end. So I'm going to stop a little bit
earlier, give more specific directions on cleanup. Like 'This side,
one side of the room, all right, you guys can start with this table,
working back towards the end, two at a time at the sink. When they
come back, you can go'. That kind of thing, much more clear
directions on the cleanup and washing hands and that kind of
thing".
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 63 - 64)
6.5.2 Relevant strategies for teaching particular topics
In general, it was found that the teaching strategies used by the student
teachers were confined to those found in the textbooks. The strategies for
teaching particular topics are now examined under the headings discussed in
the framework: (a) everyday examples, (b) practical work, (c) recognition of
pupil difficulties, (d) content versus understanding and (e) analogy.

(a) Everyday examples
One relevant strategy in common use by the student teachers for teaching
particular topics was the use of everyday examples. From the baseline
questionnaire data, the majority of student teachers (83%) indicated that the
use of everyday examples is an important aspect of science teaching. Even
though not all topics were easily associated with everyday examples (e.g.
writing chemical formulas, explaining ionic and covalent bonding, etc), as
mentioned in the previous section, two thirds of student teachers used everyday
importance
lessons.
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of everyday examples was also
examples
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stressed by the student teachers in the baseline interview data (already
discussed in the previous section).

A similar finding is noted by Fischler (1999) who, when discussing "Content
related principles", points out that the student-teachers in his study tried to
select content that is applicable to everyday life in the hope that this would
interest the pupils:
"Student teachers regard the selection of content, which is
applicable in everyday life and therefore interesting to students, as
a means of giving students insights into the various fields for the
application of physics and to make them interested in
understandingthe physics basis of these applications."
(Fischler, 1999 p. 184)

A similar finding was made by-Borko et al (1992) when analysing the
patterns in "Expert's Science Teaching". For example, one of the
teachers interviewed by them stressed that the instruction must be
related to students' everyday experiences:
I always try to think of some way that what we are studying is
related to their lives and how fun it's too ........... And so I usually try
to introduce things so that they can see that there's some meaning
in their lives."
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 55)
(b) Practical work
From the analysis of the baseline questionnaire data and baseline interview
data, it is clear that the student teachers recognised the benefits of practical
work. In the baseline questionnaire data, the majority of student teachers (75%)
listed practical work as an important factor in science lessons. This emphasis
on practical work was also apparent in the interview baseline data. Tara was
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very enthusiastic about practical work when asked about the class she gave on
electrochemistry.
TK You brought a lot of practical work, a lot of demonstrations into
the lesson even though it was only a forty-minute lesson. Was that
deliberate on your part?
Tara Yes, I can remember when I learned electrochemistry, I never
knew how the Activity Series was all linked up. Seeing things in
practice, it reinforces the ideas, and showing things brings it to life
but you could not do this for every lesson.
DK. So do you feel they may not remember the underlying theory in
your demonstration, but at least they will remember your
demonstration?
Yes, and hopefully they will remember the order the metals went in
the Activity Series."
Three quarters of student teachers indicated in the baseline questionnairedata
that practical work was an important aspect of science teaching. However,
analysis of the classroom observation data showed that a smaller number of
student teachers (25%) included practical activities for pupils in the lesson.
Analysis of the lesson plan data shows that only one sixth of student teachers
had planned practical work as part of their lesson plans.

The student teachers who were observed using practical work in their lesson
plans were clearly enthusiastic about it in the follow-up interviews. For example,
when one student teacher was asked what he thought was good about the
lesson he gave on chemical changes to a group of twelve year old pupils, he
immediately referred to the practical demonstration of iron filings reacting with

sulfur.
"For a start
the experiment. Like they go into Maths, into
. ......
Geography and they go into English and they are listening, or
writing or reading, like science can attract them you are always
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trying to attract them to it by doing an experiment for most of the
class there, very different - any person would be attracted to it."
Oisin
-

In practise student teachers were more likely to use teacher demonstrations in
their teaching. Slightly more than half (60%) were observed using
demonstrations of practical work in their teaching. In Ireland there is no
provision for technical assistance in the majority of school laboratories and this
acts as a barrier to practical work in many schools. Another general observation
is that during practical work, the level of laboratory organisation needs to be
improved - the lack of a school mentoring system to assist student teachers in
this regard was very apparent.

Field trips were identified by one sixth of student teachers as being important in
science teaching but none were observed in practice.

Fischler (1999) also found that practical work was under-utilised by the student
teachers involved in his research. He found that the student teachers felt that
there was not sufficient reward (in terms of examination results) from the
practical work carried out. He discusses this in terms of the need for the student
teachers to take a wider view of the advantages of practical work.
"Student teachers judgements about the influence of students'
laboratory work changes during teaching practice. The impression
that the learning outcomes are not sufficient with regard to the effort,
in
focusing
from
an
under-achievement
on
stud
ent-teachers;
results
students 'testable knowledge'. A widening of perspectives towards
other functions for students' laboratory work would allow for
cognitive achievements in a more realistic manner and would turn
the student-teacher's attention to other teaching goals associated
independent
Experimental
laboratory
skills,
planning,
work.
with
conducting and evaluating experiments, and the ability to work co264

operatively in groups are goals worthy of a teacher's energy and
efforts"
(Fischler 1999, p. 192)
Finally, he recommendsthat "the preparation and design of laboratory work
related to these aspects should therefore be increasingly a part of teacher
education" (Fischler, 1999 p. 193).

(c) Recognition of pupil difficulties.
In the baseline interview data, one sixth of the student teachers indicated that
the recognition of pupils' difficulties was an important strategy that teachers
need to use to bring about effective learning in science. However, it is clear
from the interview data that there was a lack of recognition among the student
teachers of the problem persisting beyond the lesson. It was very obvious from
the interviews that the student teachers felt that, once the topic was well
covered by them in class, they were happy that pupils understood the concepts
covered. When Stephanie was asked about a class on the particulate nature of
matter that she gave to a group of twelve year old pupils, she was quite
confident that she had managed to overcome the difficulties experienced by the'
pupils.
DK You obviously had some idea that the students would find the
whole topic quite difficult and then you taught the topic. Having
taught the topic, do you think the difficulties that you perceived them
to have are still there or do you think that you managed to get
around them?
GD I think I managed to get around them. I asked them afterwards
and they seemed to enjoy the class, number one and number two I
thought they had a fair idea of the material. As well, they really
enjoyed the ball and ring experiment - that solids expanded even
though it didn't work out too well.
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Cian was also quite confident that the class he gave on chemical formulas and
bonding to a 14 year old class went well and that the pupils understood the
concepts.
I really wanted to push the atoms and the bonding together at the
start. I thought it might have taken them a bit longer to grasp that
but they got that straight away
I thought they got the
.............
formulas fairly OK".
Molly taught a class on the particulate nature of matter to a group of twelve-year
old pupils. Although a very dynamic and hard-working student teacher, she was
happy that the concept of the particular nature of matter as applied to gases did
not cause a problem.
"I think they all had a fair idea of a solid by looking at its properties
and by looking at a liquid, its properties. Now maybe not by looking
at a gas, but they know all that, it's taken for granted anyway so
they would know the reason why they've got these properties."
Killian taught a class on acids, bases and indicators to a group of 14 year old
pupils. It was clear from his replies that he believed there were no conceptual
problems encountered by the pupils in this lesson.
"I think, there's no real conceptual problems, you boil up the leaf
and see the colours coming out, there's no real problem and
because they had done a bit about litmus and colour changes with
acids and bases, I wouldn't have expected too many problems
with understanding."
This lack of recognition of the fact that pupils' problems in understanding may
persist beyond the lesson was noted in all of the interviews carried out. Not one
of the student teachers felt that the difficulties that the pupils had persisted
beyond the lesson. In addition, an analysis of the baseline observation data
showed that only a minority of student teachers (16%) displayed any recognition
of pupil difficulties in their teaching.
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This problem is discussed by Peterson and Treagust (1995) in terms of the
limited pedagogical reasoning of student teachers. The lack of recognition
among the student teachers of the persistence of pupils' difficulties may be
by
developed
the
reasoning
explained using
six-stage model of pedagogical
Wilson, Shulman and Richert (1987). This model is discussed in detail by
Peterson and Treagust who found that only two of the student teachers in their
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model of pedagogical reasoning, Table 6.2.
1. Comprehension
2. Transformation

3. Instruction

4. Evaluation
5. Reflection
6. New Comprehension

Teacher understanding of the ideas to be taught
and the educational purposes of the topic/subject
Comprehended ideas are transformed by the
teacher for use in a particular classroom setting.
This includes critical interpretation of text
ideas,
identifying
of
representing
ways
materials,
selecting appropriate teaching methods,
adapting and tailoring ideas to the particular
class group.
The act of teaching. This includes organising and
managing the class and students, presenting
clear explanations, interacting with students,
questioning and evaluating.
This includes both the evaluation of student
learning and the teachers own teaching
performance, materials employed, etc.
The review of the events and accomplishments
that occurred during the lesson.
New understanding of subjects, learners,
purposes and pedagogy through the process of
teaching.

Table 6.2 Six stages of a model of pedagogical
and Treagust 1995, p. 292)

reasoning (from Peterson

Peterson and Treagust (1995) summarised the type of problem discussed
above as follows:
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"it was evident from the interviews with the seven pre-service
teachers at the beginning of the unit that they only discussed the
comprehension and transformation stage of the pedagogical reasoning process and indicated a teacher-centred approach in
discussing the planning of lessons."
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 304).
In other words, the pedagogical reasoning ability of the student teachers
had not progressed beyond the first two stages in Table 6.2
(d) Content versus understanding
Content versus understandingwas another theme that rose to a prominent
position in the analysis of the interview data. This theme came across most
strongly in the interviews due to the emphasis placed by the student teachers
on covering the content of the course. For example, Aishling taught a class on
solutions in chemistry to twelve-year-old pupils and most of the time was spent
on terminology rather than on discussing the actual concept with the pupils.
"The first thing I wanted them to know was what a solution was,
when you get a substance and you dissolve it in something else,
that that's what a solution was. Then I wanted them to be aware of
the difference between a solute, solvent and a solution, just for
them to know exactly what the words meant. Then following on
from that the idea of something being dilute or concentrated, a
type of solution and soluble and insoluble."
Jessica gave a class on the particulate nature of matter to twelve-year-old
pupils and spent the majority of time defining terms like matter, diffusion, etc.
and giving an abundance of examples but never discussed the actual idea of
small particles with the class. No attempt was made to give a mental picture of
the particulate nature of matter.
'What was matter first of all and not just the definition of matter but
to get an idea of what is matter in the world around them ........ and
then I went on to what were the three states of matter. I brought in
then what were they - examples of solids, liquids and gases and to
show them then what all this meant, what a definite shape meant or
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what a definite volume meant by using pictures and things like that,
everyday items....."
The classroom observation data clearly shows that of the twelve student
teachers whose lessons were observed, seven of them (58%) had a clear
emphasis on covering content to the detriment of understanding. These student
teachers tended to present material without sufficient discussion or questioning
or probing to determine levels of understanding.

When the question of "Content versus understanding" was raised in the
interviews, a quarter of the student teachers agreed that the emphasis must be
on content in order to get the course covered and meet the targets of number of
chapters of the textbook laid down for them by the school. A clear message
emerged of student teachers having to adopt a very fast teaching pace with
emphasis appearing to be on coverage rather than on depth of understanding.
The examination system appears to have a major influence on the range and
depth of treatment of various parts of the lessons.

A similar observation was reported by Fischler (1999) who found that the
student teachers felt restricted by both the syllabus content and the instructions
from the mentors. This resulted in the student teachers being dissatisfied with
their success in showing the links between physics and everyday life. In
addition, the student teachers felt that they were interacting with the pupils to a
far greater extent than those observing the lessons felt was the case:
"Content was the only aspect that they [the student teachers]
perceived as restrictive as a result of both their mentor's directions
and the syllabus. Therefore, the goal of demonstrating to the
students the connection between physics and everyday life was
[pupils]
Therefore,
they
perceived
students'
not achieved .........
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behaviour as reactions to their decisions that they themselves
regarded as being much more student oriented than they were
perceived to be by the observers, e. g. the mentor and the coaching
professor. "
(Fischler, 1999 p. 186 - 187)

(e) Analogy
An analysis of the baseline observation data showed that a minority (16.6%) of
student teachers used some form of analogy in teaching a particular topic in
science. In the baseline interview data, all student teachers referred to the
positive aspects of using analogies in science teaching but an analysis of the
lesson plans showed that only this small minority of student teachers used
analogies when making out the lesson. The example of Fiona using the
analogy of the formation of a soccer team to explain electronic configurationhas
already been quoted. The only other example of analogy used in the baseline
study was that of a home-made balance made by Cian when comparingthe
balancing of equations to the balancing of weights using an ordinary balance.

The use of analogies in teaching was highlighted by Shulman (1986) who used
this idea in defining the concept of pedagogical content knowledge:
"Within the category of pedagogical content knowledge I include,
for the most regularly taught topics in one's subject area, the
most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most
powerful analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations and
demonstrations- in a word, the ways of representing and
formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others".
(Shulman, 1986 p. 9)
When Wilson, Shulman and Richert (1987) monitored a group of student
teachers through their professional training and into their first year of teaching,
they focussed on how the subject matter knowledge of these student teachers
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was translated into classroom practice. The concept of pedagogical content
knowledge was used to follow the extent of growth of professional competence
of the student teachers and hence to develop the theoretical framework
discussed in Chapter 3. Since analogies are, by definition, embedded into the
concept of pedagogical content knowledge, it is fair to conclude that the majority
of the baseline student teachers in the study under discussion in this thesis
would not be considered by Shulman to have developed their pedagogical
content knowledge to a satisfactory degree. This point is also made by Borko et
al. (1992) who use the idea of schemata for interpreting differences between
novice and expert teachers (as discussed in Chapter 3). They make the point
that the development of these schemata is a major part of a teacher-training
curriculum:
"Schemata for pedagogical content knowledge seem to be virtually
non-existent in novices' knowledge systems. Developing these
knowledge structures and learning pedagogical reasoning skills are
major components of learning to teach".
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 51).

The view of how to teach particular science topics was included in the
framework as it was one of the dimensions along which it was hoped to see a
change after the Intervention Package was implemented. Also, it seemed that
the student teachers might have views on how to teach particular topics based
on their own experience as pupils having studied science in school. It was of
great surprise to the researcher that little emerged from the data analysis to
indicate that the student teachers had views on how to teach particular science
topics. The only items in this area that did emerge from the data analysis was in
the interview with Jessica. This student teacher was observed teaching the
particulate nature of matter to a group of twelve year old pupils. She introduced
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the idea of matter by reminding the pupils of the story of the three little pigs that

they had encountered in primary school:
"As I just said to start it off with something basic like the three
little pigs because they used bricks, sticks and hay to build their
house so these were all examples of matter. It's just a story and
something that they could laugh at, at the start and then I went
on to what were the three states of matter."
This was the only lesson in which a student teacher demonstrated his/her own
way of approaching a topic. In all other cases, the teaching approach adopted
by the student teacher involved following what was outlined in the textbook. A
similar finding was reported by Peterson and Treagust (1995) who found that
the student teachers in their sample had a very limited input into lesson
planning in that they were either told how to teach the lesson or else taught it as
they themselves had been taught it as pupils:
"Lesson planning was either guided extensively by the supervising
teacher, or was based on views of teaching from their own
experiences. For example, Rebecca had minimal input into the
planning of her science lessons as the planning process was
directed by the supervising teacher in the school setting. 'The
teacher just told me the topic and I had to come up with the idea.
The librarian looked up the book and she just handed it to me.
Because I had a book and it explained
dispersal and everything
.....
and all I had to do was just go over it'.
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 296).
In other cases, Peterson and Treagust quote student teachers as making
comments like "The way I explained it was the way I was taught in science at
secondary school.... " (Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 296).

Similar finding are reported by Fischler (1999) who, when discussing the type of
lessons given by the student teachers, states that "they remembered the
physics lessons from their own school days that were either dominated by an
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active teacher or alternatively involved a great length of time as passive
students" (p. 185). Fischler (1999) also found that the student teachers were
hampered in their planning of lessons by the restrictions of the syllabus and the
instructions received from the teacher in charge of the class:
"As mentioned above, most of the student teachers felt restricted
by their content-related decision making that had to meet the
scientific orientation of the syllabus and their mentor but was
opposed to their own conception of good physics teaching".
(Fischler, 1999 p. 189)
The very limited views of student teachers on how to teach particular science
topics is also discussed by Borko et al (1992). They point out that the form of
thinking that includes the identification and selection of strategies for
representing key ideas in a lesson and adapting these strategies for the
learners "is unique to the profession of teaching and is relatively undeveloped in
novice teachers" (Borko et al. 1992, p. 50). They explain the problems
encountered by student teachers when teaching particular topics in terms of the
limited schemata of the student teachers compared to expert teachers:
'When compared to experts, novices showed more time-consuming
and less efficient planning, they encountered problems when
attempts to be responsive to students led them away from scripted
lesson plans.....These differences were accounted for by the
assumptions that novices' cognitive schemata, particularly their
schemata for pedagogical content knowledge, are less elaborate,
less interconnected and less easily accessible than those of experts
and that their pedagogical reasoning skills are less well-developed"
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 51).
6.6 Subject Knowledge
Wilson et al. (1987) place considerable emphasis on the importance of subject
knowledge for student teachers:
"In studying novice teachers, it is clear to us that teachers need
more than a personal understanding of the subject matter they are
expected to teach. They must also possess a specialised
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understanding of the subject matter, one that permits them to
foster understandingin most of their students."
(Wilson et al., 1987 p. 104)
They also underline the importance of subject knowledge when they state that
"teachers must have a knowledge of the subject matter that includes a personal
understanding of the content as well as knowledge of ways to communicatethat
understanding, to foster the development of subject matter knowledge in the
minds of students" (p. 110).

A common theme that arose both in the baseline observation data and the
baseline interview data was the subject knowledge of the student teachers. In
some cases, it was found that the lack of subject knowledge among the student
teachers introduced misunderstandings into lessons. For example, when
Stephanie was explaining to a group of twelve-year-old girls about the concept
of diffusion, she added a large spatula-load of potassium permanganateto a
beaker of water and gave that as an example of the purple colour diffusing
throughout the liquid. No mention was made of the particulate nature of
diffusion or the fact that it often takes a long time for particles to diffuse.
"DK You then went on to talk about the diffusion of a solid through a
liquid and you added some potassium permanganate to water.
What point were you trying to get across there?
GIDJust that diffusion in liquids is slower than a gas and you can
mix particles with the idea behind that."
Oisin, when teaching the difference between compounds and mixtures to a
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compound because it had a different mass than the sum of either the iron or the

sulfur.
"D.K. Now, you did an interesting exercise of weighing the materials
beforehand and weighing the material afterwards. What would you
hope to get across to the students using that idea?
T.C. Again, the whole idea that the substance at the end was totally
different from the two substances at the start, that most of it was not
attracted by the magnet. And to copper-fasten that to show them
that it was a totally different substance with a different weight."
In a lesson on solutions, Aishling gave a mixture of iron and sulfur as an
example of a solution and, even on questioning, appeared to unaware of the
problem.
"DK Another interesting demonstration you did was at the beginning
of the class was mixing together the iron and the sulphur. Why did
you introduce the concept of solutions using that?
MS I started off from the point of view of a mixture and said right,
you mix these two things together and they're not in any fixed
amount and that's your mixture - while a solution is a special type
of mixture except normally you have a liquid dissolving the other
substance. That's why I started off with this."
In a lesson on the topic of Acids and Bases given to a class of twelve-year-old
pupils, Killian spoke about the corrosive nature of acids and went on to state
that "bases don't burn you"I In fact, of the twelve lessons observed in the
baseline study, one quarter of them clearly indicated a lack of subject
knowledge on the part of the student teachers presenting the lesson. In each
case, incorrect explanations were given to the pupils. This is great cause for

concern.

In research carried out by Peterson and Treagust (1995) to develop
student teachers' pedagogical reasoning ability, the problems caused by
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the student teachers' lack of subject knowledge became very clear in the
interviewswith the seven student teachers.
"When I went over the notes I understood what I was going to
teach, but I found it a lot more difficult to explain to others. In
my mind it seemed clear, but when I verbalised it, I could tell
myself that it wasn't all that clear. The more I tried to clarify
points the more difficult it became."-Tanya
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 303)
Peterson and Treagust (11995)clearly realised the problem of lack of subject
knowledge among the student teachers in their study and summarised the
problem as follows:
"The preservice teachers believed their knowledge of curriculum
materials was weak and still needed to be developed..... their
knowledge of curriculum was limited to either material supplied by
the supervising teacher during their first year School Experience
program or to curriculum materials discussed as part of the first-year
science education program...... It was evident that the seven
interviewees were not aware of the extent or variety of curriculum
materials available, and had little experience in evaluating and
adapting them to particular classroom settings."
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 296)
There is ample evidence from both the literature and the data generated by this
study that, in general, student teachers realise their shortcomings in subject
knowledgewhen it comes to reflecting on their classroom practice. This is
discussed in more detail in section 6.9

6.7 Local Conditions
As discussed in Chapter 3, in the framework developed by Brown and McIntyre
"Conditions"was included as one of the four main parts of the framework.
Brown and McIntyre found that the teachers in their study were very conscious
of the circumstances in which they were working and were also conscious of the
impact of these circumstances ("Conditions") on their teaching. Brown and
McIntyre found that these Conditions had a marked effect on the standards that
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the teachers felt they could apply in maintaining their Normal Desirable State of
pupil activity or promoting progress in the classroom. In some cases standards
were lowered and in other cases enhanced. It was found that the Conditions
could lead to a variation in the teachers' actions in the classroom to achieve his
or her goals.

In a paper discussing a model of the process of curriculum development and
evaluation, Millar (2002) suggests that classroom activities (what teacher and
pupils actually do) and pupil performance (what pupils actually learn) are
influenced by a number of factors. The three factors outlined are:
1. Teachers'andpupils'views of science.
2. Teachers' and pupils'views of learning.
3. The practical and institutional context.
The end point of the process is what the pupils actually learn from a lesson or
from the programme as a whole. The same three external factors outlined
above are also influential in this final stage. Millar's paper (2002) emphasised
the effect of local conditions on the factors that influence decisions made in the
classroom
In the present research study, it was found that the local conditions were
referred to by the student teachers in the baseline questionnaire data and also
in the baseline interview data. The three areas in which local conditions were
mentioned may be classified under the headings of "Assessment", "Help from
other teachers" and "Pupil literacy".
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6.7.1 Assessment

When the student teachers in the baseline questionnaire study were asked what
they thought that teachers need to do to bring about effective learning in
science, a quarter of them indicated that a variety of assessment forms could
enhance teaching.

In the analysis of the baseline videotape data and interview data, the teaching
style adopted by all the student teachers was obviously driven by the
examination system. There was considerable emphasis on learning definitions
throughout lessons and on the importance of "getting through" the material
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6.7.2 Help from other teachers
An analysis of the baseline interview data showed that only two of the twelve
student teachers indicated that help from other teachers was an important
element in the preparation of classes.
"D.K. How did you decide that those were the two key ideas of
thelesson?
Firstly, reading up, reading through the chapter in the textbook.
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D.K. So, number one, the textbook you say guided you towards it,
was there anything else?
T. C. More importantly the other teachers in the school talked it
through with me, about what way I was going about it.
D.K. I know when they were doing the activity, we can see them
here, you use petri dishes. I like the idea of you using petri
dishes. What gave you that idea?
T. C. One of the other teachers told me".
The fact that so few student teachers received assistance from other more
experienced teachers in the school is probably due to the lack of any formal
mentoring structure in Irish second-level schools. This is not the case in other
research studies, e.g. Peterson and Treagust (1995) reported that "lesson
planning was either guided extensively by the supervising teacher or was based
on views of teaching from their own experience" (Peterson and Treagust, 1995
p. 296). Similarly, in Fischler's study (1999) he explains that the video recording
of the student teachers' lessons took place in "the presence of the mentor and
the coaching professor" (Fischler, 1999 p. 179). It is interesting to note that in
Fischlers' paper (1999), the student teachers complained that they felt that the
content of their lessons was restricted by their mentors and also by the syllabus:
"Content was the only aspect that they perceived as
restrictive as a result of both their mentor's directions and the
syllabus."
(Fischler, 1999 p. 186)
6.7.3 Type of pupils
In general, the student teachers did not refer to specific problems arising from
the types of pupils they were teaching. For example, a problem with literacy of
the pupils was only mentioned by one student teacher during the interview.
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Jessica was teaching a mixed ability class of girls and made the following
comments about this literacy.
"A lot of them can't read or their reading wouldn't be great or
their writing. In their science experiments they only write five or
six lines, more of them could write a page and a half. I don't
think a lot of them are going to go home and read the whole
chapter themselves",
The problem of literacy was not referred to in any of the other research projects
studied when building the theoretical framework for this study.

6.8 Examples of analysed data
One theme (Nature of Presentation) within the framework has been identified
as an illustrative example to demonstrate the analysis of data in chapters 6 and
7.
(I) Observation Data. As described in Chapter 4, observation data were
obtained by video recording each lesson and then by viewing this tape and
completing the form in Appendix 11(page 426). An example of one such item of
data is given in Appendix XVI (page 482). Presenting the data in this form
allowed the researcher to analyse the lesson in terms of the theoretical
framework and to "map" the various observations on to the main categories
(e.g. View of Teaching) and sub-categories of the framework (e.g. Nature of
Presentation). For example, under Nature of Presentation it was observed that
10 of the 12 student teachers (83%) used some form of AV aid in the lesson.
Hence, this information was entered in column 4 of Appendix XVII (page 484).
(This Appendix is an expanded version of Appendix IV page 428). This
procedure was repeated for each of the main headings and sub-headings so
that the data gathered were systematically mapped on to the framework.
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(ii) Interview Data. The entire interview transcript for each student was
imported into Winmax and analysed under the main headings of the theoretical
framework (e.g. View of Teaching) and sub-headings (e.g. Nature of
Presentation). Each sub-heading was further analysed under additional
individual headings identified in the analysis of the data (e.g. audio-visual aids,
group work, role play and projects). An example of an extract of one item of
interview data (Nature of presentation - AV aids) is given in Appendix XVIII
(page 485). One of the advantages of Winmax is that it gives a "running total"
of the number of entries under each category (e.g. the number of times the
student teachers commented on AV aids) in addition to what each student
teacher said. Thus the qualitative data could be represented in a quantitative
form by counting the number of comments given by the student teachers in
teachers
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(66.7%) in the baseline study commented on the AV aids that they used in the
lesson. This number was entered in the fifth column of Appendix XVIL
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relevantsections of data were then mapped against the main heading (View of
Teaching)and sub-headings (Nature of Presentation and AV aids) of the
theoreticalframework. For example, some data generated from the
questionnaireissued to the baseline students (page 433) is reproduced in
Appendix XIX (page 486). The analysis of these data is summarised on page
232. Note from this analysis that 50% of the student teachers referred to audio
visual aids in their response. This information was entered into column 3 of
Appendix XVII.
(lv) Lesson plan data. As described on page 194, each lesson plan was
analysed using the headings and sub-headings in the theoretical framework.
For example, under the heading of Nature of Presentation, evidence was looked
for in the lesson plan of reference to audio visual aids used in the lesson. A note
was made of the occurrence of these references in each lesson plan, e.g. it was
found that 10 of the 12 student teachers (83.3%) whose lessons were observed
referred to the use of AV aids in their lesson plan. Thus, this information was
entered into column 6 of Appendix XVIL

6.9 Personal reflections and other feedback
The student teachers were asked to reflect on their lessons in both the
interviews and also in writing at the end of each lesson plan. One of the
strongest themes to emerge from this self-reflection was the fact that the
student teachers realised their shortcomings in terms of their own subject
knowledge and experience of teaching. For example, when the student
teachers were asked in the baseline questionnaire to write down what they
thought teachers need to do to bring about effective learning in science, one
sixth of student teachers responded by saying that knowledge of material was
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portion (25%) of student teachers demonstrated inadequate subject knowledge
of the topic being taught. This had the effect of introducing difficulties for pupils.
For example, Stephanie was asked about a class on the particulate nature of
matter that she gave to a group of twelve-year-old pupils. (In this class she had
demonstrateddiffusion in liquids using permanganate in water by tipping a
spatula load of permanganate into a graduated cylinder filled with water). When
interviewed,she realised her mistake:
DK "I noticed that you took a fine big spoon full of permanganate
and you put the whole lot into the water".
GID"So it went very quickly then. I should only have put in a few
crystals."
When Oisin was teaching the topic of chemical changes to a group of less able
twelve-year-old boys, he tried to show that one characteristic of such a change
was a change in mass between the reactants and products. This could have
introduced difficulties for pupils.
D.K. "Now, you did an interesting exercise of weighing the
materials beforehand and weighing the material afterwards. What
would you hope to get across to the students using that idea?"
T. C. "Again, the whole idea that the substance at the end was
totally different from the two substances at the start, that most of it
was not attracted by the magnet. And to copper fasten that to show
them that it was a totally different substance with a different
weight".
Unfortunately, Oisin did not realise his mistake and his lack of knowledge of the
Law of Conservation of Matter is quite alarming.

Another source of introducing difficulties for pupils arose from the fact that, in
some cases, the student teachers used inappropriate material not directly
related to a topic. For example, when Tara was teaching electrochemistryto a
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class of 15 year old girls, whilst explaining about the potential difference
between magnesium and copper, she burned a piece of magnesium ribbon.
Although her objective was clear to the researcher, it was clear from the
response of the pupils that this demonstration created a diversion for the pupils
and caused confusion in their minds on how this was linked to the simple cell.
DK "Let's play that part of the tape again. You were using a piece
of magnesium and piece of copper. Were you trying to establish a
link between this and the electron loss when you burned
magnesium?"
AB "Yes and then the electrons flowing in the circuit. I did not want
to go into much detail about the electrons, because the pupils are
weak - it was a tough concept for them. To be honest, I was trying
to get them to understand that there was a potential difference".
As described in Chapter 4, prompts and probes were used to try to elicit more
detailed responses from the student teachers. Among the strongest points to
emerge from the interviews, was the clear realisation from the teachers of their
own shortcomings and of their lack of confidence in dealing with various
teaching topics.
Tara spoke honestly about the class she gave on electrochemistryto a group of
15-year-old girls.
it
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telling
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get
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them more. But they were a weak enough class. It was hard to
I
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............
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landed on them."
Fiona clearly realised the problems she encountered in teaching atomic
learning
for
the
environment.
active
a more
structure and
need
"I think I did a lot of chalk and talk. It was almost like a university
lecture more than a classroom situation but in saying that maybe
it was the topic that I had nothing to demonstrate with and it was
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know
if
it
just
I
don't
that or
theory
was
very much of a
class so
maybe I am just a person that likes the blackboard and likes to
talk as well."
The sense of honesty about their shortcomings was very clear to the researcher
in the interviews. Oisin taught the topic of chemical change to a group of twelveyear-old boys. One of his demonstrations involved heating a mixture of iron and
sulfur. When asked by the researcher if he though that the pupils understood
what was happening when he heated the mixture of iron and sulfur, he gave a
very honest appraisal of this part of the lesson:
"I don't know if I explained that brilliantly well, to be honest, I
was concentrating more on the results of it rather than
explaining what was happening, where I probably should have
I
talked more of what was going on but I just didn't
.............
think I would spend more time at the start talking about
it
time
know
if
I
I
don't
making
at
enough
elements again.
spent
sure they knew that this was an element, this was another one
and you cannot break.it down. I though I glanced over that point
and perhaps I should have spend more time on that".
Cian realised that he had lost the class in explaining how to balance an
equation. He tried to teach both chemical formulas and balancing of equations
in the one lesson.
"I think that I was trying to put three or four classes into the
one double class there so I'd like to do a bit of time with atoms
and just get the basics and the structure and then move onto
formulas, spend one class on formulas and then equations
separately".
In some cases the student teachers clearly realised the difficulties that pupils
having
taught
Molly,
For
having
topics.
a class on
example,
were
with certain
the particulate nature of matter to a group of twelve year old pupils, realised that
the pupils would have to think about the compressibility of a gas:
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"The whole particle idea, especially within a gas because they can
see solids and liquids but they can't see a gas. They wouldn't have
a whole lot of knowledge about gases anyway, they know the
whole thing about particles and the spaces between them. 'Why
do you know that a gas can be compressed?'. I think that would
have been a question that they'd have had to think about, they
should know now that it's by reducing the space, not the particles."
Killian taught a class on acids and bases to a group of 14 year old pupils. He
realised that despite carrying out various tests, the pupils could still be lacking a
fundamental understanding of the concept of an acid and a base.
"I think the introduction to acids and bases and the pH scale is an
area where I could see kids who can see what's happening, give
them a solution, they test it to see whether it's an acid or a base and
they understand that this is how you test it, but they're not really
understandingacids and bases per se which comes on later."
It is interesting that a greater number of student teachers expressed a
realisation of their shortcomings in the interviews (83.3%) than in the reflection
written into their lesson plans (33.3%). This may be as a result of a fear of marks
being deducted by their official supervisor or simply because in the more relaxed
interview situation they were able to reflect more deeply on the lesson without
their official supervisor being present.

In keeping with the findings in this baseline study where the student teachers
were very much aware of their own shortcomings, much of the literature on
student teachers makes reference to the limited subject knowledge and lack of
experience of the student teachers. 'For example, one of Fischler's (1999)
conclusions with regard to his research was that "only 25 per cent of the student
teachers were content with their efforts".
"Student teachers (and beginning teachers) to a large extent
attribute failure to themselves. In their opinion, increased
experience would improve the possibilities for the realisation of their
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intentions The majority of student-teachers perceived the reality
....
of physics teaching as a failure. However, they maintained their
teaching principles because they attributed their failure to the
specific conditions of the teaching practicum"
(Fischler, 1999 p. 188)
A similar finding was made by Peterson and Treagust (1995) who observed that
the student teachers readily admitted their lack of subject knowledge about

curriculummaterial:
"Mark's comment on the need for more information on
curriculum resources was typical of the responses for the
seven preservice teachers interviewed: I would like to look at
resources....1don't think many people know of all the recent
scientific [curriculum] resources'."
(Peterson and Treagust, 1999 p. 296)
Also, Peterson and Treagust (1995) report the problems encountered by the
student teachers when explaining concepts:
"Explainingthe ideas was difficult and so was encouraging a
clear understandingof the concept. Further clarification was
needed than what I was able to provide"- Jane
(Peterson and Treagust, 1999 p. 303)
It is worth noting that only one student teacher in this research project
mentioned the fact that she tried to find out the prior knowledge of her pupils
about the topic being taught. Ciara was teaching atomic structure to a group of
13-year-old pupils and obtained assistance from one of the full time teachers in
the school. (This full-time teacher was a part-time student at University College
Cork undertaking a masters degree in science education).

When writing about the shortcomings of student teachers Treagust and
Harrison (1999) point to the fact that student teachers have a major problem
with regard to expert teacher knowledge:
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"Beginning teachers often despair of achieving expert teacher
knowledge and although many expert teachers cannot explain their
expertise, researchers have identified and described expertise in
various case studies (e.g. Shulman, 1987, Tobin and Fraser
1999).This kind of knowledge, referred to as pedagogical content
knowledge (Shulman, 1986,1987), appears to fulfil all the criteria of
expert knowledge because it transcends both subject content and
pedagogical knowledge and it is consistently and innovatively used
to solve classroom learning problems".
(Treagust and Harrison, 1999 p 36)
A similar finding was made in the research project carried out by Borko et al.
(1992). In this study an analysis of patterns of science instruction by expert and
student teachers was undertaken. The research was carried out by means of
classroom observation and semi-structured interviews with six student teachers.
Some remarkable similarities in terms of the student teachers' reflections are
apparent in the Borko et al. research and the research being discussed in this
thesis. For example, in the Borko et al. study, the student teachers in the
interviews commented on the weaknesses in their own teaching and attributed
these to a lack of knowledge and expedence.
"I'm very weak in knowing how much kids can handle, just
because I don't have any experience with these kids. I
mean.... as far as the amount of content... how much detail to go
into these things, am I going way over their head whatcan
....
you expect of them?" - Shari
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 63)
The same student teacher found difficulty with pacing the lesson and
anticipating how long it would take her to cover various activities in the

classroom.
"I have no idea, I've never done this at this age before How do I
...
know how long this is going to take them to get through this unless
I've done it before?" - Shari
(Borko et al., l 992 p. 63)
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A similar finding was made by Russell and Bullock (1999). In an attempt to help
student teachers discover their own professional craft knowledge as teachers,
Russell and Bullock (1999) carried out a research study to chart the progress of
Bullock who was a student teacher on Russell's course on the methodology of
teaching physics. In keeping with the observations made in the study carried out
with the group of student teachers involved in the baseline study, Bullock
realised the importance of gaining teaching experience as he charted his own
progress through the course and points to the difficulty he had with trying to
identify what was good about his teaching:
'When I return (to teaching) in January, 1,like everyone else, will
be learning from experience and consolidating ideas for four
months. But what I find exciting is the notion that I get to go back
to Waterloo and apply what I've learned about teaching to my own
learning....As a student-teacher, I found positive reinforcement
very beneficial to my professional development. Although I usually
knew when I could have improved things in my lesson, I often
found it hard to identify things that I did well"
In the exchange of e-mails between tutor and student teacher (Russell and
Bullock 1999), one of the main problems encountered by the student teacher
the
teacher
by
the
lack
the
need of
and
student
was
of confidence possessed
support and encouragement from the tutor.
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class.
route was
with
for me to have the support both from and excellent associate
teacher and from a faculty member"
One of the interesting facets of the Russell and Bullock study (1999) was the
fact that the tutor provided an enormous amount of support to the individual
student teacher on a one-to-one basis every day. Thus, advice and support
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were dispensed via e-mail, lesson by lesson, as problems were encountered by
the student teacher. Whilst, this is possible for the purposes of a research
study, it would be very difficult to continue this level of support to an entire class
of student teachers participating in a science methodology programme. The
words of encouragementfrom the tutor to the student teacher are most
impressive.
"You were nervous and that struck you as odd. That's what jumped
off the page at me, along with the incredibly creative teaching
materials you provided for the class. We so easily think that
something is wrong when we are nervous. But isn't it all the
anticipation of the unknown? ... Welcome to the human race! (I give
you credit for recording the nervousness here..) I think being
nervous in a situation like this is incredibly positive and important.
There 'would be something wrong if you weren't nervous"
Without doubt, the realisation among the student teachers of their own
shortcomings is one of the strongest themes to emerge from the analysis of the
baseline data. This theme has an equally strong resonance throughout the
educational literature in this area of research.
6.10 Other observations
If one takes an overall view of the data analysis, it is clear that there are some
strong consistencies between what the student teachers say in the
questionnaires and interviews and also carry out in the classroom. For example,
when giving their opinion on their view of teaching, the use of audio-visual aids
and everyday examples is consistently high in all the data analysed. Similarly,
when discussing their views of science teaching, there is strong agreement on
the importance of practical work in both interview data and questionnaire data.
However, there are also some major inconsistencies between what the student
teachers say in the questionnaires and interviews and actually carry out in the
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classroom. For example, in the baseline questionnaire data, almost all (92%) of
the student teachers rate pupil participation as being important to bringing about
effective learning in science. However, it is clear from an analysis of the
classroom observation data that there is pupil involvement in only about half of
the lessons. Similarly, in responses to the baseline questionnaire, 50% of the

student teachers mentioned the need to encourage pupil opinion. In fact, it is
clear from the baseline observation data that encouragement of pupil opinion
was observed in only a minority (8.3%) of classes. This type of inconsistency is
also reported by Haney and McArthur (2002) and in research carried out by
Fischler (1999):
"For many student-teachers;and beginning teachers who, prior to
their teaching, have stated conceptions that are closely related to
learning processes, this turning to decisions stressing students'
actions means a gulf between their instructional intentions and their
actual behaviour."
(Fischler 1999, p. 183)
Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) explain this inconsistency in terms of the student
teacher being placed on level 1 (novice) of their five-stage model of skill
acquisition. The student teacher in the Dreyfus and Dreyfus model is
characterised by "rigid adherence to taught rules or plans, little situational
perception and no discretionary judgement" (Eraut, 1994 p. 124). Thus, while
the student teachers may say it is important to carry out activities like involving
lots
ideas
in
lesson,
the
of
using
and
pupils
encouraging pupils' opinions and
different teaching strategies, in practice this does not happen. Dreyfus and
Dreyfus (1986) explain the reason for this by saying that the student teacher is
like a novice who rigidly sticks to certain rules and does not have the judgement
to deviate from this course of action:
"The beginning teacher wants to do a good job, but lacking any
he
judges
his
task,
the
performance
overall
of
coherent sense
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mainly by how well he follows learned rules. After he acquires more
than just a few rules, the exercise of his skill requires so much
concentrationthat his capacity to talk or listen to advice is severely
limited".
(Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986 p. 22)
This type of inconsistency is also noted by Borko et al. (1992) when they
compare the classroom practice of the student teachers with the expert
teachers. They describe the meticulous detail with which one of the student
teachers prepared his lessons:
"Steve prepared detailed written plans for each lesson, usually on
the night before the lesson. His plans followed a format provided in
his teacher education program and included objectives, lesson
outline with procedures, list of resources, assignments for students,
reminders or special notes to the teacher, and sections for student
evaluation and self-evaluation. Notes to himself included reminders
about pedagogical strategies, diagrams to draw on the board, and
subject matter content".
(Borko et al., 1992 p. 65)
However, when the lessons were observed by the researchers,b very different
picture emerges of a student teacher very dependant on the textbook with little
or no time devoted to explaining concepts:
"Although Steve seemed to be aware that most students [pupils] do
not learn from books without the assistance of teachers, his
teaching did not reflect that awareness. He relied heavily on the text
during class sessions and did not seem to know how to explain
concepts to others. In fact, fieldnotes for the entire observation cycle
do not contain a single example of explanation of a concept,
although there were several occasions on which such an
explanationwould have been appropriate". (p. 65).
Finally, in the study carried out by Peterson and Treagust (1995), they found
that even though the student teachers recognised the importance of the pupils'
views, this recognitionwas not always reflected in the classroom practice:
"Five pre-serviceteachers were still teacher directed in their
view of student learning and did not consider the prior
understandingof the learner. Two preservice teachers
recognised that students do have views which need to be
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identified, although one who recognised the need to assess
prior knowledgewas willing to accept student views at the
beginning of his lesson, and then redirect the students towards
the science ideas to be considered in the lesson"
(Peterson and Treagust, 1995 p. 296)
6.11 Summary
This chapter has undertaken a detailed examination of the data gathered in the
baseline study. In general, the picture that emerges of the student teachers in
this baseline study is one in which the majority of student teachers taught their
pupils with a great emphasis on learning scientific content - mainly definitions
and facts. There was little attempt at enquiry-based learning. In fact, pupil
involvement in the lessons (even to a small extent) was only observed in about
half of the lessons. The variety of teaching methods used was limited with most
of the time spent on explaining theory. There was a general belief among the
student teachers that good presentation would overcome the problems that
pupils had in understanding difficult ideas. Audio-visual aids (overhead
projector, charts and flashcards) were commonly used by the student teachers.
In addition, there was a general lack of recognition among the student teachers
of problems with pupils' understanding persisting beyond the lesson.

In general, the student teachers showed in their teaching an over-emphasis on
content to the detriment of understanding. The questioning of pupils in class by
the student teachers mainly emphasised the recall of previously learned
material - closed questions rather than open-ended questions were usually
asked. The student teachers felt that terminology was a difficult area and spent
a lot of time in class concentrating on this area. It was clear that the student
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teachers showed a great dependence on the textbook and, in general, did not
deviate from the material outlined in the standard textbooks.
There are some strong consistencies between what the student teachers say in
the questionnairesand interviews afid carry out in the classroom, e.g. use of
audio-visual aids and everyday examples. However, there are some major
inconsistenciesbetween what the student teachers say in the questionnaires
and interviews and carry out in the classroom, e.g. pupil participation and
encouraging pupil opinion.

It was felt by the student teachers that a good classroom climate was created
by teacher enthusiasm, encouraging pupil opinion and having strict but fair
discipline. Most of the student teachers felt that giving everyday examples in
their teaching helped to bring about effective learning in science. Practical work
was used in only about half of the lessons. The practical work consisted mainly
of teacher demonstration experiments.
There was a strong sense of realisation among the student teachers of their
shortcomings in terms of their own subject knowledge and experience of
teaching. A lack of subject knowledge was observed among a significant
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assessment, assistance obtained from other teachers and pupil literacy affected
the style of teaching displayed by the student teachers.
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CHAPTER 7
.
Assessing the Effectiveness

of the Intervention

Package

7.1 Introduction
The strategy for the assessment of the effectiveness of the Intervention
Package was discussed in chapter 5. Arising out of this discussion, it was
decided to assess the Intervention Package using the three themes common to
the models for educational evaluation discussed, i.e. (1)awareness and
provision of information and resources, (ii) new teaching strategies and
skills and (iii) attitudinal factors. (There is overlap in places between some
themes and these will be pointed out as they are encountered.) The postintervention data has been analysed using the same framework used to analyse
the baseline data. This data will be discussed in the context of the above three
themes. Having analysed and discussed the data, it should be possible to judge
how the changes observed in the post-intervention student teachers "measure
up" in terms of the models of educational evaluation. It should also be possible
to have a much clearer perspective on the extent to which the aims and
outcomes of the Intervention Package have been achieved. Bearing in mind the
aims of the Intervention Package, it would seem reasonable to expect the
Intervention Package to have more impact in certain areas of the analysis
framework than in other. Thus, for example, one would anticipate that student
teachers' view of learning and view of science teaching (including how to teach
particular topics) are more likely to alter than, for example, aspects of local
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conditions.The emphasis in this chapter is on those areas where change is
likely to be observed. However, where changes have been observed in other
areas which seem to relate to the aims of the Intervention Package, these have
also been included in the analysis.
This chapter draws on evidence from:
Questionnairescompleted by the student teachers at the end of the
academic year and also five months after the completion of their Higher
Diploma in Education.
The baseline and post-intervention data (drawn mainly from observations,
interviews and lesson plans).
Evidence
from the Intervention Package sessions.
9

7.2 Awareness and provision of information and resources
In the course of introducing the Intervention Package to the student teachers,
various examples of resource materials were utilised during the sessions. For
example, in Session 1 the student teachers worked with diagnostic tests
(student activity 1), used cartoon drawing to represent various views of teaching
and learning (student activity 2) and studied paired statements about teaching
and learning (student activity 3). Similarly, in session 2, the student teachers
presented to their peers a summary of a research paper in the area of pupil
misunderstandings that they had studied (student activity 4), build up a
hierarchy of chemistry topics in order of perceived difficulty (student activity 5)
and towards the end of the session participated in a discussion on some
misunderstandings that pupils have and common factors relating to
misunderstandings (student activity 6). In session 3, the student teachers
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reported on their Ideas rolating to the Implications of pupils' misunderstandings
for leaching (student activity 7). examined samples of classroom materials
prepared to help ovorcomo misunderstandings in chemistry and prepared
diagnostic questions and a Concept Cartoon on a topic (student acUvity 8).
Finally. the student teachers discussed strategies to elicit pupils' prior
understanding as wolf as strategies to teach a particular topic (student activity
0).

In the first actMly of Session 1. the student teachers discussed the results of
the diagnosbc tests they had carried out with their first year Pupils (12 - 13).
Each student teacher then completed (in wrifing) the sentence: "The thing that
". Typical responses
surprised me most when I road the scripts was
......
received from the student teachers were:

'There was no one clear majorityanswerIn any of the questions.The
explanationsthey gavo weren't very logical".
'That therewas no definiteanswerto any quosWn.Everyquesfion
had a good selectionof pupilschoosingeitherA to W
wThostudentshave a lot of preconceivedideason the conceptsof
sciencebeforothey even beganto study science.The students
appearedto be just guossingthe answersand when askedto
elaborateon their answers.then the majorityof them wouldreply'd
looksfight'. No logicalthinkingat all.a
*That72%of studentsthoughtthat In question2, water splitsInto
Oxygenand hydrogenwhen It evapomtoso
'Such a wide rangeof answers.Largogroupsof studentsgot the
Gamewronganswers- Indicatinga consistentlevel of gmup
MISUndorstandings.
0
Ono of the planned outccxnos from session I was that the student teachers
would "opprodato that pupAls,looming In science 13affected by their own ideas
that they bring to science Iossons*- It would appear from the ObOvOreplies that
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the studentteachers'awarenessof this problemwas heightenedby their
experienceof readingthe pupils'answors to the diagnosUcquestions.
In order to gathordata from the student teachersrelatingto their overall views
on the InterventionPackage.a detailed quesbonnaire(AppendixVIII p. 434)
was Issuedto them towardstho end of the academicyear (Apd).

The levels of awarenessof the studentteachersregardingthe provisionof
Informationand resourceson the teachingof difficultIdeasIn sciencemay be
Gaugedfrom their repliesto question5. This questionprobedthe extentto
which the studentteachersmade use of the variousresourcesdiscussedas
PartOfthe InterventionPackage. The studentteacherswere askedto Indicate
the approximateextentto which they made use of variousresourceswhen
teachingdifficultideas In science.The resultsOrosummadsedIn Table 7.1
(Pago209) and displayedIn Figure 7.1 (page 300).

It Is Interesting to note Uml
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In response to the final question on the questionnaire, some of the student
teachers commented on the importance of being made aware of the problem of

pupils' misunderstandingsas well as awareness of resources available to
tackle the problem. In addition, some student teachers voiced opinions on
some of the specific resources introduced to them. The following are typical

comments:
"These sessions were very useful in allowing teachers to be aware
of the difficult ideas in science. I feel awareness is the key for all
teachers."
"Very useful sessions as truly highlighted to me the importance of
being aware of what the pupils are starting at in the teaching of
new topics."
"Concept Cartoons are the most outstanding in-road in this area
and I relied on them extensively. Diagnostic questions were good
with the senior cycle."
Two of the student teachers referred specifically to the impact of session 1 on
their awareness of the problem of misunderstandings:
"An awareness of common problems areas and gave the ability to
see possible trouble areas in the future. Constructivist approach was
very good."
"This session [session 1] heightened my awareness of the existence
of misunderstandingsin the teaching of science."
In the same questionnaire,the student teachers were asked (question 6) to
indicate the resources they used to help prepare the lesson plans. It is clear
from the responses that a wide variety of resources were used:
"The syllabus, a variety of textbooks to help research the topic. In the
classroom, I used flash cards, posters, tangible objects when possible,
OHP, Powerpoint etc."
"Textbook, revision book, Concept Cartoons, the internet."
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"Concept Cartoons, Diagnostic questions, Resource Centre,
experimentalwork in order for the kids to be actively engaged.
Constructivism material."
"Concept Cartoons, textbooks (especially), 'Pupils ideas in science' (R.
Driver et al).

"Ros Driver's books, any book I can find on teaching science. Teachers
that are already established e.g. five years plus experience."
"Questionnaires,concept maps charts, practical apparatus where
possible."
"All of the Junior Certificate books. Chemistry pack from the Resource
Centre. Also textbook from U.K. and Internet."

In a final questionnaire issued to the student teachers in September (after they
had graduated), the student teachers were asked to rank on a scale from 1-5
various factors to bring about effective learning in science. (Questionnaire in
Appendix IX page 437). The overall rankings are shown in Table 7.2 (page
.
303) and represented in chart form in Figure 7.2 (page 304). The number of
students who ranked each factor as rank order 1 is shown in Figure 7.3 (page
305).

It is interesting to note from Figure 7.2 that "find pupils' knowledge at start" is
the factor that received the most number of rank orderings 1-
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RANK ORDER

1

Encourage pupils' ideas
Find pupils' knowledge at start
Good presentation
Know material well yourself
Maintain pupils interest
Practical work
Project work
Pupil participation
Regular homework and worksheets
Strict but fair discipline
Teacher enthusiasm
Use audio visual aids
Use everyday examples
Vary teaching methods
Vary topics

1
7
1
2
2
1
0
2
0
0
4
0
10
II
10

2

3

4

0
2
2
1
1
0
1
1
0
7
0
11
4
2
0
1
2
3
0
0
0
1 21 1
4
0
1
2 14
1
0
0
1
2
3
0
0
1
12 16
6
11 11
1 11
10 10 10 10

5 Total
hits
1
2
1
0
2
2
0
2
1
1
3
1

11
4
10
10
9
0
11
7
2
11
4
15
5
Pi

Table 7.2 Overall ranking of factors to bring about effective learning in
science chosen by student teachers (N = 21).
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Note from Figure 7.2 that the top three factors as listed by the student teachers
are:
1- Use everyday examples.
2. Teacher enthusiasm / Pupil Participation / Find pupils' knowledge at start
3. Maintain pupil interest / Know material well yourself.
In the baseline data (Figure 6.2 page 232), the top three factors were:
1. Maintain pupil interest.
2. Pupil participation
3. Use everyday examples.
There are some differences between the answers of the post-intervention
students and the baseline students:
"

Find pupils' knowledge at start (of lesson) does not appear in any of the
responses in the baseline data but is in joint second place in the order of
priorities in the post-intervention data.

"

Use everyday examples is in first place in the post-intervention data but is
in third place in the baseline data.

"

Maintain pupil interest is in first place in the post-intervention data but is in
third place in the baseline data.

"

Vary the topic and project work were not mentioned by any student
teacher in the post-intervention data but were cited as important factors by a
significant number (about 40%) of the student teachers in the baseline
study.

"

Whilst the use of audio-visual

aids was rated by less than 20% of those in

the post-intervention study, it was rated as an important factor by 50% in the
baseline study.
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The importance of knowing the material well yourself was mentioned by
intervention
in
but
the
teachers
half
the
post
study
not
student
of
about
baseline
in
the
by
teachers
the
study.
any
of
mentioned
Regular homework and worksheets were cited as important factors by
but
intervention
in
the
teachers
third
the
no
study
post
of
student
about a
two
in
baseline
teacher
the
and
only
worksheets
mentioned
study
student
student teachers mentioned the importance of homework.
There are also some similarities between the post-intervention data and the
baseline data:
Pupil participation is in second place in both sets of data.
Areas like practical work, vary teaching methods, teacher enthusiasm
and encourage pupil opinionlideas were listed by significant numbers of
student teachers in both sets of data.
These similarities and differences will be discussed at a later stage (chapter 8)
in the context of data arising from interviews, classroom observations and
lesson plans.

In general, the type of awareness shown by the student teachers is very similar
to stage 2 of the Harland and Kinder (1997) model (informational outcomes) in
that the student teachers, having been briefed about the background facts of
the programme, are now knowledgeable about the materials and resources that
can be used in various teaching strategies in the classroom. It is also similar to
the awareness stage of the Joyce and Showers model in that the student
teachers show a realisation of the existence of the various resources and have
focussed on them.
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Given the fact that the Intervention Package was implemented in November and
the final questionnaire'completed in the following September, it is heartening to
see that a high level of awareness existed among the student teachers in terms
of how much they remembered about the various teaching resources and
strategies. In terms of the CBAM model, the student teachers have reached
levels I (orientation) and 11(preparation) of the Levels of Use index, i.e. they
have shown an interest in the innovation (level 1)and have begun to prepare to
use the innovation.

But how does this level of awareness translate into practice in the classroom?
In keeping with the distinction made by Harland and Kinder (1997 p. 73)
between the provision of resources and their impact on practice, this question
will be discussed in section 7.4. Clearly, there is some degree of overlap
between sections (i) and (ii) as the levels of awareness of resources should be
reflected in the teaching strategies discussed in both lesson plans and
interviews and also observed in the classroom. To avoid unnecessary
repetition, further discussion of levels of awareness and resources will be
deferred to section 7.3. since a better position to further judge levels of
awareness will be achieved when discussing teaching strategies (interview
data, observational data and lesson plan data)
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7.3 New teaching strategies and skills

In the light of the high level of awareness of information and resources (section
7.2), it is important to assess the level of classroom implementation of the
various teaching strategies covered in the Intervention Package.

In this section, the questionnaire data are first examined to analyse the views of
the student teachers on the teaching strategies and skills needed to teach
difficult ideas in chemistry. Then the lesson observation data, the interview data
and the lesson plan data are examined in an attempt to get a clear picture of
how the views of the student teachers translated into their classroom practice.
This data will be analysed under the same headings used to analyse the
baseline data, i.e. view of teaching, view of science teaching, view of how
to teach particular science topics and local conditions.

In questions 2,3 and 4 of the end-of-term questionnaire (Appendix VIII page
434), the student teachers were asked to write down what aspects of the first,
second and third sessions they drew on in their teaching practice. In response
to the question on session 1 (dealing with pupils' learning in science), the
student teachers were very positive and very clear in their responses:
"Getting to know the students misconceptions before teaching topics
is very important."
"Practically, reaching the students initial level and how to move them
on from this to where they understand the actual concept
scientifically."
"I started to incorporate diagnostic questions into my classes."
ult opened up my eyes to the misunderstandings students had and
the implicationsfor me as a science teacher."
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"Need to ask students firstly about what they thought about the topic
prior to teaching."
"It made me appreciate that students had prior conceptions of
various topics that need to be considered when planning my
lesson."
Session 1 appears to have been successful in encouraging the student
teachers to reflect on what is involved in learning and teaching science (session

1, aim 1)

In response to the question on session 2 (dealing with research findings and
range of pupils' misunderstandings),typical comments received were:
"The section reminded me of the common understandings that arise
in the J.C. Punior Certificate] science course. It helped me focus
more on these areas".
"The media and books play an awful lot of a part in misconceptions
of kids. But you must build on their prior knowledge don't treat them
like a 'tabulu rasa' or clean state."
"Need for understanding, how to change pupils ideas"
"Some of my students had difficulties not mentioned but I was aware
that there could be misunderstandings".
"it showed which areas were particularly misunderstood which gave
direction to trying to overcome the misunderstandings".
"The hierarchy [of chemistry topics] was useful in showing how
difficult each subject (topic) was."
"The hierarchy is important and necessary to implement"
"Very useful, great insight gain. New tools to use, like questioning,
starting from and getting them interested in the first place. Creating
the need for understanding."
"It made me aware of what students would find easy to comprehend
and that which was going to be difficult so I can anticipate better
where the difficulties are going to be like".
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Clearly the second session appears to have some impact in making the student
reflect on the fact that pupils have many misunderstandings in science (session
2, aim 2) and of the particularly acute problems with misunderstandings in
chemistry (session 2, aim 3).

Finally, in response to the question on session 3 (dealing with teaching
strategies to help overcome misunderstandings),the student teachers were
also very positive and very clear in their responses:
"Approaching the lesson plan with the student's misunderstandings
in mind."
"The use of various different teaching styles to incorporate into your
everyday classroom climate, e.g., constructivism."
"Constructivism- start where pupil is at (foundation)."
"I'm not an original person. I don't think of innovating fresh
approaches to teaching easily...... these were excellent as even I
found them intriguing."
"Gave me ideas for use in class e.g. diagnostic question, Concept
Cartoons and posters."
"The sample materials were particularly useful - as worksheets and
ideas for worksheets."
"The use of Concept Cartoons, discussion and experiments in the
classroom."
"Use of Concept Cartoons, diagnostic questioning, questionnaires
etc."
"Concept Cartoons, posters."
"Strategies to overcome misunderstanding and put cognitive
responsibility on the student to understand i.e. cartoon."
"The usefulness of Concept Cartoons and diagnostic questions were
two major aspects of this session that I drew upon."
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"Using Concept Cartoons and the 'what if Ttype of approach in
...
class made both the students and I more aware of learning
difficulties."
"Diagnostic questions"
It is clear from these responses that the student teachers are capable of making
suggestionsfor classroom practice which help to overcome misunderstandings
(session 3, outcome 2). In the final questionnaire completed by the student
teachers, in addition to ranking various items, the student teachers were also
asked to comment on anything they thought was missing from the list of items
needed to bring about effective learning in science. Some examples of
comments made were:
"Good preparation before each class. Check at the start of each
class how well they remember material from the last lesson.
Encourage pupils who have incorrect ideas to try to see where
they are misinterpreting the information, instead of telling them
they are wrong."
"The pupil is the hub of education, they should construct their own
knowledge drawing from what they already know and the
experiences they had. The teacher must be enthusiastic, because
there is nothing worse than having a boring teacher. All of the
above are of importance and they are all interweaved."
"Encourage students to be challenged (cognitive conflict), i.e.
follow statements through to a conclusion. Use of analogies,
prediction and explanation of why experiments did what they did.
Be sensitive to boredom and confusion set the correct pace.
Convey the importance of what is being taught."
"Use of open-ended questions. Rewarding hard work."
"Identify students' misconceptions before lesson. Evaluate the
successfulness of the lesson and change the lesson to increase
its effectiveness."
"Encouraging pupils to think for themselves. Use of ICT (by
pupils), especially regarding data manipulation and processing of
practical results. Pupil use of the internet for learning support,
research and project work."
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The above are further examples of suggestions for classroom practice to
help overcome misunderstandingsin chemistry (outcome 2, session 3). In
the questionnaire (Appendix VIII page 434) issued to student teachers at
the end of term, they were asked (question 6) to describe the ways in
which they used materials relating to teaching difficult ideas in physics
and biology in their lessons. Almost all of the student teachers described
some use of the materials in the physics and biology components of the
syllabus:
"in physics (mass, density and motion) I used OHP, Concept
Cartoon on a poster, PowerPoint, diagnostic questions,
experimental work for kids and related it to them in everyday life
e.g. Cobh harbour big boats how do they float etc."
"Physics-ConceptCartoons, textbooks as above."
"For physics I used Concept Cartoons, discussions, diagnostic
test and Socratic questioning. In biology less so, as I feel more
students would have a more intuitive view of biology and
biological processes."
"I used Concept Cartoons, posters, experiments and Socratic
questioning dealing with the topic of light."
"Concept maps-asking the students opinions and in why they
chose their choice of answers. Charts, flashcards.
Questionnaires."
"The cell analogies i.e. cell tissue organ system etc. Students
write half a page on their journey through the cell. Physics- total
constructivist approach, start with misconceptions, create 'acoir'
(Socrates) and the need to learn then predict observe explain
reinforce by teacher."
"Used Concept Cartoons in teaching of measurement, energy
and heat."
"I used Concept Cartoons, posters, I would have like to have
used card sorting where as to help my weaker students, but I
was unable to due to the constraints. Perhaps in the future."
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Thus, the student teachers were able to transfer some of their
knowledge and skills on the teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry to
the biology and physics area of the curriculum (session 2, outcome
1). It is interesting to note that none of the student teachers reported
any problems with the management concems (stage 3) of the CBAM
model. In the research carried out that led to the development of this
model, it was found that one of the most common factors leading to
the failure of an innovation was the problem of implementing the
innovation in a satisfactory manner in the classroom due to logistical
and administrative problems. Hord (1987) summarises the problem
as follows:
"One of the most common problems afflicting school
improvement efforts has been the consistent failure to
recognise the existence and significance of this stage.
During this period, then, teachers are typically frantic and
frustrated; their connection with the innovation may be
tenuous, and their use of it superficial, since most of their
time and energy are taken up with basic material and
logistical preparations."
(Hord, 1987 p.102)
The fact that the student teachers have ongoing tutorials with their
own supervisors throughout the academic year may have assisted
them to overcome the problems outlined above. However, none of
their supervisors reported any increased levels of help being required
by the student teachers.
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7.3.1 View of teaching

Whilst the views of the student teachers as expressed in the questionnaires are
obviously of interest, clearly it is also of importance to investigate how these
views translate into classroom practice. This area will now be studied under the
same categories as used in the baseline analysis, i.e. nature of presentation,
classroom climate and links to everyday life.
(i) Nature of presentation
(a) Audio-visual

aids.

When the 16 student teachers involved in the post-intervention study were
observed teaching difficult ideas in chemistry, all of them used some form of
audio-visual aid in the classroom. In fact, all of the student teachers used at
least two types of audio-visual aids and 15 of the 16 student teachers used at
least three types of audio-visual aids. (in the baseline study 83% of the student
teachers used audio visual aids). The most common audio-visual aids used
were overhead transparencies, flash cards, posters, Powerpoint presentations,
CIDROMs and the blackboard.This high use of audio-visual aids in the
classroom was reflected in the lesson plans where the student teachers
specified the audio-visual aids being used in the lesson and included items like
overhead transparencies,flash cards and posters.

An analysis of the interview data clearly shows the great sense of reliance that
the student teachers placed on audio visual aids. When asked about how they
prepared the lesson dealing with a difficult idea in chemistry, the student
teachers spoke at great length about the types of audio visual aid they had
prepared. For example, Aoife, when speaking about the lesson on physical
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changes and chemical reactions, was very enthusiastic about the posters she
had prepared:
"It's very important to have a lot of colourful stuff in your lessons.
Because there's some children who have a very, very short
attention span and that's the only thing that'll possibly attract them
into the lesson. So that would be one of the reasons I'd use them
[audio visual aids]. And I just feel that it does attract the other
students in general anyway. And I like to hang the posters up in the
lab and leave them afterwards, so they can see them afterwards
and not just on the day, so it would refresh their minds afterwards.
The other teachers even said to me that they could see the other
kids in their classes coming in and reading them, and it kind of
revises it for them. So that's one of the reasons I like to make the
interested
that
It
the
you're
realise
students
posters..... just makes
in the lesson as well, that you're doing it for them, and it's not just a
for
40
into
there
the
minutes
standing
up
room,
case of you walking
if
but
I
do
that
book.
Anyone
that,
think
can
and reading out of a
you're really, really interested, you would make the posters. Not
saying that I'm a super-teacher myself. " - Aoife

Similarly, Sean gave an introduction to the Periodic Table using the animation
features of Powerpoint. This helped to capture the attention of his large group of
12 -13 year old pupils and settle them down. It also enabled him to highlight
When
features.
in
Periodic
Table
the
asked
some
zoom
on
areas
of
and
various
it:
he
his
technology,
this
about
use of
was clearly very enthusiastic
about
"PowerPoint is brilliant I think because it looks good, it's very clear,
you can use it again as many times as you want, you can make
adjustments. You can use Internet, you can scan, you can do so
many different things."
It is interesting to note that when attempts were made to elicit responses from
the student teachers about their view of teaching, they always referred to the
topic being taught. For example, when Seamus was asked what he thought was
fact
that
he
to
the
lesson
he
the
referred
on
electrochemistry,
gave
good about
he had made good progress with the pupils by using posters and charts to
explain ionic movement in the solution and the reactions occurring at the
electrodes:
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"The many audio-visual aids used in it. Especially just the
.
straightforward, schematic, simplistic manner that it was able to
be taught to them in. to not confuse them and not make it look
like black magic to them, I think that's the problem a lot of the
time with electrochemistry".
A similar finding was made by Brown and McIntyre (11993)who found that the
teachers interviewed tended to view their teaching in terms of what was being
achieved in the classroom:
"All the teachers evaluated their lessons not only in terms of
maintaining particular Normal Desirable States but also in relation to
promoting specific kinds of Progress. Progress goals were ... the
development of pupils' knowledge, understanding, skills, confidence
or other attributes...... generating a product ...... or completed
exercise.....accomplishing a series of planned activities".
(Brown and McIntyre 1993, p. 61)
Padraig gave a lesson on the structure of the atom to a group of 14 year-old
pupils using a combination of overhead transparencies, posters and
worksheets. When asked about how he prepared for teaching this difficult topic,
he spoke enthusiastically about the audio-visual aids he had prepared:
"And the poster then adds an overall picture of what we were talking
about, which I hope would give them a better understanding in the
end.On the poster we were talking about the atom, and I explained
to them that the protons were located in the nucleus, and the
electrons were located on the outside of the atom, and the protons
and neutrons were in the centre, in the nucleus. So it was just to
give them a better idea that I gave them that sheet of paper, and I
asked them to fill in the blank spaces........
One of the most notable features to emerge from an analysis of the postintervention observation data and the corresponding lesson plan data was the
use of Concept Cartoons by 8 of the 16 student teachers. For example, Aoife
started her lesson on physical changes and chemical reactions with a "home
made" Concept Cartoon showing an egg being fried. When asked about this in
the interview, she was very confident of the effectiveness of Concept Cartoons
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with weak pupils. (The issue of the use of Concept Cartoons with weak pupils
was not one that was addressed in the Intervention Package):
"Well, I had used Concept Cartoons a few times before this,
and I think they are actually very effective. Out of the whole
methodologything, I found them to be exceptional because I
have a few students in my class who'd be kind of weaker than
the average people, and I found it really woke them up. It was
really able to give them an extra dimension to the lesson, and
was an entry point to the lesson for them. But in saying that, I
think it helped the other students as well, you know the
students who are average ability and I suppose higher ability if that's the word you'd use. I just felt, that it didn't make light of
it, but it gave them an entry point into it, and it made it seem as
if it was something relevant to them. You can bring something
relevant into the lesson, and I thought something everyday like
frying an egg would be something they could all relate to and
all think about, you know?"
Roisin gave a lesson on solutions and started with a Concept Cartoon showing
three people discussing what happens when sugar is added to water. When
Roisin was asked in the interview about why she used the Concept Cartoon,
she clearly felt confident of the usefulness of this type of audio-visual aid and
also pointed to the advantage of getting pupils to give their own opinion about
scientific ideas:
"To be honest, I was surprised. I think it turned out to be more useful
than I thought it would be, because I suppose until you mentioned
them quite recently, I'd never ever thought of using a Concept
Cartoon at all. I suppose it's handy for the children to see things in a
picture they can represent, and then maybe see in the pictures.
Because although they're cartoons, they have children around their
ages, so that helps a lot rather than having older people or just
having voices. The fact that they see pictures of people who are not
so dissimilar from themselves. And that the cartoon people are
freely giving their opinion, which mightn't automatically be right but
still it's being given.
It is of considerable satisfaction that Concept Cartoons have so clearly
impressed some of the student teachers to the extent that half of them have
used Concept Cartoons in the classroom - the majority of them (70%) being
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designed by the student teachers themselves. The success of this teaching
strategy is in keeping with the Harland and Kinder (1997) hierarchy of outcomes
discussed in Chapter 5. The Concept Cartoons would be classified in this
hierarchy as provisionary (third order) outcomes but would not have an impact
on classroom practice unless higher order outcomes are present. It is clear from
the questionnaire data, interview data, observation data and lesson plan data
that Concept Cartoons created a certain amount of enthusiasm among the
student teachers, i.e. motivational and affective outcomes (second order) in the
Harland and Kinder hierarchy. Since the data clearly shows that value
congruence outcomes (first order in hierarchy) also exist among the student
teachers, then Concept Cartoons have a high probability of leading to a change
in classroom practice.
(b) Resources and textbook reliance
In the analysis of the baseline data (section 6.4.1) it was clear that there was
great reliance by all of the student teachers on the use of the textbook in the
classroom. It was also clear from the baseline data analysis that the subject
matter covered by the student teachers rarely strayed outside of what was
covered in the textbook.

In the post-intervention analysis of interview data, when the student teachers
were questioned about resources used to prepare the lesson, 8 of the 16
teachers referred exclusively to textbooks. For example, Kayleigh's lesson
content was drawn exclusively from the school textbook and the corresponding
revision textbook:
'Well I suppose the first thing you look at is the textbook, and what
the textbook says they should know, and then what I did was I got a
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revision book by [Name of author] for summarising the Junior
Certificate syllabus. So I had a look at the questions at the end of
each chapter to see what the students should be able to answer."
Similarly, Padraig saw little need to go beyond consulting the textbooks since
they had all the necessary information but also admits that he consulted the
internet for ideas:
"Well in the textbook it shows what they need to know, what an
atom is and the structure of an atom, and I thought I'd just pick out
those two points and let them have the basics first of all. I got
information from the Internet, and I got information from different
textbooks".
Almost all of the student teachers showed complete faith in the school
textbooks. Only one person, Amy, when questioned about the resources used
in preparing the lesson, mentioned that she consulted the syllabus:
"That would be the syllabus for the Junior Cert, their textbook, two
other textbooks and the Internet for some descriptions of
experiments that seem to have worked and that kids found
interesting. And also that were accessible to me within what I had
available to me in terms of time and locale."
Only 4 of the 16 student teachers (25%) mentioned that they consulted others
to help them in the preparation of the lesson. This is some improvement on the
baseline data where only 1 of the 12 student teachers (8% approx) reported
asking one of the more experienced teachers in the school to help her. For
example, Catherine reported in her interview that she got lots of help and ideas
from the other science teachers in the school:
"I got books out of the Resource Centre and I consulted other teachers
and basically ... different resources and different books, different ideas out
of books. The other teachers were very helpful as well in their ideas."
One of the student teachers, Aoife, reported that she consulted her younger
brother for ideas!
"Where? Well, my younger brother has a book at home called
'Horrible Science' and I borrowed books like that off him. He was
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always giving me ideas and saying 'Would you like to teach this
tomorrow to your studentsT And I suppose I got some stuff off the
Internet as well, and some stuff I'd just seen myself when I was a
student in college,
It was common for the student teachers who used Powerpoint in their lessons to
report in the interviews that they used the internet as a source of ideas particularly for obtaining graphics. For example, Daniel gave a lesson which
was almost exclusively a Powerpoint presentation:
"I consulted various textbooks: '[Name of textbook 1], The English
and the Irish textbooks, '[Name of textbook 2]', "[Name of textbook
3], various textbooks anyway. I had a look on the web there to see if
they had any graphics or anything like that. They're in short supply
so most of their graphics on the Powerpoint presentation were
created by myself'
One can certainly appreciate the fact that student teachers would feel very
dependent on textbooks due to their own level of insecurity as they work their
way through a curriculum for the first time. The subject knowledge, the depth of
treatment of topics and the suggested activities contained in the textbook all
combine to provide an important "crutch" to the student teachers' faltering steps!
Thus, it is no surprise that the analysis of the post-intervention data shows only
a small amount of progress in moving the student teachers away from the
textbook towards other resources.
(c) Vary Teaching Methods
In the analysis of the baseline observation data it was found that the variety of
teaching methods used was quite limited, with about 90% of class time spent
explaining theory. An analysis of the post-intervention observation data shows a
significant shift from an emphasis on teacher talking to activities such as
discussions, pupil role play, practical work and diagnostic questions. A
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and the classroom activities observed is given in Table. 7.3.
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The Concept Cartoons and diagnostic questions were mainly responsible for
initiating classroom discussion. This strategy of using classroom discussion was
a new feature that emerged from an analysis of the post-intervention data.
Other new areas to emerge in the post-intervention lessons were brainstorming
in
All
these
building
covered
were
areas
of
exercises, model
and role play.
Session 3 of the Intervention Package and linked to the following outcomes:
Be capable of making suggestions for classroom practice which help to

"

overcome these misunderstandingsin chemistry.
"

Be capable of developing teaching strategies to help overcome children's
misunderstandingsof ideas in chemistry.

For example, Kayleigh started her lesson on atomic structure with a
brainstormingexercise dealing with the meaning of the term "atom". When
asked about the reason for including this in the lesson, she was clearly
convinced that it was a worthwhile exercise:
"... I wanted to see if they knew the meaning of the word "atom"
because there's a few of them who are very into science and watch
the
I
them
that's
the Discovery Channel
what's
asked
why
so
......
do
to
I
trying
think
was get
thing
they
of ....what was
smallest
could
the students' own opinions, to make them think for themselves.... I
it
think
to
it
themselves,
them
to
of
wanted
come up with
themselves"
An example of the use of models in teaching was observed in a lesson given by
Mary on chemical formulas. In this lesson, she used various items like apples,
When
bonding
to
different
occurring.
colours show
oranges, and spheres of
its
teaching
about
this
strategy, she was very enthusiastic
asked about
usefulness:
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"When I inter-linked the ionic bonding with the chemical formula
they were just mesmerised.They could actually see the bonding
occurring rather than just thinking it in their head. I can draw as
much as I want on a poster or flashcard, one they see it for
themselves, they can just consume it, they can really come to
grips with it
These new outcomes are explained by Harland and Kinder (1997) in terms of
the impact on practice stage of their framework, i.e. the innovation has
brought about changes in practice either directly by "the transfer of new skills to
the teacher's repertoire in the classroom" (Harland and Kinder, 1997 p. 76) or
indirectly via other outcomes. It is also similar to the second dimension of
Fullan's (2001) model of educational evaluation "the possible use of new
teaching approaches, i.e. new teaching strategies or activities" (Fullan, 2001 p.
39).

(d) Simulations and models
The only type of simulation used by the student teachers in the post-intervention
study was role play. This type of activity was observed in only two lessons in the
baseline study and in only three lessons in the post-intervention study. For
example, in the post-interventionstudy, Sean used a group of pupils to act out
the building up of the Periodic Table. Each pupil held a card giving information
about a particular element and pupils were divided into groups according to
these properties. Sean was asked where he got this idea from and described
how he got the idea from a cartoon in a textbook:
"Well, there was a cartoon I showed in the Powerpoint presentation
and I got that in the book I got in the Resource Centre. And I thought
that I could do that with them, I could give them the cards and they'll
be doing that themselves. So they'll be able to see how it's
arranged. I just came up with it myself really........ I thought it worked
well enough, yeah. I thought it was good."
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Catherinewas observed teaching a lesson on the particulate nature of matter in
which she used the pupils to represent particles in the various states. When
asked what gave her the idea of including this in the lesson, she referred to
"active learning" in her reply:
"I actually thought of it myself
It's just something I think from all
......
this active learning and everything it must be rubbing off on me. It
was the first thing that I thought of when I knew I was going to be
teaching states of matter, it was the first thing I thought of was
actually that they get up, it's such an easy thing to represent
themselves, they all group together and form a solid and you know
the way the classroom was laid out, I pretended that was the
beaker in the middle, so for the liquid then they had to fill up the
beaker and then the gas then I got a few of them up on the tables
just to show. I thought it was very good and they really enjoyed it,
they loved it."
Roisin gave a lesson on solutions and used role play in which the pupils
represented particles before and after dissolving. When questioned about this in
the interview, she referred to the material covered in the subject methodology
course (Intervention Package):
DK: "I noticed that you used role-playing in the class with the
,
students. Could you tell me about the thinking behind that?"
Roisin: I think yet again that came from the methodologies that
we had before Christmas. Remember when you were talking about
the macroscopic and the microscopic? And I actually just thought
with melting that what you can actually see is something changing
from a solid to a liquid, but they'd never actually see it in smaller
terms of what's going on. So therefore I thought if I used the
children to re-enact what actually happens to a solid when it melts,
that it might help their understanding."
This strategy is,in keeping with the first aim of session 3 of the Intervention
Package: to encourage the student teachers to reflect on the types of teaching
strategies that are of assistance in overcoming children's misunderstandingsof
ideas in science.
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However,the Intervention Package appears to have had little effect on most of
the student teachers in terms of encouraging them to try out an active-learning
methodologylike role play. In the baseline group of student teachers, only 2 out
of 12 students (16%) used role play in their teaching. In the post-intervention
(19%)
16
teachers
3
teachers,
used role
student
group of student
only out of
levels
CBAM
In
the
terms
their
teaching
of use
of
play as one of
strategies.
model, most of the student teachers have not made the transition from the
orientation level (stage 1) (where they have received information about the
innovation) to the preparation level (stage 2) where they are making
preparationsto use the innovation.
(e) Analogy
In the analysis of the baseline observation data (section 6.4.1) it was found that
2 of the student teachers (17%) used analogies to assist them with their
teaching. However, the analysis of the post-intervention observation data shows
that 8 of the student teachers (50%) used some form of analogy in their
teaching. For example, Fiachra was observed giving a lesson on solutions to a
the
the
To
solute and
12-13
of
mixing
about
explain
group of
year old pupils.
being
the
mixed with oranges
marbles
of
analogy
solvent particles, she used
the
help
to
the
had
situation.
visualise
pupils
and
an accompanying poster
When questioned about where she got this idea, she was obviously convinced
of its effectiveness as a teaching strategy:
"I just thought of it. You see, because their chapters are laid out by
another teacher, they haven't done the particulate nature of matter,
I
best
the
that
detail
into
lot
I
could
way
was
so
a
of
and couldn't go
think of. Because they can all visualise a crate of oranges and
the
the
they
spaces
and
and
marbles
oranges
can see
marbles, and
in between them. So it was just something I could relate it to. I had
the poster done, and I thought that it might be the easiest thing to
relate it back to."
I
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In another example, Kayleigh passed around lengths of polystyrene packing
(aeroboard) to help the pupils visualise the packing of particles in a solid
element. In the interview she pointed out that the packing of the spheres in the
aeroboard is analogous to the packing of particles in a solid. She clearly felt that
the use of this analogy was an effective teaching strategy:
"My reason for using the aero board, which I got off my nephew he's 3 and he loves breaking it up and throwing it around the place was, if you look at it, it's small little balls all packed in together. That
was my representation of the element, which is made up of all the
little atoms clung together
Mary gave a lesson on chemical formulae to a group of 14 year-old pupils. She
introduced the concept of chemical formula in terms of a discussion on Formula
One racing. When asked why she used this analogy, she explained at
considerable length in the interview about trying to avoid just giving to the class
a definition of chemical formula in terms of ratios of symbols and instead using
an analogy with which the pupils would be familiar:
"To understand first of all what a formula was before understanding
what chemical formulas. I wanted their feedback on it ....... well the
"Formula
level,
definitely
their
thinking
on
guys would probably
say,
One car racing" whereas girls would have a different aspect to
first
formula
it
know
I
did
them
was
a
what
and
asked
anyone
.......
I
One",
before
Some
"Formula
what
exactly
of all
we start.
guy said
was thinking and some of the girls said something that may be very
specific or to something which is getting along the lines of very
precise ........ Formula One racing because the height, the engine,
everything has to be perfect or they can't run out..... After they
knew what formula was I introduced what a symbol was as well
because I didn't want to give them a definition of ratio, symbols and
something very precise all together, I wanted to take them aside
first, we'll see what formula is, what a ratio is, what a symbol is and
then combine it all to have chemical formula ...... I didn't want to be
the one telling them everything. I wanted them to try to answer it
from their ideas".
One interesting use of analogies was observed in a lesson given by Seamus on
electrochemistryto a group of 14 year-old pupils. In this lesson he compared
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the voltameter to a swimming pool and the electrodes to ladders at opposite
ends of the pool. He explained the results of the electrolysis experiment carried
out by the pupils in terms of ions "swimming" across to the ladders and either
losing or gaining electrons. His lesson plan showed a simplified diagram with
electrons on a conveyor being put into the swimming pool at one end and taken
out of the swimming pool at the other end. This diagram was used in poster
form in the lesson. In addition, in the lesson, one of the pupils questioned him
about why some ions were discharged in preference to others. The sport of
greyhound racing is popular in the area in which the school is located and he
used the analogy of a race between a greyhound and a terrier to indicate that
some ions are more easily discharged than others. When questioned about the
use of these analogies in the interview, he clearly felt that they worked well:
U we were thinking all the time of that poster and the middle of
......
the swimming pool, because we could relate back the whole time,
that had the exact same thing as the poster of the beaker. Because
the showed the exact same thing, in layman's terms, of someone
taking electrons out and putting them in, and it was set up to look
the same way as the beaker beside it. So they're to understand that
this is just electrons going out one side and coming back in the
other. And I used an analogy of dogs going for a competition
between ions, which was at the end what they all started saying
back to me again".
Thus, it is clear that since 8 of the 16 student teachers involved in the postintervention data phase of this research project used analogies in their teaching,
this area of the Intervention Package (session 2 on research findings and
session 3 on developing specific teaching strategies) appears to have had
some definite impact in this area relative to the baseline cohort of student
teachers. The situation is similar to that described by Brown and McIntyre
(1993) when devising a framework to explain the actions of experienced
teachers when making progress in the classroom. The use of analogies by the
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studentteachers can be considered to be similar to the repertoire of actions
described by Brown and McIntyre (1993):
'We are suggesting that experienced and expert teachers arrive at
the class with clear goals for the pattern of activity (Normal
Desirable State) and for the Progress to be made by the pupils,
make rapid initial judgements about the Conditions impinging on the
from their repertoire of actions those which
teaching
and
select
........
their experience tell them are best suited to achieve their goals in
the given Conditions".
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 83)
Whilst Brown and McIntyre describe the increased use of analogies in terms of
0
986)
Shulman
teachers,
the
to
the
student
an addition
repertoire of actions of
describes the situation in terms of an improvement in their pedagogical content
knowledge:
"Within the category of pedagogical content knowledge, I include for
the most regularly taught topics in one's subject area, the most
useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful
demonstrations
illustrations,
and
analogies,
examples, explanations
the
formulating
in
the
subject
and
ways
of
representing
a
word,
the teacher must have
that makes it comprehensible to others
......
forms
hand
of
of
alternative
at
a veritable armamentariurn
representation, some of which derive from research whereas others
originate in the wisdom of practice. "
(Shulman, 1986 p. 9)
Thus, both perspectives underline the importance of the teacher having various
teaching strategies to enable progress to be made in the classroom and to
facilitate understanding among their pupils.

(f) Terminology
In the analysis of the baseline interview data, 8 of the 12 student teachers
(67%) indicated that terminology was a problem area in teaching the particular
topic. In the analysis of the post-intervention observation data, it was clear that
these student teachers also considered terminology to be a problem as 10 of
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the 16 student teachers (63%) used flash cards when explaining scientific
terminology.When the latter group of student teachers were questioned about
this teaching strategy, some interesting comments emerged. For example,
Fiachra gave a class on solutions in which she used flash cards extensively
whenever a new term was encountered. When questioned about this teaching
strategy, she spoke at some length about the problem she perceived pupils
would have with terminology:
"Basically I think that the chapter has a lot of terminology, and there
is an awful lot of theory to go with the topic. And it goes from one
term to another the whole way down But I don't think they'd know
...
about solvent, solution, as well - the terms they wouldn't know. They
may have an understanding themselves of what the things are, but
not the actual scientific terms.... As I say, they have an everyday
understanding or a basic knowledge of solvents - like paint on your
hands - so I think a lot of it is terminology... Probably the most
difficult bit would be the 'saturated' bit and the copper sulphate, and
heating it..... Generally, I knew that certain aspects of it would be
easy, leading to the terminology, which would be more difficult and
that would be where they'd have the problem with remembering the
different terms."
When discussing the lesson given by Padraig on atomic structure to a group of
14-15 year old pupils, he referred to the problem caused for the pupils by the
term "nucleus". He found that the pupils in their homework copybooks were
drawing the nucleus of the atom as if it were the same as the nucleus of the
cell:
"But I was trying to explain to them that it wasn't a circle, in the centre,
it was just protons and neutrons. I think they were kind of mixing it up
they
had
in
the
the
and
covered,
already
which
we
cell,
with
nucleus
knew that was a round or spherical structure. So I was trying to
explain to them that that was made up of genetic material, whereas
this is made up of protons and neutrons, and that it didn't have to be a
the
the
I
difficulties
As
the
words
of
were
mixing-up
said,
perfect circle.
and terms, and the mixing-up of the structure, making the protons and
neutrons a circular or spherical shape. They were mixing it up with the
nucleus of the cell. When I mentioned the nucleus of the atom, they
automatically thought it was the nucleus of the cell, so they were
"
it
circular
shape.
making a more
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This problem about the use of terminology, specifically the use of the term
nucleus in this context (Harrison and Treagust, 1996) has already been
discussed in Chapter 2.

Mary gave a lesson on chemical formulas and bonding. She made extensive
use of flash cards in the lesson. When asked about this in the interview, she
showed great sense of confidence in their usefulness as a teaching strategy:
"In my lesson plan I always before I introduce a new term I would
maybe put up a flashcard and ask an individual student, I would
name them out and ask them 'do you know what, say, a bond is first
of all' before we go onto ionic bonding before I launch into it and
they might say adhesive bonds they might go on to something
completely off the wall but just bring it to the scientific term again
and explain it for them and I always have a lot of student activity
throughout my lesson plan, a lot of questions I would gear towards
the students, I would find their input is their knowledge, I only can
teach them what I think they don't know."
In Hannah's lesson on electrochemistry to a group of 14-15 year old pupils, she
made a clear decision in her lesson plan to tackle the problem of terminology
"head on" from the very beginning of the lesson:
"Introductionto the area of electrochemistry. Introduce the term
electrochemistryto the students.
Write the word ELECTROCHEMISTRYon the board.
Ask question - what do you think the area of electrochemistry
involves?
Electrochemistry is a branch of chemistry which involves the
two areas of electricity and chemistry working together".
When questioned in the interview as to why she took this particular approach,
she emphasised the importance of the terminology in this topic:
introduce
1
just
to
the
"
I
it
that
wanted
way.....
why
approached
....
basic terminology. This was all new, they'd never, well they had an
idea what electrochemistry was just from the word but I wanted to
introduce the terminology and focus on relating terminology to a
if
I
hopefully
that
afterwards
showed them
and
particular system,
the system again that they'd be able to say well that part is the
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electrode, this is the electrolyte and define them and have an idea.
Not even learn it off but have an idea what was going on in the
different parts of the system and to be able to use the terminology,
I felt, because it's a new area and when they'd go into it deeper, it's
all that terminology; electrode, electrolyte and all of that, so that
was my main aim really. And just to give a brief introduction to
what it was all about, kind of an overview...."
It was interesting to see the same topic being taught using a completely
different approach by Seamus who started the class with pupil practical work in
which each group of pupils carried out their own electrolysis experiments using
home-made electrolysis kits in which paper clips were used as electrodes.
Having done the experiment and explained what was happening in terms of an
analogy with a swimming pool (as described previously), it was only in the last
15 minutes or so that the terminology was introduced. When questioned about
this strategy in the interview, he was quite clear on the importance of not getting
"bogged down" with terminology at the beginning of the lesson but rather to
avoid introducing the terminology until the pupils had a clear understandingof
what was happening in the electrolysis experiment:
I think just because there was a swimming pool, and everything is
ladder
the
it
So
be
in
that's
was
why
as would
a swimming pool.
there. And I didn't introduce the word 'electrodes' until a long way
into it, and then I just used it in simple language as a bit sticking into
the beaker, and I kept it at that, because I didn't want to make it any
more complicated."
The efforts of the student teachers to tackle the problems of terminology
appears to be related to Session 2 of the Intervention Package where each of
the student teachers studied a research paper and made presentations to each
(Briggs
Some
these
had
they
the
that
and
of
papers
other on
studied.
paper
Holding, 1986; Harrison and Treagust, 1996; Solomon, 1983) dealt with the
area of terminology and the confusion caused in the minds of pupils by the use
of various scientific terms in our teaching. This was in keeping with one of the
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aims of session 2 of the Intervention Package: To encourage student teachers
to reflect on some misunderstandings in science that they have studied in the
research literature and the second outcome of session 2: Be able to describe
some of the misunderstandings children have.

The type of picture painted by the analysis of data in this particular section is
similar to the description of a level III user (mechanical use) found in the CBAM
model. The student teachers are obviously aware of the problems caused by
terminology among their pupils and are trying out various strategies in the
classroom to try to tackle the problem:
"At this level [stage I11]the person is inexperienced and is still
experimentingwith the innovaeiontrying to make it work..... At this
point the person simply lacks the experience and the practical and
emotional resources to look much beyond the next days
in
is
level
III
interest
The
seeking out
users
of
preparations.
principal
ways to make use of the innovation easier for themselves".
(Hord, 1987 p. 112)
An interesting incident relating to the use of terminology took place during a
lesson given by Amy on physical and chemical changes. She was carrying out
a variety of demonstration experiments one of which involved putting some
magnesium ribbon into a test tube of hydrochloric acid. She asked the class
The
in
the
it
"dissolving"
did
they
acid.
what
observe and one pupil said was
it
the
discussed
this
immediately
teacher
class as
with
and
up
on
student
picked
a group. When questioned about this in the interview, Amy clearly remembered
what went through her mind when the pupil used the wrong terminology:
"I think one of the disappointments that I remember was when I did
the magnesium ribbon and the acid, and I still heard the word
'dissolving' coming from the crowd. And I actually noted who said
that and it would have been from what I would have considered
some of the students faster to pick up sometimes on certain
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into
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that
kind
And
we're
of
we
still
concepts.
most familiar with, and I think one girl started to say'dissolving' and
either she recognised that it was wrong or she saw the look on my
face and she started to backtrack, but even the fact that she was
backtracking meant that she was still on the edge of not being 100%
sure of what she was looking at."
It would appear that the discussion on the research findings in the various
Package)
Intervention
(Session
2
the
by
teachers
the
of
articles read
student
helped Amy to identify this incorrect use of terminology.

(ii) Classroom Climate

Analysisof the post-interventionlessonplan data,observationdata and
interview data shows a general sense of satisfaction among the student
teachers of the classroom climate in terms of pupil behaviour. Typical

commentswere:
I thought the class were very well behaved, most of the class were
interested in participating...." - Daniel:
I had no class management problems" - Daithi
"Well I thought the class were very well behaved anyway, they were
fairly enthusiastic and whenever I asked a question there was
hands"
their
to
two
up
put
able
always one or
people who were
Padraig
Whilst the analysis of the post-intervention interview data shows that most of
the student teachers expressed satisfaction simply with the behaviour of the
the
deeper
four
teachers
of
the
understanding
a
showed
pupils,
of
student
trying
to
Kayleigh
For
about
spoke
example,
concept of classroom climate.
foster a climate of independent thinking in her classroom:
"What I was trying to do was get the students' own opinions, to
just
than
for
themselves
them
think
reading a
rather
make
don't
that'
I
'Yeah,
agree with
or'l
with
agree
statement and going,
it'. But I wanted them to come up with it themselves, to think of it
themselves."
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Daniel's reply to the question on classroom climate showed that his priority was
to foster a climate of understanding of the topic being taught and he regularly
checkedon this understanding as the lesson proceeded:
66
times I got them answering one at a time or just put their
-other
hands up and constantly through the lesson there, there was a lot of
class interaction so I was asking questions all the way through so if
they had any problems I was able to look into them during the
lesson and again at the end of the lesson."
Also, the student teachers in the post-intervention study were more forthcoming
than those in the baseline study in terms of their own sense of satisfaction at
how the lesson went. For example, Padraig was very pleased with the high
response rate to the questions he asked in the class and spoke enthusiastically
about this in the interview:
'Whenever I asked a question there was always one or two people
who were able to put up their hands and even the ones who didn't
put up their hands, most of them had a fairly good idea and even
there was one student there I thought he was fairly weak and he
was able to answer all the questions I asked him, so I was happy
enough with that."
A similar comment was made by Catherine who used role play in teaching the
particulate nature of matter to a group of 12-13 year old pupils. Various groups
of pupils were used to represent particles in the solid, liquid and gas phase.
This teaching strategy worked very well and, in the interview, Catherine spoke
about it in a very animated fashion:
I really thought the role play was a brilliant way of showing it and
the kids really enjoyed it as well and I actually enjoyed doing it as
well, so I think that was the best part of it."
When Roisin was asked what she felt was good about the lesson that she gave
to a group of 12 - 13 year old pupils on solutions, she immediately referred to
the atmosphere created in the lesson. ýInthe lesson she used a Concept
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Cartoon, flash cards, posters, overhead transparencies, demonstration

experiments and diagnostic questions.) It is interesting to note that she
measured the success of the lesson in terms of the enjoyment that the pupils
derived from it:
"I think the children enjoyed the lesson and seemed to like being in
the classroom. I think that was good about it."
When Hannah was asked what she would change in the lesson if she were
repeating it, she spoke about her realisation that the classroom atmosphere
was close to that of a lecture hall at times and made a conscious effort to set up

a moreinteractiveclimate:
"I felt I was talking an awful lot, I felt I was bordering on a lecture at
times... I'm not saying now I wouldn't have changed, I would've but I
felt I was talking a bit too much and that's why I questioned them so
much because I was talking so much and I wanted to gauge what
they were learning. I would've tried to increase interaction with them
or get more feedback from them if I could at all .......
In addition, the student teachers in the post intervention study appeared to be
more conscious of the need to create a good atmosphere in the classroom by
involving the pupils. When Hannah was asked about the reason for including a
practical activity in her lesson on electrochemistry, she obviously felt that this
generated more interest among the pupils and thus contributed to a better
classroom atmosphere:
"Carrying out the practical work that maybe it would interest them
lecturing
just
instead
it
just
their
me
of
more and
class
make more
it
little
bit
that
involved
That
hopefully
if
I
them
to
them.
a
away
would help the class, and it would help the flow and the atmosphere
of the class and they might be a bit more open to listening and
learning what it was all about."
Similarly, Amy gave a lesson on balancing chemical equations to a group of
pupils who were clearly struggling. The fact that she was a mature student
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reflects her view of the classroom climate as one in which she emphasised the

importanceof building up of an atmosphere of confidence and understanding
among the pupils:
64 but generally I suppose what I would have to say, is it does
**....
take time to get to know a class and it takes time to build up this
kind of confidence and understanding"
Clearly, the student teachers in the post-intervention study display a more
mature and a more reflective attitude towards the importance of creating a
classroom climate characterised by items like independent thinking,
understandingof concepts, pupil involvement and a sense of confidence. The
data analysis suggests some resonance with stage 7 (knowledge and skills) of
the Harland and Kinder typology (1997):
"Knowledgeand skills [stage 7] suggests the development of deeper
levels of understanding, critical reflexivity and theoretical rationales,
with regard to both curriculum content (e.g. enhanced understanding
of scientific concepts) and pedagogy (e.g. the management of
investigations). It could also signal developments in teachers' selfknowledge and awareness."
(Harland and Kinder, 1997 p. 75)
The data analysis is also in keeping with the second stage of Fullan's model of
educational evaluation (new teaching strategies or activities) in that the student
teachers are attempting to implement new teaching strategies in the hope that
these will have an impact on the classroom atmosphere.
(iii) Links to everyday life
In the baseline study, analysis of the data showed that the majority of student
teachers felt that giving everyday examples was important in bringing about
effective learning in science. This was evidenced in the baseline lesson
observation data where 8 of the student teachers (67%) used everyday
applications in their teaching. Similarly, in the post-intervention study there is a
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consensus among the student teachers of the importance of integrating
everyday examples into their teaching. Analysis of the post-intervention lesson
16
14
the
data
that
data
student teachers
of
showed
plan
and observation
(88%) used some everyday example in the lesson. For example, in teaching a
lesson on Solutions to a group of 12-year-old pupils, Fiachra brought several
examples of everyday solutions into the classroom to show the pupils:
I suppose again from where they are, everyday, is where they
need to be able to understand.... there's so many everyday
examples really of things dissolving - suspensions, even Milk of
Magnesia and things like that. And I just used those to bring it
back to a scientific level. I think looking at all the different
examples - like marshmallows, perfumes, nail varnish removers,
back
to
bring
that
different
then
you
when
so many
solvents, and
the scientific level - the solutes, the solvents, giving the solutions,
to
it
back
brought
insoluble.
I
kind
started
opposed
as
soluble,
of
at that."
David looked at the problem of making the science in school relevant to their
everyday lives and talked about the need to bridge this gap:
"I suppose it [using everyday examples] can bridge the gap
between the lab and every day life quite well. Bridging them across
I
that
lab,
life
into
bringing
day
the
mean
as
as well
and
every
there's always so much talk that will register with them and if they
have that there and it wasn't really an easy question and it
developed curiosity as well."
Padraig taught a lesson on atomic structure and introduced it in an unusual
fashion - by cutting up a carrot into smaller and smaller pieces! When asked
the
looked
he
it
that
in
interview,
use of everyday
this
the
on
was clear
about
example simply as an aid to increasing understanding:
then
they
get a
the
U
would
then
examples
concrete
using
and
......
better understanding of what we were talking about."
Seamus used a very clever strategy to get the pupils to try to figure out what
'was happening when sodium chloride was electrolysed. He asked the pupils to
it
to
them
to
being
the
relate
off
and
asked
given
gas
smell a small sample of
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somethingthat they meet in their everyday lives. Most of the pupils recognised
the smell of chlorine from the swimming pool:
". A swimming pool has chlorine in it so they got that around I
they could smell the chlorine and recognise what chlorine is."
......
Aoife gave a lesson on physical and chemical changes to a group of 12 13
year old pupils. She used a piece of burnt toast as an example of a chemical
change and compared this to an ordinary slice of bread. She also showed how
milk went sour if you added vinegar to it, as well as demonstrating that baking
soda and vinegar reacted to form a gas that extinguished a lighted candle. She
did succeed in getting the point across very clearly and when asked about this
teaching strategy in the interview, was convinced of the usefulness of using
everyday examples:
"I had a piece of burnt toast and a lot of them could see that it was
different to a slice of white bread
they just didn't know what the
.......
name for what had happened was. I kind of facilitated them and
gave them what the term was that we'd use for what had
happened
Adding the vinegar to the milk actually shows them
.......
what happens when milk goes sour. It's something for them to relate
to that they'd see happening at home
It was one of my older
.......
brothers who told me the thing about the candle because he
remembered seeing it at school, you know the candle being
surrounded by the baking soda. And if you add the vinegar when the
candle is lighting, you can see the candle going out. But I think it
really put them thinking, you could see the baking soda had gone all
fizzy and didn't feel the same when they touched it, and they could
see the candle going out. So it kind of gave them an idea that a new
substance had been formed and something had happened to make
the candle actually go out."
Overall, there appeared to be a definite conscious effort among the postintervention student teachers to include links to everyday life in their lessons.
This was obvious not only in the demonstration experiments, examples of which
are outlined above, but also when teaching theoretical concepts, e.g.
electroplating knives and spoons, burning of petrol in car as examples of
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chemical change, melting of ice cream as an example of change of state, smell
from frying steak as an

diffusion and using different bottles of Coke
of
-example

to show that liquids take up the shape of the container.

The use of everyday examples by so many of the student teachers is similar to
the description of teachers at level IVB (Refinement) in the CBAM model.
Teachers at this level show "typical behaviour"of "actively seeking ways to
change it [the innovation] that will improve pupil outcomes. The changes may be
targeted at a particular subgroup at a particular subgroup of pupils, fast or slow
learners, for instance, or at the group as a whole" (Hord, 1987 p. 113). The
increased use of everyday examples by the post intervention student teachers
(relative to the baseline student teachers) appears to suggest an increased
effort to make the science being taught more interesting and more relevant to
their pupils.
7.3.2 View of science teaching. View of how to teach particular science
topics.
The previous section discussed how the view of teaching of the student
teachers affected their classroom practice. This section considers how the view
of science teaching possessed by the student teachers influenced the strategies
and skills displayed by them in the classroom.

A "snapshot"of the views of the student teachers about teaching and learning in
science was obtained in activity 3 of session I of the Intervention Package. In
this session, the student teachers were asked to look at paired statements
about teaching and learning and pick out the ones with which they agreed. The
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paired statements are reproduced in Table 7.4 and the results of the group
discussions are shown in Figure 7.4 (page 344).
1A. Before starting a new topic, it is
worth spending some time finding out
what the pupils already know.

2A. Science has established a large
body of useful knowledge about the
world. Teaching science is mainly a
matter of communicatingthis
knowledge clearly and effectively to
pupils.
3A. At the end of the lesson, I always
get them to copy down the key points
of the lesson from the blackboard.
That way what they have in their
notebooks is correct.
4A. Giving pupils opportunities to talk
to each other about science in their
lessons helps them to understand
new ideas.
5A. If the class hasn't understood
something I've tried to explain to
them, it means that my explanation
has not been clear enough. So I
should try to explain it again, in a
different wav.
6A. Pupils need an ordered and quiet
environment in which to learn.

1B It is best to assume that the pupils
know nothing about a topic before
you start to teach it. Some may know
a little, and some may have some
mixed-up ideas. It's better to start
with a clean sheet.
2B Pupils have to be allowed time to
discover and find things out for
themselves, otherwise they won't
understand them. Rather than telling
them, we need to give them
opportunities to find out for
themselves.
3B Trying to express your ideas in
your own words is an important part
of learning. So it is important to make
pupils write their own summaries of
what they have learned.
4B Letting pupils get into groups to
talk about their ideas is largely a
ideas
Many
their
time.
are
of
of
waste
incorrect. The teacher has to stay
involved in discussions to keep them
on the right track.
5B Children's ability to think and
A
develops
they
up.
grow
as
reason
idea
until
an
understand
child cannot
they have developed to the
-level
it.
where they are ready for

6B Learning requires activity. More
learning is going on when pupils are
actively engaged in doing things and
talking to each other about them.
7A. We all learn better if we have
7B After the pupils have done a
done something for ourselves. That's practical, the teacher still has to
why practical work is an essential part explain what the results mean and
how they can be explained.
of science teaching.
Table 7.4 Statements about teaching and learning in science
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It is interesting to note that in the case of 4 of the 7 statements (statements
1,3,4 and 7) the groups of student teachers were evenly split in their choices. In
the case of statement 5, all groups chose option A and in the case of statement
6, all groups chose option B. In the case of the second statement, three of the
four groups chose option B.

In order to study the views of the student teachers in this area after the
Intervention Package, the post-intervention data were analysed using the same
framework that was used to analyse the baseline data, i.e. exploring pupils'
ideas and understanding and relevant strategies for teaching particular
topics or sub-topics.
(i) Exploring Pupils'lldeas and Understanding.
In the analysis of the baseline observation data, it was found that there was a
poor level of questioning of the pupils by the student teachers to ascertain their
level of understandingof the topic. In general, it was found that the type of
questioning in the baseline study emphasised the recall of previously learned
material that required short, closed and factual answers.

One of the most striking items that emerged as the analysis of the lesson
observation data and lesson plan data progressed,.was the more prominent role
given to exploring pupils' ideas. A total of 10 of the 16 student teachers (63%)
were observed using this teaching strategy at various stages in the lessons. One
of the most popular items used by the post-intervention student teachers was
Concept Cartoons. As stated previously, 8 of the 16 student teachers used
Concept Cartoon in their teaching. Invariably, the Concept Cartoons led on to
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group discussions and whole class discussions. When asked in the interview
about the reason for using Concept Cartoons, David's answer was fairly typical
of the answers from the group in that he wanted to explore what ideas (about
chemical reactions) existed among the pupils and he wanted to investigate what
misunderstandingsthe pupils had about this topic:
"They have thirteen years or fourteen years of existing on this
planet, and from that alone they have thousands of misconceptions
or correct conceptions. I suppose I assessed what they understood
by using the Concept Cartoon
I made them assess
.........
themselves as it were. You know that I didn't ask for a straight
answer after showing them the Concept Cartoon but I did at the end,
and I had a majority decision, well everybody actually picked the
correct option on the cartoon. But they wouldn't have thought in
depth about a chemical reaction before this"
Similarly, Seamus spoke enthusiastically about a lesson he gave on
electrochemistryto a group of 14-15 year old pupils. He used diagnostic
questions and a Concept Cartoon near the beginning of the lesson. When asked
for his views on the value of the diagnostic questions, his response indicated the
value he placed on this teaching strategy:
because
"The diagnostic questioning was very, very helpful
......
electrochemistryis just wires sticking into something and you
couldn't bring it down to everyday life in that sense. But the
break
if
know,
like,
had
these
things
that
they
a
you
you
questioning
wire no electricity flows, or if the electricity is earthed. So all those
questions were... you know, if you break the wire and put it into a
solution then electricity should not flow. Again they had all these
ideas."
When asked what he hoped this teaching strategy would achieve, he
immediately referred to understanding of the concept among the pupils:
"I wouldn't say a better understanding, but a proper
ideas
through the
have
Because
they'd
carried
understanding.
class that would be all wrong until they'd actually see it going
flows.
I'm
break
for
the
no
wire
electricity
when
you
right,
example
sure a lot of them had that idea, most of them thought that was
do
But
the
I
the
obviously
when
you
put
up
questions.
when
right
be
has
to
that
that
they
wrong, but you
can
see
experiments,
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didn't tell them the answer then. You told it after the class. So
they didn't achieve a better understanding, they achieved a
proper understanding."
Another strategy used by 4 of the 16 student teachers was brainstorming.
Padraig used this tactic to begin a lesson on atomic structure. He asked the
class what they thought the word "atom" meant and wrote the various responses
on the blackboard. He was very clear in his mind that a constructivist approach
to teaching was the way forward:
"First of all I was thinking 'How was I going to show them this
concept, or explain to them what the concept was'. First of all, I
started off with what they covered before, matter, so they knew that,
so I said we'd start off with that, and we'd say then that matter was
made up of some other particles ....... And I asked them then what
an atom was, what was their impression of what that word was. And
then I built on that. Most classes I start from what they might have
known before, and then I always just try to see where they're at, so
that gave me an idea that some of them actually already knew what
an atom was, ands more of them didn't really know anything about
it."
A third strategy that the data analysis showed being used by three of the 16
teachers was diagnostic questions. For example, Roisin was teaching the
concept of solution formation to a class of 13 - 14 year old pupils. She placed a
beaker of water and 45 grams of sugar on an electronic balance. She then
asked the class to predict what change, if any, there would be to the total mass
if she tipped the sugar into the water. This generated great discussion among
the pupils and Roisin used the results of the experiment as evidence for the
existence of particles in solution. When questioned about this in the interview
about the reason for using this teaching approach, she appeared happy that she
had helped the pupils to come to an understanding of the concept of a solution:
"The reason why I picked it was I think it was just to show the
children physically a solution being formed. They had covered mass
before so it wasn't like I had to explain anything like that, just that
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the sugar did dissolve and because they could no longer see the
sugar, the sugar was still there with its full mass. Because I think a
lot of them, when I asked that question, seemed to think that the
sugar would add to the mass of the water only a little bit, but that it
wouldn't add its full mass of 45 grams. So that's why I did it, just so
they could see physically."
The lesson plan data clearly show that the above teaching strategies were not
spontaneous actions but were planned carefully with all the relevant questions
written into the lesson plan notes. In general, the standard of questioning of
pupils among the post-intervention student teachers was of a more probing and
testing nature than that found in the baseline study. Harland and Kinder (1997)
describe this type of outcome (stage 9 of their typology impact on practice) as a
change in "the nature of the interactions between teacher and pupils". (Harland
and Kinder, 1997 p. 76). It is similar to the second stage of Fullan's model "the
use of new teaching approaches (i.e. new teaching strategies or activities)"
(Fullan, 2001 p. 39). Clearly, items like Concept Cartoons, brainstorming and
diagnostic questions that were introduced to the student teachers as part of the
Intervention Package appear to have had an impact on the classroom practice
of the student teachers and helped to move them from their initial views
reflected in the 50 : 50 split in questions 1 and 4 (Table 7.3).

(Ii) Relevant strategies for teaching particular topics
As discussed in section 6.5.2, the analysis of the baseline data showed that the
teaching strategies used by the student teachers were confined to those found
in the textbooks. Analysis of the post intervention data was carried out in order
to investigate if evidence of innovation is present in the strategies of the postintervention student teachers when teaching particular science topics involving
difficult ideas. These strategies are now considered under the same headings
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used in the analysis of the baseline data, i.e. (a) everyday examples, (b)
practicalwork, (c) recognition of pupil difficulties, (d) content vs understanding
(e) analogies and (f) view of how to teach particular science topics.

The results of the data analysis (a) - (f) are first presented and this is then
followed by a brief discussion of these results.
(a) Everyday examples
When Siobhan was teaching about balancing equations, she began by talking
about apples and oranges being put into a scale. She asked the pupils to
imagine that you could only buy oranges and apples in pairs. (These pairs were
used to represent hydrogen and oxygen molecules.) She then went on to ask
the pupils to imagine on the other side of the balance a situation where one
orange was joined to two apples ("for every two apples you bought you got a
free orange"). This represented a molecule of water. From then on, pupils were
engaged in trying to figure out the ratio of apples (hydrogen) and oranges
(oxygen) to give a fixed number of H20 molecules.

This was a very interesting and a successful strategy as it started with everyday
objects and taught the pupils the idea of ratio before introducing the more
difficult concepts of atoms and molecules. When asked in the interview about
why she introduced the apples and oranges, she felt that these everyday objects
would help the pupils to understand better the concept of balancing an equation:
I did the kind of apples and oranges thing and kind of said if I
have two oranges here can I have an apple and an orange here,
in
I
balance
it
just
And
trying
to
tell
so
me
you can't, why,
.............
tried to bring it to that level because I though to myself that might
be one of the hardest parts."
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Her final statement clearly shows that she recognised the potential difficulties
that the pupils would have with balancing equations. The strategy was certainly
an innovative one and had not been covered specifically in the Intervention
Package.
(b) Practical Work
An example of an innovative practical demonstration was observed in a lesson
on the particulate nature of matter. Daithi was teaching the particulate nature of
matter and, after discussion about the various possibilities, showed a
discrepant event to emphasise that there were gaps between the particles of
gas. He used a bicycle pump filled with air and asked one of the pupils to push
down on the handle of the bicycle pump. When asked in the interview about
this, he referred to the fact that discrepant events were covered in the
Intervention Package:
'Well exactly, I told them at the start I wanted them to know what
matter was, I wanted them to know any different states of matter
I
I
think
the
them,
went through
and
which
properties of each of
and at the end then, I wanted them to know the particle theory and
I put up the constructivism that you went through, you gave me a
handout of it, we all had it but I used a half empty-half full gas idea,
and I said lads if you can answer that, you understand the particle
do,
I
think
to
I
them
that's
nature of gases anyway,
what wanted
they understood it."
This innovative approach to teaching the particulate nature of matter was
devised by the student teacher himself.
(c) Recognition of pupil difficulties
One of the strongest themes to emerge from the post-intervention interview
data analysis was the fact that the student teachers recognised that pupils had
difficulties with certain area of chemistry. In some cases, the student teachers
had read up on some of the recommended literature and some referred to the
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literature papers discussed as part of the Intervention Package. Typical
comment were:
"I went through some of the literature references that you gave us,
and there were the difficulties that they [the pupils] would have
encountered in understanding particle theory" Daithi
It goes back to that thing again
how they thought
about
..........
things just disappeared when dissolved in water. So I thought I'd
plan it around that more so than the other way." - Roisin
Students had a bit of difficulty with the terminology. I noticed one
student who answered a question confused the word 'electrode'with
'electrons' - Eoin
"I read that Rosalind Driver article on children's misconceptions in
science and then the other resources would have been the handout
that you gave to us
The children didn't realise that mass was
still there". - Maire
Analysis of the post-interventionobservation data shows some interesting
strategies adopted by the student teachers to teach specific topics. For
example, Elizabeth was teaching the topic of chemical reactions to a group of
12-13 year old pupils. In order to emphasise the idea of conservation of mass,
she used a very clever teaching strategy. She mixed some baking soda and
hydrochloric acid in a bottle with a balloon over the mouth. The pupils could see
the gas being given off and trapped in the balloon. When asked about this
particular experiment, she spoke about the fact that she wanted to show the gas
being given off and to link this in with a topic in biology that had already been
covered:
'With the baking soda and the vinegar, carbon dioxide gas being
given off ........ Now in that class before, we had just started talking
linked
in
that
and
and
whatever,
and
yeast
about micro-organisms
with using carbon dioxide production for raising dough and bread
making". -Anne Marie
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The cross-linking of topics in chemistry and biology by the student teacher
appears to have worked well. The innovative strategy of trapping the gas given
off using a balloon was devised by the student teacher herself.
(d) Content versus understanding
In section 7.4.1 evidence from the post-intervention data of a move towards
exploring pupils' ideas and understanding will be discussed. This manifested
itself in the use of Concept Cartoons, brainstorming and diagnostic questions. In
specific cases of teaching particular topics, it was observed that other strategies
were used to help the understanding of the pupils. For example, Daniel gave a
lesson on atomic structure to a group of 13 - 14 year old pupils. In his lesson,
he kept emphasisingto the pupils the three-dimensional nature of the atom and
warned them about the diagrams in the books being only two-dimensional.To
emphasise this point, he incorporated into his Powerpoint presentation some
very good three- dimensional animation effects. Whilst the observer of the
lesson was very impressed by the animation effects, Daniel was very modest
about his efforts:
'Well basically something like atomic structure is very hard to explain,
so I feel if it was put up in front of them there and they could see, they
could actually see if it was some animation, that it would be easier to
visualise ........ some of the effects weren't brilliant. It was PowerPoint
97 anyway so I prepared it on PowerPoint 2000 so some of the effects
weren't carried through, but I feel once they see it it's easier to
understand it."
Elizabeth also gave a lesson on atomic structure to a similar age group. She
was also concerned about the static, two-dimensional representations in text
books. One of the strategies used in her lesson was the introduction of a CDROM (science encyclopaedia)from which she played an extract showing atomic
structure in an animated and colourful fashion. When asked about the reason
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for including this in the lesson, she was confident that it was a good teaching
strategy and pointed out that the pupils would understand it better if they saw
the electrons spinning:
"The CD-Rom, I used because it actually had the electrons spinning
around the atom. It's easy enough for me to say they spin around,
but they might actually remember it and understand it better if they
see it spinning around, rather than just believing everything I say. "
Once again, the innovation of bringing in three dimensional animation effects
was entirely the work of the student teachers themselves.

(e) Analogies
The use of analogies in the baseline study has already been discussed in some
detail in Chapter 6 (section 6.4.1). In the analysis of the baseline data, it was
found that only 2 of the 12 student teachers (17%) used analogies in their
teaching. Analysis of the post-intervention data showed that 8 of the 16 student
teachers (50%) use some form of analogy in their teaching. Some examples of
these analogies have already been discussed in section 7.3.1 of this chapter,
e.g. the use of a swimming pool to represent the electrolyte in an electrolytic
cell, the use of polystyrene foam to represent the packing of atoms in a solid
and the mixing of oranges and marbles to explain the concept of solutions.
Whilst the intervention Package did not deal with specific strategies for teaching
particular topics, it is interesting to note that a significant number of the student
teachers were able to apply the general guidelines discussed in the Intervention
Package to devise specific strategies for teaching particular topics. This is in
keeping with outcome 3 of the third session of the Intervention Package: Be
capable of developing teaching strategies to help overcome children's
misunderstandingsof ideas in chemistry.
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The student teachers responsible for the above examples of innovative practice
show all the characteristics of level lVB (refinement) users in the CBAM model
in that they are introducing new ideas into the innovation in order to improve the
level of understandingamong their pupils:
"Beyond IVA [Routine], the users relationship with the innovation
changes yet again. Instead of struggling merely to survive with it, or
being content to adhere to an established pattern of its use, at the
highest three levels the person begins actively seeking ways to
change it that will improve student outcomes. The first of these is
Level IVB, refinement
The key fact is that the users activity is
........
now outwardly directed; instead of making changes to help
themselves use the programme, Level IVB people are
experimentingwith ways to help students use it more fruitfully.
These changes are based on a viable level of understanding of
....
the innovation.."
(Hord, 1987 p. 114).
Although the number of innovative teaching strategies among the student
teachers is limited, nevertheless it is satisfying to see that student teachers in
their first few months of teaching practice have the ability to introduce such
innovation into their classroom practice.

(f) View of how to teach particular science topics
In the analysis of the baseline data (section 6.6) it was found that very little
emerged to indicate that the student teachers had views on how to teach
particular science topics. In fact, only one of the 12 student teachers gave a
lesson in which she demonstrated her own way of approaching a particular
topic.

In the analysis of the post-intervention data, a similar finding was made. The
only lesson of the 16 which demonstrated a unique approach to teaching a
particular science topic was that given by Seamus. Aspects of this lesson on
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electrochemistryhave already been outlined. Whilst the other student teachers
used the Hofmann voltameter to demonstrate electrolysis, Seamus used nonconventional "home made" apparatus from a DlY store. He had no choice since
his lab was so poorly equipped. His style of teaching the topic was unique in
that he avoided the use of terminology until towards the end of class - the
textbook had all the terms clearly defined at the beginning of the chapter. Whilst
other student teachers simply electrolysed acidified water, Seamus began by
electrolysing sodium chloride solution. As already described, he carried out this
electrolysis to enable the pupils to smell the chlorine coming off and hence
satisfy themselves that a chemical reaction was taking place.

When Seamus was interviewed about the lesson, some interesting points
emerged with regard to this teaching strategy. One of his first statements set
the scene in terms of his own interest in electrochemistry:
'When I was going through college myself, the one bit of
chemistry I loved myself was electrochemistry".
His focus on what he wanted his pupils to be knowledgeable about was made
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Another interesting item that arose in the interview was the fact that Seamus
was in one of the working groups in session 3 of the Intervention Package that
had to devise a Concept Cartoon to explain electrochemistry.
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"There was also a discussion in your methodology session where
we were all split up into groups, and I was actually in the
electrochemistrygroup, and one idea we came up with was the
Concept Cartoon to show the actual workings of electricity. I used
that. And that was really it. The resources for electrochemistry tend
to make it harder rather than easier, I found - they are too
complicated".
When asked about his particular teaching strategy, he drew on his own
experience of studying electrochemistrywhen a pupil at school:
"Basically, my own experiences through school of electrochemistry.Which
I think is nearly everyone else's experience of electrochemistryas well - all
the things that could go wrong and do go wrong. As they say, you start
thinking of electrochemistry being so difficult, with electricity flowing
around, with loads of ions, and you don't know what's happening - that.
That's why. So it's my own experiences, and suddenly someone here
making it very simple for me, and me realising that. Just telling them
what's wrong, what they don't need to know and shouldn't know, then
makes it a lot easier."
Thus, apart from Seamus, little has emerged from the data in terms of views on
how to teach particular science topics. However, overall it appears that the
Intervention Package has had some effect on the student teachers in using
relevant strategies in the classroom, e.g. Concept Cartoons, diagnostic
questions, discrepant events and analogies.

7.3.3 Local conditions
Two of the intended outcomes of session 3 of the Intervention Package are:
Be capable of making suggestions for classroom practice which help to
overcome these misunderstandings in chemistry.
Be capable of developing teaching strategies to help overcome children's
misunderstandingsof ideas in chemistry.
Clearly, the extent to which the student teachers are in a position to implement
suggestions for classroom practice and changes in teaching strategies will be
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affected by the conditions in which they find themselves teaching. Are the
conditions in the school conducive to innovation? Are the permanent science
teachers on the staff willing to assist the student teachers? Do the student
teachers have adequate access to physical resources like laboratories and
equipment? Are the pupils co-operative when introducing innovation? Questions
like these will be considered as the data are analysed under the same headings
as in the baseline data, i.e. assessment of course, backup help from school
and types of pupils. These three areas have the potential to facilitate or to
hinder the introduction of innovation into the classroom practice of the student
teachers.

(I) Assessment
In the analysis of the baseline observation data and interview data, it was clear
that the teaching style adopted by the majority of student teachers was driven by
the examination system. Similarly, in the post-intervention phase, it is clear from
the lesson plans, observations and interview data that the examination system
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Amy referred specifically to the terminal examination when asked about the
difficulties the students would encounter in her lesson on balancing chemical
equations:
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Similarly, when Mary was asked about the resources she used when preparing
the lesson on chemical formulae, it was interesting that she pointed out that as
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well as the textbook she also consulted a "rapid revision" textbook and a pocket
dictionary of key terms. These exam aids are popular among exam pupils in
Ireland and are normally purchased by the pupils in their examination (third)
year. Mary was teaching a second year class but obviously wanted to ensure
that she included all the key points in her lesson:
"I looked up first of all, The [name of textbook] also Junior Certificate
(name of textbook] revision book and also a small handbook
dictionary, it was [name of publisher] with very simplistic definitions".
In terms of the subject content of the lessons, in the baseline study all of the
student teachers stuck rigidly to the syllabus. In the post-intervention study, 15
of the 16 student teachers in the post-intervention study also stuck rigidly to the
syllabus. The only exception was Seamus who introduced the electrolysis of
salt solution to the pupils. This experiment is not part of the Junior Certificate
course but Seamus included it as he wanted to demonstrate that a chemical
reaction was occurring by allowing the pupils to smell the chlorine gas being
evolved. However, given that Seamus was a fairly exceptional teacher anyway,
it is fair to say that the Intervention Package appears to have had little effect in
terms of the subject content of the lessons.

Overall, in terms of the influence of assessment on the implementationof the
Intervention Package, the student teachers display all the characteristics of
teachers at level IVA(routine) in the CBAM model. At this stage, the student
teachers have reached the "comfortable plateau" (Hord, 1987 p. 113) and have
settled down to a "pattern of innovation use "(Hord, 1987 p. 113). Hord points
out that the users on this level need the feeling of stability associated with it
regardless of whether or not they move on to the next stage. As would be
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expected of inexperienced student teachers, they feel most comfortable
teaching closely to the syllabus until they have sufficient experience to move
beyond the constraints of assessment and experiment with other material

beyond the syllabus.

(ii) Backup help from school
In the analysis of the baseline interview data, only 2 of the 12 student teachers
(17%) indicated that they had received help from other teachers in the school. In
the post-interventioninterview analysis, it was found that 6 of the 16 teachers
(38%) had sought assistance of some form from other teachers in the school.
This assistance took various forms - bearing in mind that the level of laboratory
equipment in schools in Ireland varies widely and laboratory technicians in
schools do not exist in Ireland!

In some cases, the help received from other teachers was very basic. For
example, Kayleigh gave a lesson on atomic structure and needed help setting
up some molecular model kits:
"And I asked one of the science teachers in the school, Ms E. who
has been there 15 or 16 years, she helped me with the atomic
models." - Kayleigh
Similarly, David used a good home-made Concept Cartoon poster in his lesson
and reported that he received help from the other teachers in the school in
designing the poster.
I asked some of the chemistry teachers in the school and they
were able to give me a lot of help with the poster." - David
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Catherine gave a lesson on the particulate nature of matter and consulted
another teacher in the school to try to devise an experiment to demonstrate that
there were gaps between the particles in a solid:
I consulted other people about it as well, yes and that's one that I
didn't really understand at first and then he explained what it was,
but it's a good way of showing, just to see the bubbles forming
around the chalk are the spaces between the particles in the solid."
Catherine
In another case, the student teachers reported a good level of assistance in the

actual preparation of the lesson. For example, Fiachra reported that she
received help in obtaining resource material and some hints on methodologyto
use for her lesson on solutions:
The school is very good, one teacher has a lot of other books like
[name of textbook] and [name of textbook] and a couple of others.
So I just looked at the one I have that they would have to use [name of textbook] - did basic notes on that, and then brought in
information from wherever else I could get it. All the other books,
and wherever else I could think of myself. I asked a few other
teachers too of what they thought would be good methods to use." Fiachra
Similarly, Hannah, who taught in a large girls secondary school with very well
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they think would be the main points to get across ...... I felt myself
the important part was the terminology really and to try and explain
that to them." -Hannah
Likewise, Seamus reported that he received help from the chemistry teacher in
the school when planning out his approach to teaching the topic. Seamus
taught in a boys secondary school with a small student population of about 200
and a very run-down chemistry laboratory. It was obvious that practical work
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was not a regular activity in this laboratory. Seamus had to get the various
items of equipment in a local DlY store.
"Planning the lesson? Oh, obviously I talked with Mr. X, the
chemistry teacher at the time, because he always has good ideas.
The planning of it came about that it was such a hard topic that it
would be better off taking as direct a route to it as possible. So we
didn't want the students getting confused about molecules and stuff
along the route, because at the end of the day the topic itself we
based on one very simple idea. So if you got them straight into the
very simple idea, you could build all the hard stuff around it and not
get them confused. So that was my planning around it."
It is interesting to note the increased willingness among the post
intervention student teachers (relative to the baseline student teachers) to
seek help from more experienced teachers when preparing their lessons.
It is possible that the student teachers, having been alerted by the
Intervention Package to the problems associated with teaching difficult
ideas, were more likely than the baseline teachers to seek help from
experienced teachers. This spirit of collaboration was found by Harland
and Kinder (1997) to be one of the outcomes of the INSET course that
they studied and refer to the fact that "collaboration and mutual support
fairly
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They refer to these types of outcomes arising from teachers helping each
other as institutional outcomes.

(Ili) Types of pupils
In the baseline study, only one student teacher commented about a problem
(literacy) associated with the particular pupils being taught. In the postintervention study, about half the student teachers referred to problems with
weak pupils in their classes. For example, Amy spoke enthusiastically about the
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benefit of Concept Cartoon for weaker pupils who had difficulty in articulating an
answer to a scientific question posed in the traditional manner:
"It got them all into their own way of thinking and it got them really
involved and interacted then with the actual lesson - especially the
weaker ones participated a bit more than usual, I found that was
definitely a good aid to start with and to see where they're coming
from. We don't want to treat students as empty vessels coming into
a classroom. A lot of them actually do have a good knowledge, more
then we think sometimes,just get the basis on that. I think more so
for weaker students it was a good idea
because of their poor
.....
reading and writing skills they don't participate .... don't respond so
well to normal questions ...... the cartoon encouraged them to
answer"
A number of other student teachers in the post-intervention study did refer to
the fact that the weaker pupils were encouraged to participate more in the class
because of the use of Concept Cartoons in the lesson. For example, Mary
taught a large mixed ability class and normally found it difficult to get some of
the weaker pupils to participate in the lesson but this lesson was different:
"For my second years because they are very much a mixed-ability
class I have some and they are always A's and some they're so
weak considered remedial and when I showed the cartoon, one
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your ideas on it". So he participated well in class.
Aoife had a similar experience in dealing with weak pupils. She found that the
Concept Cartoons helped to increase the level of participation of these pupils in
thelesson:
'Well, I had used them a few times before this, and I think they are
actually very effective. Out of the whole methodology thing [ the series
found
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by
the
lectures
researched],
given
of
on science methodology
them to be exceptional because I have a few students in my class
who'd be kind of weaker than the average people, and I found it really
woke them up. It was really able to give them an extra dimension to the
lesson, and was an entry point to the lesson for them".
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Thus, overall the introduction of Concept Cartoons to the student teachers in
the Intervention Package appears to have had some effect in sensitising them
to the particular problems of the weaker pupils. In addition, the Concept
Cartoons appear to have had a positive influence on the pupils, especially the
weaker pupils, in terms of their level of participation in the lesson. The student
teachers whose teaching strategies target the weak pupils show the
characteristics of level IVB (refinement) teachers in the CBAM model:

"Level IVB, refinement, in which changes may be targeted at a
particular subgroup of students, fast or slow learners, for instance,
or at the group as a whole..... The user's activity is now outwardly
directed.... Level IVB people are experimenting with ways to help
students use it more fruitfully".
(Hord, 1987 p. 113)
In short, the Concept Cartoons appear to be the catalyst for increasing the level
of awareness of the student teachers to the needs of the weaker pupils.

7.4 Attitudinal

factors

As already discussed in Chapter 5, attitudinal factors are harder to evidence as
they have to be inferred. In this section attitudes are inferred from elements of
the questionnaire, the interviews, lesson plans and the classroom observations.
In the end-of-year questionnaire (Appendix Vill page 434), the student teachers
were asked for their opinion on the usefulness of each of the three sessions of
the Intervention Package. The results are summarised in Figure 7.5 page 365.
Overall the attitudes of the student teachers to the three session was very
positive with all student teachers describing the first session and third session
as either "very useful" or "fairly useful" and all student teachers except one
describing the second session as either "very useful" or "fairly useful". The one
exception described the second session as "not very useful".
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Some of the student teachers gave additional comments in this area on the final
question:
"I found the three sessions very helpful. They helped to remind me of the
difficult concepts in J.C. [Junior Certificate] Science and gave very good
ideas on how to teach them."
"The sessions were most beneficial to me in my teaching. I have learned
an incredible amount."
"I really found them of extreme help on helping me prepare my students
for better understanding in science."
The student teachers were clearly very positively disposed towards the
materials of the Intervention Package.

In stage 2 of the CBAM model (personal concerns), the personal attitudes of the
teachers to the innovation are linked to the success of the innovation (Hord,
1987 p. 100). This stage is explained in terms of the teacher being faced with
new sets of demands and new ways of thinking along with the subsequent
anxiety of having to cope with these. In the case of the student teachers, their
view of science and their view of learning could be expected to have some
influence on their attitude towards an innovation. Hence, analysis of these two
factors in the post-intervention data (as was carried out in the baseline data)
should assist the assessment of the effectiveness of the Intervention Package.
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Figure 7.5 (a) Response of student teachers when
asked to describe the usefulness of session I of
Intervention Package to their teaching practice.
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Figure 7.5(b) Response of student teachers when asked
to describe the usefulness of session 2 of Intervention
Package to their teaching practice.
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Figure 7.5(c) Response of student teachers when asked
to describe the usefulness of session 3 of Intervention
Package to their teaching practice.
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7.4.1 View of science

The view of learning as exemplified by the student teachers will be discussed
under the same categories that were used in the analysis of the baseline data,
i.e. body of principles, method of enquiry, a practical subject and an important
social institution.
(i) Body of principles
The analysis of the videotaped lessons clearly shows that 10 of the 16 student
teachers (62%) in the post-intervention study taught their lessons with
considerable emphasis on learning definitions and facts. A study of the lesson
plans prepared by these 10 student teachers also shows that their lesson plans
were very much driven by factual information. However, it is interesting to note
that there is evidence of some degree of a shift from this high emphasis on
scientific content in the case of the other 6 student teachers. For example,
Seamus gave an example of an investigative-type approach in teaching the
topic of electrochemistrywhere pupils constructed their own simple electrolysis
kits to investigate the electrolysis of dilute sulfuric acid. Similarly, Anne taught a
class on physical and chemical changes in which the distinction between the
two types of changes was built up by careful questioning and practical
investigations rather than presented in a table as a fait accompli - the method
used by the majority of her fellow student teachers.

In the analysis of the interview data, there is still a strong emphasis among the
majority of the student teachers on learning definitions and facts. For example,
when the student teachers were questioned about the emphasis on covering
scientific content in their lessons, it was clear that this was seen by the majority
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of them (63%) as the main aim of the lesson. To illustrate this, when Kayleigh
was asked about the aim of the lesson that she gave on atomic structure, she
replied:
'Well, at the end of the lesson, I wanted the students to know that
elements were composed of atoms, and the structure of an atom. To
know the three components - the proton, neutron and electron where they were found, what charge each of the particles had, and
then to know from the periodic table that could get the number of
protons, neutrons and electrons in an atom of any element."
Similarly, when Hannah was asked about what she had hoped the pupils would
have learned from her lesson on electrochemistry, she concentrated very much
on the terminology covered in the lesson:
"I just wanted to introduce the basic terminology... I wanted to
introduce the terminology and focus on relating terminology to a
particular system, and that hopefully afterwards if I showed them the
system again that they'd be able to say well that part is the electrode,
this is the electrolyte and define them and have an idea. Not even
learn it off but have an idea what was going on in the different parts
of the system and to be ableito use the terminology, I felt, because
it's a new area and when they'd go into it deeper, it's all that
terminology; electrode, electrolyte and all of that, so that was my
main aim really.
However, on analysing the interview data for references to the importance of
fostering understanding among the pupils, it was found that there was definite
evidence in the case of 11 of the student teachers (69%) who spoke about the
importance of ensuring that the pupils understood the concepts being taught.

For example, when Fiachra was asked about what he hoped pupils would learn
from the class she gave on solutions, her answer did not simply focus on the
terminology (as was observed in the baseline study of a lesson on the same
topic) but dealt with a more general understanding of solutions:
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"Basically,to be able themselves to identify that, simply, a cup of
coffee is a solution. That there's coffee in there, that the coffee
doesn't disappear, it's still present, but it's dissolved. And if they
could identify that, especially in their everyday going around the
place, know that that's a solution of salt and water, and know
whether something is soluble or insoluble"
Similarly, Padraig was more interested in generating an understandingof the
concept of the atom among the pupils than simply dealing with the terminology:
'Well, I wanted them to understand the concept of what an atom
was, that it was a small object, really tiny. And I also wanted them
to know the structure in that there was an outer layer where the
electrons were located, and in the centre there were protons and
neutrons."
In one case there was evidence of the student teacher trying to get the pupils
to extend their understanding of chemical reactions from the specific example
covered in class to other examples. This student teacher also referred to some
background reading he had done in the area of problems that pupils have
when understanding atomic structure:
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student teachers (38%) demonstrated this shift in emphasis.
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(ii) Method of enquiry
In the analysis of the baseline observation data, only 1 of the 12 student
teachers demonstrated any form of enquiry in their teaching. This form of
enquiry was limited to a "predict-and-explain"type activity. Analysis of the postintervention observation data shows no evidence of the student teachers
attempting to give the pupils an understanding of the scientific approach to
enquiry or the limitations of different kinds of scientific knowledge claims or the
difficulties of obtaining reliable and valid data. This would appear to suggest
that, in terms of an enquiry approach to teaching, the student teachers are still
at the management stage (stage 3) of the CBAM model, i.e. their main
concerns are items like preparing resource materials, organising their time and
teaching their classes rather than taking a broader perspective of teaching.

(iii) A practical subject
Of the 16 lessons observed in the post-intervention phase of this study, 13
lessons (81 %) involved some form of laboratory practical work. This compares
favourably with the fact that 58% of student teachers in the baseline study
performed practical work. The practical work in the post-intervention study was
This
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higher level of practical work was also reflected in the lesson plans of the
student teachers. Typical practicals carried out involved test-tube experiments
to investigate chemical reactions, making iron sulphide, diffusion of hydrogen
chloride and ammonia, making carbon dioxide, showing that air has mass and
electrolysis of acidified water.
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Most of the practicals observed involved typical "recipe type" experiments found
in the textbook. In the interviews, the student teachers tended to speak in a very
animated fashion about the practical work they had carried out. For example,
Eoin set up a series of test-tube experiments to introduce the idea of chemical
reactions. When asked about this in the interview, he clearly showed that he
was very pleased with his results:
"Because the kids can refer to it while we're doing the experiment
and I'm going through it bit by bit while the kids are sifting down there
so it's not me handing out test tubes, saying put this into this so they
can see it beforehand, it's all labelled as well, they can see sulfuric
acid was added to the barium chloride and the sulfuric acid was
added to the magnesium."
Even in lessons that did not lend themselves easily to practical work, the
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Daniel used molecular models when explaining about covalent bonding. Also,
Mary used the balancing of apples and oranges on a home-made balance to
illustrate the balancing of chemical equations. When questioned about this in
the interview, Mary was clearly happy about the success of this type of strategy:
is and then I did the kind of apples and oranges and kind of said if
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level because I though to myself that might be one of the hardest
parts."
The importance of practical work was summarised by Aoife who gave a very
interesting lesson on physical changes and chemical reactions. She had the
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the class to explain why the candle went out. This generated great discussion in
the class and created a great "buzz" of activity:
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".... you know the candle being surrounded by the baking soda.
And if you add the vinegar when the candle is lighting, you can see
But I think it really put them thinking, you
the candle going out
......
could see the baking soda had gone all fizzy and didn't feel the
same when they touched it, and they could see the candle going
out. So it kind of gave them an idea that a new substance had
been formed and something had happened to make the candle
actually go out. I suppose science is a practical subject and if you
want to make it interesting for your students, you have to have
some little experiment every day. You don't have to have
something fantastic, but you have to have something small every
day or else you are going to lose interest straight away, no matter
what you're teaching. So I would always have some small
experiment every day, no matter how silly it was or if it only lasted
for two or three minutes. Something that would really make them
interested in the subject."
However, there was little evidence of practical work that was specifically aimed
at challenging misunderstandingswith a view of developing thinking along
scientifically accepted lines. The only example of this was in a class dealing
with chemical changes. David was trying to get across the idea that a new
substance was always formed and that mass is conserved when a chemical
reaction takes place. He used the volcano experiment to challenge the pupils'
conclusions when they saw a small amount of yellow crystals being burned in
the fume hood to generate a large volume of green powder. When asked about
this in the interview, he was quite excited about it and felt that the experiment
had been successful in achieving its aims:
"Being a Dip [H.Dip.Ed student teacher] and not having taught the
Junior Cert. course before, I mean I was given a scheme by
for
Chemical
in
teacher
up
change
came
another science
a school.
teaching and I didn't feel that [name of textbook] covered it well at
all you know. The book seems to be very vague... but the way I
taught it was I looked at the different problems with the concept of
what I would've perceived to be the different problems and the idea
of totally new substances - that's one that gets the kids going. They
see the new substances as being transformed, the same
substance which just looks different, it's still paper rather than ash.
In the second one then there were new substances. I showed them
that clearly, in the volcano experiment because I had the chromium
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oxide that was green in colour and started with a bright orange
colour."
The increased level of practical work by the majority (81%) of the postintervention student teachers is in contrast to the smaller number of student
teachers (58%) who were observed using practical work in the baseline study
indicates a greater willingness among the post-intervention student teachers to
include practical work in their lessons.

The higher level of practical work among the post-intervention student teachers
may be evidence of new awareness as discussed by Harland and Kinder, i.e. "a
perceptual or conceptual shift from previous assumptions" (Harland and Kinder,
1987, p.73). However, the fact that there is little evidence of an attempt by the
student teachers to use practical work to challenge the misunderstandingsof
the pupils could suggest that the level of use on the CBAM scale is IVA
(Routine), i.e. the student teachers have settled down into an established
pattern of use of practical work and have not attempted to go beyond this in
order to produce more beneficial effects. (Hord, 1987 p. 111)

(iv) Important social institution
In session 1 of the Intervention Package, reference was made by the tutor to
the aims of science teaching. In the 15-minute presentation given by the tutor
(interspersedwith some discussion) reference was made to the following areas:
"

An awareness of how the applications of science affect our lives and the
society in which we live.

"

Interest and curiosity about science.
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One of the intended outcomes of this session was that the student teachers
would "be able to describe some of the aims of science teaching". However,of
the 16 student teachers observed teaching in the post-intervention part of this
study, only 4 of them (25%) displayed any awareness of the social or historical
aspects of science. These examples included Padraig talking about the work of
the ancient Greeks when explaining the meaning of the term "atom"; Hannah
spoke about the work of Humphry Davy when she demonstrated some of the
properties of the alkali metals; Eoin told the class the story of the Hindenberg
airship when talking about the properties of hydrogen gas; Sean talked about
the efforts of Mendeleeve to arrange the elements in order in the Periodic
Table.

When Padraig was questioned about why he told the story of the ancient
Greeks to the class, he clearly felt that the background information fitted in well
with the topic he was teaching:
'Well, I just wanted to bring them back to where the word originally
came from, and I got that from the Internet. I got this little paragraph
it,
basis
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just
it,
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studying
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were
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Similarly, when Sean was asked about his approach to teaching the Periodic
Table, he spoke about the importance of putting the lesson in its historical
Table
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evolved:
'Well, it was an introduction to the Periodic Table. So basically what
I wanted them to know was a bit about the history behind it - how it
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way they were in the periodic table. Now I didn't want them to know
much more specifically than that, because I felt if I tried to go into
that in one lesson, it would be too much for them to take in. Because
it was very much a theoretical lesson just a lot of explaining and
...
stuff, there wasn't much practical things I could do with it. So I
wanted to keep it quite general -just how the Periodic Table works,
the groups and periods. Don't go into it much more than that so I
can develop it more in further lessons."
In the baseline data analysis, only 2 of the 12 student teachers (16%) made any
effort to put science in its social or historical context. Whilst this percentage of
student teachers in the post-intervention study has increased (25%),
nevertheless it is clear that the majority of student teachers still do not see this
area as being an important factor in bringing about effective learning in science.

7.4.2 View of learning
The view of learning as exemplified by the student teachers will be discussed
under the same categories as used in the baseline data analysis, i.e.
(i) Transmissionversus active learning and (ii) Control and choice offered to
pupils over activities and (iii) personal reflection.(I) Transmission versus active learning
This section discusses the active learning strategies used in the classroom by
the post-interventionstudent teachers. In particular, it examines the active
learning strategies that focus on challenging ideas and developing
understanding of difficult ideas in chemistry. Analysis of the post intervention
observation data shows that 13 of the 16 student teachers (81%) used some
form of active learning in their teaching. This is an increase from the baseline
data where only half of the student teachers adopted some form of active
learning. The active learning observed took a number of forms, e.g. classroom
by
Concept Cartoons), pupil
discussions
(usually
like
generated
activities
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worksheets on difficult ideas, word searches and crosswords, role play of pupils
to build up the Periodic Table, pupil practical work in experimenting with "home
made" electrolysis apparatus, groups of pupils assisting the teacher in setting
up and carrying out demonstration experiments, group work in which pupils tried
to figure out chemical formulas, practical worksheets to distinguish between
physical and chemical changes, use of diagnostic questions, etc. A study of the
lesson plans of the student teachers shows that these "active learning" type
activities were not spontaneous occurrences but were incorporated into the
planning of the lessons.

Some interesting comments arose in the interviews when the student teachers
were questioned about some of the active learning strategies they were using.
For example, Sean used a Concept Cartoon in his lesson to elicit views from
the pupils as to their understanding of the term "periodic" as it applied to the
Periodic Table. When Sean was asked about the fact that he had a lot of
discussion going on in his lesson about the Periodic Table, he acknowledged
the beneficial effects of Concept Cartoons in promoting this discussion:
"As for Concept Cartoons, the one thing I noticed about the
try
to
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book
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so
stuff,
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materials
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think of them yourself then is a bit tougher, from a point of view of
idea
I
do
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But
think
drawing
them
and
very
good
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are
up.
even
I would use them wherever I can, because it's something different,
and also make for good discussion."
Anne Marie gave a lesson on chemical reactions and used a Concept Cartoon
to generate a lively discussion about why a yellow substance was formed when
two colourless solutions were mixed:
"The reason I used it was because I had used a Concept Cartoon
before with a previous class, and I was amazed at the response of
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the students. It would never have occurred to me that something
would get the students interested, not just in a funny humorous
way but in that they see it as a puzzle that they have to solve
And as for why I chose that particular one, looking through
.....
some of the material on misconceptions, it was obvious that where
the new product comes from at the end seemed to be a major
stumbling block for students. And so they would seem to think that
it was some modification or change that occurred to one of the
things you mixed, that would bring about this new colour or new
substance that you saw. So it was a pretty simple one. My idea
then was to take that and take three different kids with three
different opinions about where this substance came from. And
seeing as the misconception would generally be 'That must mean
A turns B yellow' or'B turns A yellow', because sometimes the
way you mix them, they think that actually matters if you put B in
first or A in first".
Clearly, Anne Marie set out to challenge the pupils' ideas about chemical
reactions and she appeared very pleased with the results.
Eoin gave a lesson on physical changes and chemical reactions in which pupils
worked in groups and carried out a series of test-tube experiments. He
obviously felt that this was a very beneficial strategy:
"I thought if they saw for themselves, what a chemical reaction does,
especially that a new product is being made, so the clear sulphuric
acid and the clear barium chloride added together will give a
I
First
know
didn't
they
was,
precipitate
precipitate.
what a
of all
don't think I actually used the precipitate because I think it's a bit
complicated for them so we just said it went white and then we
linked it to suspensions and the fact that there was all little particles
going around, the fact that the new product was white, the old
it
do
just
for
to
it
them
products were clear and clear, so was
themselves, if I'm up on the blackboard doing it so it wasn't even too
difficult to set up, all I had to do was set up solutions and pour them
into the test tubes
I thought the kids were quite interested in it,
........
they actually got stuff to do and stuff to see and they all got handson, they all put one chemical into another chemical and saw a
chemical reaction, so that was the best part of the lesson I think
from their point of view."
He followed up the lesson with a worksheet in which pupils had to classify each
of their observations and explain why some were physical changes and others
were chemical changes. He asked some of the pupils to call out their answers
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and this led to some discussion - though not as lively as in the case of Anne
Maire's class.

Mary was teaching the topic of chemical formulas to a group of 14-year-old
pupils. She had lots of artefacts (apples, oranges, home made balances,
worksheets, molecular models, etc) incorporated into her lesson. It was obvious
from the lesson that she had a great rapport with the pupils. When questioned
about this, she clearly recognised the importance of getting the pupils involved
in the lesson:
"I myself like the idea of teaching science because I like the idea of
interaction with the students, to get them involved in experiments
that's how I think I used to learn the work, rather than reading and
learning and I thought of chemical formulas... it's the tough one
because there isn't much student interaction there... " - Mary
However, at no stage did she try to challenge their understanding of what was
happening in the chemical reactions to give rise to these chemical formulae.
Thus, whilst the majority of the student teachers made a definite effort to
incorporate some form of active learning into their teaching, not all of it was
Some
the
ideas
of
misunderstandings.
aimed at challenging pupils'
and
interview data (like Mary's above) suggest a belief among the student teachers
that active learning per se would help to overcome misunderstandingswithout
the need to challenge the ideas of the pupils.

The use of active learning strategies that challenge the misunderstandings
among the pupils is directly related to two of the outcomes of the third session
of the Intervention Package:
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*

Be capable of making suggestions for classroom practice which help to
overcome these misunderstandings in chemistry.

Be
capable of developing teaching strategies to help overcome children's
9
misunderstandingsof ideas in chemistry.
It would appear from the lesson observation data and the interview data that
these outcomes have only been achieved to a limited extent by the active
learning strategies adopted by the student teachers. In the CBAM model, these
student teachers would be described as having reached level IVB (Refinement)
on the index of use, i.e. they see some potential in the innovation and are
seeking ways of using the innovation "to improve pupil outcomes" (Hord, 1987
p. 113).

It is interesting to note that of the three student teachers who had no form of
active learning incorporated into their lessons, two of them used Powerpoint
presentations in their lessons. Obviously, given the small number of student
teachers involved in this study one cannot draw conclusions but this
observation does raise the question: "Is there a possibility that Powerpoint has
the tendency to turn teachers into lecturers?"
(ii) Control and choice offered to pupils over activities
In the analysis of the baseline data there was no evidence of the student
teachers deviating from any of the activities outlined in the standard textbooks
(section 6.3.2). In the analysis of the post-intervention observation data and
lesson plan data, a similar finding was made. In no case was a choice offered to
pupils over the activities - in all cases, the work was prescribed by the teacher
and the instructions followed by the pupils.
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In the analysis of the interview data, there is some evidence of recognition
among the student teachers that more freedom of choice should be given to
pupils. For example, when Daniel was questioned about his use of ready-made
molecular models in teaching chemical bonding, he realised that the class
would have been more effective if the pupils had to make their own models of
molecules:

"*-.... I think the only way you could have involved pupil activity
there was maybe making models or alternatively one of the things I
probably should have done was given them out a question each just
on the atomic number and the mass number, given them out an
element with the atomic number, the mass number and got them to
calculate the number of protons, the number of neutrons, the
number of electrons, I possibly should have done that, and possibly
given them balls of plasticine or something to make the molecules,
with the atomic structure I don't know could I have done much with
them.".
Only one other teacher, Kate, realised that the lesson could have been
improved if she had encouraged more of the pupils to become involved in the
demonstration experiments:
The other kids love watching other kids taking part, much better
than just watching me doing it, so it increases their concentration
as well. And the other thing is, looking back on it, one of the ways
you gain confidence in life is just getting up in front and doing
something, even if it goes wrong. And it's easier doing it when
they're 12 rather than when they're 15 or 16 and much more selfconscious..... give them more freedom to participate and try getting
them up then in order to come up and participate."
The fact that so little control and choice was offered to pupils over the activities
is not surprising given that the Junior Certificate science course in Ireland has a
very detailed national syllabus. Teachers tend to stick closely to the syllabus to
get it finished over the three-year period in order to maximise the examination
results of their pupils.
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(iii) Personal reflection
Among the aims of the Intervention Package were:
9 To encourage student teachers to reflect on some misunderstandings in
science that they have studied in the research literature. (Session 2).
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strategies that are of assistance in overcoming children's misunderstandings
of ideas in science. (Session 3)
In addition, one of the intended outcomes of Session 3 was:
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lesson and know that further developmental work may be required.
In the course of session 2 of the Intervention Package, the student teachers
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class on a research
studied. By encouraging the student teachers to reflect on some
misunderstandingsin science, it was hoped to make them aware of the
implicationsfor teachers. Each student teacher completed a summary sheet for
the research paper (Appendix XI, page 439). The final question on this
summary sheet was: "What are the implications for teachers?". Typical answers
given by the student teachers were:
"Developmentof conceptual change - teaching techniques need
to promote understanding of topics like chemical changes."
"Students' ideas about science, such as dissolving, are heavily
influenced by the fact that the substance that dissolves
disappears. Teachers need to be aware of this problem and how
to address it."
"Teachers must challenge the firmly entrenched ideas that
students have and maybe even used these notions to change the
by
ideas
that
students
possess
confronting
conceptual
alternative
them directly."
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"Teachers should be aware that children's preconceptions may be
very resistant to change and therefore must spend time
addressing a new topic. "
"Everyday language must be looked at in teaching to thwart the
misconceptions in 'people speak'. "
"Teachers can put students into groups and discuss their answers
and can examine each other's reasoning. This would reduce
misconceptions on scientific topics".
"If science teaching is to be more successful in the many areas
where everyday meanings are different from the scientific ones
that they learn at school, then it must address the issue of
everyday language directly in the students' lesson. "
"Teachers shouldn't assume as much as they do when it comes to
teaching the 'Transmission of Light'. It was clearly evident in the
paper that student with/without tuition in light still had
misconceptions. "
"Students have many ideas about science before ever being
taught the topics in particular. "
"Overall, teachers should develop teaching methods based on
these misconceptions, because if prior knowledge is ignored,
pupils view science as difficult. "
Clearly session 2 of the Intervention Package has achieved the aim of
encouraging the student teachers to reflect on some misunderstandings in
science that they have studied. How does this reflection influence the
classroom practice of the student teachers when teaching difficult ideas? As in
the baseline study, the post-intervention student teachers were asked to reflect
on their lessons in both the interviews and in writing at the end of each lesson
plan. In the reflections of the student teachers, a strong theme to emerge from

this self-reflection was the fact that they realised their shortcomings in terms of
their experience of teaching and, in some cases, their own subject knowledge.
For example, in her reflection written into her lesson plan, Elizabeth was happy
that in the lesson she gave on physical and chemical changes, she succeeded
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in encouraging lots of questions from her pupils. However, she was rather self-

critical that she did not control the questioning a bit more as some of the
questions were not directly related to the topic being discussed:
"The lesson went more or less along the lines I had planned. I've
encouraged these first years to ask many questions and this has
the unpredictable result that their questions tended to dominate
and direct the lesson. This I greatly welcome as long as the
questions are somehow connected to the topic under discussion."
In another part of her reflection she was clearly aware that some of the
misunderstandingsthat the pupils had about the magnesium simply dissolving
in hydrochloric acid still remained:
"I am glad that the students seemed happy about the differences
between physical and chemical changes but I still feel some pupils
are unwilling to give up the whole idea of the metal dissolving in the
acid"
This particular problem of pupils being confused between melting and dissolving
had been discussed in sessions 2 and 3 of the Intervention Package. In fact,
one of the intended outcomes of session 3 was that the student teachers "be
aware of the fact that the misunderstandings may still persist after the lesson
and know that further developmental work may be required".

Daniel gavea lesson on atoms and molecules (through the medium of Gaelic)
but was extremely self critical in his own evaluation in his lesson plan. (He is the
holder of a BSc honours in chemistry and exhibited no problems with his subject
knowledge):
"Class very well behaved but very dead..... too much material
covered, should have had review of each section of the lesson at
different stages during the lesson, possibly using a test, my Irish
needs to be improved, talking too fast, should have used labels on
the overhead projector for the final review, used bigger balls of
plasticine... the Powerpoint effects were not great".
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Without doubt, Daniel is being too critical of himself as he does not refer to any
of the positive points observed in the lesson, e.g. his good use of questioning,
his use of models and the good graphics and summary diagrams used in his
Powerpoint presentation.

Bearing in mind that the student teachers were teaching these topics on difficult
ideas for the first time, some of the student teachers clearly felt that the topic
should be done at a later stage. For example, Padraig gave an introductory
lesson on atomic structure to a group of 12 - 13 year old pupils. However, it is
clear from the reflection in his lesson plan that the experience made him realise
that this topic would be better treated when the pupils were older. In fact, based
on the feedback from the pupils during the lesson, he left out some of the more
difficult material in his lesson plan:
"This chapter is a very difficult one..... However, allowing the children
to come up with THEIR definition of the atom was a great idea. The
full
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made this concept more concrete and real. -Handing out the sheets
and asking the students to place the neutrons, protons and
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atoms [in the Periodic Table].... This might have confused the
situation. Overall, I firmly believe I would not introduce this topic
again until second year'.
Some really good, honest reflections on the lessons took place in the
interviews. For example, when discussing the lesson she gave on the
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talking and not asking enough questions:
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"First of all I would probably again maybe do a little more with them,
maybe on the changes of state just a little bit more, just to stretch
them because they are such a good class. I think at stages there I was
doing a lot of the talking, I think I might get more out of them
themselves and ask more and more questions to them, I think I did a
lot of talking throughout the class."
In the interview, Daithi felt that his lesson on the particulate nature of matter
highlighted a similar problem with his teaching:
"I wouldn't be as didactic if I could, I thought it was too much of me
talking, there should be a bit more discussion"
In the interview following his lesson, Pat, on viewing a section of the videotaped
lesson, felt he had covered too much subject matter and needed to improve his
bodylanguage:
'Well I kind of covered an awful lot... l think it highlighted a lot of
problems with my teaching that we'll have to sort it out, I think my
body language too, I looked very aggressive there at stages and
other times I looked too relaxed so I'll have to try to sort that out."
Thus, whilst the student teachers were very forthcoming when asked to reflect
on the teaching strategies used to overcome difficult ideas, their own level of
self-criticism almost blind them to the successful aspects of these teaching
strategies.

One of the most enthusiastic teachers in the post-intervention group was Aoife
who gave a lesson on physical and chemical changes. At the end of the lesson,
she handed out worksheets for the pupils. In the interview, she clearly was not
satisfied that the worksheet was up to standard and regretted that she had not
put more time into its design:
Aoife 'Well I had this little handout at the end, I got it out of a book
just to see if they knew the difference between physical and
chemical changes, so they could decide what were the differences
between them."
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DK: "Is that the table, where you ask which of the following is a
physical or chemical change and you had to put a tick next to each
one?"
Aoife: "Yeah, that's right. "

DK: "And do you feel that that it worked?"
Aoife: I thought some of them were a bit hard, because while I was
able to see why some of them weren't a chemical change, the
students couldn't. I thought some of them were a small bit too
difficult."
DK: 'What ones would you think would be too difficult?"
Aoife: 'Well I thought that one was too hard, because they wouldn't
understand the concept of how beer is brewed... And I think a few
of them got tricked on the one too, about making the French
dressing with the oil and the vinegar. They thought that was hard.
They knew of course that the paint dry was a tricky one. I think they
were the hardest ones. And I think a few of the weaker students
found other ones hard too, and I kind of regret it now. I think I maybe
should have put a bit more time into it, but I was kind of stuck for
time. I probably should have made up one myself, looked at it more
closely and thought about it, but I didn't, and I'd say that was the
worst part of the lesson. If I were to say there was a very bad part,
I'd say that was a very thoughtless part really. It was nearly just to
have something for them to do at the end, but if I was to do it again I
definitely wouldn't do that, because it was a bit over the top for a few
of them."
The level of maturity of reflection found in many of the above reflections is not
found in the baseline data.

However, in keeping with what was observed in the baseline data, a greater
proportion of the student teachers expressed a realisation of their shortcomings
in the interviews (10 of the 16 student teachers i.e. 63%) than in the reflection
written into their lesson plans (3 of the 16 student teachers i.e. 19%). This may
be as a result of the more relaxed environment of the interview in which they
could reflect more deeply on the lesson in respond to the various prompts and
probes in the absence of their official supervisor. In the reflection written into
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their lesson plans, there may be the fear of marks being deducted by the official
supervisor if the impression is given that the lesson did not go according to
plan.

There is a clear link between value congruence outcomes and teachers being
comfortable both with new areas of teaching methods and the accompanying
subject knowledge (Harland and Kinder, 1997 p. 73). These authors make the
point that whilst some teachers embrace an innovation, other teachers stay with
"the approach they remain comfortable with" (Harland and Kinder, p. 73). For
student teachers, this latter response may be what they experienced themselves
as pupils. To what extent does a problem with lack of subject knowledge among
the student teachers have a bearing on the extent to which they embrace the
Intervention Package? In the analysis of the baseline observation data, it was
found that of the twelve lessons observed, three of them (25%) indicated a lack
of subject knowledge on the part of the student teachers presenting the lesson.
Analysis of the post-intervention observation data showed a lack of subject
knowledge in the case of 4 of the 16 student teachers whose lessons were
observed (25%). Unlike formal supervisions carried out by the university tutor,
the lack of subject knowledge was not pointed out to the student teacher in the
interview that took place after the observation of the lesson. The situation
needed careful handling by the researcher lest it might impact on the willingness
of other student teachers to participate in the research study or could cause
some student teachers to become demoralised after the interview.
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Some of the student teachers felt uncomfortable teaching certain topics in
chemistry. For example, when Hannah was observed teaching a class on
electrochemistry,she used the wrong colour coding for the electrodes and gave
an incorrect explanation in answer to a question asked by a pupil regarding the
reason why the hydrogen ion was discharged at the electrode rather than the
sodium ion. In the interview, when Hannah was asked about problems the
pupils had with this area, her response reflected her own feeling of discomfort
when dealing with this area:
"I think the whole area is difficult, I think it's really hard area for them
it's difficult for fourteen, fifteen year old students
to understand
........
to understand, to grasp that concept. And also I suppose, the
combination of electricity and chemistry, that's a bit unusual for them
to grasp. It's hard for them to imagine you know they've always
....
kept electricity separate, that's in physics and chemistry is chemistry
and there's no link, so that's hard enough I suppose. If I was really
to think about it yes, that's hard enough, even the definition."
Even the final interview question ("Before we finish, is there anything that you
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elicited a response in which the same student teacher referred back to the
difficulty she had with the subject and appeared to find comfort in the fact that
some other teachers in the school had similar difficulty:
'Well I think it's a very hard topic I really do, I think it's almost above
their understandingto be perfectly honest. When talking to the other
teachers about how they would approach Electrochemistry,teaching
it to the class, it did come across to me that no matter what pedigree
of teacher you are or how long or how experienced you are that
they're like, '0 Electrochemistry that's terrible' and one of the other
teachers I spoke to, she just covered it before Christmas with her
third years, so it's left to the very end to do because it is very difficult
be
because
to
happy
they
I
gathered
what
enough with
and was
honest I just think it's ridiculously hard topic for them to understand.
I really do. But I've never been a lover of Electrochemistry myself,
that particular area."
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The other areas in which lack of subject knowledge was apparent was in the
case of Fiachra giving an incorrect explanation of the effect of heat on solubility,
Catherine giving a wrong explanation and incorrect demonstration of the
process of diffusion and Elizabeth using the wrong terminology ("physical
reaction") when teaching about the topic of physical changes and chemical
reactions. This terminology even caused confusion for the researcher!

One of the main factors contributing to the problem of subject knowledge is the
fact that, in many cases, the student teachers are teaching outside of their own
subject specialist area. In Ireland, applicants for the Higher Diploma in
Education are selected on the basis of examination results in their degree
courses. There is no quota for science graduates nor it there any mechanism to
select student teachers from different science disciplines. Since all student
teachers teach a broad science course to the 12 - 15 year age group, it is not
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introduction of modularised degree courses and direct-entry degree courses into
Irish universities has had the effect that one can no longer assume that the
biology
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chemistry
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physics,
student
a common
in first year. The Intervention Package did not specifically aim to improve the
subject knowledge of the student teachers. However, some aspects of subject
knowledge were covered when discussing the research papers in session 2.
Some of the student teachers used their own strategies to deal with difficult
questions from pupils. In two cases the student teachers did not "pick up" on
questions asked by pupils in the course of the lesson and diverted the question
with a response like "we will cover that in another lesson". An example of this
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was in a lesson on the Periodic Table given to a group of 12 -13 year old pupils
by Sean. One of the pupils asked the reason why hydrogen was "out on its own
from the rest of the table". Sean gave the unsatisfactory response "because
hydrogen is totally different, we'll cover that later on" and carried on with the
lesson. When asked about pupil questioning in the interview, he referred to this
incident and acknowledged his own sense of inadequacy:
"It was a very good question. It caught me a little bit, I must say, and
I probably should have been prepared with an answer for that. They
are very quick that way, in that if they see something they'll ask it.
Yeah, it was a very good question, and I suppose I'll redress it again
when I'm going into the specific properties of each group in the
periodic table. I'm not surprised - they're always asking me
questions like that, they are very good and very quick."
In some cases it was apparent to the researcher that, whilst the lesson itself
seemed to proceed without any problem, the student teachers lacked a sense of
confidence in teaching topics involving difficult ideas. For example, Eoin gave a
lesson on chemical reactions in which he made extensive use of pupil practical
work. However, once he began to draw the various points together towards the
end of the lesson, his notes never left his hand and the balanced chemical
equations were transcribed verbatim from his notes to the blackboard. He
reminded the class what happened when the magnesium ribbon was added to
dilute sulphuric acid and used the phrase "the magnesium disappearing".When
asked if he felt that the pupils thought the magnesium had, in fact, disappeared,
he was quick to realise his poor choice of language:
"No, when I say it 'disappeared' it's kind of common language more
than kind of scientific language, so I put it up on the board, we had
our magnesium, our sulphur dioxide, our sulphuric acid, magnesium
joined with the sulphate so we had magnesium sulphate and the
hydrogen went off. So from that point of view, I don't think they think
the magnesium disappeared completely as in The Law Of
Conservation Of Matter, just because we put the equation up on the
board and I just circled the magnesium and sulphate part of the
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sulphuric acid, we saw that hydrogen was on its own and it could
just go off as a gas."
On analysing the observation data for other examples of this lack of confidence
in teaching, three further examples were found: Fiachra clearly showed she was
not at ease teaching the pupils how to deduce atomic structure from nuclear
formulae. She carried out the procedure like a mathematical exercise, spent little
time in explaining the reason behind the procedure and carried on to the next
topic. Similarly, while Roisin gave a good lesson on solutions, she stuck rigidly
to the textbook, all her examples were taken from this textbook and all the
questions she asked were based on the same textbook material. Finally, Ann
taught a lesson on balancing equations. The lesson was satisfactory in every
sense but never strayed from the steps outlined in the textbook. All examples
were taken from the textbook and all questions based on material in the
textbook. Her lesson was delivered via Powerpoint and, at times, it appeared as
if this medium was being used as a "crutch" to help her get through the various
points.
The lesson observations data shows that the remaining 12 student teachers
were reasonably confident when giving the lesson. Aoife showed a maturity
beyond her age in giving a lesson on physical and chemical changes and, when
lesson
her
in
interview
fact
he
hardly
the
that
the
plan,
consulted
asked
about
lesson:
in
for
being
the
the
she pointed out
need
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Maybe it wasn't exactly as I had written in the lesson plan, but I think
ultimately I did try and cover most of what I had written. I just don't
think it's great to be walking around with the sheets in your hand,
reading them and trying to remember what's going on. Students
would lose confidence in you..... if you're reading out a load of
lesson notes they think she needs to be reminded constantly of what
do
it
if
I
doing.
And
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can
without the notes, you're
you
she's
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it
I
know
better
exactly
as
was in the notes, but I
wasn't
off.
much
think I tried to cover as much of it as I could remember."
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In summary, it is clear that problems like lack of subject knowledge, inability to
handle questions, and lack of confidence in teaching that were found in some
student teachers in the baseline study are also found to a similar extent in the
student teachers in the post-intervention study. This is entirely to be expected at
this early stage of development of teaching skills. What is also to be expected is
that, despite the problems outlined above, the student teachers have such a
positive attitude towards the Intervention Package as evidenced by the end-ofyear questionnairedata. The situation may be explained in terms of Harland
and Kinder's value congruence outcomes, i.e. the "individuated codes of
practice" of student teachers is very likely "to coincide with the INSET providers'
message about good practice" (Harland and Kinder, 1997 p. 73). In view of the
fact that the INSET provider is their own tutor, that the student teachers are
people of high academic ability who aspire to be good teachers, it is not
surprising that they would embrace the Intervention Package in such a positive
manner.

7.5 Examples of analysed data
As described in Chapter 4, all data (observation, interview, questionnaire and
lesson plan) were mapped on to the theoretical framework in exactly the same
way as the baseline data. For example, Appendix XX (page 488) shows how a
comparison was made between the stated intentions of the post-intervention
student teachers as expressed in the lesson plan data with what was actually
observed in the classroom. In addition, by comparing this chart with the
correspondingchart in the baseline data, it was possible to identify changes
between the two sets of data.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, the effectiveness of the Intervention Package was
assessed using the three themes common to the models for educational

evaluation: (i) awareness and provision of information and resources, (ii) new
teaching strategies and skills and (iii) attitudinal factors. For example, if one
considers the View of Teaching category for the post-interventiondata, as
explained in section 5.3 (pages 219 - 223), this category is analysed under the
heading of New teaching strategies and skills. New teaching strategies like the
use of diagnostic questions and the use of Concept Cartoons emerged from this
analysis as described on pages 315 - 319. These new teaching strategies were
then analysed in terms of the hierarchy of outcomes in the Harland and Kinder
typology of outcomes as discussed on pages 319 and 320.

7.6 Other observations
In the analysis of the baseline data, it was clear that there was a high level of
consistency between what the student teachers said in the questionnaires and
interviews and carried out in the classroom. For example, their opinion on the
need to use strategies like using audio-visual aids, giving everyday examples
(section
in
the
classroom
work
making
use
of
practical
were
all
reflected
and
6.10). In addition, it was found that there were some inconsistencies between
in
interviews
in
teachers
the
the
and
expressed
questionnaire
what
student
regard to items like pupil involvement and encouraging pupil opinion, etc. and
found
inconsistencies
Are
in
these
the
and
consistencies
classroom.
carried out
in the post-interventiondata?
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In the post-interventionstudy, high rates of utilisation of audio-visual aids
(100%), referenceto everyday examples (88%) and practical work (81%) were
all observed in the classroom. In addition, areas like pupil involvement in some
form of active learning (81%) and encouraging pupil opinion (63%) appear to
suggest that the Intervention Package had some effect in these areas relative to
the baseline study.

7.7 Summary
This chapter has assessed the Intervention Package using the three themes (i)
awareness and provision of information and resources, (ii) new teaching
strategies and skills and (iii) attitudinal factors.

Compared to the student teachers in the baseline study, the level of awareness
of the post-interventionstudent teachers about the problem of teaching difficult
ideas was heightened by some of the activities in the Intervention Package and
reflected in the resources used by them in the classroom. In addition, the postintervention student teachers used a wider variety of resources in their
classroom teaching.

In terms of new teaching strategies and skills, the post-intervention student
teachers reported on the usefulness of some of the activities discussed in the
Intervention Package and on their application in the biology and physics
components of the course. Audio visual aids and Concept Cartoons were widely
used by the post-intervention student teachers but little progress appears to
have been made in moving them away from over-dependence on the textbook.
Relative to the baseline study, there was a significant shift towards more pupil
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activities like classroom discussions and brainstorming.The Intervention
Package appears to have had little effect in encouraging strategies like role play
but does appear to have had a definite impact on the use of analogies as a
teaching strategy. The post-intervention student teachers placed a lot of
emphasis in their teaching on tackling what they perceived as a problem among
their pupils of understanding terminology. The activity of discussing research
papers in the Intervention Package appears to have influenced them in this
area.

In terms of classroom climate, the student teachers appeared to be more
conscious of the need to create a good atmosphere in the classroom by
involving the pupils and displayed a reflective attitude to this area. There
appears to be a definite conscious effort among the post-intervention student
teachers to include links to everyday life in their lessons. Relative to the
baseline data, a far more prominent role was given to exploring pupils' ideas by
the post-interventionstudent teachers. Concept Cartoons and diagnostic
questions were frequently used for this purpose. The use of everyday examples
and practical work by the student teachers were very common but the practical
work did not tend to challenge the misunderstandings of the pupils. As in the
baseline data, little emerged to indicate that the student teachers had views on
how to teach particular topics in science.
In terms of the effects of local conditions, it was the examination system rather
than the Intervention Package that was still very influential in determining the
content of the lessons. Relative to the baseline student teachers, the postintervention student teachers were more willing to seek help from more
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experiencedteachers. Some student teachers saw Concept Cartoons being
useful to help involve the weaker pupils to a greater extent in the classroom

activities.

The attitude of the student teachers to the materials
in the three
-covered
sessions of the Intervention Package was very positive. There is evidence of
some degree of a shift from the high emphasis on scientific content in the
baseline study towards a realisation of the importance of ensuring that the
pupils understood the concepts being taught. As in the baseline data, there is
no evidence of an enquiry approach to teaching among the post-intervention
student teachers. There is a higher level of practical work in the postintervention lessons but little evidence of practical work that was specifically
aimed at challenging misunderstandings with a view of developing thinking
along scientifically accepted lines.

The post-interventionstudent teachers showed little awareness of the wider role
that science plays in society. There is a definite increase in the use of active
learning strategies in the classroom relative to the baseline study. However,
whilst the majority of the student teachers made a definite effort to incorporate
some form of active learning into their teaching, not all of it was aimed at
challenging pupils' ideas and misunderstandings. As in the baseline data, there
was no evidence of a choice being offered to pupils over activities in the
classroom. The quality of reflection on their teaching strategies was far higher
among the post-intervention student teachers compared to those involved in the
baseline study. As in the baseline study, the student teachers in the post-
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intervention study were very aware of shortcomings in their own subject
knowledge- an area not specifically addressed by the Intervention Package.
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CHAPTER8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Introduction
This study set out to answer the research question: How do student teachers
draw on the guidance they are given in their training course about dealing
with pupils' misunderstandings in chemisby? In an attempt to answer this
question, data were gathered from a first cohort of student teachers prior to the
development of the Intervention Package (baseline data) and from a second
cohort of students who participated in the Intervention Package (postintervention data). By studying various relevant frameworks in the literature, a
new framework was developed to assist in the analysis of both the baseline
data and the post-interventiondata. In addition, a second framework (referred to
as a "strategy" in Chapter 5) for assessing the effectiveness of the Intervention
Package was devised using the findings from a number of key research projects
in the area of curriculum evaluation.

This chapter considers the contributions that the study has made to knowledge
by means of the development of the above frameworks. It also discusses the
empirical evidence that, in the context of models such as that developed by
Harland and Kinder (1997), beginning teachers can improved their expertise as
a result of the type of short intervention package described in this study.
Finally, this chapter provides a methodological critique of the overall research
study.
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8.2 Contribution to knowledge
The study has contributed to knowledge in two ways. The first is the
development of two structures for providing a comprehensive method of

analysing data. The first of these structures takes the form of a framework
which enables student teachers' actions in the classroom to be mapped against
seven key themes which influence the way in which they approach their
teaching (see Chapter 3). In addition, the framework has potential uses in other
areas for studying the classroom actions of both student teachers and
experienced teachers, for studying the teaching of disciplines other than
science and for studying the introduction of teaching innovations in the
classroom like role play, discussions, discrepant events and brainstorming
(Chapter 3) The second structure provides a model for identifying the effects of
the Intervention Package in three key areas (see Chapter 7).

The second contribution to knowledge is to provide empirical evidence that a
short intervention package can lead to an improvement in student teachers'
abilities to teach difficult ideas in chemistry.
8.2.1 Frameworks developed
As discussed in Chapter 2, very little research has been carried out in the area
of how student teachers teach difficult ideas in chemistry. As part of this
research study, an Intervention Package to assist student teachers to tackle this
problem area has been devised, implemented and its effectiveness analysed.
As part of this analysis, a theoretical framework has been developed in order to
provide a comprehensive means of capturing the full spectrum of activities and
thought processes of student teachers in the classroom. The crafting of this
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theoreticalframeworkhas Involvedsynthesisinga range of existing frameworks
that have boon developedIn related areas. Seven main themes emergedfrom
the processof developingthe framework:viow otscionce. view of leaming. view
OftOOching,
Viowof scioncoloachingand teaching of particularscience topics,
subloctknowtodgo.local conditionsand personal reflection.These seven main
themesWOroUsedto charactedsoand Interpretthe variableswhich Influenced
the thoughtprocessesand actionsof the studentteachersIn the classroomas
well as rofloctinghow the studentteachersconstruedtheir own teaching.In
'Otherwords, the seventhemesservedas the key componentsof the framework
againstwhich the data gatheredwore mappodas part of the processof
analysingthe baselineand post-interventiondata.

Whilst the above framework
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teachers,
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full-fimeteachersmay also be likely to have a similar Impacton student
teachers.In addition.as discussedIn Chapter5. the models from which the
three key areaswore synthesisedhad In-builtflexibility,Le. they can be applied
to Innovationsof differenttypos and scales and tailored to fit varyingneeds.

8.2.2 Empldcal ovidonco
This research study has gathered a wide range of empirical data on how
student teachers leach difficult Ideas In chemistry to pupils In the 12 - 15 age
range. The most significant aspect of this data Is the evidence it yields on the
progress student teachers make In their teaching as a result of an Intervention
package. It could be argued that student teachers are likely to be disposed to
Use the Ideas they encounter In their science methodology courses when
preparing their lossons, and this study certainly provides a range of examples of
this occurring. However, the study also provides good evidence that many of
the student teachers have moved well beyond this point. as can be
demonstrated when their

four
the
models
Is
above
progress mapped against

Usedto assess the effectiveness of Interventions with particular reference to
the typology developed by Harland

This soction summadsos the
the Intorvontlon Package. It

and Kinder.

of
the
demonstrates
effectiveness
evidence which

shows that student teachers are quite clearly aware

Ofthe problems associated with the teaching of difficult Ideas and that they are
willing to try Out some now teaching strategies and skills In their lessons. Most
crucially, it presents ovidonco to demonstrate that the student teachers have
reached the higher orders of Harland and Kindoes typology (affective Outcomes,
motivationaland attitudinal Outcomesand now knowledge and skills). Le. the
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condit.ions which need to be present for an intervention to be most effective and
to become embedded In practise. In the following discussion, evidence is
presented with particular reference to Hadand and Kinder's typology as this is
the most comprehensive of the four models considered In chapter 5.

The followingsectionssynthesisothe evidencewhich illustratesthe areas In
which the IntorventionPackagewas effective.This is done under the three
headingsoutlinedIn Chapter5, I.e. (1)awaronossandprovislon of Information
and resources,(ii) now toachingstratoglosand skills and (fil) attitudinalfactors.
(1)Awareness and provision
of Information and resources
As discussed In socflon 7.2. tho diagnosflc questions of session I of the
Intervont.ion Package
It
their
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aim.
have
boon
appear to
successful achieving
Is clear from the surprise
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the
student
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(page 297) that they were

In
leaming
fact
their
that
the
pupils'
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science 13affected by the Ideas that the pupils bring to science lessons (session
1 Outcome3). This heightening

description
to
the
of new
Is
similar
of awareness

awareness outlinod by Harland and Kinder In level 3 of their typology of INSET
Outcomes(Table 5.4 page 216). In addition. as also discussed in section 7.2.
the end-of-yoar quosUonnalro
teachers
clearly
by
the
student
completed
Showedthe extent to which they made use of the various teaching resources to
overcome Pupils' misunderstandings as Introduced to them In the course of the
Intervention Package. It Is
(Table
ionnaires
the
from
quest.
the analysis of
clear
7.1. page 299 and Figure 7.1.
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300)
that
certain resources
page

Usedby the student teachers. o.g. Concept Cartoons, diagnosUcquestions,
obtaining writton statements. "predict and explaW resources and
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questionnaires I workshoets. WhilSt many of the student teachers used the
40
ready made* Concept Cartoons In the commercial publicafion available, some
of the student teachers went a stage further and made their own Concept
Cartoon posters. This may be Interpreted In terms of a movement by these
student teachers from level 3 (now awareness) of the Harland and Kinder
typology to level 4 (value congruence), Le. the student teachers'own beliefs
about the bonofits of using this Innovation coincided with the tutoes message
about good procUco.thus making It more likely that the Innovat.ion would have
an Impact on practice.

It Is Interesting to note that the Impact of the Intervention Package Was also
evident In the quostionnairo Issued In the month of September following the
student teachers, completion of the Higher Diploma In Education course. In this
questionnaire, the nowly qualified teachers beginning their first year of full-time
teaching, gave rind pupils'knowtodga, of start the most number I rankings in the
questionnaire completed by them. In addition, whilst the baseline student
teachers placed a high

like
items
use of
In
emphasis the questionnaire on

audiO-visualalds. varyft tho topIc and project work, the post-intervention
students rated those Items quite low In favour of other areas like maintaining
PuPilInterest and using ovoryday oxamplos. This is good evidence for a
movement away from the materials and provislonary outcomes stage (level
1) Of the Harland and Kinder typology

Is
the
the
with
concern
main
where

physical resources used for teaching towards the now awareness stage (level
3) where there Is definite
a
conceptual shift from previous assumptions about
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appropdatocontentand deliverytowards a deeper understandingof good
practice.
(11)Now teaching strategies and skills
Analysis of the ond-of-torm questionnaire (Appendix VIII page 434) shows that
Session I of the Intervention Package appears to have been successful in
encouraging the student teachers to reflect on what Is Involved In learning and
teaching science (session 1, aim 1). In addition. this questionnaire analysis also
shows that the second session appears to have some Impact In making the
student reflect on the fact that pupils have many misunderstandings In science
(session 2, aim 2) and of the

in
particular problems with misunderstandings

chemistry (session 2. aim 3). Also. It Is clear from the responses to the
questionnaire that the student teachers are capable of making suggestions for
classroom practice which help to overcome misunderstandings In chemistry
(session 3, Outcome2). This deeper

teaching
of
and more critical understanding

approaches Is described as now knowlodgo and skills In the Harland and
Kinder typology (level 7). At this
levels
deeper
Identify
of
to
Is
It
possible
stage
understanding with regard to curriculum content and pedagogy. The attainment
of these deeper levels of understanding In level 7 of the Harland and Kinder
model Is also evidenced by the fact that when asked In the end-of-year
questionnalro to doscribo the ways In which they used materials relating to
teaching difficult Ideas In

the
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all
of
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almost
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understanding with regard to curriculum content and pedagogy being more

likelyto have a definito Impacton practice.

Analysis of the post-intervention Interview data shows a slight Increase (relative
to the baseline data) In the number of student teachers seeking help from their
more experienced colleagues. However. In view of the emphasis placed on the
teaching of difficult Ideas. one would expect a greater Increase than that
observed (from 8% In the baseline data to 25% In the post-Intervention data).
Given the fact that the student teachers had been alerted to the problem of
teaching difficult Ideas. the level of Increase Is disappointing but understandable
In the light of the fact that there Is no formal mentoring system for student
teachers In operation In most of the schools In Ireland and none in operation In
any of the schools In which the student teachers worked. In their typology of
INSET OutcomesHarland
In
terms
type
Kinder
describe
this
of occurrence
and
of Institutional Outcomos (level 8). I.e. the benefits of collaboration and mutual
SupportOfteachers within the school can contribute to the successful
ImPlementationof the Innovation.

In Prioritisingthe

Harland
typology,
In
their
order of the nine INSET outcomes

and Kinder placed Impact on practIco on level 9 of the typology since the
ulUm3toaim of INSET Is to bring about change In pract.ice In the classroom In
terms of now stratqios

Impact
the
demonstrate
to
and acUviUos. The evidence

on PracUceof the Interventlon Package may be summarised as follows:
*

Greater use of pupil-basod
the
The
postof
analysis
actlvltlos.

Intorvontion
on
datashowsa significantshiftfromtheemphasis
observation
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teachertalking In the baselinestudy to advifies such the use of diagnostic
questions.brainstormingexercises,model buildingand role play. AMof these
areas were coveredIn Session3 of the InterventionPackageand linked to
the Intendedoutcome:'Do capableof developingteachingstrategiesto help
overcomechildren'smisunderstandingsof ideas In chemistry" (Session3,
outcome3).
Incroasod 110vol
of classroom discussion. One of the interestingfeatures
that emerged from an analysis of the post-Intervention lesson observation
data that were not observed In the baseline lesson observaflon data was In
relation to the use of Concept Cartoons. These cartoons were used In half of
the 16 lessons observed and this teaching strategy had the effect of Initiating
class discussion on the misunderstandings involved In the parUculartopic.
Groator uso of an2lOgIO3.Another
Package
IntervenUon
In
the
area which
appears to have had some Impact Is In the use of analogies as part of the
teaching strategies used by the
intervention observation data

student teachers. Analysis of the post-

shows that half of the student teachers used

some form of analogy In their teaching compared to less than one fifth of the
student teachers In the baseline study. The discussion in session 2 dealing
with research papers and the development of specific teaching strategies In
session 3 could possibly have succeeded in sensit.ising the student teachers
to the advantages of using

from
the
to
In
helping
the
move
pupils
analogies

MOCrOsCOPIC
to the microscopic (session 2. outcome 2 and session 3.
Outcome2).
Classroom cllmato. Analysis
further
that
data
Interview
a
the
showed
of
area In which there was a marlýoddifference between the two groups of
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student teachers was that of classroom climate. There was evidence in the
case of four of the teachers that their priority was to foster a climate of
understanding, to create a good atmosphere In the classroom by involving
the pupils and to foster Independent thinking among the pupils. This
enhanced level of of reflection was not observed in the baseline data where
the main concern of the student teachers was In the area of classroom
management (section 6.4.2).
Uso of avoryday examplos. Analysis of the lesson observation data of both
cohorts of student teachers shows a definite effort among the student
teachers to use everyday examples In their teaching. The slight Increase of
USOOf everyday examples by the post-Intervention student teachers (from
77% to 88%) could not be

said to be significant. However, the views

expressed by the student teachers In the Interview show that that the
Intervont.lon Package
was not detrimental to the focus they had on the use
of everyday examples as part of their teaching strategy.
Exploring Pupils' Ideas. A *before
and afterwperspective of the student
teachers with regard to their

by
teaching
obtained
was
own view of science

means of the paired statements activity In the Introductory session of the
Intervention Package. For

example. the paired statements showed the

groups of student teachers to be equally split between (a) assuming that
Pupils know nothing about a topic before you start teaching it and (b)
spending some time finding out what the pupils already know about the
topic. Analysis of the

post-Intorvontion observation data shows that the

malOrityof the student teachers devoted time In their lessons to exploring
PUPIIS'Idoas.Various strategies were used to achieve this, e.g. Concept
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Cartoons,diagnosticquestions.brainstormingand group discussions.This
was In contrastto the baselinestudent teacherswhose questioning
techniquesconsistedmainlyof quesfionsthat requiredshort, closed and
factualanswers.
Innovativo toaching stratoglos. There was definite evidenceof Innovation
amongthe post-IntervontionstudentteachersIn terms of the strategiesused
to teach difficultIdeas.As discussedIn Chapter7, examplesof discrepant
events,*homo-madoe
electrolysiskits, three-dimensionalanimationeffects
on POwerpointand the high use of analogieshelpedto add a senseof
freshnessto the lessons.When asked about the sourceof these Ideas,
someof the studentteachersmentionedthat, when prepadngthe lesson,
they had consultedsomeof the readingmaterialreferredto In the
InterventionPackage. The Inclusion InnovativeteachingstrategiesIn the
of
lessonscouldbe InterpretedIn terms the studentteachersmovingaway
of
from the optionchosenby

all the groups In the IntroductoryIntervention

Package session: "if the
I've
tried
to
hasn't
something
cJass
understood
explain to them, It means that my explanation has not been clear enough.
So I should try to explain it

be
to
There
a
In
different
appears
way.
again. a

reallsation among the student teachers that the pupils' ability to think and
reason are developing and the use of Innovative teaching strategies like
three-dimensional models

will help them to understand Ideas more clearly.

This was not observed In the baseline
there was 0 firm belief that

cohort of student teachers where

helps
If
necessary,
a clear explanation, repeated

Overcomemisunderstandings among the pupils.
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e Acadomically woakor pupils. One unexpectedeffect of the Intervention
Packagewas highlightedby the Interviewdata. This effect was in the area of
Increasingparticipationof ft academicallyweaker pupils in the lesson.A
numberof the studentteacherscommentedthat the use of teaching
strategiesInvolvingConceptCartoonshelped to encouragethe weaker
pupilsto becomemore InvolvedIn the lesson.The particularproblems
associatedwith teachingdifficult Ideas to weaker pupilswas not addressed
In the InterventionPackageItselfor In any of the Intendedoutcomes.
However.it Is of soma satisfactionto note the apparentposifiveoutcomesof
the InterventionPackagewhen dealingwith this type of pupil.
Thus, there Is definite evidence that the Intorvention Package has had some
success In having an Impact on the classroom practise of the student teachers
and thus moving the student teachers towards level 9 (Impact on practice) of
the Harland and Kinder typology.
(Ili) Attltudlnal factors
As discussed In Chapter 5. Hadand
that
affective
Kinder
established
and
Outcomeswere Important precursors for impact on practice. In their typology of
INSET outcomes they describe the Important

In
terms
factors
of
aftitudinal

Valuo congruonco outcomos (level 4). affoctivo outcomes (level 5) and
motivational and attltudinal outcomos (level 6).

Attitudinal factom

data,
lesson
data.
Inforr
Interview
plan
from
the
tire
ad

questionnairesand lesson observation data. For example. there Is definite
evidence of value congruence and posjUvOaffective outcomes among the
Studenttoachem when their vlow3 regarding the three sessions of the
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Intervention Package were sought in the end-of-year questionnaire completed
by them (Appendix VI II page 434). It was clear from the analysis of the
responses (section 7.4) that the student teachers were extremely positive in
their responses to all three sessions and expressed views that were shared by
the tutor when presenting the Intervention Package.

Further evidence of value congruence leading to an impact on classroom
practice may be obtained from the analysis of the lesson plans and lesson
observationdata. This analysis shows that, in the case of six student teachers,
there is evidence of a move from high emphasis on lesson content to a more
investigativeapproach. This was also apparent in the interview data where
eleven of the student teachers spoke about the importance of ensuring that the
pupils understoodthe concepts being taught but this was only evidenced in the
classroom in the case of six student teachers.

There is also definite evidence of the student teachers attaining the positive
affective outcomes stage (level 5) as well as aspects of the motivational and
attitudinal outcomes (level 6) of the Harland and Kinder typology in the
analysis of their views regarding active learning. For example, in student activity
3 of session 1 of the Intervention Package, all of the groups agreed with the
statement "Learning requires activity. More learning is going on when pupils are
actively engaged in doing things and talking to each other about them". It is no
surprise to learn that the post-intervention observation data shows that 81% of
the student teachers used some form of active learning in their teaching. This is
higher than that observed in the baseline lessons where only about half of the
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lessons contained DCUVO
103ming strategies and these were limited to
questioning, practical work and worksheets. There was a far richer variety of
active learning strategies observed In the post-intervention lessons, e.g. group
discussions, word searches. crosswords, practical worksheets, diagnostic
questions and practical work. Strategies like class discussions, often initiated by
Concept Cartoons, challenged pupils' thinking In a very direct and positive way.
Other strategies liko worksheets that accompanied pupil practical work did not
challenge the pupils to the same extent. Whilst one could not attribute all of the
emphasis on active learning to the Influence of the Intervention Package,
nevertheless it Is clear that the student teachers' positive attitude towards some
of the generic strategies discussed In session 3 of the Intervention Package
Was renected In their classroom practice.

Whilst Harland and Kindoes

research found that If the challenges associated

with the Innoval.ion were too formidable for the teachers, the innovation Is
unlikely to be successful. there Is no evidence to suggest that this was found to
be a problem In this

research project. For example. the self-reflections

contained In the lesson plans of the student teachers showed a high level of self
criticism. WhIlst a lot of this self criticism dealt with the way In which the lesson
was taught, some of the reflections show greater depth In that they discussed
areas like the mismatch between the ago of the pupils and the difficulty of the
topic being taught

and also tho realisation that misunderstandings still persist

after the lesson. This depth of reflection was not found In the analysis of the
basolino data %horc the

the
to
of
aspects
confined
solf-refloctions were

cl3ssrOompresontation of the lesson and the lack of subject knowledge (section
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6.8). The Intervention Package appears to have had a definite effect in giving
rise to a greater depth of reflection among the student teachers and this allied
with value congruence appears to have enhanced the affective outcomes.

Similarly, in the analysis of the interview data, a greater proportion of the
student teachers expressed views about their own shortcomings than they
expressed in their lesson plans. The fact that the student teachers were more
vocal in the interviews when discussing their shortcomings may be due to the
fact that the interviews took place shortly after they had conducted the lesson
and hence their recall of the lesson was still very fresh in their minds. In
addition, the fact that their written accounts of their own shortcomings would
have been read by their tutor, may have inhibited them from giving detailed
accounts of these shortcomings for fear of being penalised in their teaching
practice grade. The most common shortcoming referred to by the student
teachers was in the area of their own subject knowledge. As in the baseline
study, 25% of the lessons observed indicated a lack of subject knowledge on
the part of the student teachers. The subsequent lack of confidence of the
student teachers was very obvious in the analysis of the interview data but the
existence of high value congruence outcomes (level 4 Harland and Kinder
typology) and high affective outcomes (level 5 Harland and Kinder typology) in
the questionnaire data appears to have overcome any negative impact that lack
of confidence may have had on impact on practice.

There is no doubt but that there is persuasive evidence to suggest that the
Intervention Package was effective in certain areas. Also,-,it is heartening to
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note that despite the problems that some student teachers had with subject
knowledge and lack of confidence, the end-of-year questionnaire still showed a
positive attitude existed among the student teachers towards the materials of
the Intervention Package.

8.3 Reflections on strategies to make the Intervention

Package more

effective
This research has shown that creating an Intervention Package that is totally
effective in a range of areas of teaching difficult ideas is a challenging, if not
impossible, task. A retrospective examination of the aims of the Intervention
Package shows that of the seven aims, three of them use the phrase
Uencourage student teachers to reflect on.." Creating an environment that helps
student teachers to become more reflective and more analytical about their
teaching of difficult ideas in chemistry is challenging. However, the positive
results of some aspects of the Intervention Package in this area are cause for
optimism.

As discussed in chapter 4, whilst this project is a case study of practice in one
institution it also has aspects of an action research project. Therefore, in the
light of the research findings, the following are the planned changes to be
incorporated into the Intervention Package:
1. To make the Intervention Package a more effective one in terms of its
impact in the classroom, it would need to be extended from the present
three sessions (1.5 hours each) to at least four sessions of the same
duration. A priority area for improvement would be the devotion of more time
to paint a clearer picture of the constructivist view of learning. In session I
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only 10 minutes were devoted to discussing why constructivism is the
dominant view of learning among science educators. Additional materials
could be produced to assist the student teachers to develop a more holistic
view of constructivism and more time allowed for discussion at the beginning
of session 2.
2. In session 3, it would be helpful to display a greater number of "ready made"
resources like packs of cards for sorting, completion card games/checklists,
role play scripts and discrepant events. Hopefully, involving the student
teachers in the use of these resources would ensure that they have a
greater impact on classroom practice.
3. A major topic in the new session 4 would have to tackle the problem of
subject knowledge. In section 7.4.2 the analysis of the baseline data and
post-interventiondata shows that in both cases about 25% of the student
teachers displayed a lack of subject knowledge. This is in keeping with the
findings of Lenton and Turner (1999) who found that the PGCE course
undertaken by the student teachers had little effect on improving their
subject knowledge. In the interviews, the student teachers acknowledged
the lack of subject knowledge as a problem and, in the lesson observations,
it was clear that some of the student teachers had developed strategies to
avoid answering awkward questions from the pupils and getting involved in
discussion around the questions raised. Harland and Kinder (1997) point out
the definite link between teachers' own classroom practice and value
congruence outcomes in that teachers whose own subject knowledge is
lacking, feel uncomfortablewith a practice that might expose it and take an
"approach they remain comfortable with" (Harland and Kinder, 1997 p. 73).
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In short, the problem of subject knowledge among the student teachers may

serve as an impedimentto the extent to which they embrace the Intervention
Package. Hence, in a revision of the Intervention Package, the problem of
subject knowledgewould have to be addressed in terms of providing
signposts for the student teachers to help them tackle this problem. One
possibility would be to produce sets of "Key Facts" cards for various topics
on the Junior Certificate science syllabus. Some templates could be
produced and the student teachers given assignments to produce cards for
areas in which their own subject knowledge is strong. The student teachers
could make a presentation to their peers about each card and circulate them
to each member of the group. Alternatively, consideration could be given to
adopting an initiative similar to that of the Teacher Training Agency recently
introduced in the UK (Ireson and Twidle, 2004) where subject knowledge
booster courses have been introduced.

Session 4 could also address the problem of terminology that was encountered
by so many of the student teachers. In addition to dealing with strategies for
overcoming the problem of terminology, strategies for teaching particular topics
could also be covered.

8.4 Reflections on significance of this work for practice
Learning to teach places many heavy demands on student teachers - demands
in the areas of classroom performance and skills, demands in the area of the
cognitive domain and also demands of an affective nature. Also, the student
teachers have to come to terms with the teaching environment in the school and
settle into a good working relationship with their colleagues. In addition to all of
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this, they are asked to reflect on their actions in the classroom, on their role as
teachers and on the effectiveness of the lessons given by them. This type of
learning is very different from the learning that the student teachers in this study
would have experienced as undergraduate students. Learning to become a
teacher of science is very different from learning science. The situation is
summarised well by Calderhead and Shorrock (1997) as follows:
"Learning to be a teacher requires multiple forms of learning.
Learning to teach the concept of ratio is different from learning to
present oneself as a teacher in the classroom, or learning to relate
it to reluctant learners, or learning to plan the curriculum, or how to
work with one's colleagues or how to cope with one's own
anxieties".
(Calderhead and Shorrock, 1997 p. 18)
It was suggested in section 2.6 that, since pupils have problems in
understanding difficult ideas in chemistry, it is likely that student teachers also
have difficulty in teaching these ideas. This research study has shown the truth
of this statement. However, it has also been shown that, if specific strategies
are put in place to help student teachers, then tangible positive results may be
obtained. Even though all the student teachers involved in this research project
have a similar academic background (BSc honours graduates), each of them
starts out on the road to science teaching with many different personal
attributes and background experiences on which to draw. Whilst the emphasis
on the constructivist view of learning is on the fact that pupils come to the
classroom with different background experiences that influence their learning,
student teachers also come to their training course with different backgrounds.
Hence, it should not be so surprising that various aspects of the Intervention
Package have been adopted to varying degrees by different students.
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Without doubt, one of the most heartening and satisfying aspects of this

research project has been the enthusiastic response to the materials of the
Intervention Package from the student teachers. Student teachers clearly
welcome strategies that help them to become better teachers of science. The
picture painted by Brown and McIntyre (1993) is one that resonates with student
teachers and those involved in teacher training throughout the world:
"The environment in which teaching is carried out has profound effects
on what teachers do and the standards they expect to achieve. This is
well illustrated and documented in, for example, the experiences of
student teachers. It is not unusual for such students, about to embark on
teaching practice to be encouraged to select a set of objectives for a
lesson, plan appropriate activities to achieve those objectives and set out
to evaluate the extent to which their strategy has been successful. Not
infrequently the students return to the college or university after a spell in
a school bewailing the fact that teaching is not so straightforward and
their best laid plans have gone awry because of unexpected events,
constraints, disruptions and so on. The model they have been given, they
often claim is unrealistic and takes inadequate account of the
practicalities of schools and classrooms. "
(Brown and McIntyre, 1993 p. 69)
Scenes like the one described above could be made less frequent by the
incorporation of strategies such as the ones incorporated into the Intervention
Package into teacher-training courses. Whilst one cannot expect student
teachers to have the same degree of fluency in the classroom as experienced
teachers, neverthelessthe implementation of an intervention strategy targeted
at a particular problem area can have very beneficial effects.

The findings of this study should be of assistance to other practitionerswho
work in the area of helping to prepare students for careers in science teaching.
Whilst there will be differences in training courses for science teachers it is
,
hoped that the depth of data presented here offers those involved in such
courses the chance to assess the extent the findings have relatability, i.e. can
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be transferred to other situations. In addition, the findings emphasise the key
role that the university tutor/supervisor has to play in the process of professional
development of student teachers. The concept of the Intervention Package may
also be found useful in other areas, e. g. helping student teachers to develop
teaching strategies to assist weak pupils in their study of science. In addition, a
similar theoretical framework to that used in this study could be developed to
assist in the analysis of the data gathered in other studies related to teacher
training, e.g. the introduction of innovative teaching strategies like discussions,
role play and brainstorming.

8.5 Methodological Critique
When discussing the procedure for carrying out a case study, Anderson (1999)
described case study research as follows:
"A case study is difficult to do well, therefore the researcher
contemplatinga case study should be experienced in all the separate
requisite methods. He or she should have a deep understandingof
the relevant literature, be flexible, be able to ask good questions,
listen, observe, and have an enquiring open mind"
(Anderson, G., 1999 p. 154)
The researcher in this study did his best to live up to this! The methodology
employed in this study attempted to gain a better understanding of how student
teachers draw on the guidance they are given in their training course about
dealing with pupils' misunderstandingsin chemistry. It is recognised that there
are a number of limitations to the study in terms of its design. Some of these
limitations-areof a more general nature and arise from the case study approach
used in the study. Other limitations emerge from specific design features of this
particular study.
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The more general limitations concern the extent to which the findings of a case
study can be generalised and the possible impact a practitioner researcher may

have when undertaking a research study. The more specific limitations concern
features such as the use of two different cohorts of student teachers in the
study and the limited number of observations made of any one individual
student teacher. This latter factor could be seen as providing only slender
evidence on which to base decisions that student teachers have enhanced
expertise. Additionally, it could be argued that there are potential limitations
associated with inferring evidence about motivation when significant portions of
the data come from observations and questionnaires. The following section
shows how the research study attempted to minimise the impact of these

limitations.

Rather than talk about generalisability, this study aspires to relatability i.e. other
people involved in initial teacher training would, because of the rich description,
should recognise the situations described and could relate these to their own
circumstances.Whilst the research was a case study in one institution, the
development of the framework and the various activities of the Intervention
Package could be used in any institution. However, due to some of the unique
features of teacher training in Ireland, the results obtained from implementing
the Intervention Package may differ in other countries.

The samples of both cohorts of student teachers are comparable in two
respects: (i) Academic ability - all student teachers must have either a first
class or second class honours degree to be admitted to the H.Dip.Ed. course.
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(ii) In terms of teaching abilities, the range of grades on the five-point scale
used in Ireland for the H.Dip.Ed science students are very comparable from
year to year i.e. the two samples are similar in terms of academic ability and
teaching ability.

Two particular dangers associated with practitioner research are that the
actions of the researcher unduly influence the nature of the data collected, and
that there is bias on the part of the researcher in the analysis and interpretation
of the data. A particular concern in this study was the potential impact of the
researcher's professional relationship to the students as he was their overall
tutor. As described in chapter 4, for the purposes of this study, only those
student teachers whose teaching practice was not supervised by the researcher
were invited to participate in the study. In order to counter potential bias in the
data analysis and interpretation, rich description of data is provided particularly through the use of the theoretical framework. In addition, data from
multiple sources are presented to lend strength to claims made when
interpreting the data. By providing such detailed descriptions of the recording
and reporting of data from different sources, it is hoped to minimise any criticism
of bias on the part of the researcher in being selective of data when drawing
inferences from the analysis of data.

One of the decisions that had to be made was whether to track a few of student
teachers over a number of lessons or a larger number of students for a smaller
number of lessons. The reason for opting for the latter course was to give the
researcher a broader picture of student teachers teaching difficult ideas.
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Additionally, there was the practical consideration of maximising the opportunity
to gather data when difficult ideas were being taught, i.e. choosing a smaller
number of student teachers would have provided far fewer opportunities to view
lessons on difficult ideas.

It is recognised that only limited claims can be made about student teachers
enhanced expertise on the basis of observing one lesson per student teacher.
However, one purpose of the detailed post-observation interviews was to gain
insights into the thought processes of student teachers and the extent to which
these indicated if the aims of the Intervention Package had been realised in
relation to enhanced expertise. Thus, while it could be argued that the student
teachers used some of the methods introduced in the intervention with minimal
expertise, the lesson observations, post-lesson interviews and questionnaires
clearly showed that the student teachers had a good appreciation and insight
into the value of using these methods in teaching difficult ideas in chemistry.

Lastly, there are issues associated with the problem of measuring motivation in
that it cannot be observed but only inferred. Whilst one data source may not be
a sound basis for making inferences about motivation, the fact that multiple data
sources were used enabled corroborating evidence to be gathered such that it
was appropriate to draw reasonably firm conclusions about the motivation of the
student teachers.
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8.6 Conclusions
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teachers express a very positive attitude towards an intervention strategy that is
designed to help their classroom teaching in a very practical way.
The Intervention Package has now been integrated into the practice of the
researcher.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix 1: Summary of research plan and time line of work.
TIME PERIOD
Year 1
1999-2000
(Academic year)

WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT
Background reading and planning phase
literature
Survey
in
of
on
misunderstandings
science.
0
Documentation
and categorisation of
0
misunderstandings.
Investigate
has
been
done into
what
research
0
beginning teachers' teaching of difficult ideas.
Formulate
research question.
0
instruments
Investigate
research
used to try to access
0
teachers' thinking
Repertory
(Fischler)
grids
McIntyre
Brown
and
model.
Other
instruments?
research
What
intervention
have
been
strategies
carried out?
"
have
What
been
these
evaluations
carried
on
out
"
research strategies?
Write
literature
review chapter.
"
design
instrument.
the
Start
of
planning
research
"

Year 2
2000-2001
(Academic year)

Piloting phase. Establishing a benchmark of current
practice.
Writing of review of work on accessing teachers'
thinking about their decisions and actions.
Development of research methodology.
instrument.
Testing
of
research
"
lessons.
Observation
and
videotaping
of
0
development
Interviews
teacherswith
student
of
"
structure of diagnostic questions and interviews.
for
Questionnaires
teachers.
student
"
data.
Gathering
of
"
data.
baseline
interview
Transcription
of
"
data
baseline
Summarise
videotape
"
interview
data
data
Preliminary
analysis
of
and video
"
data.
intervention
Development
to
try
to
of
package
address
"
misunderstandings taking difficulties of teachers and
pupils into account.
instrument.
Refinement
of
research
"
Begin
writing up methodology chapter.
"

frame
time
Summary
within which each aspect of research
4.1
of
Table
project was carried out.
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Year 3
2001-2002
(Academic year)

Year 4
2002-2003
(Academic year)

Year 5
2003-2004
(Academic year)

The research phase
Package.
Intervention
Finalising
of
*
Packages.
Intervention
Implementation
of
0
instrument.
Implementation
of
research
0
Finalise
questionnaires.
0
data
Gathering
of
0
- school visits, questionnaires,
interviews, videotaping of lessons, studying of lesson
in
intervention
to
activities
package
plans, responses
for
details
data).
(see
sheet
of
orange
etc.
in
lessons
to
Observation
similar
areas
chemistry
of
of
0
those observed in pilot phase.
interviews.
Transcription
of
9
Continue
writing methodology chapter and start
0
baseline data chapter.
data.
interview
Analysis
of
0
data.
Summary
videotape
and analysis of
0
finalised.
Data
collection
0
develop
theoretical
to
Literature
write
and
up
search
0
framework for baseline data analysis.
Framework
Developing
Writing
on
continued
0
framework
in
light
theoretical
data
Baseline
of
revisited
0
developed.
framework
data
in
light
Additional
of
of
analysis
0
developed.
Analysis.
Data
Baseline
Writing
on
continued
0
data
baseline
Chapter
analysis completed.
on
0
data
Analysis
completed.
of
post-intervention
0
developing
for
Literature
on
models
strategy
search
40
for analysis of effectiveness of Intervention Package.
for
Write
effectiveness
of
analysis
of
strategy
up
0
Intervention Package.
Write
effectiveness
of
assessing
on
up
chapter
0
Intervention Package.
Conclusions
Write
chapter.
0
(updating)
literature
Refinement
chapter
review
of
and
0
refine other chapters as required.

frame
time
Summary
which
each
aspect
within
of
of
(continued)
4.1
Table
out.
carried
was
project
research
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Appendix 11:Form used to establish timeline of observed lesson.

Record of lesson observed
Code:

Date:

Student:

School:

I Time
i)`ni

Event

Notesfrom observation

mins

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
[Continuedto 40 minute mark]
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Appendix III: Example of summary notes for lesson used as aide memoir
for researcher.

File reference:VP1/5
Name of studentteacher:Maire.
First year- Solutions,dissolving.
Startswithconceptcartoonposter,threepeoplediscussingmeltingintowater,
disappearsandno longerthereanddissolvein water.
Classdiscussion- endswithshowof hands.
Wentintodidactictypeof modewithoverheadtransparency
explainingterms
solute,solvent,etc.
Asksstudentto writedownexamplesof commonsolutionstheyknowandwhy
theythinktheyaresolutions.
POINTHERETOACCESSTHEIRTHINKING.
INTERESTING
Asksstudentsto readout examplesof whattheyhavewritten.Gooddiscussion
drinks,
fizzy
washingpowderandwater,etc.
g.
e.
Asksaboutwhathappensto particleswhendissolve.
Asksaboutmassof beakerandsugarthatshehasset up butgetsno answer
fromclass.Hasno diagramfor it.
Generatessomequestionsfrompupils.
but digitalreadoutnotclear..
Doesdemoexperiment
Bringsup pupilto readdigitalbalancebutbackof pupilto class,otherpupils
back
it
teacher
to class.
of
also
and
cannotsee Pupilreadingmassandcallingoutto class- massof solutionsumof massof
solventandsolute.
Summarises
points.
STUDENTTEACHERVERYTIEDTO HERNOTES.
Questionsaskedveryclosedones- whatis solvent,whatis solution,etc.
Showsdiagramof OHPto explainwhathappenswhensoluteaddedto solvent.
Didacticmode- explainstermsdiluteandconcentrated
no referenceto
everydayexamples.
Discusseswhymeltingin conceptcartoonnotcorrect.
Nowexplainsmelting,changeof state,usingposter,evaporation
of liquid,etc
Icemeltsto waterandwaterto steam.
Talksaboutparticlesvibratingwhenheatedandliquidformed.
Explainsmeltingpointon OHP- verydidactic.Somequestioningbutlimited
useof closedquestioning.
UsesROLEPLAYwithstudentsas particles.Notveryeffective.
"ok?
".
Mannerisms
sentence,
says
every
after
Explaineddistinctionbetweenmeltinganddissolvingbut no timefor
questioning.
Classendedquiteabruptlywhenbellsounds,
Noproperrecapitulation.
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Annendix V: Interview Schedule: Baseline student teachers
PROMPTS/PROBES
QUESTION
Generalprompts/probes
What did you want pupils to know or be
lesson?
Can
by
do
the
little
that
the
to
you
explain
end_of
a
able
more?
Any other reason?
How did you reach your decision about
How
do
feel
you
this?
about that?
Is this a problem?
How did you set aboutplanning the
Is there anything else you would like to
lesson?
say9
What resourcesdid you consult?
Can
detail?
you
the
give
the
me
more
Let's think about
structureof
lesson.What did you think the pupils
Neutral
know
this
topic?
statements:
about
already
would
I
I
OK.
decision
see,
did
understand,
How
about
you reachyour
this?
Let's look at an extract of the -6deo tape Discuss aspectsof the viaeotape
lesson.
the
of

What did you hope the strategyyou used
beginning
the
of classwould achieve?
at
Do you feel it has worked?
How could it have beenimproved?
What did you learn from the pupil; '
to
responses your questions.
You used a number of audio visual aids
in your lesson.
Could you tell me why you usedthese?
Did you think thesewere effective?
Which onesdid you feel worked well?
Pupil activities (worksheets,tasks, etc)
A. You incorporatedsomepupil
Could
lesson.
into
you
your
activities
talk to me about the reasonsyou
included these?
include
decision
to
not
B. You made a
lesson.
into
your
any pupil activities
Could you talk to me about the
behind
this?
reasoning
Did the responsesfrom the pupils require
lesson
plan?
your
to
modi
you
from
the
look
Let's
at anotherexcerpt
video.
What made you ask that question?

Prompts/probes

Anything else?
Could you explain that in a little more
detail?
Overheadtransparencies.
Data Projector
Internet
Models
Can you expandon this a little more?
Any other reasons?
Where did you get the idea for these
activities?
Any other sources?

Prompts/probes
Prompts/probes
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What did you have in your lessonplan to Discuss lessonplan
try to seewhat studentslearned?
Before you gave the lesson,what did you Prompts/probes
think would be the easybits for the
studentto understand
Before you gave the lesson,what did you Prompts/probes
think would be the difficult bits for the
pupils to understand?
_Now that you have given the lesson,what Prompts/probes
did you think were the difficulties?
Prompts/probes
What did you think was good about the
lesson?
Prompts/probes
If you were to repeatthat lesson,what
if
changes, any, would you make9
Are there other things you thought were
Before we finish, is there anything else
lesson
like
the
to
say about
good about your teaching?
you would
I
What
it
has
conversation?
our
that
up
in
was
not come
about that that was good?
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What did you wantpupilsto know or be
lesson?
by
do
the
the
to
endof
able
How did you reachyour decisionabout
this?
How did you set about planning the
lesson?
What resourcesdid you consult?
Let's think about the structureof the
lesson.What did you think the pupils
know
this
topic?
about
already
would
How did you reach your decision about
this?
Let's look at the first few minutes of the
lesson.
the
tape
of
video
I notice that one of the things you did in
(diagnostic
lesson
was
your
...........
questions,conceptcartoons,etc)
I'd be very interestedin your personal
this
the
of
otherwise
value
or
views or
sort of activity.
What made you decide on using that
beginning
the
of class?
strategyat
What sort of things did you learn from
it?
using
What do you personally think are the
benefits or drawbacksof the teaching
strategyyou used?
What did you hope the strategyyou used
beginning
the
of classwould achieve?
at
Do you feel it has worked?
How could it have been improved?

--

..

-.

bLUUei]L teacners

I PROMPTS/PROBES

Generalprompts/probes
Can you explain that a little more?

Any otherreason?
How do you feel aboutthat?
Is this a problem?
Is thereanythingelseyou would like to
say?
Canyou give me moredetail?
Neutralstatements:
I see, I understand,OK.

Why did you make an attempt to find out
what the studentsalready know about the
topic?
Could you explain this in a little more
detail please?
You may rememberthat we talked about
teaching difficult ideas in our science
methodology session.What personally
made you decide not to use some of the
'
ideaswe discussed?In your personal
opinion, would a constructivist approach
have worked in this lesson?
Prompts/probes

A. You usedsomediagnosticquestions
duringthe lesson.Whatgaveyou the
ideafor these.
Or
B. You did not useanydiagnostic
Is
lesson.
there
in
this
any
questions
for
this?
reason

Couldyou explainthat in a little more
detail?Any otherreasons?

What did you learn from the pupils'
responsesto your questions.

Anything else?
Could you explain that in a little more
detail?
Overheadtransparencies.
Data Projector
Intemet
Models

You used a number of audio visual aids
in your lesson.
Could you tell me why you used these?
Did you think thesewere effective? -

Couldyou explainthat in a little more
detail?Any otherreasons?
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I

Which onesdid you feel worked well?
Pupil activities (worksheets,tasks,etc)
A. You incorporatedsomepupil
into
lesson.
Could
your
you
activities
talk to me about the reasonsyou
included these?
B. You made a decision not to include
into
lesson.
activities
your
any pupil
Could you talk to me about the
behind
this?
reasoning
If no evidencethat the studentsused
from
Intervention
Package.
the
an3lhing
Now the topic you havebeen teaching
today is one that pupils find difficult. If
had
look
we
a
at some of
remember,
you
thesedifficulties earlier this term and
have
things
the
people
suggested
some of
that could happenin lessonswhen you
teach this topic. Now, I don't mind that
but
I
didn't
them
am
use
what
you
interestedin are the reasonsyou did not
little
bit
Could
tell
them.
a
you
me
use
about how you set aboutplanning the
lesson and why you didn't use these
ideas.
Did the responsesfrom the pupils require
lesson
to
your
plan?
you modify
Let's look at anotherexcerpt from the
video.
What made you ask that question?
What did you have in your lessonplan to
try to seewhat studentslearned?
Before you gave the lesson,what did you
think would be the easybits for the
studentto understand
Before you gave the lesson,what did you
think would be the difficult bits for the
pupils to understand?
Now that you have given the lesson,what
did you think were the difficulties?
What did you think was good about the
lesson?
If you were to repeatthat lesson,what
if
changes, any, would you make?
Before we finish, is there anything else
lesson
like
the
to
about
say
you would
that has not come up in our conversation?

Can you expand on this a little more?
Any other reasons?
Where did you get the idea for these
activities?
Any other sources?

Can you tell me a little more about what
makesyou say that?

Prompts/probes
Prompts/probes

Prompts/probes
Prompts/probes

Prompts/probes

Prompts/probes
Prompts/probes
Prompts/probes
Are there other things you thought
were
good about your teaching?
What was it about that that was izood?
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for
baseline
Preliminary
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student teachers.
questionnaire
Appendix
in
"effective
interest
teachingand
the
constitutes
is
what
moment
at
There considerable
in
importance
is
the caseof sciencewherepupils
This
in
of particular
leaming" schools.
ideas
in
encountered their studyof science.A
find difficulty understanding
a numberof
in
between
Department
being
this
is
the
area
carried
out
of
currently
study
research
Studies,
Educational
University
York.
Department
Your
UCC
the
of
of
Education
and
do
leaming
feel
to
to
be
teachers
promote
effective
need
will
of
you
opinionon what
in
longer
for
in
the
future
in
term,
and,
you
help
sessions
to
planning
me planning
great
like
down
I
to
think
teachers
DipEd.
H.
write
for
you
would
what
you
students.
courses
in
is
learning
There
"right
bring
do
science
no
wrong
or
to
effective
about
to
need
interested
in
but
I
your
really
views.
am
this
to
question
answer
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Appendix Vill: Questionnaire for student teachers on materials used in
Intervention Package.
FOR SCIENCE

QUESTIONNAIRE
i.

METHODOLOGY

STUDENTS

Pleaseindicate the scienceclassesyou have beenteaching as part of your teaching
practice this year.
00

0
FIRST YEAR

00

SECONDYEAR

THIRD YEAR

TRANSITION

YEAR

FIFTH YEAR

The remaining questionsin this questionnairerelate to that part of our coursein which
difficult
ideas
in
discussed
the
teaching
of
science- Particularly in relation to
we
difficult ideasin chemistry.
2. The first sessiondealt with pupil's learning in science.You may recall that we
diagnostic
tests
the
of
given to your own studentsand we looked at
results
examined
different views and theoriesof teaching and learning.

How would you describetheusefulnessof this sessionto your teachingpractice?
11
0
11
11
VERY USEFUL

FAIRLY USEFUL

NOT VERY USEFUL

OF NO USE

What aspects,if any, of this first sessiondid you draw on in your teachingpractice?

3. The secondsessiondealt with children's misunderstandingsof ideas in chemistry.
You may recall that we examinedsomeresearchfindings on pupils' misunderstandings
in science,looked specifically at the range of misunderstandingsin chemistry and built
in
difficulty.
topics
hierarchy
order
of
chemistry
of
up a

How would you describethe usefulnessof this sessionto your teachingpractice?
0
VERY USEFUL

0
FAIRLY USEFUL

0
NOT VERY USEFUL

0

OF NO USE

in
did
draw
if
this
What aspects, any,of
secondsession you
on your teachingpractice?
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4. The third sessiondealt with teachingstrategiesto help overcome children's
in
ideas
You
chemistry.
may recall that we looked at the factors
of
misunderstandings
that emergefrom the researchliterature and which inform us about the sorts of changes
in
lessons.
We
bring
to
also examinedsome samplematerials that have
about
we need
been preparedfor classroomuse in order to help overcome misunderstandingsin science
among pupils.
How would you describe the usefulness of this session to your teaching practice?
11
0
El
13
FAIRLY USEFUL
NOT VERY USEFUL OF NO USE
VERY USEFUL

What aspects,if any, of this third sessiondid you draw on in your teachingpractice?

5. Of the various teachingstrategiessuggestedin session3, pleaseindicate the
to
these
you
made
use
of
which
extent
when teaching difficult ideas in
approximate
during
your teachingpractice.
science
Never
(No lesson)

Occasionally
Frequently
1-3 lessons) (4 -6 lessons)

Card sorting
_Checklist
Concept
Cartoons
Diagnostic
questions
Discrepant
event.
Obtaining
written
statements
from pupils
- Posters
Predict and
explain
Questionnaires
Socratic
questioning
Thought
experiments
Other
(please
speci ý)_
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Often
(More than 6
lessons)

indicate
in
ideas
difficult
the resourcesyou
lessons
science,please
6. When preparing
on
lesson
the
help
plan.
to
prepare
you
used

7. The sessionsin the coursedealt mainly with difficult ideas in chemistry. However,
the supporting materials and readingsalso covereddifficult ideas in physics and
biology. Pleasedescribethe ways, if any, you usedmaterials relating to teaching
difficult ideas in physics and biology in your lessons.

8. Haveyou anyfurthercommentson the threesessionsthathavenot beencoveredby
the abovequestions?

The verybestof luck in your future
Thankyou for completingthis questionnaire.
careers.
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Appendix IX: Final questionnaire issued to student teachers.
The following is a list of factors (in alphabeticalorder) that a previous group of
H. Dip. Ed. studentsfelt bring about effective learning,in science.Pleasepick out in
factors
importance
5
that you think are most important put I opposite the
the
order of
is
important,
2
think
oppositethe next more important one, etc. There are
most
one you
but
interested
I
in your views.
answers
am
or
wrong
really
no right
Encourage pupils' ideas
Find pupils' knowledge at start
Good presentation
Know material well yourself
Maintain pupil interest
Practical work
Project work
Pupil participation
Regular homework and worksheets

Strict but fair discipline
Teacher enthusiasm
Use audio visual aids
Use everyday examples
Vary teaching methods
Vary topics

Pleasewrite down anythingthat you think is missingfrom the abovelist. (Pleasethink
for
Thank
).
taking
the time to completethis questionnaire your help is
this!
you
about
greatlyappreciated
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Appendix X: Feedback form used with student teachers when discussing
tests.
diagnostic
of
results

Pupil's learning in science- what's it all about?
Activ
Pleasecompletethe sentence:"The thing that surprisedme most when I read the scripts

was

in
it
leaming
Pupil's
science- what's all about?
Activ
"'The
thing that surprisedme most when I read the scripts
the
sentence:
Pleasecomplete

was
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f Appendix XI: Summary sheet for research paper.
Title of paper
Authors of paper
Name ofjoumal
Volume No

Pages

Year

1. What aspect of scientific understanding was investigated?

2. What did the researchers do?

3. What was found out by the research study?

4. What are the implications for teachers?

SIGNED
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Appendix XII: Summary of session I of Intervention Package.

Session 1. Pupils' learning in science- what's it all about?
Alms
is
involved
in
to
teachers
To
learningand
reflect
on
what
student
encourage
"
teachingscience.
learning
in
introduce
To
the
views
on
of
main
some
science.
"

Content
A brief introduction on teachingand learning will be given to students.This will also
include referenceto the aims of scienceteaching.This will be followed by students
in
individually
drawing
groups
on
and
a
series
of
cartoon
showing various
working
After
learning.
discussion,
teaching
a
and
plenary
an overview will be given by
views of
learning
in
the
tutor
on
models
various
science.Studentswill then discussin
the
of
diagnostic
tests
they
the
the
carried out with pupils before formal
of
results
groups
discussion
began.
In
be
held
teaching
conclusion,
a
will
on the dominant role of
science
in
rnnstructivism scienceeducation.
Activi! y
_Student activity 1
Individual and group
discussion task.

Tutor presentation
Student activity 2.
Individual and group
discussion task.
Student activity 3.
Individual and group
discussion task.
Tutor presentation

Conclusion. Class
discussion.

Outline
Working in groups, students examine the
summaries of the results of the diagnostic
tests they carried out with pupils before
formal teaching began. Each student is
asked to complete the sentence: "The thing
that surprised me most when I read the
scripts was ........... 99
Teaching and leaming, common
terminology, aims of science teaching.
Each student studies cartoon drawings
different
showing
views of teaching and
leaming and discusses their own model of
teaching.
Each students study series of paired
statement about teaching and leaming.
Indicate one from each that they agree
with.
How do pupils learn?
1. Transmission of knowledge model.
2. Piaget's theory of cognitive
development.
3. Discovery learning.
4. Constructivism as model of learning.

Time (approx).
15 mins

Why is constructivism the dominant view
learning
among science educators?
of

10 mins

outcomes
At the endof this sessionthe studentteachersshould:
"
"
"

15 mins
15 mins

15 mins

20 mins

Be able to describesomeof the aims of scienceteaching
learning
describe
to
models
of
some
as they apply to science.
Be able
is
dominant
the
that
view of learning among science
Be aware
constructivism,
learning
in
that
is
today
Pupils'
appreciate
and
science
affected by their
educators
lessons.
bring
to
ideas
they
that
science
own
features
key
describe
to
of constructivism.
Be able
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Appendix XIII: Summary of session 2 of Intervention Package.

Session 2. -Children's misunderstandings of ideas in chemistry.
Aims
To introduce studentteachersto someof the main researchfindings on pupils,
in
misunderstandings science.
To encouragestudentteachersto reflect on somemisunderstandingsin sciencethat
they have studiedin the researchliterature.

the
To
in
of
aware
problem
with
misunderstandings
students
make
chemistry.
e
Content
This sessionwill begin with a group discussionin which each studentwill make a short
informal presentationto the rest of the group on a researchpaper that he or shehas
be
five
key
Each
to
asked
will
submit
group
points that the membersof that
studied.
learned
have
their
listening
through
preparing
presentation
to others. After
and
group
this, a presentationwill be madeby the tutor giving a brief introduction to the areaof
ideas
in
of
scienceand specifically an overview of
pupils' misunderstanding
Students
in
be
chemistry.
will
askedto contribute their own
misunderstandings
in
in
chemistry
which misunderstandingoccur. In a concluding
suggestionsabout areas
discussion,some factors common to theseareasof misunderstandingwill be deduced
be
discussed.
the
limitations
of
research
the
will
of much
and
ActivitY
Student activity 4.
Individual and group
discussiontask.
ýentation.
-Tu-to-r-p-res
Questioning of
class.
Studentactivity 5.

Studentactivity 6.
Classdiscussion.
Conclusion.

Outline
Each studentwill make a five-minute
in
to
their group
each
person
presentation
and circulate a one-pagesummary of the
researchpaper that he/shehas studied.
in
Misunderstandings
science.
0
Terminology used.Historical
backgroundup to presenttime.
Overview
of misunderstandingsin
0
chemistry.
General
methodology of research.
0
Hierarchy
of chemistry topics will be
0
built up from answersgiven by
studentsto questions.
is
Why
the
with
problem
chemistry
so
*
acute.
0 What are common factors to
misunderstandings?
limitations
What
the
to research?
are
0
implications
What
for teachinE?
the
are
0

Time (approx.)
40 mins

25 mins

25 mins

outcomes
At the endof this sessionthe studentteachersshould:
have
fact
in
that
the
children
many
Be
misunderstandings
science- and
awareof
*
in
the
areaof chemistry.
particularly
have.
describe
the
to
of
misunderstandings
Be
some
children
able
9
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Appendix XIV: Summary of session 3 of Intervention Package.
Session3. Teaching strategies to help overcome children's misunderstandings of
ideas in chemistry.
Aims
to
teachers
the
types
To
the
reflect
on
student
of teaching strategiesthat
encourage
"
in
are of assistance overcoming children's misunderstandingsof ideas in science.
literature
findings
introduce
to
teachers
the
To
the
inform
research
student
that
"
us
about the teachingstrategiesrequired to tackle the problem areasof
in
in
chemistry
particular.
misunderstandings science- and
Content
This sessionwill begin with the studentteachersreporting in their own groups on their
ideas regarding the implications for teaching that aroseout of session2. This will be
followed by a short plenary discussion.The tutor will then give a presentationon the
factors that emergefrom the researchliterature and which inform the sorts of changes
be
followed
in
lessons.
by
This
discussion
bring
in
to
will
task
about
a
group
need
we
to
for
study
some
the
examples
are
asked
of
materials
students
prepared
which
help
in
in
to
overcome
misunderstandings
order
use
scienceamong pupils.
classroom
Finally, the various points that have emergedfrom the group discussion and from the
literature will be summarisedin terms of a "tool kit" of teaching strategies.
[continued on next page)
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Activity
Student activity 7.
Individual and group
discussiontask.
Tutor presentation

Studentactivity 8.
Individual and group
discussiontask

Tutor presentationand
Classroomdiscussion

Tutor and Group
Studentactivity 9.
Discussion.
Conclusion and Summary

Outline
Studentsreport and discusstheir ideas
that aroseout of the previous sessionon
the implications of pupils'
misunderstandingsfor teaching
The featuresof children's ideasthat
emergefrom the literature:
dominated
Perceptually
thinking.
"
focus.
Limited
"
" Undifferentiated concepts.
" Linear causalreasoning.
" Predominantconceptions.
In small groups studentswill examine
samplesof classroommaterials prepared
to help overcomemisunderstandingsin
chemistry amongpupils in 12 - 15 age
range.This material will include some
examplesof diagnostic questionswhich
could be used at the start of a topic to
accessthinking. It will also include some
examplesof conceptcartoons.Each
is
from
topic
the
given
one
group
hierarchy built up in the last sessionand
askedto produce two diagnostic
questionsand a conceptcartoon for this
topic.
Generic strategiesto help overcome
misunderstandings:
" Opportunities for pupils to make own
ideasexplicit e.g. classroom
discussion,brainstorming, etc.
" Pupils actively involved in own
thinking: model building and role
play.
" Introduce discrepantevents.
" Socratic questioning.
41 Give pupils practice in using ideasin
a range of situations.
Written statements,posters,sort cards,
thought experiment,design and make,
predict and explain, think and explain,
checklists, questionnaires,analogies,etc.
Strategiesto elicit pupils' prior
understandingand strategiesto teachthe
topic.
How can we assessthe effectivenessof
teaching in promoting conceptual
change?
in
Difficulty
short term.
*
Longer term goals.
I*
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ime (approx)
20 mins

20 mins

20 mins

15 mins

15 mins

Outcomes

At the end of this sessionthe studentteachersshould:
Be able to describesomeof the learning difficulties associatedwith misunderstandingsin
chemistry
Be capableof making suggestionsfor classroompractice which help to overcomethese
in
misunderstandings chemistry.
Be capableof developingteaching strategiesto help overcome children's
in
ideas
chemistry.
of
misunderstandings
Be awareof the fact that the misunderstandingsmay still persist after the lessonand know
that further developmentalwork may be required.
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Appendix XV: The Intervention Package

StudentActivity 1
Workingin groups,examinethe summaries
of theresultsof the diagnostictestsyou haye
carriedout with your pupils.
Completethesentenceon the form: '7he
thing that surprisedme most whenI readthe
scriptswas.....".
Discussthe resultsof thetestswith your
colleagues.

Pupils' leaming in scienceWhat's it all about?
Kennedy
Declan
-

S... i- I

Supposewe now repeat the same
four questionsand substitute
"leamed" for "taught' '

Imagine that I come to observe
lessons
one of your
How easilycouldI answerthe following
questions:
1. Whatwastaughtin the lesson?
2. How well wasit taught?
3. Who taughtthe materialin the lesson?
in
taught
a scientifically
Was
4.
the material
orrectway?
CI

I. Whatwas learnedin the lesson?
2. How well wasit learned?
3. Who learnedthe materialin the lesson?
4. Wasthe materiallearnedin a scientifically
correctway?
(Scaife2000)

to
impossible
four
latter
are
These,
questions
answer- unlessyou are a mind readerl
There is no guaranteethat what is taught is
what is learned - educational research
indicatesthat the two can often be poles
apart.
In orderto help pupils to learn, we needto
know about the theories of how people learn.
Many of thesetheories are basedon research
caniedout in the classroom.

I taughtmy parrothow to speak
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-10

I can't hear it saying anything.

I said I taught it. I didn't
say it
Icarned anything

Some terminology'

f

Why bother aboutlearning
why not focus on teaching?
The more we know about
learning,the betterteachers
become.
we

Knowledge:Informationaboutt4eworld.
Learning:The processby which changes
occurin knowledge,skills, understanding,
beliefs,valuesandattitudes.
The capacityto apply
Understanding:
knowledgeandskills appropriatelyin
variouscontexts.

0

i.

-The primary aim of scienceteaching is to bring
in
As
learning
the
a result of
pupils.
abouteffective

StudentActivity 2

developing
be
the
teaching,
should
pupils
our
following:
knowledgeandunderstanding
Secure
of science
whichtheycanapplyto unfamiliarsituations
An awareness
of how theapplicationsof science
in
live.
lives
which
we
the
society
and
affectour
Interest
andcuriosityaboutscience.
limitations
of
Someappreciation
the
and
nature
of
science.
(Gould1995)

" The cartoon drawingsshow
different views of teachingand
Ieaming.'
.
" Discussthesedrawings.
" Which one fits in bestwith your
own view of teaching?
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3
" From the handout* supplied, tick one box
on each row to indicate which statement
you agree with most strongly.
.
" When you have done this, discusseach
choice with your colleagues in your small
group.
" Share your ideas and views with the rest of
the class in the plenary discussion.

Plenary discussionof students
ideasand views.

*Viaý on TeachingandLearning- CrownCopyrighL
13

JUUW UU pupils

14

learn.,

1. Transmission of knowledgemodel-cartoon
" Teachingsimply involvestransferringa
pieceof knowledgefrom the teacherto the
learner.
" This modelmay be suitableto describea
simple factualpieceof informationbeing
obtaincdby a pupil.
the
" Is too simpleto help us understand
learningof morecomplexideas.

"_

Is

s wrong with this -Si-m-p-Fe
model?
" It portraysthepupil asa passiverecipientof
knowledgeratherthanactivelyinvolvedin his/her
ownlearning.
is receivedwithoutany
" It impliesthemessage
modificationor distortion.In factthepupilhasto
interpretthemessage
andmaychangeit considerably.
" It impliesthatthepupil is a "tabularasa"on which
newknowledgecanbe written.In fact,theprior knowledge
of thepupil hasa significanteffecton
howtheinformationis receivedandinterpreted.
97

2. Learning and mental developmentmodel

Associated
withtheworkof JeanPiagct
Hestudiedthekindsof tasksandproblems
thatchildrencansolveat differentages.
Proposed
a theoryof children'scognitive
development.
Identifiedvariousstages
of development:
Sensorymotorstage(0-2 years):reasoning
directlyassociated
with senses
andmotor
actions.
Is

Pre-operational stage (2 -7 years): Can form
items
if
they
of
even
representations
mental
cannot see something, they know it exists.
Concrete operational stage (7 - 11 years):
Can classify, sort and order objects.Idea of
has
(e.
Plasticine)
g.
of
mitter
conservation
been developed.
Formal operational stage (11 - 14): Can carry
out abstract logical operations,e.g. ratio and
density,
acceleration,etc.
proportion,

" Learningin certainareasof sciencecannot
takeplaceuntil pupils reachthe formal
operationalstage.
" Someresearch(Shaycret al 1976,Lawson
andRenner1978)indicatesthat somepupils
reachthe formal operationalstagemuchlater
andothersdo not reachit at all.
" Somematerialshavebeendeveloped(CASE)
to try to acceleratethe progressof pupils
towardsformal operationalthinking.

It

n

Leaming
3. Discovery

Problemswith discoveryleaming
be
s rvations

Pupilsdo not "discover"what we wantthem
to discover.
" They do not identify the "pattern" in their
results which we think is obvious.
" Their observations or measurementsdo not
always accord with the accepted
due
to experimental error.
explanation

pa ems I
Hypothesis

u

4. Constructivism as a model of

learning
'Me viewthatknowledge
cannotbe
by the
butmustbeconstructed
transmitted
learners
of
underpins
mentalactivity
perspectives
on science
contemporary
education"

knowsthe
Pupilsknowthattheteacher
answ;rl
"
to happen
"What'ssuppose
sir/miss?
"
"Havewegottherightresults?
)
(Secrefcrenccs

Driver et al. 1994
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Learning a conceptis better thought
of asinvolving the learnerin
constructingtheir personalversion
of someideasthat are alreadya part
of accepted"public" knowledge

Some basic featuresof
constructivism
"
"
"

"

Pupils havýcprior ideasaboutmanyaspects
of sciencethat we teachthem.
The pupil's hca4is not a "tabularasa".
There is likely to be a rangeof different
ideas
aboutanyonetopic amongthe
prior
in
pupils the class.
Tbc teacherprovidesnewideasandnew
experiencesfor the pupilsduringthe lesson.

ratherthanas
"direct transmission"of
understandingfrom teacherto pupil.

" The pupilswill attemptto makesenseof the
by constructing
newideasandexperiences
meaningsfor themselves.
" This is a continuousandactiveprocessin
which the leamer.is activelyengagedin
his/herown learning.
" Not only doesthe learninginvolve takingon
new ideas,but it alsoinvolvcsdeveloping,
modifyingandpossiblyrejectingprevious
ones.

Therewill be somesortof
interactionbetweenthepupils'
ideas
andthenew
prior
ideas
and
received
experiences
from the teacher.

30

27

Someissuesaboutconstructivism

When teaching......-L

Constructivismis too individualisticin tone
with eachpupil.constructinghis/herown
meaning.
Leamingscienceis not aboutconstructing
but
your own meaning rathermakingsense
of the ideasof othersfrom textbooks,
workshects,practicalactivities,etc.

It is important to check what pupils
understandbefore, during and after teaching
sessions.
We cannot be sure their understandingis
what we intend - however clear we think we
are being in our explanations.

39

0
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Assignment for next week

Makea photocopyof your reportfor eachof
the membersin your group.

Each group is givena folder.Eachfolder
from
the literature
six
papers
contains
dealing with difficult ideasin science-2 in
in
biology.
in
2
2
chemistry
and
physics,
Each of you is askedto takeoneof these
papersaway,studyit andffiakea brief
report on the paperyou havereadusingthe
form supplied.,'

Comeprepared
to givea fivc-minute
talkto
theothersin thegroupaboutthepaperyou
haveread.

is

Reference
Driver, R. (1983) Thepupil as
Scientist?Milton Keynes:Open
University Press.

I

Science-a strugglefor many
Learning outcomes following from teacher's
instruction can be disappointing in ten-nsof.

Children's misunderstandings
of
ideasin chemistry

" How much the studentsremember.

the material.
" How well theyunderstand
" How muchof the materialthey canapply in
their everydaylives.

9.. A- I

a

D-

on.
misunderstandings
Itesearch
in science
.
in

" Most of work carriedout 1980sand
1990S.
in
Numerous
the scienceeducation
studies
"
literaturein this area.
" Different terminologyused:alternative
frameworks, misconceptions,alternative
etc.
conceptions,misunderstandings,
(I

The researchshowedclearly thatpupilshad
between
the
shifting
continually
problems
macroscopicandmicroscopicrepresentations
of systems.
in
Pupils
the
comfortable
more
are
0
macroscopicsystemandtry to constructnew
understandingin this system.
- Driver et al. (1994):Individualshaveto make,
ideas.
these
of
new
sense
personal
- No simplerules for pedagogicalpractice
learning.
from
constructivist
of
view
emerge

"

"
"

"

Researchshowsthat thesemisunderstandings
arehighly resistantto change(Novak 1988,
NussbaumandNovick 1982,Barker1994).
Major implicationsfor teachers.
Briggs andHolding (1986)documented
ideas
that 15yearold pupilshadaboutfundamental
conceptsin chemistry.
Researched
areasof chemicalchange,masses
of reacting substancesandmeaningsto
commonterms like element,mixture and
compound.

Doesa context-based
approach
influencetheunderstanding
of
key chemicalideas?
Researchhasfound(Ramsden1997)that
with pupilsaged16+,under25% understood
the following key ideas:
" Conservationof masswhenprecipitation
reactionsoccur.
" PeriodicTableasa meansof predicting
propertiesof compounds.
" PeriodicTableto predictformulas.

What are the problem areas?

2. Atomic Structure,Atoms and
Molecules

i. Particu ate nature of matter

betweenthe
idea
space
Difficulty
empty
of
with
"
being
in
constantmotion.
particles
arld
particles
describing
of
a
gas.
Difficulty
expansion
with
"
The conceptof matterasa continuousmedium
found to be persistentdespiteteaching(Novick
1)
1,98
Nussbaum
and
Most pupils did not accepttheideaof
conservationof masswhenreactantsand
(Mas
in
the
et al
pýase
gaseous
were
products
1987)
1 1
L

" Harrison and Treagust (1996) investigated
the variety of student models of atomic
structure.
" Showed drawings to studentsand used pencil
and paper exercises.
" Studentswhose abstract reasoningis weak
had particular problems.
Problems with terminology like "nucleus".
"shells" and "electron cloud".

'S

A high percentageof pupilsfelt that outside
actions(stirring, mixing, hcating)were
necessaryfor substances
to dissolve.(Blanco
andPrieto 1997).
Pupilshad problemswith ideaof "cl=
solution"(cup of coffee?)
" Useof term "dissolving"in everydayspeech,
e.g. "dissolvinginto thin air".
" Meaningof "particle": pupil - granuleof
sugar,teacher= atomor molecule.

3. Dissolving and Solubility
(199
1).
Solomon
Black
Longden,
and
"
fill
in
drawings
to
partof
Pupils
asked
were
"
Iwhich wereblank.
difficulty
had
Many
explaining
pupils
"
dissolvingin termsof theparticletheory.
a new
represented
A significantpercentage
This
formed.
being
wasalso
compound
foundby EbenezerandErickson(1996).

w

ing

Everyday.experiencesof students -when a
.
sweetit suckedit meltsin your mouth"
"Melting" and"dissolving" used
synonymouslyby pupils(Ebenezerand
Gaskell1995).
Chemistryteaching:solutionis alwaysclear,
a solutionis a perfectmixture at the particle
level, outsideactionsonly influencethe speedof dissolution(stirring) or the amount
that dissolves(heating).

Pupilsfrequentlydo not distinguishbetween
dissolvingandmelting(Cosgroveand
Osborne1981).
Pupilshadtheideaof sugaror saltaddedto
liquid
becoming
a
water,meltingand
The
1996).
Erickson
visible
(Ebenezer
and
their
reasoning- solid
guided
characteristics
liquid
becomes
sugar.
sugar
Hotwaterprovidesthe heatto melt the
sugar

13
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ormulas an
"

"
"

"

6. Acids and Bases.pH
A number of misunderstandingswere found in
this area (Nakleh and Krajcik 1994):
" Confusion about the term "strong" as
applied to acids and bases"more hydrogen
gas comes from a strong acid than a weak
acid"
" "Bases are opposite to acids" - if acids
harmful, basesare harmless; if acids
are
bitter, basesshould be sweet, ctc.

Symbols used by chemiststo representatoms
and molecules causeproblems for students
(Enlon, Býn-Zvi, Silverstein 1982)
This problem also existed in balancing
(Yarroch
1985).
equations
Even pupils who could balancethe equations,
had poor understandingof what was happening
(diagrammatic representations).
Had misunderstandings about meaningsof
subscripts and coefficients.
13

" pH is a measureof aciditybut not basicity
" Acids andbasesreactto form a mixture
ratherthan chemicallyreactto form saltand
water.
indicator
"acids
Misunderstanding
role
of
of
"
destroybasesby causingphenolphthalein
to
changecolour".
(It
found
base
Acid
thatthose
titrations.
was
"
of a computerexhibited
who had assistance
data
Real
time
greaterunderstanding).
collection- pH readingandgraph
dcveloping.(Li-in et al. 1993)

7. ChemicalReactions
It hasbeenfound(Anderson1986)that pupils
havevariouswaysof explainingabout
chemicalreactions:
1.Not concernedabouttrying to explainan
observation:"It's just like that".
hassimply been
2. Thenew substance
displacedfrom anotherposition,e.g.
tarnishingof copperpiping is causedby a
insidethe pipepenetratingthe
substance
pipe.
to

5. Chemicalinteraction- the original substance
ceasesto existanda new substanceis
formed.AnderssonandRenstrom(1983)
foundthat 15%of pupils aged12- IS hada
of corrosionof copper
correctunderstanding
piping.
The aboveauthorspoint out the limitations
of written questionsandanswerswhen
They point out the
testingunderstanding.
needfor furtherquestioningto testthe

is the
3. Modification- the newsubstance
in
before
although
a
as
samesubstance
changedform, e.g. whenalcoholburned,the
newsubstanceis just alcoholvapour.(Hund
1982,Mehuetet al, 1983).
4. Transmutation- changingof oneelement
into another.Whensteelwool observed
burning,formationof blacksubstance
explainedby studentsin termsof iron
changinginto carbon(Anderssonand
Renstrom1981).
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Class Discussion

Couldwe build up a hierarchyof
in
Junior
t9pics
the
chemistry
Certificatecoursebasedon the
literature
in
the
andon
evidence
in
lLming
our own experience
in
chemistry schoolandteaching
it?

References

For you to do for next session!
In the light of what you have
learnedin the class
discussionsand
presentationsabout pupils'
misunderstandings,write a
short account(I page)of
what you think are the
implications for teaching.

Driver, R., Guesnc,E, andTiberghein,A.
(1985).Children'sIdeasin Science.
Buckingham:OpenUniversityPress.
Driver, R., Squires,A., Rushworth,P. and
V. (1994). Making sense
Wood-Robinson,
ofSecondaryScience.London:Routledge.
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Individual and Group Discussion
Task 1

Teaching strategiesto help
overcomechildren's
ideas
in
misunderstandingsof
chemistry

Studentsreport and discusstheir ideasthat aroseout of the previous
sessionon the implications of
pupils' misunderstandingsfor
teaching.

S. W-3

Thus, in teaching sciencewe try to lead pupils
to construct mental models for entities (e.g.
particles of matter) which are not perceived
directly.
Limited focus. There is considerableevidence
for children considering only limited aspectsof
particular physical situations, e.g. when pupils
were askedabout the burning of a substancein
a closed system, they made predictions about
the massof the systemon someof the changing
featuresC'smoke'bcing formed, "smoke"
dissolving in water, etc) rather than considering
the contentsin terms of the closedsystem

What doesthe literature tell us?
Some important generic featuresof
for
implications
ideas
their
and
children's
teaching emerge from the literature (Driver
et al. 1985).
Among these are the following:
Perceptuallydominatedthinking. Thereis a
tendencyfor pupilsinitially to basetheir
in
features
a problem
reasoningoir'observable
it
"disappears"
when
sugar
e.
g.
situation,
dissolvesratherthancontinuingto existbut in
the form of particlestoo smallto see.

Linear causalreasoning.Pupilsoftenhave
because
difficulty explainingchanges
their
reasoningtendsto *follow a linearcausalsequence,
i.e.theyput forwarda causewhichproducesa
chainof effects.For example,whenconsideringa
beingheated,pupilslook on this asa
substance
processin whichheatis beingsuppliedto a
receptor.However,from a scientificpointof view,
thesituationis symmetricalwith two system
interacting- onegainingenergyandtheother
losingit. Thus,pupilscanunderstand
thataninput
of energymaychangea solid to a liquid but have
difficulty appreciating
whathappens
whena liquid
turnsto a solid.

Undifferentiatedconcepts.Pupils'ideastendto
bemoreinclusiveandglobalthanthoseof
scientists.This meansthatin some
from
tend
to
one
slip
pupils
circumstances
being
to
necessarily
without
another
meaning
awareof it, e.g. theirnotionof weightoften
and
of volume,pressure
carryconnotations
density.Similarlythewords"conductoe,and
"insulator"areoftenexplainedin termsof
holdingwarmthor coldness.
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Predominant conceptions. As discussed in the
last two session, there are many ideas which
are prevalent, and influence children's thinking
about a range of'situations, e.g. die difficulty
with the idea of particles being continually in
motion since motion requires a force to
maintain it, the idea of "suckit, g" and the role

Individual and 61-OLIP
DISCLI'Ssioll
Task 2
Studentsexamine samplesof classroom
materials prepared to help overcome
misunderstandingsin chemistry among
pupils in 12 - 15 age group.
Material includes some examples of
diagnostic questions which could be used at
the start of a topic to accessthinkin,
11
The material will also include some cxaiiiplc: ý
of concept cartoons.

of atmospheric pressure.

These ideasare very resistantto changeand
recur despite teaching(Leach and Scott 2000).
Therefore, they have to be given particular
consideration in planning for long term learning
by pupils.

Each group is given one topic from
the hierarchy of chemistry topics
built up in the last session.
Each group must produce two
diagnostic questions and a concept
cartoon for this topic.
A box of chocolates to the best
group!

wh. t d.
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vou

thk. 6v

Encourage the pupils to consider different
possible explanations for events. Get pupils
actively involved in reflecting on their own
thinking, encouragethem to consider a range
of possible interpretations for eventsand to
attempt to evaluate thesefor themselves.This
could be done by "brainstorming" in the class
as a whole, through discussion in small
groups, through instructional materials or the
introduction of new ideasby the'teacher.

Strategieswhich researchstudiessuggest
in
help in overcomingmisunderstandings
scienceamongpupils.
Provide opportunities for pupils to make
their own ideasexplicit. Examplesof this
down
be
to
or
write
would askingpupils
draw or in someotherway to representhow
they arethinking abouta situation.This
in
done
be
wholeclass
also
could
discussionsor in smallgroupsituations.
13
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Example of generationof range
of possible explanations.

What is happening?
"Smokebeingformed".
"Cloud beingformed"
"It's changinginto whitepowderystuff'.
"It's clearingup becausethe smokehas
escaped".
" Me cloud haschangedinto watce'
" "The waterrisesup andthesmoke
dissolves".
etc.

"
"
"
"

is

Example of discrepanteventbeing
introduced (Nussbaum1985)

Introduce discrepant* events.Observing
an unexpectedeventmaystimulatepupilsto
"conceptual
The
the
thing about situation.
1985)
(Nussbaum
producedmay
conflict"
her
his
dissatisfied
or
with
makea pupil
for
hence
ideas
the
to
need
see
and
current
if
However,
conceptualconflict
even
change.
is producedin a pupil, this may not in itself
leadto correctunderstanding.
*Irreconcilable,incompatible.

Vacuumpump

Air

17
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IAB
WIP

Fix

UP

Representation of particulate
nature of ait*

Representation of air StrUCtUrc
as coMinuous.

Socratic questioning may not be fcasiblc in
the classroom situation.
GIv ing pupils the opportunity to explore
their ideas in small group discussionsin
which they discuss their reasonsfor
particular explanations with other pupils can
serve a similar purpose.

Socratic questioning. Tills is a type of
forces
that
pupils to think about
questioning
the evidence for their view on a particular
topic and to try to lead them to abandontheir
Socratic
Thus,
questioning
assumptions.
old
the
help
to
possible
appreciate
pupils
can
lack of consistency in their own thinking and
ideas
in
their
a more coherent
to reconstruct
way.

Example of giving PLIPIISpractice
in usinu ideas in a ran-c of'
situations

Give pupils practice in using ideas in a
from
learn
What
pupils
range of situations.
is
often restricted to the
experiment
an
in
which it was
context
particular
be
Pupils
to
given
need
performed.
for
the
to
out
check
pupils
opportunities
range and limits of applicability of
features
the
to
see
experimental results and
of a given experiment in more general terms.

After pupils have investigated wlictlicr
different substances are acids or bases, show
them a list of names of chemicals similar to
what they have investigated.
Ask them to predict which ones arc acids and
which ones arc bases.
Follow this up by a practical in which the
pupils test these various substances
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It hasbeenreported(Driver ct al 1994)thatthe
following exarnplesof exploringpupils'
been
have
all
science
of
thinking aboutaspects
in
trialled
scienceclasses.
successfully
I. Obtainingwritten statementsfrom pupils
ideas
ideas
to the
their
their
andpresent
about
rest of the class.
2. Pupilsareaskedto makepostersto answer
ccrtain key questions.
3. Pupilsarc askedto sort cards showing
cxamplcsof variousscientificphenomena.
as

4. Pupilsareaskedto discussa thought
experiment("What will happen
in
small groupsandreportbackto the rest of
the class.
5. Pupilsareaskedto designand make an
itcm to be usedin anexperiment.
6. Pupilsareaskedto think and explain in
writing an answerto a questionposedby
the teacher.

a

An importantpoint emergingfrom research
(Driver et al 1985)is that whereconceptual
changedoesoccur,it appearsthatit is a
long-termandslow process.7bis is because
pupils havea tendencyto interpretnew
situationsin termsof what theyalready
know, thusreinforcingtheir prior
conceptions.

7. Pupilsareaskedto predict.and explain
is
happen
experiment
whenan
what will
carriedout by them.
S. Pupilscarryout practical work andare
askedquestionsabouttheir observations
andresults.
9. Pupilsarcgivenchecklistsand
questionnairesandareaskedabout
itcms.
various
v

a

It is alsoworth notingthat it is possibleto
haveIcarningwithout conceptualchange
takingplace- the resultof teachingappears
to bethe "grafting on" of scientific
For
to
conceptions.
prior
vocabulary pupils'
example,whenstudyingthe propertiesof
"pressure"
taught
the
word
gasespupilsused
but usedit to imply the notionof suction.

In a similar way, pupils oftenmodify new
ideasto fit in with their presentwaysof
thinking. For example,in studyingthe role
of oxygenin burning,pupils readily
but
acceptedthat oxygenwasnecessary
ratherthandevelopthe conceptof chemical
combination,theytendedto think of what
washappeningin termsof theoxygenbeing
"burnt away".
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How can we assessthe effectiveness of
teaching in promoting conceptual change?

"The atmosphereof learningwill not be
that of the 'orderedclassroom'with
pupils working silently; nor will pupils
be engagedin practical'doing' all of the
time. Animatedtalk and argumentsare
likely to be the hallmark of fruitful
"
sciencelessons.

(Driver
by
As
et
researchers
some
out
pointed
0
al 1985), this can be difficult to assessin the
short term. We may needto rethink our view of
teachingby being preparedto adopt longerterm goals for the conceptuallearningof pupils.
Can children adopt new ideasand changetheir
existing ideasin the shortperiod of time
allocated to a lesson?

Driver, R. et al (1994). Making senseofSecondary
Science.London: Routledgc.(p 6)
33

Assigmnentfor you to do!

References

1. Study the "ConceptCartoons"book in
the ResourceCentre.
2. The accompanyinghandoutshowsan
activity designedto accompanythe
teachingof elements,compoundsor
to
Design
activity
a
similar
mixtures.
accompanythe teachingof thetopic
physical andchemicalchanges.

Levinson,P- (Ed). TeachingScience.
(1994).Buckingham:OpenUniversity
Press.
Ogborn,J., Kress,G., Martins,1.and
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The questions on this paperarenot part of an examination. The questionsare being
in
interested
in
because
topics
on
your
views
certain
are
we
science.Please
asked
before
giving your answer.For eachquestion,
think carefully about eachquestion
is
that
box
think
the
tick
the
you
correct
answer
or
around
a
circle
put
next to
please
the answerthat you choose.
AGE

NANE

When a kettle boils there are large bubbles in the water. What are the
bubbles made of?
(a) Air
(b) Steam
Bubbles
(c) Heat
(d) Oxygen or hydrogen
2. If a wet sauceris left on the bench after it has beenwashed,then
after
a while it is all dry.
Dry saucer
Wet saucer
Later
0What happensto the water that doesn't drip onto the bench?
(a) It goesinto the saucer.
(b) It just dries up and no longer exists as anything.
(c) -It changesinto oxygenand hydrogen in the air.
(d) It goesinto the air as very small bits of water.
is
ice,
lid
filled
jar
is
the
A
screwedon tightly, and the outside
with
. 3.
small
Fifteen
later
dried
is
tea
towel.
a
minutes
the outside of
with
the
glass
of
the jar is all wet.
.
Lid oh fight

Lid on fight

15minutes later

Outside 6y

OufsIdewef

Where has the water on the outside of the
from?
jar
come
,
(a) The water
from th6 melted*icecomesthrough the
glass.
(b) The coldn'ess
causesoxygenand hy4rbgen int'he air t'o form
water.
(c) Water in the air sticksto the cold
glass.
(d) The coldnesscomesthrough the
glassand turns to water.
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Liz and Rob
Liz and Rob are playing
egg-cups; please follow

with new scales,
what they do.

1. They pour water into their mugs
and the scales balance. They say:
* weight. "
"The mLIgs.are the same

mugs and

2. Then they fill
their egg-cups
with enough sugar granules to
make the scales balance again.

L
0

0

3. Liz takes her mugoff the-scales
and pours her. sugar into her mug.
Rob leaves his alone.

4. Liz stirs the water until she
cannot see the sugar granules.
4

0

'scales
S. If Liz puts her mugand egg-cup back on the scales, do y2_qthink
-the
look
like
pictures, A, B or C below?
will
B
_Sj
LL

r

A(3
Please tick

C
box.
one

Please say why you chosethis answer:
I chose this answerbecause
........
0.00**60
soa0see*i-esee***so *****so 0000000000
9000400040a000a0a0000a000*0000000000000000000006040a

0

as

aa

0 Gas

0096660069
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6066640*06#0

0*01106

00*0**60900

from

The light

>You are
burning

the

on the

A:

stays

B:

comes out about
towards
you.

candle:

candle.
halfway

C: comes out as far
but no further.
D: comes out
something.

a candle
watching
the day.
during

light

from

A:

stays

on the

B:

comes

out

towards

it

until

The

as you

the

candle:

candle.

aýout

halfway

you.

C: comes out as far
but no further.
There
night.

is

a power cut
You are using

6.

is
A Battery
the diagram',

D: comes out
something.

the

during

a candle.

connected*up
The bulb is

bulb

to a torch
glowing.

hits

until
-

as you

it

hits

as shown in

Bulb
I

Battery

e

in the way you think
about
is best described
the wires

G

A Fl

it,
the electric
current
by whic'h-diagram?

in

.01

be no electric
There will
thj-wire
current*in
to the base of.
attached
the battery.

The electric
current
will
be in a direction
toward
the bulb in both wires.

The direction
of the
will
current
electric
The current
as shown.
be less is-the
will
"return"
wire.

The direction
of the
be
current
electric
will
The current
as shown.
,
be
the same in both
will
wires.

BE]

be

CFý
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DO'

TEXT

BOUND
INTO

THE

SPINE

Sun

Air tight stopper
Air

Flask
Phosphorus
.
Water
ýpieceof phosphorus was heldin a flaskas shown in the
Tiagram.The mass of the flaskandcontentsequalled205 g.
Thesun's rayp Werefocussedon the phosphorus,wMchthen
:aughtfi re. The white sm.oke producedslowly dissolved in
*
$.ewater.
ýftercooling, the flask and its contentswere weighed.again.
Would
be:
to
the
you
weight
expect
lid,
More thpn 205 g

Pb)

B

205 g

C

Less thýan205

Tick in the box
nextto Ihe
answeryou
chdose..

D. Nol enough informationto answer
dive the reason for your answer:'
--e-------
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Chemical Card Game
This card gameis a chemicalversion of "Old Maid". Each card of a pair is printed with
half of a sentence,e.g. one card reads"A CATALYST" and the correspondingcard
half
A4
The
CHEMICAL
REACTIONS".
UP
"SPEEDS
on
sentences
are
printed
reads
They
are cut to approximately the size of normal playing cards.
card.
coloured
of
sheets
The pupils play the gamein groups of five or six. (To allow for easycollecting and
distributing of packsof cards,eachpack of cardsis a different colour). The cardsare
in
hands
from
their
dealt.
the
The
then
cards
make matching pairs
players
shuffled and
holds
dealer,
Starting
then
the
table.
the
with
eachplayer
which they placeface up on
his
hand.
Each
from
down
to
face
the
the car&
next player pull one card
and allows
time a pair is made,it is placed on the table. The player with theJoker m6kes.every
is
joker
is
left
the
it
the
are
made
pairs
when all
with
effort to pass on, asthe player who

the "Old Maid".
English
but
the
must
Note that thematchingpairsmustnot only makescientificsense,
SPLINT
TO
GLOWING
"A
CAUSE"
CAN
"OXYGEN
be
matchts
also correct,e.g.
LIGHT AGAIN". While pupils may.be temptedto matchthe formerwith "FOR
it
is
be
BURNING",
AND
this
not a
BREATHING
acceptableas
pairing would not
importance
is
it
hoped
to
the
In
of
this
stress
way
sentence.
properly constructed
languageas well as test the pupils' understandingof science.
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A CATALYST

SPEEDS UP CHEMICAL
REACTIONS

ACID AND MARBLE
CIRPS

REACT TOGETHER TO
FORM CARBON DIOXIDE

OXYGEN IS NECESSARY

FOR BREATHING AND
BURNING

CARBON DIOXIDE CAN
BE USEP

TO PUT OUT FIRES

78% OF THE AIR

-CONSISTS OYNITROGEN-

466

AIRIS

A MIXTURE OF GASES

FOR
TEST
jrIIE
CARBON DIOXIDE IS

IT TURNS LIME WATE R
MILKY

f

OXYGEN CAN CAUSE

A GLOWING SPLINT TO
LIGHT AGAIN

PLANTS USE CARBON
DIOXIDE TO

NUKE THEIR FOOD

ONE FIFTH OF THE. AIR

CONSISTS OF OXYGEN

467

OXYGEN CAN BE USED

IN AN OXY-AC]LiTYLENE
BURNER

TO MAKE OXYGEN IN
THELAB

WE MIX HYDROGEN
PEROXIEDE AND A
CATALYST

THE "FIZZ" IN DRINKS..

IS CARBON DIOXIDE

SOLID CARBON DIOXIDE
F

IS CALLE D "DRY ICE"

"BURNING FOSSIL FUELS

CAN, CAUSE ACID RAIN

468

CAN BE REMOVE D BY
CATALYTIC
CONVERTERS

HARMFUL GASES IN
CAR EXHAUSTS

DAMAGE BUILDINGS,
DESTROY TRE ES,
POISON LAEES.

ACED RAIN CAN

A
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Changes in chemistry
tý
In sciencewe describethe changesthat occurto substances.
as either
Explain'w.
hat
think-these
changes.
you
or
chemical
physical changes
terms mean:
is
a physical change

--- -------

-----------------------------------------

7 --------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

is
a chemical change

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fmd
threeexamplesof substances
the
Below and over pageyou will
(some
diagrams
The
oý the moleculesor other
being changed.
show
For
before
the
each
example:
change.
and'after
particles
decidewhetherthe changeis physical or.chemical,
- .y to
ti

exp am your reasons.

.0

furffier,
is
it
freezes:
liquid
even
cooled
Somevery cold
until
nitrogen

0) (MOD
WN
kW

,

yI.

JON

't.
- ..

before

aftcr

changebecause

This is a
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

nowturn over
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Changes in chemistry
2. Some magnesiumis heatedin oxygen until it bums:

before

after
because
change

This is a

3. Somesodiumchlorideis addedto a beakerof water, andleft to
dissolve:

qeroi

before

after

because
change

This is a
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tipot vie ljonaing
Thisexercisecomprises
showinga rangeof chemical
of a setof diagrams
speciesand
'For
'each
daigram:
the
either
write
nameornamesof thetypeor typesof bonding
systems'.
(if
is
bonding)
there
write
no
chemical
or
none
present,
or donotknowif youareunsure.
Cl

U

u

Cf

cccc

#C'ý'
Ccc
so00
-- 0
c:
Ilcý

d
Cf +
d
cf
Cf

cf
cl

Cf

di

-

i'. 'ii;

IIIUIL.

jUIt

1.2.3.

01

(ACU

CU

CU

T.)AACU

CU

++

+;

CU

U

++'CU-

copperlattice

hydrogen
fluoridemolecule

liquidvýater

5.6.

---- -----a4 W-M&000(.

fpgq Noi
90

)

10

0

00

WIP

IDA AV

Noi
Zýjj

Na

0

to

00

a*

dL

fluodnemolecule

sodium
nitrate
solution

8.9.
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liquidoxygen

zipottne ijonaing
40 0

00

00

Al

A]

\a

sodiumatom

Sulphurmolecule
10.1
I

CO

aluminium
chlo(idedimer

12.

H.
H-C-

O-H ...

1.1c /II-o\

0H

A.
H
C-CM-,
H,
HI

iodinelattice
dioxide
molecule
carbon

dimer
acid
ethanoic

15.

13.14.
oxidelattice
magnesium

17.

p
liquidhydrogen
chlorlde

molecule
ammonia

18.

16.-

4b

row

Die perioche table
You have beengivena
'map'
a
revision
opy
of
,
'or the topic of the
)edpdictable.Themapis
6 6grarn with boxes
labelledwithsomewords
we use in chemistry,
lines.
joinedby numbered
ýach of the lines
suggests a relationship
be-described
which-could
in a sentence.

toshowhowthedifferent
Youareaskedtothinkupsentericgs
wordsintheboxs arejejajbd.
, andprecisý
' Makesureyouputeachsenteqzar4l.
Tryandbeasaccorate
asyou-can.
bLýP_
-e,,,
below.
One
the
in
has
the
been
of
sentences
spaces
number
sqggest&dkr,.
correct
rg,, t0gei.
youstarted.
thespaces
Fillin asmany-of
asyoucan,butdonotworryif youcannotcomplete,
jj-.gM.8jl.
,

3
-7

4

6

An

-element

is 8 single'ch.emical substance.

7

10
rI
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This exerciseis'aboutwhathappenswhensolids dissolvein liquids.
1. Sugar and water. Somewaterwasplacedin a beaker,and its masswasmeasured
Then
beaker
20
Og.
109
The
balance.
was
and
water
mass
of
of sijgar was
using a
bottom.
The
10minutes
to
the
to
the
water,
and
sank
sugar
was
added
out.
weighed
later the sugar couldqot be seen.
f
Li

Fill in the boxesto showwhatyou think the massof the beakerandits contentswould
be whenthe sugarwasfirst added,andthen after it could no longerbe seen.
Wheredid the sugar
go?

2. Copper sulfate and water. Somewaterwasplaced in a beaker,andits masswas
blue
5g
Then
beaker
250g.
balance.
The
of
water
was
and
massof
measuredusing a
The
the
to
was
copper
sulfate
added
weighed
was
out.
suffiate
crystalsof copper
be
later
bottom.
20
the
to
the
4een,
sulfate
not
copper
could
minutes
water,and safik
but the liquid hadturnedblue.

Eil
Fill in the boxesto showwhatyou Unk the massof the beakerandits contentswould
be whenthe coppersulfatewasfirst added,andWhenit could no longerbe seen.
Nyhydid the watertunýblue?

Wheredid the coppersulfate
go?

name:
477
.

iviass ana cussorving

3. Particles in sugar and water. The diagramsbelow show the Particlespresentat
the different stageswhen sugaris dissolved in water.

.[:

L_
;JO

22
e

Why doesthe liquid tastesweetwhensugaris addedto
water?

4. Salt and water. Somewaterwasplacedin a beaker,andits masswasmeasured
I
Og
beaker
Then
150g.
The
balance.
water
of salt was
and
was
massof
usinga
bottom.
later
10
The
the
the
to
to
minutes
water,andsank
salt wasadded
weighedout.
the salt could not be seen.

Lgj
Fill in theboxesto shoivwhatyou think the massof the beakerandits contentswould
I
bewhenthe salt wasfirst added,andthenafter the salt couldno longerbe seen.
Wheredid the saltgo?

name:
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eiements, compounctsot mixturev ýi)
In science,it is importantto know the differencebetweenelements,
Try
think
to
you
what
explain
eachof these
mixtures.
and
compounds,
wordsmeans:
An elementis

A compoundis

A mixture is

4 sheetyou will find six diagramsshowingthe particles-in
On the secon.
different
The
particlesareshownas:
somesamplesof matýrials.
,
Alft
wo Br 31
either
diagram
is
Each
to
an
C
Br
meant show

element,a compoundor a iiiixture.

Br

0

COD
13-.
to

I,

NO

Allh. Ab^-

Decidewhethereach diagramon the
other sheetrepresentsan element,a
tompound, or a mixture, andtry to
*
explain your reasons.

class:.

name:
479

eiements.5compounctsor mixtures7 -(i)
This diagram shows particles irr-.

I think this because:
---------------------------- --------

-------------------N

ft-ft-

--------------------------

0

------------------------

This diagram shows particles

I think this because:

1

-----------------------

----------------------------------------------------

Cil
S

turn
plea&e
now

st
iclesin:
This diagramshow'part.

I think this because:

class:

name:
480

elements, compounds 0r MIxtures7 (1)
This diagram showsparticles in:

I think this because:
------------------------------I.

-----------------------------

*.

-----------------

------ ;---------

----------------------This diagramshowsparticlesi±=-

I think.this because-.

This diagramshowsparticlesin---'

I think this because:
---------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------

name:

class:
481

Appendix XVI
Code: BLN/07

Example of extract of observation data
Record of lesson observed
Date: 11/1/'Ol

Student:Marie
Time
(mins)
1

1

School: School F
1Notesfrom observation

Videorecord

Pupils arrive, settle down.

2
3
4

Recapon previous lessondealing with
matter.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

Recapon conceptof atom and terms proton,
neutron, electron.

Asks questionsof class.
Good responseto
questionsabout orbit and
shell.
Teachertells classthat structure of atom
Asks for volunteers,three
label
going to be discussedtoday.
on eachgirls,
proton, neutron and
electron. Two girls
together, one moving
around outside.
Tells classthat over 100 different types of
Teacherexposition
atoms. An element is where only one type of followed by showing
atom. Various examplesof elements
aluminiurn kitchen foil to
discussed.
class.Also shows can of
Coke, a tin can, a
thermometerand matches
to class.
Refers to sodium street
lamps.
All elementshave different structuresand
are listed in the Periodic Table.

16
17

Teachertalks. Points out
examplesof matter around
room.

Origin of symbols explained.

482

Small Periodic Table
pinned to blackboard.
Symbols pointed out.
Poster of somechemical
symbols also pinned to
blackboard.

18

Teachertells classwe are now going to learn
how to draw what an atom of an element looks
like

Tells class to take out a ruler,
tells them that atoms are I
million times smaller than 1
nun on ruler.

Tells pupils that scientistshave discoveredwhat
an atom looks like.

Teacher exposition. Puts
poster of nuclear formula of
helium on blackboard.Refers
to helium in balloon made up
of atoms.

To draw an atom you need to know how many
has.
it
and
electrons
protons, neutrons

Points to nuclear formula, top
number called atomic
number. Writes "2 protons"
on board. The 4 is the mass
number. Writes "no of
protons + no of neutrons" on
board.
Writes "2 electrons" on
board.
No responsefrom class.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Emphasisesneedto subtractatomic number from
massnumber to find the number of neutrons.

26

Tells classhow to find number of electrons.

27

Asks class "What elementwould you like to
know the structureof?"
Takes carbon as an example.

28
29
30

Tells classto attempt questionsin worksheeton
atomic structureof elements.

31
32
33

Writes nuclear formula of
board.
Asks
carbon on
questionsabout significance
of eachnumber. Good
response.
No questions.
Gives out worksheet.
Corrects mistake in
worksheet.Pupils work at
filling in blanks. Teacher
walks around room giving
assistance.

34
35

Calls class to attention. Tells classnow going to
lesson.
recap n

Asks for definition of
for
Asks
examples
element.
of elements,meaningof
formula,
how
to
nuclear
calculate number of neutrons,
etc. In general, good
from
class.
response

Tells classto open up text books.

Points out pagesto be
stu i d. esc assto
key
certain
points
underline
and learn thesepoints.

36
37
38
39
I
40

Bell sounds.End of class.
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Appendix XVIII

Extract from Baseline Interview Data

View of Teaching: Nature of Presentation (Audio Visual Aids)
Aine.
Data..
Baseline
txt (35/42)
TEXT:
CODE: Nature presentation-AV aids (G: 100)
At the beginning of the lesson,I seethat you used flash cards,why did you use those?
I find that when writing on the blackboard it works well for me but at other times you can
it
flash
I
that
things
was neat and concise and they can read
cards so
everywhere. used
put
it. It keepsthe amount of written material to a minimum.
TEXT: BaselineData. Gerard.txt (117/120)
CODE: Nature presentation- AV aids (G: 100)
I tried to make the overheadtransparenciesas clear as possible, not make the languagetoo
in
include
transparencies.
to
the
some
and
pictures
complicated
TEXT: BaselineData. Majella. txt (94/101)
CODE: Nature presentation-AV aids (GA00)
Maybe as well the arrangementof the particles, that could be hard enoughas well so I
brought in the visual examplesof the plastic model plasticine and things like that, how
in
bring
I
heating
to
trying
they
them,
was
and
they're arrangedand when you're
move apart
down
then
they
in
they're
together,
that
they're
get up,
the
and
that
sitting
stuck
classroom
they're moving around and they're more like a gas,things like that.
TEXT: Baseline Data. MargaretAxt (111/112)
CODE: Nature presentation-AV aids (G: 100)
We had thesecards on the board and we put the different things under the different
headings.
TEXT: Baseline Data. Maura.txt (110/114)
CODE: Nature presentation- AV aids (G: 100)
I think if you've got as much visual content as possible insteadofjust saying, "This is the
liquids
for
it",
had
deal
I
it
is
the
the
and gasesand
solids,
polystyrene model
with
and
way
they could seethe whole idea of the spacebetweenthe particles and stuff.

txt (74/78)
TEXT: BaselineData.Susan.
CODE:Naturepresentation-AV aids (G:100)
I hada posterwith onebig exampleon it andI saidwe'd refer to that oneall the time andI
hadthe flashcardsto highlight andhelp themfocuson the newwordsandI hopedthatthe
into
it
fall
together
those
place.
two of
andmake
would gel
TEXT: Baseline Data. Sadie.txt (82/87)
CODE: Nature presentation- AV aids (G: 100)
I wasdelightedwith all thepropsI hadcollectedto bring in. I thoughtthat wasgoodandtheywere
down
I
difficult
to
I
thing
was
to
and
and
pin
think
a
very
explain
atomsare
real-life examplesand
trying to showhow usefultheywerewhich wasa hardthing to do. I thoughtthatwasgood.
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Appendix XIX: Sample data obtained from baseline questionnaire
do
bring
think
to
they
teachers
teachers
to
what
need
student
asking
in
learning
science.
effective
about
Genevieve,Judith
Better knowledge of experimental proceduresand easiermethodsof
1)
doing the different experimentsto createeffective learning.
Relating scienceto everyday life to generatemore interest.
2)
Studentteachersshould be given a crash courseon the sciencesyllabus
3)
and the experimentsbefore entering the classroom.
Studentsmay becomemore enthusiasticabout practical work and
4)
write-ups if they were examined. In turn more experimentswould be
instead
of theory.
carried out
Studentsaskedto do more projects through teachingwith the aid of the
5)
Internet. Teachersshould be given computer courses.
6)
Teachersshould explain difficult sciencewords in simple language.No
is
difficult".
"science
have
that
the
studentshould
perception
Different types of tests should be given as opposedto strictly written
7)
examinations.
Eamonn, Tom
Increaseduse of visual aids, in order to abstain from over
1)
talking/monologue.
With regardsto mixed ability teaching,rememberto pace the lesson
2)
in
for
keep
the
to
contact with the stronger
allowing
weaker students
ones.
Demonstration of experiments,other than those on the syllabus to
3)
teach specific topics, e.g. Velocity/acceleration use trolleys etc.
Classparticipation with regardsto experiments,and avoid over
4)
demonstration,as studentslove to participate in the experiments
(where possible).
Relating scienceto real life, where the pupils can associatewith it.
5)
6)
Be prepared- don't allow yourself become over dependenton the text!
Liz, Maura, Brian

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Get classinvolvedin experimentsasmuch aspossible.Allow useof
equipment.
Get studentsto bring in stuff, which they would be interestedin talking
about.
Classproject.
Schoolexcursions(field trips).
Variedhomework.
Groupwork.
Try to relatetopicsto everydaylife.
Encouragestudentsto put forwardtheir opinionson a topic beforeyou
tell themaboutit.
Introducea topic throughits history.

486

Karen, Susan
Relatetopic to everyday life. (Why they are learning the topic.)
1)
Studentinput. (Studentscome up with ideas.)
2)
Tell studentsexactly what you expect of them for whole year and even
3)
write-ups.
Use everydayprops.
4)
Get studentsinto groups to do experimentsthemselvesand help out
5)
thosewho don't understand.
6)
Have variety in teaching styles. E.g. show video, slides, blackboard,
worksheetsetc.
Show enthusiasmyourself and this will motivate students.
7)
Arouse studentsinterest especially experimentsby asking them what
8)
they would expect to happen.
Asking more experiencedteachersfor advice.
9)
Eimear, Aileen
Relevant practical work.
1)
Studentinvolvement.
2)
Start with simple ideasthat can be related to by students(if possible).
3)
Importancein everyday life.
4)
Go slowly, stepby step.
5)
Createfun where possible.
6)
Encourage
7)
student's views.
Bridget, Majella
Pupils undertakemore practical work.
1)
Demonstrationsby the teacherto effectively demonstratea definition
2)
just
simply theory.
not
More use of charts and videos. Get studentsto relate back on what they
3)

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
Lisa, Paul
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

saw.
Active studentparticipationi.e. mini role-plays.
Useeverydayexamplesfrom world aroundus.
Whenbeginninga new topic askthemwhat they know alreadyon it.
Incorporationof generalteacherenthusiasminto the topic.
Brief recapitulationat the beginning.
Useflow diagrams.
Projectandpresentationto the class.
Experimental work, both demonstrationand participation.
Summarisechapterin hardback copy.
Introduce topic by general conversationabout everyday eventsthat
arise and are similar to the topic.
Word spaceor crossword type worksheet.
Use models where possible.
Vary teachingmethodsi. e. blackboard, O.H. P., CD-ROM's
(interactive learning)
Rotation of topic at regular intervals or when studentsappearbored
with a topic.
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